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ABSTRACT

ESTABLISHING A REVITALIZING STRATEGY FOR CHURCH PLANTERS:
AN ANALYSIS OF CHURCH PLANTING TRENDS OF THE 21ST CENTURY WITHIN THE
PUBLISHED WORKS DURING THE PAST THIRTEEN YEARS (2001-2013) IN AMERICA

Ji Woon Choi
Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary, 2014
Mentor: Dr. Frank Schmitt

Church planting is the most valuable method to spread the Gospel, and God wants to see
His churches everywhere. Nevertheless, many church planters have produced strikingly different
results; depression or growth. The purpose of this thesis is to analyze and research about current
church planting trends within the published works during the past thirteen years (2001-2013) in
the United States and to suggest a healthy church planting and growth model for local church
planters in America and the World. After the analysis of the current trends in the 21st century, the
particular statistical evidences and theological views about this study will lead a suitable
guidance for church planters who want to build and spread new churches. The surveys from
current church planters, members, and scholars will be also reflected in this significant process
for reconciling theory and practice of church planting.

Abstract length: 141 words
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CHAPTER Ⅰ
INTRODUCTION

New churches or church plants have proven to be one of the most successful means of
reaching the unsaved. All church planters should have the positive hope and conviction on His
promise in Matthew 16:18, “I also say to you that you are Peter, and upon this rock I will build
My church; and the gates of Hades will not overpower it.”1 The firm conviction about the final
victory of His church built on “the rock of the faith” is an uncontroversial essential value to all
church planters. Therefore, a distrust of His victorious work for the church is an impiety to Christ.
Nevertheless, there are many church planters who have suffered depression and failure
in the process of establishing a new church, and they have also learned that theory and practice
are not the same things. According to the statistics, most new Protestant churches in America
start and remain small, and 70 – 80 % will fail.2 This unacceptable reality is proceeding in the
American churches, and many churches are still being built on the formula for failure, not upon
the Rock of faith in Christ.
The clear answers to two questions can help resolve this miserable, but also hopeful
situation. First, “What is the church?” This fundamental and ecclesiological topic is a starting
point to solve the problem of church plant failures. The question led us into the original meaning
1

The New American Standard Bible, NASB, (La Habra, CA: The Lockman Foundation, 1995), Matthew

16:18.
2

Ed Stetzer explains about the problem of collecting the specific statistical data about the failure rate
with three different data from the next organizations; the Purpose Driven brochure, Nelson Searcy and Kerrick, and
George Hunter and Bob Whitesel. Each of them explains the rate of church plant failure as follows; 70, 80, and 80%.
Approximately, 70-80% new churches have failed in their process of church planting in the United States. However,
the author does not trust the rate because of its uncertainty. Ed Stetzer and Warren Bird. 2007. “The State of Church
Plating in the United States: Research overview and Qualitative Study of Primary Church Planting Entities.”
Lifeway Research, Nashville, TN., and Leadership Network, Dalls, TX.
1

2

of Christ’s church in Matthew 16:18. The question is related to systematic theology. The answer
will help to rebuild and revitalize the current “failed churches.” The second question is, “What is
the best current church form?” Successful church planting is a process based on the discovery of
the true meaning of church and understanding and use of the best form for church. There are
many church planting trends in America, and many sincere church planters want to understand
the best trend or form for the contemporary church.

Statement of Importance and Purpose of This Research
Aubrey Malphurs explains the negative situation in America and the steady decline of
churches and the necessity of church planting in the current time as follows: “The end of the
twentieth and the beginning of the twenty-first century has been marked by a steady decline of
the church, and the denominations in particular have begun to realize that their very survival is
dependent on church planting.”3
The church has changed continuously in each age for each generation’s views and
historical circumstances, and each transformation of the church has been allowed by God under
His divine providence; except some heretical or earthly religious systems.4 Evangelicalism is the
firm faith about God’s Words and Christ’s absolute authority for salvation, and is the theology to
save all humans. Every evangelical leader should stand above all minor theological differences
3

Aubrey Malphurs, The Nuts and Bolts of Church Planting: A Guide for Starting Any Kind of Church
(Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 2011), 9.
4

The researcher does not want to suggest the current exact list of the “heretical or earthly religious
systems” against Evangelicalism to prevent any prejudicial reading of this thesis. The purpose of this research is to
suggest a desirable model of church planting in the current era for the all evangelical and biblical churches in the
world, especially for the two countries: Korea, the researcher’s country, and the United States, his valued friend for
cooperation in the Gospel. For the limitation of the research range, the current trends of the church planting will be
dealt within the situation of the American church, and theological arguments will be quite limited for the ultimate
purpose of this thesis.

3

among different denominations for the unity of the church under God’s love.
The study of published books is a qualified and fundamental methodology to get
information about a specific area. That is the reason why the author chose this methodology, the
study of the books on church planting, to understand the controversial issue. The ultimate goal of
this thesis is to examine and research about the current church planting trends within the
published works during the past thirteen years (2001-2013) in the United States and to suggest a
healthy church planting and growth model for local church planters in America and the World.
After the research of the current trends in the twenty-first century through the book
analysis, the critical analytical evidences, and theological views about this study, will provide
guidance for church planters who want to build new biblical churches. The surveys5 from
current church planters, members, and scholars will also provide guidance for church planting.

Statement of the Problems
The basic problem is the decline of the rate of church growth in America vs. the positive
expectation on church planting trends in America. It is exciting to consider the survival rates of
new churches by the ten denominations in America.6 David T. Olson, a researcher of the
American churches, explains the successful results of church planting efforts of the ten
denominations in America by his statistical study in 2008 as follows:
5

The survey for church planters will be related to the planters of Liberty University and Liberty Baptist
Theological Seminary who have established their churches during 2009 – 2013. They will be a good and practical
representative population sample for this research. The author will also research their various theological
backgrounds for the exact analysis of their ecclesiological positions. Nevertheless, he does not sure that how the
survey population and result will be changed for this research process.
6

The United Methodist Church, The Southern Baptist Convention, The Evangelical Covenant Church,
The Baptist General Conference, The Lutheran Church – Missouri Synod, The Wisconsin Evangelical Lutheran
Synod, The Church of the Nations, The Christian and Missionary Alliance, The Evangelical Lutheran Church in
America, and The International Pentecostal Holiness Church.

4

Many denominations have attempted to improve the quality of their church-planting
systems over the past fifteen years, often with dramatic results. There are many parachurch organizations that specialize in helping a church or denomination plant new
churches, providing the assessment, training and coaching for church planters and their
launch teams. Both of these quality systems have contributed to the increased number of
new churches started from 2000 to 2005.7
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Fig. 1. Survival Rates of New Churches that Started from 2000 to 2005 by the Ten
Denominations8
Olson verifies that some statistics about the failure rates of church planting in America
were exaggerated, because a few scholars or authors want to verify their theories to solve the
crisis by their own methodologies or directions. However, exaggerated statement to spread one’s
bias can create negative opinions against many dynamic church planting ministries. Therefore,
evangelical researchers need a correct evaluation of church planting today. Nevertheless, there
does definitely exist a decline of the Protestant evangelical church growth and attendance rate in
America. Olson also shows the decline rates with a statistical chart about the eight
denominations in America, included the Catholic Church, as follows:

7

David T. Olson, The American Church in Crisis: Groundbreaking Research Based on a National
Database of Over 200,000 Churches (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2008), 156.
8

Ibid.

5
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Fig. 2. Yearly Growth Rates by the Eight Denominations 1990 - 2000 and 2000 – 2005 in
America9

It is interesting to see the result of the decline of the three mainline denominations in
America on the chart: Methodist, Lutheran, and Reformed. James E. White explains the
declining trend of mainline denominations in America after reviewing several major headlines in,
USA Today, CNN, Associated Press, Seattle times, and Religious News Service,10 as follows:
“The headlines come from the American Religious Identification Survey (ARIS) released on
March 9, 2009. Much in the study was to be expected: mainline denominations are losing ground;

9

10

David T. Olson, 168.

White’s footnote about the headlines as follows: Cathy Lynn Grossman, “Almost All Denominations
Losing Ground: Faith Is Shifting, Drifting or Vanishing Outright,” USA Today, March 9, 2009, 1A, 6A; Rachel Zoll,
“Survey: We’re Losing Our Religion,” Associated Press, March 9, 2009, printed in the Charlotte Observer, March 9,
2009, 5A; “America Becoming Less Christian, Survey Finds,” CNN, March 12, 2009, http:// www.cnn.com/ 2009/
LIVING/ wayoflife/ 03/ 09/ us.religion.less.christian/ index.html; Lance Dickie, “U.S. Religion ID Inching to
‘None’,” Seattle Times, printed in the Charlotte Observer, March 24, 2009, 11A; Adelle M. Banks, “None of Thee
Above,” Religious News Service, printed in the Charlotte Observer, 1E, 3E, March 14, 2009. James E. White, The
Church in an Age of Crisis: 25 New Realities Facing Christianity (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 2012), 215.
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the Bible Belt is less Baptist; Catholics have invaded the South; denominationalism as a whole is
on the wane.”11 A decline of churches in America is real, but many positive church planting
movements are still operating by many evangelical pastors.
The second part of the problem is a lack of clear definitions for the different trends in
church planting. Church planting is the most significant process to spread the Gospel.12 Every
era has unique trends to build churches in different regions by various theological positions.13 In
America, there have been many different trends to build churches: Puritanism, Revivalism,
Pentecostalism, mega-church syndrome, community oriented, seeker oriented ministry, spiritual
formation movement, and house church movement. There were slow and predictable changes in
the last period, but now the current situation is changing severely and rapidly.14
The reasons why the current church planting trends of the 21st century in America is
vital is because the exact information or data about it can support and revitalize many church
planters who were failed or depressed in their church planting process. An analysis of the current

11

Ibid.

12

There are many authors who quoted the famous statement of C. Peter Wagner about the importance of
church planting as follows: “The single most effective way to evangelize is to plant new churches.” This statement
was recited in this book: Larry Kreider and Floyd McClung, Starting a House Church (Ventura, CA: Regal Books,
2007), 30. However, the author does not agree with the New Apostolic Movement by Wagner for his dangerous and
radical insistence of prophets and apostolic governance appointed by him. He was the influential theologian for
church growth, but now he is embroiled in a serious theological fight with many conservative theologians for his
radical approach and interpretation of the apostolic mission.
13

14

This historical evidence will be dealt within the part of theoretical basis in the introduction.

Eddie Gibbs, a professor emeritus of church growth in the School of Intercultural Studies of Fuller
Theological Seminary, explains well the difference between the organizational structures of historic churches and the
current church as follows: “The organizational structures of historic churches were designed for a different cultural
context, in which change was more predictable and occurred at a slow pace. Today, we live in a cultural of
discontinuous and often unpredictable change. When things happen suddenly and unexpectedly, the church needs
organizational structures that is flexible and flat – that is, capable of adjusting to changing needs and circumstances
to allow for timely and appropriate responses. This is a challenge faced by every institution, including those within
business, politics, education, health care, and the military, as well as the church.” Eddie Gibbs, Church Morph: How
Megatrends Are Reshaping Christian Communities (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2009), 12.
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church planting trends can provide a suitable synthetic methodology to solve the problems of
declining rate of church growth in America. There are many sincere planters who in one or two
years have experienced life-threatening failures from their initial church planting processes and
the author hopes to help them with this study.
Another part of the problem is defining church. This author defines church as follows:
“The church built upon the covenant of Christ’s blood is the primary design and spiritual
community to save all humans from the permanent second death, and it must provide an
opportunity to worship God, learn the Bible, and perform the biblical sacraments with proper
disciplines.”15 Christ is the head and center of all churches, and the atonement of His blood has
to be taught with the traditional evangelical theologies.16 Churches have to be effective in
evangelism. There is clear evidence why church planting is the most vital process to accomplish
the holy purpose.17
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Worshipping God is one of the most important purposes and meanings of the church, but the author
thinks that it is possible to worship God in all areas of Christian life personally: homes, workplaces, small group
meetings, schools, and others. Church is “the primary or basic container for the people who are saved from the
second death.” The sacraments are also one of the purposes of the church, but they are the second purpose more than
the first purpose; to evangelize and save all people from the permanent second death by preaching and teaching the
covenant of the Blood with the sound and evangelical theology upon the base of the Bible. Hans Küng, a significant
evangelical Catholic theologian for a proper Ecclesiology, also insists that worship in a sanctuary is not the only way
to worship God, but worship in the World or in everyday life of Christians is important. Hans Küng, The Church
(New York, NY: Image Books, 1976), 478. It is also important to know the traditional meaning of the purpose of the
church from Protestant theologians in the 16th century. The author will treat the issue in the next theoretical basis
part in the introduction.
16

R. C. Sproul introduces the core content of the essential doctrines of Christianity that all Christians
must know as follows: 1. Revelation through the Bible, 2.The nature and attributes of God, 3. The works and
decrees of God, 4. Jesus Christ, 5. The Holy Spirit, 6. Human beings and the fall, 7. Salvation, 8. The church and
sacraments, 9. Spirituality and living in this age, and 10. End Times. All Protestant evangelical churches have to
teach the meaning of the above doctrines with the conservative perspectives based on the Protestant theological
traditions. Sproul. R. C. Sproul, Essential Truths of the Christian Faith (Carol Stream, IL: Tyndale House Publishers,
1992), Ⅴ-Ⅷ.
17

Larry Kreider clearly recites a research from Fuller Theological Seminary about the rate of evangelism
in each of three levels church groups as follows: “Fuller Theological Seminary did a research study that found that if
a church is 10 or more years old, it takes 85 people to lead 1 person to Christ. If the church is between 4 and 7 years
old, it takes 7 people to lead 1 person to Christ. If a church is less than 3 years old, it takes only 3 people to lead 1
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Many evangelical Protestant pastors have a problem adapting their churches within the
postmodernized culture.18 The culture continues to change in this century and one of the results
has been a decline in church attendance and growth and pastors need to guard their churches
against these declines.19

Statement of Limitations
First, this project addressed the issues found in one hundred books. It did not cover all
books on church planting in America. It is difficult and impossible to find all these books.20
Second, this study was limited by the fact that the books chosen are not the only selection for a
complete solution to help churches. Third, this study is an examination of church planting trends
or movements, not the complete answer for the success of church planting. Fourth, the process of
combining both the analysis of the books and the surveys from the people who are involved with
church planting is complicated work. Therefore, the author will combine the findings based on
the outcome of the surveys, not by some new outside methods. Finally, the author will suggest a
desirable model to establish a revitalizing strategy to support the current church planters based
on the research results, but it will be also a useful suggestion, not a complete methodology.

person to Christ.” Larry Kreider and Floyd McClung, Starting a House Church, 30.
18

Kevin J. Vanhoozer insists as follows: “Christians must learn to read the signs of the times.” He uses
the term, Cultural Literacy: how to “read” and “write” culture. Kevin J. Vanhoozer, Charles A. Anderson, and
Michael J. Sleasman, Everyday Theology: How to Read Cultural Texts and Interpret Trends (Grand Rapids, MI:
Baker Academic, 2007), 18.
19

The author thinks that evangelical Protestant churches in the World in this century need to find a
desirable Ecclesiology against many dangerous church unity or scattering movements: Catholic Ecumenism,
theological Pluralism or Liberalism, etc. Each Protestant evangelical seminary must teach the historical and biblical
meaning of the church within the Protestant theological and historical traditions for the current church.
20

Nevertheless, it is clear that the one hundred books will be able to contain most church planting and
ecclesiological trends in America by the “statistical estimation” methodology.
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The current trends of church planting are limited to America. For the study design, the
researcher will investigate the American trends within the published works chosen by the author.
Few non-American authors, such as Briton, African, German, or Australian, are in the book list,
but their books have been published in the United States in English, and they were included in
the list. The focus of this study is to examine the trends and recommend a beneficial model or
theory to plant a healthy church in the world. The American church has influence on many other
churches in other countries as an important model.
The one hundred books selected were published from Jan., 2001 to Aug., 2013. This
suggests that the definition of the “current” is the early twenty first century. The “current church
planting trends within the books” mean the emerged or emerging methods of church planting in
the 21st century.21 Some church planting methods came from the last century, but the author
insists that they are still functioning in this century with impact.22
This study will not attempt to examine complex theological differences impacting
church planting among various denominations. However, the author will suggest some
theological differences among the different authors. The denominational background of the
authors will be introduced, but it will not be to analyze the fundamental reasons why they have
chosen their methodology of church planting.

21

22

These words, “emerged or emerging” are not related to the “Emerging church movement in America.”

For instance, Mega-Church Movement, the most influential trend from the last century, is still
influencing on many church planters’ minds in America positively or negatively. The author found an interesting
result from a small denomination, Minnesota Baptist Conference, has been influenced by the two famous megachurch leaders, Rick Warren and Bill Hybels. According to the author related to the research, Joel Nelson, the 400
pastors of the MBC joined with a survey by the denominational research, and almost 40% of them had attended at
least one conference or seminary sponsored by Willow Creek. Rick Warren ranked a close second behind Hybels.
Joel Nelson, “Methods and Models in the Church-Planting Strategy for the Minnesota Baptist Conference” (D. Min.,
diss., Fuller Theological Seminary, 2002), 47.
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Theoretical Bases
The author believes the theoretical basis for this study is why all church planters need to
know the current church planting trends and keep a desirable Ecclesiology for their church
planting process. It has three parts: biblical, theological, and historical basis.

Biblical Basis
From the Old Testament
The history of Israel in the Old Testament shows well the negative results for the
ignorance of the “spiritual trends” from God. Judges 1:1 – 2:23 shows that the sons of Israel did
not drive the Canaanites out from the land, Canaan, after the death of Joshua because of their
ignorance about all the deeds of the Lord, which He had done for Israel (Joshua 24:31). Their
new young leaders did not know precisely why they should drive all the Canaanites out from
their region, and after all, they violated the command from God: “You shall not do what is done
in the land of Egypt where you lived, nor are you to do what is done in the land of Canaan where
I am bringing you; you shall not walk in their statutes” (Leviticus 18:3).
The pagan customs and rituals from the Canaanites’ belief in their gods had been one of
the essential “religious trends” of Israel, and they had gradually broken the commandment of
God: “You shall have no other gods before Me” (Deuteronomy 5:7). For the violation, the Israel
community in the Old Testament had repeatedly experienced the “dark spiritual cycles” in their
past. God’s trend for Israel, to listen to the Words from God, had been superseded for the new
trends against God caused by the Canaanites that survived. “And you will say to them, thus says
the Lord, if you will not listen to Me, to walk in My law which I have set before you, to listen to
the words of My servants the prophets, whom I have been sending to you again and again, but
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you have not listened” (Jeremiah 26:4-5).
The spiritual sensitivity of the modern Christians within each cultural realm and trend to
meet the requirements of God is very significant, because they, the people of God, must prevent
their ultimate destructions due to their “ignorance” about God’s trend.23 They should raise their
guard against bad trends of Satan in their cultures.24 Some trends as a progressive methodology
for church planting need to be inspected by this “spiritual sensitivity” within the Word and the
particular researches of historical theology to prevent some heretical trends. “For they are a
nation lacking in counsel, and there is no understanding in them. Would that they were wise that
they understood this, that they would discern their future” (Deuteronomy 32:28-29). The theory
of contextualization for the evangelism and the mission must have the discernment within this
era against any kind of religious syncretism.25 Church planters have to be professional army
officers at the front lines against the evil trends by the sound ecclesiological and soteriological
23

In this paragraph, the author wants to explain about “the salvation of each communion,” not about “the
personal salvation.”
24

The problem of homosexuality, the big issue between conservatives and liberals, in America is the
most miserable sin and trend against God’s will. The CNN poll was conducted by ORC International from May 2931, 2012 shows the unbelievable level of the positive attitude of Americans to the sinful trend as follows: “A
majority of Americans say they support legally recognizing same-sex marriage amid growing evidence that the
public's become more comfortable with gays and lesbians, according to a new national poll. A CNN/ORC
International survey released Wednesday also indicates that the number of Americans who say they have a close
friend or family member who is gay has jumped from 49% in 2010 to 60% today, the first time in CNN polling that
a majority of Americans have said that. In the 1990s, most Americans said they did not know anyone close to them
who was gay.” CNN Politics, (June 6, 2012), accessed Sep. 10, 2013.
http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2012/06/06/cnn-poll-americans-attitudes-toward-gay-community-changing/.
25

Pope Francis’s recent statement about a question from an atheist, Eugenio Scalfari, the founder of La
Repubblica, is very shocking to many Protestant evangelical Christians in the World, because he denied indirectly
the Gospel; Jesus is the only way to save all humans. Scalfari asked Pope Francis whether God forgives those who
do not believe and do not seek faith. Pope Francis replied as follows: “Given that and this is the key point God’s
mercy has no limits, if you go to Him with a sincere and repentant heart, the issue for those who do not believe in
God is to obey their conscience. Sin, even for those who have no faith, is when one goes against their conscience. To
listen and to obey to (one’s conscience) means to decide oneself in relation to what’s perceived as good and evil, and
this decision is fundamental to determining the good or evil of our actions.” See the next article. Alessandro Speciale,
“Pope Francis tells atheists to obey their conscience.” The Washington Post, (September 11, 2013), accessed Sep. 10,
2013. http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/on-faith/pope-francis-tells-atheists-to-obey-theirconscience/2013/09/11/d7241f32-1b26-11e3-80ac-96205cacb45a_story.html.
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position.

From the New Testament
The Christians in the Early Church 2,000 years ago were born again by the Atonement
on the Cross, and the original Ecclesiology was also established on the Rock of the Faith by His
blood; not by any biased theological considerations or traditional forms.26 The new trend of the
Holy Spirit had grasped all new-born churches in Jerusalem, and the church planting process had
been spread over the city without human-methodology or a philosophical theology system. The
Apostles and new-born Christians enjoyed “His tremendous trend for all humankind” beyond the
confines of human experience.
Some evangelical theologians or pastors who strongly support mega-church movement
have insisted that the early Jerusalem church after the Pentecost had many church members, over
3,000 and 5,000 men without women and children in a place of Jerusalem, and they want to
legitimize the trend for the modern mega-church.27 However, they have overlooked the truth that
God had dispersed the big crowd to spread the Gospel by the significant persecution. Acts 8:4

26

The early Christians after the Pentecost had not the New Testament, but they were the most New
Testament – oriented Christians in history. They had the most influential role to form the New Testament under the
Apostles’ authority, and they were also the eyewitnesses about the life and Resurrection of Christ. Ronald F.
Youngblood, F. F. Bruce, and R. K. Harrison, Unlock the Bible: Keys to Understanding the Scripture (Nashville, TN:
Thomas Nelson Inc., 2011), 162-164.
27

Os Guinness had already showed the negative attitude about the trend and church growth movement
twenty years ago as follows: “This book is a constructive critique of the church-growth movement and the new
mega-churches, focusing especially on the use of this “new ground” of modern insights and techniques.” Os
Guinness, Dining with the Devil: The Mega-church Movement Flirts with Modernity (Grand Rapids, MI: Hourglass
Book, 1993), 14. Almost fifteen years later, a book to justify actively the trend was published with a foreword by
Rick Warren, and the co-authors insisted as follows: “The ministry activities and worship styles of the megachurches affect tens of thousands of smaller churches in the country and, thanks to the Internet, literally millions of
pastors around the world. There is nothing insignificant about the mega-church phenomenon.” Scott Thumma and
Dave Travis, Beyond Mega-church Myths: What We Can Learn from America's Largest Churches (San Francisco,
CA: Jossey-Bass, 2007), 1.
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reveals the scattering as follows: “Therefore, those who had been scattered went about preaching
the Word.” Size has been a significant issue for church growth during the last century, but now
many current church planters are agonizing about the definition of a healthy church to
accomplish Gods’ will within their modernized world.28
This researcher has found the approach of the New Testament for church planting, and
has classified many biblical situations related in it by ten conflicting but complementing
concepts as follows: 1. Apocalyptic but Temporal, 2. Christ-centered but Humanistic, 3.
Cooperative but Independent, 4. Diverse but Synchronized, 5. Evangelistic but Communal, 6.
Radical but Conservative, 7. Rapid but Accurate, 8. Self-giving but Self-directed, 9. Simple but
Specific, and 10. Spiritual but Secular.29
1. Apocalyptic but Temporal: The early church prepared for the final judgment day by
the second coming, and their apocalyptic attitude about the church preserved the purity of the
church, and their life-pattern also led to dynamic evangelism. Nevertheless, most of the
statements related to the term “church” in the New Testament teach that the church planting
process was very temporal. The author has found the word “church” 75 or 76 times in the New
Testament, and most of them are temporal to build the church practically.30

28

Most of mega-churches in the World, especially in America, want to find “a downsizing but
maximizing method” to revive their system by “the dividing strategy” for sustaining their still big communities.
“Too many churches and pastors labor under the illusion that they aren’t doing enough for the kingdom because they
are small. Let me relieve you of that burden. Smaller does not mean less than, but it does mean different. So much is
written and geared toward the large and mega-church audience that it can feel like the small congregation is ignored.
Ironically, the large and mega-church is trying to capture the small church feel. That’s why they have so many
pastors and staffers to handle the larger audience. They really want what you have!” David B. Smith, Small Does
Not Mean Struggling: And Other Stories of Small Church Propaganda (Enumclaw, WA: Wine Press Publishing,
2011), 3.
29

30

These concepts will lead a desirable church planting model in chapter 5 of this thesis.

The author searched the word in the KJV, NIV, and NASB by a Bible searching tool. KJV and NASB
show the result of 75 times, but NIV shows 76 times. Except for the Revelation, most of the verses related to
“church” in the New Testament are dealing with real situations of Christian life patterns and community living
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2. Christ-centered but Humanistic: The Apostle Paul established Christ-centered
churches against legalism and secularism, but he also wanted to establish people-oriented
churches with various companions by the humanistic partnership. The Pauline Epistles are filled
with the love for humans within the church, not for laws related to hierarchism.
3. Cooperative but Independent: The Apostles led their own church in each area, and
their ministerial characteristics were different and unique. Sometimes the Apostles and church
leaders had a struggle for the management of their ministry. Acts 15:36-40 shows the exciting
fact that Barnabas and Paul had a conflict about the traveling with Mark, and their partnership
was finally broken. Every church planting process has many conflicts with members for their
independent specialties and theological perspectives, and every planter has to stay calm with
their humility and helpful attitude to their members.31
4. Diverse but Synchronized: The Apostles and church leaders led their churches by their
various methodologies within their different backgrounds, ages, regions, academic careers, and
ethnicities. Nevertheless, they also showed the synchronized purpose to establish a church
controlled by the Holy Spirit. The initial synchronized - Holy Catholic Church was not the
unilateral Catholic Church for Roman Pope hierarchical order.
5. Evangelistic but Communal: Acts 2:46-47 shows the communal living model of the
early church members in Jerusalem, but God scattered them by the severe persecution in Acts
8:1-4, because of His great and urgent evangelistic mission for all nations.

theories.
31

The author does not insist that all church planters will be a bystander with their ambiguous attitude to
each conflict in their churches. Every conflict has to be treated as a severe problem for the peace of community, but
a “compulsory cooperation” is not a solution to lead a peaceful community. Denominational separations in the
Protestant churches show the self-reliant tendency of humans, but the differences need to be combined within the
cooperative evangelism by their active humility.
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6. Radical but Conservative: The Apostles needed to keep their sound Judaic traditions
that came from the Old Testament, and some Judaic traditions were embodied in various areas
such as preaching in synagogues, regular fasts, offering for the poor, etc. However, the Apostle
Paul criticized radically the uncertain attitude of the Apostle Peter about circumcision and the
Gentiles (Galatians 2:11-21). Paul’s radical criticism against the old legalism led to the purity of
the Gospel, and the early church planting process went beyond the past Judaism.
7. Rapid but Accurate: The speed of the church planting process was very fast. According
to Neil Cole’s calculation, the Apostle Paul planted twenty churches in his lifetime.32
Nevertheless, the Apostle Paul’s planted churches had an accurate theological direction about
God’s grace and punishment in spite of many heretical or Judaic attacks.
8. Self-giving but Self-directed: Every local church built by Paul had a unique decision
making process under each local church leader. The Seven Churches of Revelation are shown
each fruit or fault. The self-giving church leaders in the early churches existed under the control
of the Apostles and the Holy Spirit, but each church also had a self-directed pattern like the
current local churches with one of two different results: compliment or reproach from Christ.
9. Simple but Specific: The Apostles and church planters built each church upon the
simple foundation: a simple truth, simple structure, and simple goal. “Jesus is the only way for
the salvation, and the church has no religious and complex hierarchical structure. Especially the
Christians must live for the glory of God.” Nevertheless, the Apostle Paul shows the very
particular theological guidelines and practical disciplines to achieve the simple values in the

32

“He probably started close to 20 churches himself, with many more born out of those by his apprentice
leaders. In Asia alone the NT mentions Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamum, Thyatira, Sardis, Philadelphia, Laodicea,
Colossae, and Hieropolis.” Neil Cole, “How Many Churches Did the Apostle Paul Start?” ChurchPlanting.com,
accessed Sep. 20, 2013. http://www.churchplanting.com/how-many-churches-did-the-apostle-paulstart/#axzz2fvzV7aIp.
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New Testament.
10. Spiritual but Secular: The records of the Apostles’ miraculous works to build the church
in Acts are very spiritual, but their mission fields were also very secular. The early church
planting process was not monastic, but socio-cultural. The spirituality of the early church was
focused on the mission fields, and the spiritual lifestyle embodied within their Hellenistic secular
world.

Fig. 3. The Ten Conflicting but Complementing Concepts for Church Planting in the New
Testament

The author will actualize the ten concepts from the New Testament in chapter five for
church planters.

Theological Basis
Darrin Patrick insists upon the importance of knowing Ecclesiology as follows: “It is
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very important to define and understand what the church biblically is before we attempt to plant,
lead, and serve local churches. If we do not understand what it is that we are serving or leading,
or what we are starting, not only are we unlikely to be successful, but we will not even know
what success is.”33 There are many methodological church planting theories in America, but it is
necessary to select the best ecclesiological and biblical position in every church planting process,
and it should take precedence over the others. The researcher wants to introduce the simple
classification of the current Ecclesiology by the next contrastive analysis as follows:
Conservative, Moderate, and Progressive Ecclesiology.
1. Conservative Ecclesiology: There are many traditional Protestant churches that want
to save each traditional and denominational theological concept of the church from the
Reformation with this ecclesiological position. The Word and sacraments are the main marks of
these churches.34 They also want to keep each traditional worship form and other historical or
denominational policies to share their communal identities within each denomination.
Sometimes, they are extremely defensive against some untested theological progressive ideas
related to Para-church movement, Independent churches, or House churches.35 Nevertheless,
these ecclesiological attitudes within the churches are still prominent and reliable.36

33

Darrin Patrick, Church Planter: The Man, the Message, the Mission (Wheaton, IL: Crossway, 2010),

182.
34

Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen, An Introduction to Ecclesiology: Ecumenical, Historical, and Global
Perspectives (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2002), 40.
35

The author has also found the defensive attitudes against other ecclesiological traditions, such as the
Roman Catholic, the Orthodox, and other Protestant denominations. See the next statement of a Reformed
theologian. “Reformed ecclesiology stands over against these Roman Catholic, Orthodox, and Anglican patterns of
church organization. It builds its credibility upon the content of the faith it proclaims.” Robert H. Bullock, Jr.,
“Presbyterians Being Reformed: Reflections on What the Church Needs Today” (Louisville, KY: Geneva Press,
2006), 32.
36

Although they are still influential, many house church-oriented or independent church leaders do not
like the conservative ecclesiological perspectives for its inflexible and hierarchical religious system. Nevertheless,
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2. Moderate Ecclesiology: There are many evangelical Protestant churches that want to
keep several desirable concepts and theological basis caused from the Reformation in the
sixteenth century with this Ecclesiology, but they are very flexible to change their churches for
each innovation process by various methodological skills related to church growth and
evangelism. Community churches are a good example for this ecclesiological position, and
perhaps most of mega-churches in America have this ecclesiological position.37
3. Progressive Ecclesiology: There are new churches related to the different form against
the traditional church, such as the house-church model, Internet-based model, or small grouporiented and non-institutional model, etc.38 The emerging church movement has been issued in
the American church, and this trend has an innovative or radical approach against the
conventional definition of the church to promote the effectiveness of evangelism within the
Postmodern World.

both parts share the value of “the Word and sacraments” for their same background: Protestant theological position.
However, discipline, the third element of the core functions by the Protestant church, is not operated well in both
parts, in America because of various human rights and antiauthoritarianism. For instance, the biblical preaching and
discipline against homosexuality in America becomes difficult for the human rights of homosexuals. Read the next
book to check the three core functions, the Word, Sacraments, and Discipline, by the Protestant tradition. Thomas C.
Oden, Life in the Spirit: Systematic Theology: Volume Three (New York, NY: HarperCollins Publishers, 1992).
These three core values could be compared to the Nicene-Constantinopolitan Creed as follows: “The most widely
received, traditional, consensual Protestant definition (of the church) is the Word, Sacrament, and Discipline. Prior
to this Protestant definition, from the fourth century on, four attributes have been most often designated as necessary
and sufficient marks of the church: Unity, Holiness, Catholicity, and Apostolicity. These are found prototypically in
the Nicene-Constantinopolitan Creed.” Ibid., 299.
37

There are no exact statistical data to prove it yet, but many Christian leaders can acknowledge it
through the attitudes of mega-church leaders, inter-denominationalism over their initial denominational theology.
The author wants to suggest this research to analyze the symptom with a statistical methodology by another
researcher.
38

See the next two contrasting books to understand the emerging church movement. 1. D. A. Carson,
Becoming Conversant with the Emerging Church: Understanding a Movement and Its Implication (Grand Rapids,
MI: Zondervan, 2005). This book introduces an objective perspective about the movement with its pros and cons
under an academic research methodology. 2. Eddie Gibbs, Ryan K. Bolger, Emerging Churches: Creating Christian
Community in Postmodern Cultures (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2005). This book shows the positive
attitude about the movement, and it has a none-academic structure to understand the trend.
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Fig. 4. The Classification of the Current Ecclesiology by the Author

Historical Basis
All current church planters need to know a correct theological definition of church, and
they should examine some significant ecclesiological records from the last Protestant theologians
in the sixteenth and seventeenth century. This author suggested the three current ecclesiological
positions: Conservative, Moderate, and Progressive Ecclesiology. Those need to be compared
with the three historical and ecclesiological positions after the Reformation as follows: 1)
Conservative and Catholic-based Protestants, 2) Moderate and Reformation-based Protestants,
and 3) Progressive and Beyond-Reformation Protestants.
1. Conservative and Catholic-based Protestants: The author insists that Martin Luther
was the primary theologian of the “Conservative and Catholic-based Protestants.” He was a
great innovator to build the Protestant churches upon the Scriptures, but his consubstantiation
was still based on the transubstantiation of the Catholic Church.39 There were many cross39

Justo L. Gonzalez, an important Protestant conservative scholar of historical theology, introduces well
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theological attitudes among the Reformers in the sixteenth century, and Luther also had the
“conservative” attitude about the issue. The Ecclesiology of the current Conservative church
leaders and theologians is similar to Luther’s pattern, because they want to keep the traditional
or denominational forms and structures of the churches with their conservative ecclesiological
position without a particular theological analysis against a radical theological approach to
overturn the ecclesiological traditions.
2. Moderate and Reformation-based Protestants: The author asserts that John Calvin
was the primary theologian of the “Moderate and Reformation-based Protestants.” “Moderate”
means that his position was located between the Catholic-based and Beyond-Reformation
Protestants. He was the great systematic theologian of the Protestant theology in the sixteenth
century,40 and he was also the ultimate beyond-Catholicism theologian. Most of the current
Protestant theological primary theories come from his theological works.41 Interestingly, the
Ecclesiology of the current Moderate church leaders and theologians is similar to Calvin’s
model, because they want to keep the traditional values for the church, but they also want to
the limitation of Luther’s theological position based on the Catholic Church as follows: “Luther was not ready to
reduce communion to a mere sign or symbol of spiritual realities. He took Jesus’ words at the institution of the
sacrament as very clear and undeniable proof of his physical presence at the sacrament: “this is my body.” Justo L.
Gonzalez, The Story of Christianity: Volume 2: The Reformation to the Present Day 2nd Edition (New York, NY:
HarperCollins Publishers, 2010), 54.
40

41

Ibid., 77.

There were many Protestant denominations after the Reformation, but Calvin’s theological
achievements have been shared and discussed persistently in each academic theological area over the
denominational differences for four centuries. Karl Barth’s attitude about Calvin shows well the great theological
status of Calvin. Read the next book to verify the fact. Karl Barth, The Theology of John Calvin (Grand Rapids, MI:
W.B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 1995). First published 1922 as Die Theologie Calvins by Theologischer Verlag, Zurich.
Bart explains Calvin’s theological greatness as follows: “It is obvious that as regards originality Calvin stands most
improbably in the middle between the pure types, Luther and Zwingly. These two had in fact exhausted the two
great possibilities of the Reformation. Only the possibility of synthesis remained. Synthesis, or union in the serious
sense of the term, was the original contribution of Calvin. In keeping with the situation of conflict in the later
Reformation period he built a structure that was open to fellow believers on both sides. Synthesis is not possible
without renunciation. That meant forgoing any further new possibilities. It meant the end of reformation. To have
made this act of renunciation was Calvin’s theological greatness.” Ibid., 119-120.
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change the old methodologies or forms to establish new churches. They try to establish an
influential community to realize their ecclesiological vision, and it is very similar to Calvin’s
effort to build a holy city or community in Geneva, Switzerland.42
3. Progressive and Beyond-Reformation Protestants: The researcher has had curiosity
about the Anabaptists, and he wants to recommend them as the fundamental group of the
“Progressive and Beyond-Reformation Protestants.” The Anabaptists were the most persecuted
Christians in history.43 There have been many theological controversies about them for four
centuries, because their radical approach against the traditional church forms, both the Catholic
churches and Protestant churches, was regarded as heretical and harmful provocation.44 The
current emerging or some radical independent church figures show the same aspect such as the
Anabaptists for their radical approach against the existing traditional church forms, both the
Catholic Church and the Protestant church, and the related controversy was started in this

42

Many mega-church or community church leaders have tried to control or influence the government of
the United States to realize their evangelistic vision such as the Calvin’s effort to build a church linked with a
secular city. “The separation of church and state” is still the primary and controversial issue among various
theological groups in this era.
43

Gonzalez, 71. See the next specific depiction about the persecution by Gonzalez. “The martyrs were
many-probably more than those who died during the three centuries of persecution preceding Constantine. The
manner of their death varied from region to region, and even from case to case. With ironic cruelty, many were
drowned. Others were burned to death, as had become customary with heretics centuries earlier. Some were tortured
to death, or drawn and quartered.” Ibid., 71.
44

According to Mark Ellingsen’s analysis, the Anabaptists showed the next three different and distinct
characteristics against the two main streams, the Catholic and Protestant churches, as follows: “(1) The voluntary
character of church membership. (2) The separation of these churches from the national or territorial state, with the
accompanying belief that the Church needs no support from the state in any way. (3) The rejection of infant baptism
and insistence that only believers should be baptized, commitments that follows from the movement’s emphasis on
personal decision and the New Testament practice.” Mark Ellingsen, Reclaiming Our Roots -- Volume 2: Martin
Luther to Martin Luther King (Harrisburg, PA: Trinity Press International, 1999), 84. For their radical position
against the traditional church paradigm, they were persecuted, but now many Protestant evangelical churches or
denominations are following their perspectives unwittingly. It will be interesting to see the future of the “emerging
church movement.” They will be persecuted from other traditional denominations like the Anabaptists, or lifted by
many passionate supporters in the future.
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century.45

Fig. 5. The Classification of the Protestant Ecclesiology in the Sixteenth Century by the Author

It is significant to examine the current church planting trends with a practical
approach to build a healthy church upon a sound theological and biblical background. The
Scriptures show the best way to lead His church, and the history of the church from the first
century to this century also shows the primary theological issues to find the best strategy to lead
the current church without heretical patterns. Nevertheless, there are many pastors who do not
have a clear method to lead their churches with effectiveness. Every Ecclesiology of church
planters needs to be embodied in the best practical application form by the study of the current
ecclesiological trends.
45

Most current Christian leaders do not know exactly the meaning of the “emerging church movement”
such as the Anabaptist movement in the sixteenth century, because of their theological uniqueness or minority.
Nevertheless, now many Christian leaders started to notice the trend for the Internet and broadcasting systems. The
author thinks that the aspect of the Emerging church movement will be developed in dramatically contrast with the
Anabaptists’ way.
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Statement of Methodology
The General Introduction of Each Chapter
Chapter two will treat what the one hundred books on planting say. It will examine the
trends of church planting in America. Every book and author will be classified in each category:
1. Authors, 2. Publishers, 3. Publication Dates, 4. The Ten Main Movements or Trends, 5.
Denominations, 6. Institutions, 7. Seminaries, 8. Ages or Generations, 9. Ecclesiology, 10.
Regions, 11. Attitudes of Role of Pastor, and 12. Attitudes of Church Size. It will get in-depth
issues and principles from every trend and category. Various graphs and charts will be introduced
to interpret the data.
Chapter three will treat what church planters say. It will gather the information of the
actual church planting situations from a survey of the current church planters. It is an important
process to know the real world of church planting for the use of the trends in the books.
Laypersons or lay-leaders will be joined to this survey research, and the other survey will be
launched with some important authors related to the one hundred books.
Chapter four will blend the books and church planters’ thoughts. This combining and
analyzing process of the two results will be very useful to understand the current church planting
trends and circumstances. Bridging the gap between the theories and the practices will be a
beneficial step to assist many local current and future church planters.
Chapter five will suggest a revitalizing strategy for contemporary church planters with a
desirable model projected. The theories from chapters two, three, and four are combined into a
practical application process, and several figures and additional references will help to
understand this model. Further creative approaches related to the issue will be introduced.
Chapter six will be the conclusion for this study and a suggestion for more innovations
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after this study by other researchers related to church planting and evangelism. Additionally,
there will be many helpful materials related to this research in the Appendixes.

The Research Questions for This Study
The author suggests the primary questions for the process of the study as follows:

For the study of the books
1. What are the classifications and trends of the books related to current church planting?
2. Who are the authors and publishers of the books and why and how do they lead the trend?
3. What are the denominations or institutions to lead each trend?
4. What is the most important and core issues of church planting within the books?
5. What is the relationship between the trends and current practical church planting in America?
6. What are the most frequent words or expressions in each trend?
7. What is the Ecclesiology in each trend?
8. Which is the current emerging and innovation model of church planting in America?
9. Why the theoretical trends will not be shared within all practical church planting efforts?
10. Which is the most striking of the trends for the future church growth in America?

For the analysis of the church planters
1. What are the classifications and trends related the current church planters?
2. Who are the authors or leaders of the trends and why and how they lead the current planters?
3. What are the denominations or institutions of the current planters?
4. What are the most important and core issues of church planting with the planters?
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5. How do the trends affect the each planter?
6. What are the most frequent words or expressions in each group of the planters?
7. What are the ecclesiological perspectives in each group?
8. Which is the current emerging and innovation model of church planting for the planters?
9. Why do not the planters use each theoretical trend within their practical church planting?
10. Which is the most striking of the trends for the future church growth within the planters?

For the study of the scholars or authors
1. What are the classifications and trends that supported by the current scholars or authors?
2. Who are the authors or leaders of the trends and why and how they lead the current scholars?
3. What are the denominations or institutions of the current scholars?
4. What is the most important and core issues of church planting with the scholars?
5. How do the trends affect each scholar?
6. What are the most frequent words or expressions in each group of the scholars?
7. What are the ecclesiological perspectives in each group?
8. Which is the current emerging and innovation model of church planting for the scholars?
9. Why do not the scholars get a crucial answer to prevent the declining or failures?
10. Which is the striking one of the trends for the future church growth with the scholars?

For the analysis of the laypersons
1. What are the classifications and trends that supported by the current laypersons?
2. Who are the authors or leaders of the trends and why and how they lead the current laypersons?
3. What are the denominations or institutions of the current laypersons?
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4. What are the most significant and core issues of church planting with the laypersons?
5. How do the trends affect each layperson?
6. What are the most frequent words or expressions in each group of the laypersons?
7. What are the ecclesiological perspectives in each group?
8. Which is the current emerging and innovation model of church planting for the laypersons?
9. Why do not the laypersons follow each theoretical trend with their leaders?
10. Which is the most striking of the trends for the future church growth within the laypersons?

The four research question groups will summarize as follows:

Table 1. The Summary of the Research Questions for the Process of This Thesis
Groups
For the study of

the books

Common Questions

Unique Things

- Trend

1. Why the theoretical trends are

- Denomination

not shared well with all practical

- Preferred Author

church planting efforts?

- Core Issues
the church planters

- Effectiveness

2. Why do not the planters use

- Frequent Words

each theoretical trend within their

- Ecclesiology

practical church planting?

- Striking Trend for
the scholars

the future

3. Why do not the scholars get a
significant solution to prevent the
declining or failures of church
plants?

the laypersons

4. Why do not the laypersons
follow each theoretical trend with
their leaders?
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The Classification of the Books Selected in the Chapter Two
The selecting method
The researcher had searched many books that he can classify and analyze the trend of
church planting in the 21st century for two months, and the searching tools to find the sources
were as follows: Amazon, Barnes and Noble, iBooks, WorldCat, ProQuest, and Google. After the
searching process, the author collected one hundred books published from January, 2001 to
August, 2013.46 E-book versions that were not published with a paperback were also excluded
from the list.47 Most of all page numbers of the footnotes in this thesis will be coming from
paperback versions to verify the author’s correct citations from all the materials.

Searching books related
to the topic by Amazon,

The one hundred books

Barnes and Noble, iBooks,

published from 2001 to

WorldCat, ProQuest, and

2013 were selected

Google

The revising process to
delete some books
selected and selecting
additional books

The decision of
the final collection
for this research

Fig. 6. The Process of the Selecting the One Hundred Books

46

It is impossible to know exactly about the total numbers of the books published during thirteen years,
because the perfect statistical method to categorize the realm of church planting is not existent. Therefore, the author
has used a statistical sampling method to decide the list selected. That is the crucial limitation of this research.
Nevertheless, there are many statistical sampling methods to analyze each statistical group by the laws of probability
in all academic area.
47

The author chose the E-books published with paperback, because many readers and researchers who
will use this research will want to read and check the books with the paperback style and page numbers, and the
accessibility for the primary sources is very important to other professional researchers. Therefore, the author has
excluded many books unknown and obscured from the first searching process for the making the final list.
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Table 2. The Bases of the Selecting the One Hundred Books

1. Searching books related to church planting.

Using searching tools to find the sources; Amazon,
Barnes and Noble, iBooks, WorldCat, ProQuest,
and Google.

2. Collecting one hundred books published from
2001 to 2013.

Through the Internet, Amazon Kindle and iBooks,
during two months.

2-1. Other books published without an E-book
version were excluded.

For the accessibility.

2-2. E-book versions that were not published with a
paperback were also excluded.

For the accessibility.

2-3. The limited works published in America.

To gain the information from American authors.

2-4. Heretic, Catholic, or unproven authors were also
excluded.

Appealing to the general idea of Protestant
evangelical churches in America.

2-5. Out-of-print books were also excluded.

For the accessibility.

2-1.

2-2.

2-3.

2-4.

Other books

E-book

The limited

Heretic,

Out-of-print

published

versions which

works

Catholic, or

books were

without an

were not

published

unproven

excluded.

E-book version

published with

in America.

authors were

were excluded.

paperback version

excluded.

were excluded.

Fig. 7. The Deleting Process to Decide the List of the One Hundred Books

2-5.
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The classification of the one hundred books
The researcher will examine and classify the one hundred books by the classification
entry as follows:

Table 3. The Classification Entry of the Books by the Researcher
1.

Authors

Analyzing the level of contribution at the published 100 books and each
movement of the authors.

2.

Publishers

According to the order of the biggest printing. (To know the level of
contribution in the current church planting movement.)

3.

Publication Dates

To know a current flow of the publication of church planting books.

4.

The 10 Main Movements
or Trends

House Church, Independent Church, Internet Based Church, MainLine Denominations Based, Mega-Church, Missional Church, MultiSite Church, Organic Church, Para-Church, and Pentecostal Church
Movement.

5.

Denominations

Denominational or not.

6.

Institutions

Institutional or not. (To know influential church planting organizations.)

7.

Seminaries

The alma mater of each author. (To know their theological backgrounds.)

8.

Ages or Generations

The generation of each author. (To know a level of contribution of each
generation in the all current church planting trends.)

9.

Ecclesiology

Conservative, Moderate, or Progressive Attitude.

10. Regions

The state of each author’s main church, school, or institution in America.

11. Attitudes of Role of
Pastor

Pastor oriented, Team oriented, or Laypeople oriented planting.

12. Attitudes of Church Size

Small, Medium, or Mega size church oriented planting.

Each category will be analyzed and expressed by various tables and graphs with the first
category, Main Movements or Trends, as the center. The classification of the one hundred books
and the seventy-six core authors will show an overall flow of the current church planting and
ecclesiological trends in America.
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The Classification of the Groups Surveyed in Chapter Three
After the classification and study of the books, the author will try to collect the
information from the people who want to build a healthy local church. The three groups will be
as follows: current church planters, scholars or authors, and laypersons related to planting. This
researcher will try to contact them through the particular surveys to combine and confirm the
result of the study about the trends of the books. He will use a statistical method with a
population sampling to analyze the three groups as follows:48

Fig. 8. The Circles of the Three Populations for the Sampling49

48

“The target population is the population to which the researcher wants to generalize study results; the
experimentally accessible population is the subset of the target population to which the researcher has experimental
access; and the sample is the group of participants from the experimentally accessible population who will
participate in the research study and will be measured.” Alfred P. Rovai, Baker, Jason D. Baker, and Michael K.
Ponton, Social Science Research Design and Statistics: A Practitioner's Guide to Research Methods and SPSS
Analysis (Chesapeake, VA: Watertree Press, 2013), 1138-1139, Kindle.
49

Ibid.
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The author made the three population sampling process for this study using the previous
figure as follows:

Fig. 9. The Population Sampling Processes of This Research

Each of the three groups will be analyzed as the samples selected by the author to
combine the study results of the one hundred books.
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The Ten Trends of the Current Church Planting by the Author’s Pre-analysis
In the current boundary of church planting issue, there are some significant trends that
relate to church planting and the author suggests the ten current church planting movements or
trends based on his pre-analysis of the one hundred books as follows:50 1) House Church
Movement, 2) Independent Church Movement, 3) Internet Based Church Movement, 4) Main
Line Denominations Based Movement, 5) Mega Church Movement, 6) Missional Church
Movement, 7) Multi-Site Church Movement, 8) Neo Para-Church Movement, 9) Organic Church
Movement, and 10) Pentecostal Church Movement.51
The above classification will be the key standard to examine the one hundred books in
chapter two. Each trend or movement is associated with each other in each general boundary. For
instance, the House Church Movement is associated with Organic Church Movement, because
the authors related to the subject share the same concepts with both trends.52 Church planters
will follow at least two trends or more. Actually, the ten trends of the current church planting
movements show the three current ecclesiological attitudes suggested by the author as follows:
conservative, moderate, or progressive Ecclesiology. Every approach must be dealt with by
careful interpretation methodology in chapter two, and the author will suggest particular facts
and information about the ecclesiological attitudes related to the ten trends. The author will also
get an answer to rearrange the initial classification from the surveys of several authors related to
50

The author excluded other movements or concepts from liberalism in America in this research and
categorization. These terminologies are related with the classification of the current church planting by the author.
51

See the list and explanation of the ten trends on the next page. The all names of the ten trends are not
original by the researcher, but each definition of the trends is different from some authors’ definitions related to this
issue. The ecclesiological church planting classification of the ten trends is an inventive idea of the researcher.
52

Ed Stetzer, an important leader of the Missional Church Movement, shares his view with other scholars
of the Organic Church Movement, such as Neil Cole or Frank Viola. Neil Cole and Frank Viola share the radical
concept to finish any clerical position in every church to recover the early biblical church form that they insist. The
author shall deal with the issue in the next chapters.
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the subject in chapters three and four.
Table 4. The Current Church Planting Movements or Trends Classified by the Author
1. House Church Movement

Non-institutional and denominational church planting trend with
small group meeting in America; like the underground church in
China.

2. Independent Church Movement

They take all methods from other movements, and they also
have unique personalities against the general church forms:
sometimes it looks like a heretic for their radical approach to
other traditional churches.

3. Internet Based Church Movement

Their online networks-centered church to communicate with
their members and others will be expanded in the future.

4. Main Line Denominations Based
Movement

The traditional and historical denominations such as Baptist,
Methodist, Reformed, Lutheran, etc. Sometimes, they have a
very conservative approach against some radical evangelical
methods beyond their beliefs or theological positions.

5. Mega Church Movement

The significant trend emerged in the late 20th century from
America; with a large crowd over 2,000 people in each church.
Fundamentally, there are many young followers who want to be
a mega-church leader in the future.

6. Missional Church Movement

The neo-trend of the meaning of the mission; for the near
people who need to listen to the Gospel within the same
country, America. The church wants to contact with many
different cultural and ethnic backgrounds in the country.

7. Multi-Site Church Movement

The new model of mega-church movement with the
development of broadcasting system and technology; “Multisite mega-church by one core leadership or team.”

8. Neo Para-Church Movement

The innovators associated with local churches with their own
strategies for the ultimate church growth and mission. They are
different from the last Para-Church organizations for just a
special group, such as college students against local traditional
churches.

9. Organic Church Movement

Many house churches or small churches want to be this form
ultimately; as a non-hierarchical structure and plat-spiritual
community.

10. Pentecostal Church Movement

This model has influenced on many churches in the World, and
sometimes its explosive spiritual power to develop a church
surpasses all theoretical and traditional barriers.

The above trends will be analyzed based from the one hundred books in chapter two,
and the author will reveal each theoretical connection among the trends in chapter two and four.
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Review of Literature
The central literatures reviewed for this study were divided into three main groups as
follows: 1. The Primary Sources of Ecclesiology, 2. The Primary Sources of the Current Church
Planting Trends in the United States, and 3. The Other Important Sources related to the Research.

The Primary Sources of Ecclesiology
It is very vital to know the Ecclesiology from the first century to the fourth century, and
Eusebius’s The History of the Church from Christ to Constantine shows the historical truths
about the subject. The researcher has found the primary reason through this book why this
research is needed for the current church planters. The record of the early Christianity can
provide an example of the endurance needed to sustain the faith and purity under secular
persecutions. It is interesting to get an insight about the issue of pluralistic sense in the
postmodern culture against the evangelical Christianity from this book.53
Hans Küng’s The Church is one of the most influential books of Ecclesiology between
the Protestant evangelical churches and the Roman Catholic Church for forty years because of its
fundamental ecclesiological questions about the meaning of the church. Küng is a progressive
Catholic theologian, and his theological protest to reform the Roman Catholic Church is similar
to Luther’s 95 Theses, an attack on various ecclesiastical abuses of the Roman Catholic Church,
on the door of Wittenberg Palace in Germany. This book has led the researcher into the question,
what is the meaning of Pneumatology in the current churches?54
53

This book shows that how the Greco-Roman world had influenced on the early Christian culture with
its cultural influence for 300 years. Eusebius, and G. A. Williamson, The History of the Church from Christ to
Constantine (New York, NY: New York University Press, 1966).
54

Hans Küng, The Church (New York: Sheed and Ward, 1968).
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Gregg R. Allison’s book, Sojourners and Strangers: The Doctrine of the Church, is
qualified as a text book of evangelical Ecclesiology for its theological and practical research
methodology. Allison, a professor of Christian theology at the Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, shows that he has a complex approach to some important current ecclesiological
trends: Mega, Multi-site, Missional, and Neo-Baptist church based trends. He has a conservative
Ecclesiology as a theologian of the Southern Baptist Convention, but he also insists various
progressive methodological models to build churches as a multi-site church leader.55 The
researcher found a tendency of the current evangelical Protestant churches in America to use
progressive methodologies to grow their churches.
Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen’s An Introduction to Ecclesiology introduces an overall flow of
Ecclesiology in history. Kärkkäinen’s approaches to Ecclesiology will be in three parts:
ecclesiological traditions, leading contemporary ecclesiologists, and contextual Ecclesiology.
Kärkkäinen’s classification is not periodical order, and his ecclesiological research has the broad
spectrum to find a general meaning of the church among various classifications of the historical
groups: Eastern Orthodox, Roman Catholic, Lutheran, Reformed, etc. Readers who want to see
the overall flow of Ecclesiology of each the significant traditional groups can find it here.
Nevertheless, Kärkkäinen’s other opinions about the current ecumenical theologians and
ecclesiological positions are debatable for its ecumenism.56
Thomas C. Oden’s Turning around the Mainline: How Renewal Movements Are
Changing the Church explains a movement of the emergence of confessing Christians in the
mainline churches in America, and suggests the possibility of recovery of the mainline churches
55

Gregg R. Allison, Sojourners and Strangers: The Doctrine of the Church (Wheaton, IL: Crossway,

2012), 316.
56

Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen, 79.
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by redefining ecumenism. Oden insists that evangelicals are becoming more orthodox, and the
new orthodox ecumenists are reviving.57 This book is not only an exact analysis of the declining
mainline churches in America, but also a desirable solution to recover the churches through the
“confessing movement.”
The book edited by Mark Husbands and Daniel J. Treier, The Community of the Word:
Toward an Evangelical Ecclesiology, contains fourteen theses of evangelical theologians, and
their various perspectives of evangelical Ecclesiology show the current ecclesiological topics and
theological suggestions to solve many ecclesiological issues: church form, worship, sacrament,
emerging church, postmodernism, relation of church to society, etc. The researcher’s thesis
project has reflected on some discovered principles from this book to the ten current church
planting trends.
D. A. Carson’s Becoming Conversant with the Emerging Church: Understanding a
Movement and Its Implication is a useful guide to interpret the current emerging church
movement in America. Carson introduces some significant leaders of the emerging church
movement, and his objective study of the trend has encouraged the reader to pay more attention
to the connection between the emerging church movement and the current church planting
trends.58
It is interesting to compare the classification of the current church planting trends in this
thesis to an introduction of eleven church forms by Elmer L. Towns, Ed Stetzer, and Warren
Bird’s book, 11 Innovations in the Local Church: How Today's Leaders Can Learn, Discern and
57

Thomas C. Oden, Turning Around the Mainline: How Renewal Movements Are Changing the Church
(Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 2006), 206.
58

It is a complex work to reveal the theoretical connection between the emerging church movement and
other various church planting movements, but it is clear that many current young church planters have been affected
by the theory within the postmodern culture.
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Move into the Future. The definition and classification of each church planting trend in this
thesis are different from the book.59 Nevertheless, this book encouraged the researcher to get
other perspectives of the current church planting movements in America.

The Primary Sources of the Current Church Planting Trends in the United States
House Church Movement is the key trend in the twenty first century, and it has strongly
influenced on the American church.60 Frank Viola’s book, Reimagining Church: Pursuing the
Dream of Organic Christianity, has led the current explosive tendency of the House Church
Movement in America with his actual application guideline to establish the Organic Church form
related to the House Church paradigm.61
The range of application of the Independent Church Movement is wide, because it has
had multiple meanings in the church history. The researcher set up the meaning of the
Independent Church Movement against the Main-line Denominations Based Movement of the
ten classifications. According this definition, Frank Viola and George Barna’s book, Pagan
Christianity?: Exploring the Roots of Our Church Practices, is one of the most aggressive works
against liturgical, traditional, and denominational church forms with their unique expression,

59

See their categorization of the trends in the contents of the book. Elmer L. Towns, Ed Stetzer, and
Warren Bird, 11 Innovations in the Local Church: How Today's Leaders Can Learn, Discern and Move into the
Future (Ventura, CA: Regal Books, 2007)
60

Ed Stetzer, and Warren Bird, Viral Churches: Helping Church Planters Become Movement Makers
(San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 2010), 123.
61

Frank Viola, Reimagining Church: Pursuing the Dream of Organic Christianity (Colorado Springs, CO:
David C. Cook, 2008). Frank Viola is one of the most influential authors related to the Organic/House/Simple
church movements in America because of his numerous published works of the trends. He is an absolute supporter
of small-size church for his organic paradigm. Nevertheless, “Organic Church” is not only for House Church
concept, because there are many mega-church leaders in America who want to use the “Organic” word to revitalize
their big churches with healthy small groups.
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“Christianized pagan religious ideas and practices.”62 This book related to the study of the
church history has led many church leaders who want to build independent churches in America
into a radical revolution for a new church planting trend against many denominational or
evangelical conservative church forms.
The researcher has studied the possibility of the presence of a perfect internet or online
based church model in the 100 books, but there are no excellent published works related to the
perfect internet church from, but it is clear that the most current evangelical churches in America
are operating the online systems for communal lives and connections of their church members.
For instance, Brian Bailey and Terry Storch’s The Blogging Church: Sharing the Story of Your
Church through Blogs is a sample book to show an evidence that many mega-church leaders in
America want to use the social network services and the internet church concept to sustain and
develop their pastoral influence.63 There are many multi-site mega-church leaders in America
who want to use the internet church form to spread their pastoral influence in every local area.64
Jim Belcher’s Deep Church: A Third Way beyond Emerging and Traditional is a
research based on the perspective of mainline denominations in America about a relationship
between the emerging churches and traditional mainline denominations. He supports the
traditional or denominational churches with his conservative Ecclesiology, and he hopes to get an
answer to revitalize traditional churches in America within a sound doctrine and openness to the
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Frank Viola, and George Barna, Pagan Christianity?: Exploring the Roots of Our Church Practices
(Carol Stream, IL: BarnaBooks, 2008), 6.
63

Brian Bailey, and Terry Storch, The Blogging Church: Sharing the Story of Your Church Through
Blogs (San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 2007), 21-24.
64

Geoff Surratt, Greg Ligon, and Warren Bird, A Multi-Site Church Roadtrip: Exploring the New Normal
(Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2009), 89-90.
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postmodern culture.65 Brandon J. O'Brien’s The Strategically Small Church: Intimate, Nimble,
Authentic, Effective has efforts to revitalize traditional or denominational churches in America.
He has a relationship with Jim Belcher,66 and they have similar theological position about the
emerging church movement: negative. O’Brien also suggests a making process of small and
traditional healthy church, not for making mega-church. Alan Hirsh and Neil Cole’s paradigm of
the small church supports O’Brien’s theoretical suggestions in this book.
Many of the authors of the 100 books show the positive perspective of mega-church
trend because of the movement’s long term effect in church growth and church planting area.
Nevertheless, there are no assertive and bold followers of the trend within the book list, because
many church leaders and theologians think that the term, “mega-church,” has a negative effect
against their own healthy-church growth models or theories. For instance, Jim Putman’s Church
Is a Team Sport: A Championship Strategy for Doing Ministry Together is a notable example of
the ironical tendency about the trend. Putman wants to show his healthy and team-based ministry
fruits within small groups of his church, but he shows a systematic management strategy of
mega-church as a mega-church leader.67
Missional Church Movement is a topic much discussed by the most of the authors of the
100 books. Ed Stetzer’s book, Planting Missional Churches, shows the overall theological ideas
of the missional church trend. This book has many practical applications for church planting
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Jim Belcher, Deep Church: A Third Way Beyond Emerging and Traditional (Downers Grove, IL: IVP
Books, 2009), 10-15.
66

Brandon J. O'Brien, The Strategically Small Church: Intimate, Nimble, Authentic, Effective
(Minneapolis, MN: Bethany Housel, 2010), 9-11.
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Jim Putman, Church Is a Team Sport: A Championship Strategy for Doing Ministry Together (Grand
Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 2008), 66-67.
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process. Stetzer shows also a generous mind to many different church planting trends,68 and the
researcher thinks that many American authors who related to church planting have the same
attitude for their cultural situation: postmodern era.
Geoff Surratt, Greg Ligon, and Warren Bird’s book, The Multi-Site Church Revolution:
Being One Church-- in Many Locations, shows a theoretical and practical example of the MultiSite Church Movement in America. This book is a theoretical basis of the trend, and many megachurch leaders are joining with this trend.69 Scott McConnell’s book, Multi-Site Churches:
Guidance for the Movement's Next Generation, is a practical guidebook to operate the church
form, and it has a simple structure to understand easily more than Surratt’s book.70
There are no books in the list that the researcher has collected to clearly show the
special trend, Neo-Para church Movement, but many of the 100 books has the attitude to mix the
spirit of para-church. For instance, Craig Van Gelder, and Dwight J. Zscheile’s book, The
Missional Church in Perspective: Mapping Trends and Shaping the Conversation, has the DNA
of the para-church movement and missional church trend. Gelder was a member of the
Navigators for ten years in his 20s, and he and his coauthor show their identity related to the
trend of the current Neo-Para church Movement in America; working within local churches with
the missional perspective.71
68

There are many comments of the church planting trends related to the researcher’s ten classifications in
this book. See the next pages related to the eight trends except the Missional trend and Neo-Para church trend. Ed
Stetzer, Planting Missional Churches (Nashville, TN: Broadman & Holman, 2006), 57, 91, 141, 18, 16, 68, 168, and
18.
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Geoff Surratt, Greg Ligon, and Warren Bird, The Multi-Site Church Revolution: Being One Church-- in
Many Locations (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2006), 7-8.
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Scott McConnell, Multi-Site Churches: Guidance for the Movement's Next Generation (Nashville, TN:
B&H Publishing Group, 2009).
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Craig Van Gelder, and Dwight J. Zscheile. The Missional Church in Perspective: Mapping Trends and
Shaping the Conversation (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2011), 21-24, 48.
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As mentioned earlier, House Church Movement and Small Group Ministries hope to
build this church form, Organic Church. Nevertheless, the organic church form is not only for the
house church form, but it can be used to develop mid-size or mega-size churches. Neil Cole’s
book, Organic Church: Growing Faith Where Life Happens, insists that mega-churches will be a
“anomaly” trend in the 21st century.72 It seems that he is an antagonist against mega-churches,
but Neil Cole’s other recent book, Church Transfusion: Changing Your Church Organically-from the Inside Out, shows a compromising attitude about the mega-churches more than his
earlier book.73 The researcher wanted to divide the two trends, House Church and Organic
Church Movement, because of equivocal attitudes of many authors who insist the organic church
paradigm.
There are few books related to Pentecostal churches in church planting movements in
America. Nevertheless, Adelaja Sunday’s book, Church Shift, has a significant role to spread the
movement in America. He is not an American church planter, but his successful church planting
story in Ukraine as a Nigerian has influenced on many Pentecostals in the World. His book
shows that many Pentecostal churches are linked with mega-church movement,74 and the
researcher will study about effectiveness for church planting and growth by this movement for
church planters without a theological prejudice as an evangelical researcher.
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The Other Important Sources of the Research
David T. Olson’s book, The American Church in Crisis: Groundbreaking Research
Based on a National Database of Over 200,000 Churches, has led the researcher into a statistical
reality of the declining church attendance rate in America. This book shows the overall situation
of the American church with statistical data, and the researcher has found much insightful data to
analyze the American mainline-denominations and evangelical churches.
Social Science Research Design and Statistics: A Practitioner's Guide to Research
Methods and SPSS Analysis shows the sampling methodology for the survey project of this study.
This book introduces the two types of sampling: probability sampling and non-probability
sampling.75 The researcher will use the non-probability sampling with a purposive sampling
method,76 because the church planters who participate with the survey are the graduates of
Liberty University and Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary.77 The other two survey and
interview groups, laypeople and scholars, were also selected by the researcher’s purposive
sampling method.
There are many theses related to church planting study in the ProQuest, but the
researcher has found some important resources for this research project. James A. Atkinson’s
Th.M. dissertation approved by Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary in 2006, House
Church: A Biblical, Historical, and Practical Analysis of Selected Aspects of Wolfgang Simson’s
Ecclesiology from a Southern Baptist Perspective, shows a fundamental origin of the
Ecclesiology of the House Church trend. Atkinson suggests a Southern Baptist House church
75

Alfred P. Rovai, Jason D. Baker, and Michael K. Ponton, 50-51.
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Ibid.
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The population of the LU and LBTS church planter survey had a problem. The researcher cleared up
the point in chapter three.
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model within the denominational background.
Christopher P. Scheitle’s Ph.D. dissertation approved by The Pennsylvania State
University in 2008, Beyond the Congregation: Christian Nonprofits in the United States, has led
the researcher into a concern of “non-profit Christian organizations” as an independent and neopara church form. It is interesting that some current non-profit Christian organizations in
America want to introduce themselves as a “church.”78
J. Todd Mullins’ D.Min. dissertation approved by Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary
in 2011, Online Church: A Biblical Community, tries to prove the validity of the online or
internet church form as the real church. According to Mullins, there are many attempts to build
the online-church in America, but it cannot replace the offline-church fundamentally.
Nevertheless, his study of the current internet churches suggests the possibility of the “hybrid
online church” by the concept of a dynamic online “community living” based on a “sacramental”
offline church.
Robert B. Whitesel’s Ph.D. dissertation approved by Fuller Theological Seminary in
2009, Recurring Patterns of Organic Churches: An Analysis of Twelve Emerging Congregations,
is very impressive work to know the relationship between the organic church model and the
mega-church model. The researcher was able to divide the two movements of the ten trends,
House Church Movement and Organic Church Movement, for Whitesel’s thesis. Many current
mega-church leaders in America want to build their churches as the organic community that uses
the small-size or house church paradigm.
Scott Lee Guffin’s Ph.D. dissertation approved by The Southern Baptist Theological
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This dissertation published in 2010. Christopher P. Scheitle, Beyond the Congregation: The World of
Christian Nonprofits (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010).
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Seminary in 1999, An Examination of Key Foundational Influences on the Mega-church
Movement in America, deals the five key mega-church movements in America: Christian
broadcasting systems, Robert H. Schuller, Charismatic movement, Jesus Movement, and Church
growth movement. The researcher has found much information of the history of mega-church
movement, but there are no influential academic and theological works to suggest a clear reason
why the movement could lead the growth of the American church.
Brian Nathaniel Frye’s Ph.D. dissertation approved by The Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary in 2011, The Multi-Site Church Phenomenon in North America: 1950-2010, insists that
the multi-site church model has been developed for sixty years. This study predicts that the
multi-site churches and their networks will replace many traditional denominations in America.

Chapter Summary

The author raised the questions about the meaning of the church and the current slowing
down of church growth in America. He also emphasized that a negative approach to give up any
practical efforts to revitalize the church is very harmful for the future of the church. Church
planting is the most significant method to increase Christianity, and the author provided the two
main frameworks to study this project as follows: The biblical, theological, and historical
classification of Protestant Ecclesiology, and the classification of the current church planting
trends in America.
The author has a conservative theological perspective to build a new church based on
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the traditional Protestant Ecclesiology from the Reformation as a Reformed pastor, but he also
has a moderate and progressive approach to many attempts to revive the church for His glory and
the salvation of all humans over denominationalism. In chapter two, the study of the one hundred
books related to church planting will show the general flow of the current church planting and
ecclesiological trends in America, and he will find various insights and results related to the issue
from the analytical study methodology.

CHAPTER Ⅱ
THE FIRST RESEARCH AND RESULTS:
WHAT THE BOOKS ON CHURCH PLANTING SAY

The researcher has investigated detailed statistical information from one hundred
books, and he has also classified the one hundred books by the classification entry as follows: 1.
Authors, 2. Publishers, 3. Publication Dates, 4. The Ten Main Movements or Trends, 5.
Denominations, 6. Institutions, 7. Seminaries, 8. Ages or Generations, 9. Ecclesiology, 10.
Regions, 11. Attitudes of Role of Pastor, and 12. Attitudes of Church Size.1 The classification
entry of the one hundred books and seventy-six main or lead authors will show an overall flow of
the current church planting and ecclesiological trends in America.2 After this study, the
particular analysis of the trends, theories, principles, church planting methodologies, and
theological issues related to each of the key ten trends of church planting, will be introduced in
chapter three and four based on this basic analyzing process in chapter two.3

The Results from the Investigation of the Books
The researcher has collected the information of the one hundred books related to church
planting movement in America that were published between January 2001 and August 2013. The
bibliographic information of the one hundred books in Turabian form is in the Bibliography part
of this thesis. An abbreviated list of the authors and the book titles is as follows:
1

See Table 2. p. 29.

2

The researcher has decided to collect information of lead authors in case of co-authors of the 100 books.
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The Abbreviated List of the One Hundred Books

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

Adelaja, Sunday. Church Shift: Revolutionizing Your Faith, Church, and Life for the 21st Century.
Bailey, Brian, and Terry Storch. The Blogging Church: Sharing the Story of Your Church Through Blogs.
Belcher, Jim. Deep Church: A Third Way Beyond Emerging and Traditional.
Benesh, Sean. Metrospiritual: The Geography of Church Planting.
Beshore, Laurie. Love Without Walls: Learning to Be a Church in the World for the World.
Bikers, Dennis. The Healthy Small Church: Diagnosis and Treatment for the Big Issues.
Bloye, Brian, Amy Bloye, and Rob Suggs. It's Personal: Surviving and Thriving on the Journey of Church Planting.
Browning, Dave. Deliberate Simplicity: How the Church Does More by Doing Less.
Burke, John. No Perfect People Allowed: Creating a Come-As-You-Are Culture in the Church.
Carlson, Kent, and Mike Lueken. Renovation of the Church: What Happens When a Seeker Church Discovers Spiritual Formation.
Cha, Peter, S. Steve Kang, and Helen Lee. Growing Healthy Asian American Churches.
Chan, Francis, and Danae Yankoski. Crazy Love: Overwhelmed by a Relentless God.
Chandler, Matt, Josh Patterson, and Eric Geiger. Creature of the Word: The Jesus-Centered Church.
Chester, Tim, and Steve Timmis. Everyday Church Gospel Communities on Mission.
Chester, Tim. Total Church: A Radical Reshaping Around Gospel and Community.
Cole, Neil, and Phil Helfer. Church Transfusion: Changing Your Church Organically-- from the Inside Out.
Cole, Neil. Church 3.0: Upgrades for the Future of the Church.
Cole, Neil. Organic Church: Growing Faith Where Life Happens.
Comiskey, Joel. Planting Churches That Reproduce: Starting a Network of Simple Churches.
Cordeiro, Wayne. Doing Church As a Team: The Miracle of Teamwork and How It Transforms Churches.
Dale, Tony, Felicity Dale, and George Barna. Small Is Big!: Unleashing the Big Impact of Intentionally Small Churches.
Dever, Mark, and Paul Alexander. The Deliberate Church: Building Your Ministry on the Gospel.
Dever, Mark. Nine Marks of a Healthy Church.
DeYmaz, Mark. Building a Healthy Multi-Ethnic Church: Mandate, Commitments, and Practices of a Diverse Congregation.
DeYoung, Kevin, and Greg Gilbert. What Is the Mission of the Church?: Making Sense of Social Justice, Shalom, and the Great Commission.
Driscoll, Mark, and Gerry Breshears. Vintage Church: Timeless Truths and Timely Methods.
Earley, Dave, and David A. Wheeler. Evangelism Is--: How to Share Jesus with Passion and Confidence.
Faircloth, Samuel D. Church Planting for Reproduction. Maitland, FL: Xulon Press, 2012.
Ferguson, Dave, and Jon Ferguson. Exponential: How You and Your Friends Can Start a Missional Church Movement.
Fox, J. Mark. Planting a Family-Integrated Church.
Garrison, David. Church Planting Movements: How God Is Redeeming a Lost World.
Gibbs, Eddie, and Ryan K. Bolger. Emerging Churches: Creating Christian Community in Postmodern Cultures.
Gladen, Steve. Small Groups with Purpose: How to Create Healthy Communities.
Greear, J. D., and Timothy Keller. Gospel Recovering the Power That Made Christianity Revolutionary.
Griffith, Jim, and William M. Easum. Ten Most Common Mistakes Made by New Church Starts.
Halter, Hugh, and Matt Smay. AND: The Gathered and Scattered Church.
Harney, Kevin G., and Bob Bouwer. The U-Turn Church: New Direction for Health and Growth.
Hatmaker, Brandon. Barefoot Church: Serving the Least in a Consumer Culture.
Hirsch, Alan. The Forgotten Ways: Reactivating the Missional Church.
Hirsch, Alan, and Dave Ferguson. On the Verge: A Journey into the Apostolic Future of the Church.
Hoover, Christine. The Church Planting Wife: Help and Hope for Her Heart.
Hyde, Daniel R., and Shane Lems. Planting, Watering, Growing: Planting Confessionally Reformed Churches in the Twenty-First Century.
Idleman, Kyle. Not a Fan: Becoming a Completely Committed Follower of Jesus.
Jones, Peyton. Church Zero: Raising 1st Century Churches Out of the Ashes of the 21st Century Church.
Kreider, Larry, and Floyd McClung. Starting a House Church.
MacDonald, James. Vertical Church: What Every Heart Longs for, What Every Church Can Be.
Malphurs, Aubrey. A New Kind of Church: Understanding Models of Ministry for the 21st Century.
Malphurs, Aubrey. Advanced Strategic Planning: A 21st-Century Model for Church and Ministry Leaders.
Malphurs, Aubrey. Look Before You Lead: How to Discern and Shape Your Church Culture.
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52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
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83.
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85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
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91.
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93.
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97.
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Malphurs, Aubrey. Planting Growing Churches for the 21st Century: A Comprehensive Guide for New Churches and Those Desiring Renewal.
Malphurs, Aubrey. The Nuts and Bolts of Church Planting: A Guide for Starting Any Kind of Church.
Mancini, Will. Church Unique: How Missional Leaders Cast Vision, Capture Culture, and Create Movement.
McConnell, Scott. Multi-Site Churches: Guidance for the Movement's Next Generation.
McHugh, Adam S. Introverts in the Church: Finding Our Place in an Extroverted Culture.
McIntosh, Gary, and Charles Arn. What Every Pastor Should Know: 101 Indispensable Rules of Thumb for Leading Your Church.
McIntosh, Gary. Beyond the First Visit: The Complete Guide to Connecting Guests to Your Church.
McIntosh, Gary. Taking Your Church to the Next Level: What Got You Here Won't Get You There.
McKinley, Mike. Church Planting Is for Wimps How God Uses Messed-Up People to Plant Ordinary Churches That Do Extraordinary Things.
McNeal, Reggie. Missional Renaissance: Changing the Scorecard for the Church.
McNeal, Reggie. The Present Future: Six Tough Questions for the Church.
Moore, Ralph. How to Multiply Your Church: The Most Effective Way to Grow.
Moore, Ralph. Starting a New Church: The Church Planter's Guide to Success.
Murray, Stuart. Planting Churches in the 21st Century.
Murray, Stuart. Church Planting: Laying Foundations.
Murrow, David. Why Men Hate Going to Church.
O'Brien, Brandon J. The Strategically Small Church: Intimate, Nimble, Authentic, Effective.
O'Dell, Shannon. Transforming Church in Rural America: Breaking All the Rurals.
Olson, David T. The American Church in Crisis: Groundbreaking Research Based on a National Database of Over 200,000 Churches.
Ott, Craig, and Gene Wilson. Global Church Planting: Biblical Principles and Best Practices for Multiplication.
Patrick, Darrin. Church Planter: The Man, the Message, the Mission.
Patrick, Darrin, Matt Carter, and Joel A. Lindsey. For the City: Proclaiming and Living Out the Gospel.
Payne, Jervis David. The Barnabas Factors: Eight Essential Practices of Church Planting Team Members.
Platt, David. Radical: Taking Back Your Faith from the American Dream.
Putman, Jim. Church Is a Team Sport: A Championship Strategy for Doing Ministry Together.
Putman, Jim. Real-Life Discipleship: Building Churches That Make Disciples.
Rainer, Thom S. I Am a Church Member: Discovering the Attitude That Makes the Difference.
Rainer, Thom S., and Eric Geiger. Simple Church: Returning to God’s Process for Making Disciples.
Rizzo, Dino. Servolution: Starting a Church Revolution Through Serving.
Roberts, Bob. The Multiplying Church: The New Math for Starting New Churches.
Sanchez, Daniel Raul, J. O. Terry, and LaNette W. Thompson. Bible Storying for Church Planting.
Scazzero, Peter, and Warren Bird. The Emotionally Healthy Church, Expanded Edition: A Strategy for Discipleship That Actually Changes Lives.
Searcy, Nelson, and Jennifer Dykes Henson. Maximize: How to Develop Extravagant Givers in Your Church.
Searcy, Nelson, and Kerrick Thomas. Launch: Starting a New Church from Scratch.
Simson, Wolfgang. The House Church Book: Rediscover the Dynamic, Organic, Relational, Viral Community Jesus Started.
Sinclair, Daniel. A Vision of the Possible: Pioneer Church Planting in Teams.
Sjogren, Steve, and Rob Lewin. Community of Kindness: A Refreshing New Approach to Planting and Growing a Church.
Stanley, Andy. Deep & Wide: Creating Churches Unchurched People Love to Attend.
Stanley, Andy, and Bill Willits. Creating Community.
Stetzer, Ed. Planting Missional Churches.
Stetzer, Ed, and Mike Dodson. Comeback Churches: How 300 Churches Turned Around and Yours Can Too.
Surratt, Geoff, Greg Ligon, and Warren Bird. A Multi-Site Church Roadtrip: Exploring the New Normal.
Surratt, Geoff. The Multi-Site Church Revolution: Being One Church in Many Locations.
Towns, Elmer L., Ed Stetzer, and Warren Bird. 11 Innovations in the Local Church.
Van Gelder, Craig, and Dwight J. Zscheile. The Missional Church in Perspective: Mapping Trends and Shaping the Conversation.
Viola, Frank, and George Barna. Pagan Christianity?: Exploring the Roots of Our Church Practices.
Viola, Frank. Finding Organic Church: A Comprehensive Guide to Starting and Sustaining Authentic Christian Communities.
Viola, Frank. Reimagining Church: Pursuing the Dream of Organic Christianity.
White, James Emery. Rethinking the Church: A Challenge to Creative Redesign in an Age of Transition.
White, James Emery. The Church in an Age of Crisis: 25 New Realities Facing Christianity.
Woodward, J. R. Creating a Missional Culture: Equipping the Church for the Sake of the World.
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1. Main Authors of the One Hundred Books
The researcher has found seventy-six lead or main authors of the books, and there are
nineteen authors which have authored at least two books. Forty-three books (43%) were
published by the nineteen authors.

The Number of Issues of the Nineteen Authors
Authors
(Total: 19)

5

Aubrey Malphurs
Neil Cole
Gary McIntosh
Frank Viola
Ed Stetzer
Tim Chester
Thom S. Rainer
Stuart Murray
Reggie McNeal
Ralph Moore
Nelson Searcy
Mark Dever
Jim Putman
James Emery White
Geoff Surratt
Darrin Patrick
Andy Stanley
Alan Hirsch

3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
0

2

Numbers
4

6

(Total 43 :Books)

Fig. 10. The Nineteen Authors Who Have Authored at Least Two Books

Fig. 10 shows prolific authors in the list of the one hundred books. The researcher will
analyze the tendency of the seventy-six main or lead authors of the one hundred books within the
ten main movements that he set up. It is interesting that the nineteen authors (25%) have
authored forty-three books (43%). Aubrey Malphurs is the most influential author for church
planting movement and theory in the one hundred book list.
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2. Main Publishers of the One Hundred Books
The researcher has found twenty-nine publishers in the list of the one hundred books.
Eighty-two books (82%) were published by eleven main publishers (37.9%).

The Number of Issues of the 29 Publishers
Publishers
(Total: 29)

18

Others
Baker Books

17

Zondervan

17

Jossey-Bass

8

Crossway

8

B&H Books

8
7

Regal Books

IVP Books

5

David C. Cook

5
3

Barna Books
Herald Press

2

Xulon Press

2
0

5

10

15

20

Numbers (Total: 100 books)

Fig. 11. The Eleven Publishers Who Have Published at Least Two Books

Baker Books and Zondervan are the most influential publishers for church planting
movement in America (34%). They are non-denominational publishers, and their theological
positions are evangelical. Jossey-Bass, Crossway, and B&H Books have also influenced on the
church planting trends. Jossey-Bass is not a Christian publisher, but it publishes many Christian
books. Crossway is a non-denominational publisher, and B&H Publishing Group (Books), a
division of LifeWay Christian Resources, has a denominational background of the Southern
Baptist Convention.
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It is interesting to analyze the two main publishers’ annual number of issues related to
church planting. The graphs show that the two main publishers have issued much from 2008 to
2012. However, Zondervan’s passion for the issuing of church planting materials declined from
2012 more than the previous year, 2011.

The Two Main Publishers’ Annual Number of Issues
Numbers
9
8
7
6

Baker Books

5

Zondervan

4
3
2
1

0
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Years

Fig. 12. The Two Main Publishers’ Annual Number of Issues Related to Church Planting

3. Publication Dates of the One Hundred Books
As mentioned about the two main publishers, Zondervan and Baker Books, the
researcher has also analyzed the number of issues of the one hundred books each year for a
specific analysis about the publication trend. It is an important work to analyze the annual
number of issues of the 100 books, because this data shows a flow of church planting trend in
America.
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The Number of Issues Each Year
Numbers (Total: 100 Books)
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Fig. 13. The Number of Issues Each Year

The above graph shows some significant results as follows:
1) The annual average of the number of book during thirteen years is 7.9 books.
2) Many evangelical church planters and researchers had authored many works from
2008 to 2011: 53 % were published in this time. The researcher insists that the time was
significant for current church planting movements in America. After the booming of the trend,
the researcher thinks that it has induced participations of many denominations, especially for the
Southern Baptist Convention.1

1

The explosive concerns about church planting movements in America have influenced on the North
American Mission Board of the SBC. Kevin Ezell, North American Mission Board President, told as follows: “We
want to increase our net gain of congregations by 5,000 in the next 10 years, from 51,000 to 56,000. To do that we
need to plant 15,000 churches in the next decade because we lose 890 existing churches each year. In other words,
we have to plant about 900 churches a year just to break even.” Mickey Noah, “Send North America to Buck SBC’s
Church Planting Trend.” NAMB.net (North American Mission Board) (Feb., 10, 2012), accessed Jan., 10, 2014.
http://www.namb.net/nambblog1.aspx?id=8590120142&blogid=8589939695.
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3) Of the years in which publishes rose, which the highest amount had is 2011: In 2011,
fifteen books were published, and it is 15%. After this great trend, the Northern American
Mission Board (NAMB) of the Southern Baptist Convention announced that they will need to
plant 15,000 new churches for the influence of the church planting trend.2 Zondervan and Baker
Books contributed the total number of the issues in this period.
4) The reason why the graph is declining during 2012 – 2013: The researcher has
collected the 100 books published by August, 2013. In 2012, ten books were published, and
seven books were published from January, 2013 to August, 2013. It shows that the trend of
church planting movement in America is not finished yet. Nevertheless, there is also a fear it
could decline in the next years. The data of 2012 shows the fear for the numbers: Ten books.

4. The Ten Main Movements or Trends of the Seventy-Six Main Authors
The researcher suggests the abbreviations of the ten main movements or trends before
the specific analysis and suggestion of the research result as follows:

Table 5. The Abbreviations of the Ten Main Movements or Trends

1. House Church Movement
2. Independent Church Movement
3. Internet Based Church Movement
4. Main Line Denominations Based Movement
5. Mega Church Movement
6. Missional Church Movement
7. Multi-Site Church Movement
8. Neo Para-Church Movement
9. Organic Church Movement
10. Pentecostal Church Movement

2

Ibid.

HOC
IDC
IBC
MDC
MGC
MIC
MSC
NPC
OGC
PTC
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The one hundred books were written by the seventy-six lead or main authors, and the
researcher has decided to know the tendency of the ten main movements or trends of the one
hundred books by researching about the hidden or revealed tendency of the each trend of the
seventy-six lead or main authors. The researcher has used the next analyzing methods to know
the tendency of the seventy-six authors as follows:
1) Repetitions of Reading the one hundred books: The researcher has read strategically
the books from July 2013 to December 2013 for this research process. A limitation of this
research methodology is that the researcher cannot decide perfectly all theological positions of
the one hundred books and seventy-six lead or main authors for their complex theological
thoughts and inner minds. Therefore, the researcher will suggest an inferential statistics.
2) Finding key words or concepts related to the ten trends in each book: The researcher
has decided to place each author on the ten movements by the three searching tools: iBooks,
Kindle, and Google books. He has double checked each author’s mind, theological position, and
main idea related to their preferences of the movements by the three advanced technological
tools and a theological knowledge of the researcher. The seventy-six lead or main authors are
related with minimum one trend or maximum six trends.
3) Searching information related to each author’s theological or pastoral position
through the online: The researcher has used the online searching tool, Google, to find the
information related to each author’s ministry, seminary, church, institution, etc. This online
searching process has supported the finding process of the key trends within the seventy-six lead
or main authors’ books for two months.
4) Positioning the each author on the ten movements: The researcher has decided the
seventy-six authors’ Ecclesiological and church planting positions with the analyzed results by
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him for one month. As mentioned before, this analyzing process is based on the definition of
table 3. The Current Church Planting Movements or Trends Classified by the Author (p.33), and
the limitation of the subjective view by the researcher to decide their preferences about each
trend exists.
5) Deleting the names of the co-authors of the one hundred books: The researcher
decided to delete the names of the co-authors of some books within the one hundred books to
prevent duplication of counting each lead author’s number of books. For the convenience of the
analyzing process, the researcher has analyzed about the seventy-six lead or single authors of the
one hundred books.
The results were analyzed in percentage terms, and the next illustrations will show the
overall flow of the theological preferences of the current church planters and theologians.
The Ratio of the Ten Movements of the 76 Authors
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Fig. 14. The Analysis of the Ten Movements of the Seventy-Six Authors
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Table 6. The Tendency of the Ten Main Movements or Trends of the 76 Lead and Single Authors
Authors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.

Adam S. McHugh
Alan Hirsch
Andy Stanley
Aubrey Malphurs
Bob Roberts
Brandon Hatmaker
Brandon J. O'Brien
Brian Bailey
Brian Bloye
Christine Hoover
Craig Ott
Craig Van Gelder
Daniel R. Hyde
Daniel R. Sanchez
Daniel Sinclair
Darrin Patrick
Dave Earley
Dave Ferguson
Dave Browning
David Garrison
David Murrow
David Platt
David T. Olson
Dennis Biker
Dino Rizzo
Ed Stetzer
Eddie Gibbs
Elmer L. Towns
Francis Chan
Frank Viola
Gary McIntosh
Geoff Surratt
Hugh Halter
J. D. Greear
J. R. Woodward
James Emery White
James MacDonald
Jervis David Payne
Jim Belcher
Jim Griffith
Jim Putman
Joel Comiskey
John Burke
Kent Carlson
Kevin DeYoung
Kevin G. Harney
Kyle Idleman
Larry Kreider
Laurie Beshore
Mark Dever
Mark DeYmaz
Mark Driscoll
Mark Fox
Matt Chandler
Mike McKinley
Neil Cole
Nelson Searcy
Peter S. Cha
Peter Scazzero
Peyton Jones
Ralph Moore
Reggie McNeal
Samuel D. Faircloth
Scott McConnell
Sean Benesh
Shannon O'Dell
Steve Gladen
Steve Sjogren
Stuart Murray
Sunday Adelaja
Thom S. Rainer
Tim Chester
Tony Dale
Will Mancini
Wayne Cordeiro
Wolfgang Simson

Total
%

Movements
HOC

IDC

IBC

MDC

MGC

MIC

MSC

NPC

OGC

PTC

V
V
V
V
V

V
V
V
V
V

V
V
V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V
V
V
V

3
3
2
1
2
2
2
V

V
V

V

6
2
1

V
V
V
V
V

V
V

V
V
V
V
V

V
V

2

V

2

V

V

V

V
V

3
V

5
V

V

V
V

V

V
V
V
V

V
V
V
V

V

V
V
V

V
V

V

V
V
V

V
V
V

V
V

5
2
V

V
2

V
V
V
V

V
V
V

V

V

V

5
1
2
1

V

3
V

V

V
V

V
V

V
V

V
V

V
V
V

V
V

V

V

V
V
V

V
V

V
V

V
V
V

V
V

V
V

V

20
8.7

26
11.3

11
4.8

10
4.3

5
3
2

V
V
V

V

V

5
6
1

V

5

V

45
19.6

4

V
V
V
V
V
V

2
2

V
V

3
V
V
V
V

V

V

V

4

V

V

V

3
2

V
V
V
V

V

V

6
2
2

1

V

V
V

4
3

V

V
V

4
4

V

V
V

3
3
3

V
V

V

V
V
V
V
V

5
4

V

V
V

V
V
V
V

V
V

V
V
V

V
V
V
V

V
V

V

V
V

2
2
1

V
V

V
V

4
1

V
V
V
V

V

3
3

V

V
V
V

5
2

V
V
V
V

V
V
V

TOTAL
1

V
V

4
1

V
V

4
2
V
V

V

3
3
3
3

V
V

4

V

5
3

V

46
20.0

5

V

V
V
V
V
V

4
3
3

26
11.3

8
3.5

V

V
V

11
4.8

27
11.7

4
4

230
100.0
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Figure 14 and table 6 show the interesting results as follows:
a. The most influential movement is MIC (20%): MIC (Missional church movement)
was explained as “The neo-trend of the meaning of the mission; for the near people who need to
listen to the Gospel within the same country, America. The church wants to contact with many
different cultural and ethnic backgrounds in the country.” There is no statistical data on the
Internet that MIC is the most influential church planting movement or trend in America.
Nevertheless, Table 6 and Figure 14 clearly show the power of the movement. It is obvious that
this movement has received widespread support from many authors who want to support the
other movements in the list: HOC, IDC, IBC, MDC, MGC, MSC, NPC, OGC, and PTC. It looks
like an irresistible catchphrase in this century and postmodern culture, and forty six of the
seventy-six authors insist on the importance of the movement.
MIC is a topic much discussed by the most of the authors of the one hundred books. For
instance, Ed Stetzer’s book, Planting Missional Churches, shows the overall theological ideas of
the missional church trend. Stetzer shows also a generous mind to many different church
planting trends. Jim Belcher’s book, Deep Church: A Third Way Beyond Emerging and
Traditional, emphasizes an importance of MDC, but he also supports MIC.3 Tim Chester’s book,
Total Church: A Radical Reshaping Around Gospel and Community, emphasizes the importance
of HOC and PTC,4 but he also supports MIC.5 Frank Viola is a strong supporter of HOC, and
he also emphasizes MIC in his book, Finding Organic Church: A Comprehensive Guide to

3

Belcher, Deep Church: A Third Way Beyond Emerging and Traditional, 108.

4

Tim Chester, Total Church: A Radical Reshaping Around Gospel and Community (Wheaton, IL:
Crossway Books, 2008), 91, 124.
5

Ibid., 210.
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Starting and Sustaining Authentic Christian Communities.6 Craig Van Gelder’s book, The
Missional Church in Perspective: Mapping Trends and Shaping the Conversation, shows his
background of NPC with his MIC support.7
b. MGC (19.6%) is still an influential trend within the authors and represents the second
most popular trend for the authors. Forty-five authors show their active or tacit supports for this
trend. The researcher thinks that the current American church planters are still affected by many
leaders who have built on mega-churches. MGC (Mega-church movement) was explained as
“The significant trend emerged in the late 20th century from America; with a large crowd over
2,000 people in each church. Fundamentally, there are many young followers who want to be a
mega-church leader in the future.” As mentioned earlier in the review of literature, many of the
authors of the one hundred books show the positive perspective of mega-church trend because of
the movement’s long term effect in church growth and church planting area. Nevertheless, many
church leaders and theologians think that the term, “mega-church,” has a negative effect against
their own healthy-church growth models or theories.8 For this reason, many MGC supporters
want to combine their trend with HOC.9
Mark Driscoll’s book, Vintage Church: Timeless Truths and Timely Methods, shows his
MGC,10 but he has also an interest HOC of Tim Chester.11 Jim Putman’s Church Is a Team

6

Frank Viola, Finding Organic Church: A Comprehensive Guide to Starting and Sustaining Authentic
Christian Communities (Colorado Springs, CO: David C. Cook, 2009), 134.
7

Gelder, The Missional Church in Perspective: Mapping Trends and Shaping the Conversation, 23.

8

See the next book, David Platt, Radical: Taking Back Your Faith from the American Dream (Colorado
Springs, CO: Multnomah Books, 2010), 1-3.
9

Bob Roberts, The Multiplying Church: The New Math for Starting New Churches (Grand Rapids, MI:
Zondervan, 2008), 33.
10

Mark Driscoll, and Gerry Breshears, Vintage Church: Timeless Truths and Timely Method (Wheaton,
IL: Crossway Books, 2009), 340.
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Sport: A Championship Strategy for Doing Ministry Together, shows his MGC, but he also
emphasizes an importance of small size groups like HOC for his healthy church.12 Dave
Ferguson was a strong MGC supporter, but his book, Exponential: How You and Your Friends
Can Start a Missional Church Movement, shows his inner conflicts between MGC and HOC for
his personal meetings with Neil Cole in the Exponential Conference who is a strong supporter of
HOC.13 Steve Sjogren’s book, Community of Kindness: A Refreshing New Approach to Planting
and Growing a Church, clearly shows a former mega-church leader’s change of heart for HOC.14
David Plat’s book, Radical: Taking Back Your Faith from the American Dream, is a
representative sample of the above mixed trend in the American mega-churches.15
c. MSC (11.3%) is also used for MGC: The twenty-six authors related to this trend
support MGC. Nevertheless, nineteen authors related to MGC do not show their preference of
MSC. MSC (Multi-site church movement) was explained as “The new model of mega-church
movement with the development of broadcasting system and technology; “Multi-site megachurch by one core leadership or team.”” The researcher estimates that the nineteen authors have
a conservative perspective to use the technological tool and idea to spread their influence in their
local area. Some pastors of small local churches do not like MGC and MSC leaders because of
their expansionary strategy against local small churches. Some excessive expansions of famous
mega-churches in a local area are a significant threat to other small local churches’ survivals and

11

Ibid., 6.

12

Putman, Church Is a Team Sport: A Championship Strategy for Doing Ministry Together, 12.

13

Dave Ferguson, and Jon Ferguson, Exponential: How You and Your Friends Can Start a Missional
Church Movement (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2010), 194.
14

Steve Sjogren, and Rob Lewin, Community of Kindness: A Refreshing New Approach to Planting and
Growing a Church (Ventura, CA: Regal Books, 2003), 211.
15

Plat, 1.
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mental health of them.16
Shannon O’Dell’s book, Transforming Church in Rural America: Breaking All the
Rurals, is a very interesting for his model, Satellite House Church.17 He wants to show his HOC
based mega-multi-site church, and his church has 2,000 attendances.18 David Browning’s book,
Deliberate Simplicity: How the Church Does More by Doing Less, emphasizes MSC with MGC,
but he uses OGC for his church planting model: the organic multi-site model.19
d. IDC (11.3%) shows an interesting result: IDC (Independent church movement) was
explained as “They take all methods from other movements, and they also have unique
personalities against the general church forms: sometimes it looks like a heretic for their radical
approach to other traditional churches.” The thirteen of the twenty-six authors (50%) related to
IDC support MGC, while other 50% of the twenty-six authors support HOC. It seems that there
are many ecclesiological attempts or chaos within many independent churches in America. Most
of the IDC supporters have been influenced from MGC for a long time in America, but now
many IDC supporters have a positive attitude about HOC because of the explosive growth of
HOC in America within a flow of the emerging church movement.
Hugh Halter’s book, AND: The Gathered and Scattered Church, shows HOC and OGC
within IDC. He has a balanced mind about the macro and micro size churches and movements,

16

See the next comment. “The tacit logic of this mega-church priority is that all churches should
themselves be seeking to attain mega-church status. This is not only ignores the relational community orientation of
incarnational, grass roots, local churches, but it is an unrealistic expectation that has created casualties among the
pastors of small churches.” Shane Clifton, Pentecostal Churches in Transition Analyzing the Developing
Ecclesiology of the Assemblies of God in Australia (Leiden, Netherlands: Brill Publishing, 2009), cxci.
17

Shannon O'Dell, Transforming Church in Rural America: Breaking All the Rurals (Green Forest, AR:
New Leaf Press, 2010), 181.
18

19

Ibid., 18.

Dave Browning, Deliberate Simplicity: How the Church Does More by Doing Less (Grand Rapids, MI:
Zondervan, 2009), 154-157.
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but fundamentally he emphasizes a small size church.20 On the contrary, James MacDonald’s
book, Vertical Church: What Every Heart Longs for, What Every Church Can Be, has a different
attitude within IDC. He Shows his MSC and MGC within IDC.21
e. An impact of PTC (11.7%) within HOC and MGC: PTC (Pentecostal church
movement) was explained as “This model has influenced on many churches in the World, and
sometimes its explosive spiritual power to develop a church surpasses all theoretical and
traditional barriers.” The eleven of the twenty-seven authors related to PTC support HOC, while
the sixteen of the twenty-seven authors of PTC support MGC. It seems that PTC has implications
for the both movements in America. Ralph Moore’s book, How to Multiply Your Church: The
Most Effective Way to Grow, shows a representative sample of the above mixed trends in
America: HOC, IDC, MGC, MIC, and PTC.22 As a reformed pastor, the researcher has a
concernment about the New Apostolic Movement by Peter Wagner, and there are many authors
in the one hundred books who related to this movement: Peyton Jones, Tim Chester, David
Garrison, Larry Kreider, Reggie McNeal, Ralph Moore, Daniel Sinclair, Daniel Sanchez, and
Jervis David Payne. Nevertheless, the researcher has an open-mind to discuss with them for the
churches and church planting movements as an evangelical pastor.23
f. HOC (8.7%) is an inescapable trend in America: HOC (House church movement) was
explained as “Non-institutional and denominational church planting trend with small group
20

Hugh Halter, and Matt Smay, AND: The Gathered and Scattered Church (Grand Rapids, MI:
Zondervan, 2010), 155-160, 177.
21

James MacDonald, Vertical Church: What Every Heart Longs for, What Every Church Can Be
(Colorado Springs, CO: David C. Cook, 2012), 1-9.
22

Ralph Moore, How to Multiply Your Church: The Most Effective Way to Grow (Ventura, CA: Regal
Books, 2009), 104.
23

Unless the different theological position, in chapter three, there are a few the New Apostolic
Movement authors who participated to the author survey for this thesis, and the researcher has a good feeling for
their kindness to him.
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meeting in America; like the underground church in China.” Twenty authors show positive and
active attitudes about this emerging and radical movement against traditional and institutional
church forms. Most of them mentioned the house churches in China. It is interesting that the six
authors, Bob Roberts, Craig Ott, Daniel Sinclair, David Garrison, Ralph Moore, and Shannon
O'Dell, support both MGC and HOC. It seems that they want to apply the theory of HOC to
build and sustain mega-churches with healthy small group ministry systems.
As mentioned earlier in the review of literature, Frank Viola is one of the most
influential authors related to HOC in America, and his book, Reimagining Church: Pursuing the
Dream of Organic Christianity, has led the current explosive tendency of the church planting
model of HOC in America: laypeople-oriented planting against ordained pastor and hierarchical
system in the church. Wolfgang Simson’s The House Church Book: Rediscover the Dynamic,
Organic, Relational, Viral Community Jesus Started also shows an importance of HOC in the
world as the third Reformation.24
g. OGC (4.8%) is an important idea of the supporters of HOC: OGC (Organic church
movement) was explained as “Many house churches or small churches want to be this form
ultimately; as a non-hierarchical structure and plat-spiritual community.” The six of the eleven
authors related to OGC support HOC, while other three authors support MGC. It seems that the
concept of OGC is having an impact on contemporary mega-church oriented leaders or authors
more and more for its approach about the meaning of church: organic community, noninstitutional hierarchy, and small group oriented. Alan Hirsch is an important MGC supporter
within OGC.25As mentioned earlier in the review of literature, Neil Cole’s Organic Church:

24

Wolfgang Simson, The House Church Book: Rediscover the Dynamic, Organic, Relational, Viral
Community Jesus Started (Carol Stream, IL: Barna Books, 2009), xv.
25

See the next two Hirsch’s books to understand a change of his theological position between the two
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Growing Faith Where Life Happens shows a negative attitude against MGC as a supporter of
HOC, but his attitude has been changed for seven years. The researcher foresees that a
convergence or blending of HOC and MGC within OGC paradigm for a new church planting
trend will be developed in the future.
h. IBC (4.8 %) is used for MGC and MSC: IBC (Internet-based church movement) was
explained as “Their online networks-centered church to communicate with their members and
others will be expanded in the future.” All the eleven authors related to this trend also support
MGC. This result shows that many mega-churches in America use the Internet actively more
than small or medium size churches. One of the most effective elements for their pastoral
influence is this innovative technological tool. Andy Stanley, Brian Bailey, Dino Rizzo, Geoff
Surratt, James Emery White, James MacDonald, John Burke, Mark Driscoll, Scott McConnell,
Shannon O'Dell, and Wayne Cordeiro show an active utilization of the network-church paradigm
for their ministries.
i. MDC (4.3%) has a weak impact within the authors: MDC (Mainline denominationsbased movement) was explained as “The traditional and historical denominations such as Baptist,
Methodist, Reformed, Lutheran, etc. Sometimes, they have a very conservative approach against
some radical evangelical methods beyond their beliefs or theological positions.” Up until a few
years ago, it was clear that the mainline churches in America were declining. Nevertheless,
“Confessing Church Movement” in Reformed or Presbyterian denominations in America is
growing rapidly, and it has led some innovative results for revitalization of main-line churches.
The researcher thinks that their new theological conservative movement against theological
movements, OGC and MGC. He emphasized a non-Americanized church growth model with missional and organic
church model in his book, The Forgotten Ways: Reactivating the Missional Church (Grand Rapids, MI: Brazos Press,
2006). However, he modified his theory partially with a mega-church leader, Dave Ferguson, within the next book.
Alan Hirsch, and Dave Ferguson, On the Verge: A Journey into the Apostolic Future of the Church (Grand Rapids,
MI: Zondervan, 2011), 14-15.
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liberalism will be grown persistently in America.
The researcher thinks that most of Baptist churches, especially SBC, are not mainline.
However, sometimes a few traditional Baptist churches in America are very conservative for
their traditions and historical backgrounds in their each local area. Daniel R. Hyde’s book,
Planting, Watering, Growing: Planting Confessionally Reformed Churches in the Twenty-First
Century, shows a negative attitude against many church planting institutions in America as a
pastor of the United Reformed Church.26 Mark Dever’s Nine Marks of a Healthy Church and
The Deliberate Church: Building Your Ministry on the Gospel has an important value of MDC in
America. Dever is a Calvinist, but he is also a Baptist with his traditional and conservative
theology and Ecclesiology. He is a rising big-church pastor in Washington D.C., but he does not
like MIC and NPC.27
j. The smallest movement is NPC (3.5%): NPC (Neo para-church movement) was
explained as “The innovators associated with local churches with their own strategies for the
ultimate church growth and mission. They are different from the last Para-Church organizations
for just a special group, such as college students against local traditional churches.” The
researcher had a perspective that Neo para-church movement, a neologism by the researcher, is
growing in many local churches. Nevertheless, the data shows that the movement within the one
hundred books and seventy-six authors has a very small niche.
However, it is interesting that there are few negative references against para-churches or
26

Daniel R. Hyde, and Shane Lems, Planting, Watering, Growing: Planting Confessionally Reformed
Churches in the Twenty-First Century (Grand Rapids, MI: Reformation Heritage Books, 2011), 4-7.
27

Dever’s position against Para-church organizations as follows: Mark Dever, Nine Marks of a Healthy
Church (Wheaton, IL: Crossway Books, 2004), 10. He used “local church” 105 times to emphasize the role of local
churches in his next book. Mark Dever, and Paul Alexander, The Deliberate Church: Building Your Ministry on the
Gospel (Wheaton, IL: Crossway Books, 2005). Nevertheless, 9Marks, a website related to his ministry, shows a
generous attitude toward para-church organizations. “Every author in this 9Marks Journal is a fan of para-church
ministries.” Jonathan Leeman, “Church and Parachurch: Friends or Foes?” Nine Marks.org, accessed Feb. 15, 2014.
http://www.9marks.org/journal/church-and-parachurch-friends-or-foes.
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non-profit Christian organizations within the one hundred books, and many influential church
leaders of the one hundred books have a moderate or positive attitude about supporting local
churches through non-profit Christian organizations. This researcher will deal with the issue in
the part of the analysis of church planting institutions related to seventy-six authors in this
chapter and chapter four.

5. Denominations of the Seventy-Six Authors
Denominational backgrounds of the seventy-six authors are a significant indicator to
know the overall situation of the current church planting flow in America. There were 28
denominational authors and 48 non-denominational authors. The researcher suggests the
abbreviations of the denominations and the results of the analysis as follows:

Table 7. The Nine Denominations Related to the Seventy-Six Authors
Denominations
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Evangelical Covenant Church (ECC)
Oceanside United Reformed Church (OURC)
Presbyterian Church in America (PCA)
The American Baptist Churches USA (ABCUSA)
The Churches of Christ in Australia (CCA)
The Evangelical Lutheran Church in America (ELCA)
The International Church of the Foursquare Gospel (ICFG)
The Reformed Church in America (RCA)
The Southern Baptist Convention (SBC)
Non-denominational (NON)

Total

Numbers

Ratio

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
21
47

1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
27.6
61.8

76

100.0

Nondenominational

Baptist 4
Presbyterian 2
Pentecostal 3
Independent 38
47
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The Ratio of the Denominations of the 76 Authors
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Fig. 15. The Analysis of the Denominational Backgrounds of the Seventy-Six Authors

Table 8. The Denominational Backgrounds of the Seventy-Six Authors of the 100 Books28
Authors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Adam S. McHugh
Alan Hirsch
Andy Stanley
Aubrey Malphurs
Bob Roberts
Brandon Hatmaker
Brandon J. O'Brien
Brian Bailey
Brian Bloye
Christine Hoover
Craig Ott
Craig Van Gelder
Daniel R. Hyde
Daniel R. Sanchez
Daniel Sinclair
Darrin Patrick
Dave Earley
Dave Ferguson
Dave Browning
David Garrison
David Murrow
David Platt
David T. Olson
Dennis Biker
Dino Rizzo
Ed Stetzer
Eddie Gibbs
Elmer L. Towns
Francis Chan
Frank Viola
Gary McIntosh
Geoff Surratt
Hugh Halter
J. D. Greear
J. R. Woodward
James Emery White
James MacDonald
Jervis David Payne

28

Denominations
Presbyterian, but non-denominational
The Churches of Christ in Australia
Non-denominational
Non-denominational
The Southern Baptist Convention
Baptist, but non-denominational
Baptist, but non-denominational
The Southern Baptist Convention
The Southern Baptist Convention
The Southern Baptist Convention
Non-denominational
The Evangelical Lutheran Church in America
Oceanside United Reformed Church
The Southern Baptist Convention
Non-denominational
The Southern Baptist Convention
The Southern Baptist Convention
Non-denominational
Non-denominational
The Southern Baptist Convention
Presbyterian, but non-denominational
The Southern Baptist Convention
Evangelical Covenant Church
The American Baptist Churches USA
Non-denominational
The Southern Baptist Convention
Non-denominational
The Southern Baptist Convention
Non-denominational
Non-denominational
Baptist, but non-denominational
Pentecostal, but non-denominational
Non-denominational
The Southern Baptist Convention
Non-denominational
The Southern Baptist Convention
Non-denominational
The Southern Baptist Convention

Authors
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.

Jim Belcher
Jim Griffith
Jim Putman
Joel Comiskey
John Burke
Kent Carlson
Kevin DeYoung
Kevin G. Harney
Kyle Idleman
Larry Kreider
Laurie Beshore
Mark Dever
Mark DeYmaz
Mark Driscoll
Mark Fox
Matt Chandler
Mike McKinley
Neil Cole
Nelson Searcy
Peter S. Cha
Peter Scazzero
Peyton Jones
Ralph Moore
Reggie McNeal
Samuel D. Faircloth
Scott McConnell
Sean Benesh
Shannon O'Dell
Steve Gladen
Steve Sjogren
Stuart Murray
Sunday Adelaja
Thom S. Rainer
Tim Chester
Tony Dale
Will Mancini
Wayne Cordeiro
Wolfgang Simson

Denominations
Presbyterian Church in America
Non-denominational
Non-denominational
Non-denominational
Non-denominational
Non-denominational
The Reformed Church in America
Non-denominational
Non-denominational
Non-denominational
Pentecostal, but non-denominational
The Southern Baptist Convention
The Southern Baptist Convention
Non-denominational
Non-denominational
Non-denominational
Non-denominational
The Southern Baptist Convention
Non-denominational
Non-denominational
Non-denominational
Non-denominational
Non-denominational
The Southern Baptist Convention
Baptist, but non-denominational
Non-denominational
Non-denominational
The Southern Baptist Convention
The Southern Baptist Convention
Non-denominational
Non-denominational
Pentecostal, but non-denominational
The Southern Baptist Convention
Non-denominational
Non-denominational
Non-denominational
ICFG (Pentecostal)
Non-denominational

The results are not perfect, but most of them are exact. This researcher walked around this part with
Google, each author’s web site, denominations’ websites, and their books to decide their denominational positions.
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This researcher has found some interesting results about the denominations of the
seventy-six authors as follows:
a. The unequal distribution of the contribution rate: The ratio of the Southern Baptist
Convention in the seventy-six authors is 27.6 %. Unfortunately, the ratio of the other each eight
denomination related to this research is 1.3% (Total 10.4%).
b. The ratio of non-denominational background is very high: The ratio is 61.8 %. The
researcher has a question that why they are non-denominational, and why the ratio is very high.
The researcher will show their theological backgrounds in the result of the analysis of seminaries.
c. The overall meaning of this data: For the church planting movement in the 21st
century, the authors from the Southern Baptist Convention have an important role for leading the
trend. Many other denominations need to develop their own strategies for church planting
through publication.
d. Interpreting the differences between the ratio of IDC (26 authors) in the first analysis,
the Ten Movements, and the ratio of the non-denominational authors (47 authors) in the second
analysis, the denominations: This researcher set up the meaning of the Independent Church
Movement (IDC) against the Main-line Denominations Based Movement (MDC) of the ten
classifications. There are many non-denominational authors in the list who want to build megachurches, while others want to build houses or small churches. MDC authors do not like both
HOC and IDC. However, the non-denominational authors want to use the two trends: HOC and
IDC. Therefore, the ratio of the non-denominational (47 authors) is bigger than IDC (26 authors)
for its broad spectrum.
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6. Institutions of the Seventy-Six Authors
This researcher has analyzed the present condition of the institutions related to church
planting movement of the seventy-six authors as follows:

Table 9. The Six Types of the Institutions Related to the Church Planting of the Authors
Institutions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Numbers

Ratio (%)

20
11
10
5
6
5
19

26.3
14.5
13.2
6.6
7.9
6.6
25.0

76

100

Personal Organizations through the Online Homepages or Blogs (PO)
Seminaries or Schools (SS)
Professional Church Planting Organizations (PCPO)
Other Organizations (OO)
Church-affiliated Organizations (CO)
Professional Research Organizations (PRO)
None (NO)
Total

The Ratio of the Institutions of the 76 Authors
30

26.3

25

25
20

20

19
%

14.5

15

11

13.2
10

10

6.6

5

7.9

Numbers
6

6.6

5

5
0
PO

SS

PCPO

OO

CO

PRO

NO
Institutions

Fig. 16. The Analysis of the Institutions of the Seventy-Six Authors
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Table 10. The Institutions of the Seventy-Six Authors of the 100 Books
Authors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.

Adam S. McHugh
Alan Hirsch
Andy Stanley
Aubrey Malphurs
Bob Roberts
Brandon Hatmaker
Brandon J. O'Brien
Brian Bailey
Brian Bloye
Christine Hoover
Craig Ott
Craig Van Gelder
Daniel R. Hyde
Daniel R. Sanchez
Daniel Sinclair
Darrin Patrick
Dave Earley
Dave Ferguson
David Browning
David Garrison
David Murrow
David Platt
David T. Olson
Dennis Biker
Dino Rizzo
Ed Stetzer
Eddie Gibbs
Elmer L. Towns
Francis Chan
Frank Viola
Gary McIntosh
Geoff Surratt
Hugh Halter
J. D. Greear
J. R. Woodward
James Emery White
James MacDonald
Jervis David Payne
Jim Belcher
Jim Griffith
Jim Putman
Joel Comiskey
John Burke
Kent Carlson
Kevin DeYoung
Kevin G. Harney
Kyle Idleman
Larry Kreider
Laurie Beshore
Mark Dever
Mark DeYmaz
Mark Driscoll
Mark Fox
Matt Chandler
Mike McKinley
Neil Cole
Nelson Searcy
Peter S. Cha
Peter Scazzero
Peyton Jones
Ralph Moore
Reggie McNeal
Samuel D. Faircloth
Scott McConnell
Sean Benesh
Shannon O'Dell
Steve Gladen
Steve Sjogren
Stuart Murray
Sunday Adelaja
Thom S. Rainer
Tim Chester
Tony Dale
Will Mancini
Wayne Cordeiro
Wolfgang Simson

Total

Institutions, Organizations, or Schools
None
Forge Mission Training Network
North Point Ministries
The Malphurs Group
Glocal Ventures
Restore Communities
None
None
The Launch Network
None
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School
Luther Seminary
None
Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary
The Church Planting Phases
The Acts 29 Church Planting Network
Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary
The New Thing Network
None
The International Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Convention
Church for Men
Radical
The American Church Research Project
Bivocational Ministries
None
LifeWay Research
The School of Intercultural Studies at Fuller Theological Seminary
Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary
Francis.org
None
Talbot School of Theology/ The Church Growth Network
None
Missio
None
The V3 Church Planting Movement
Church and Culture
Harvest Bible Fellowship
Missiologically Thinking
Knox theological Seminary
Griffith Coaching
Real Life Ministries
Joel Comiskey Group
None
None
None
None
None
DOVE Christian Fellowship International (DCFI)
Kenton.org
9 marks
Mosaic Global Network
The Acts 29 Network(Cofounder), The Resurgence
None
The Acts 29 Church Planting Network
None
Church Multiplication Associates (CMA)
Church Leader Insights
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School
Emotionally Healthy Spirituality
New Breed Church Planting
Church Planting.com
Leadership Network
None
LifeWay Research
The Epoch Centre for Urban Renewal
None
Small Group Network
Steve Sjogren.com
The Anabaptist Network
The Embassy of God
LifeWay Christian Resources
Porterbrook Seminary in the U.K.
House 2 house magazine
Will Mancini.com
New Hope Christian College
Wolfgang Simson
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Sorting
PO

SS

PCPO

OO

CO

PRO

NO
NO

OO
CO
PCPO
PO
CO
NO
NO
PCPO
NO
SS
SS
NO
SS
PO
PCPO
SS
PO
NO
PCPO
PO
PO
PRO
PO
NO
PRO
SS
SS
PO
NO
SS
NO
PO
NO
PCPO
PO
CO
PO
SS
PO
CO
PO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
OO
PO
PO
CO
PCPO
NO
PCPO
NO
PCPO
PO
SS
PO
PCPO
PCPO
PRO
NO
PRO
OO
NO
OO
PO
OO
CO
PRO
SS
PO
PO
SS
PO

20 11 10 5

6

5

19

70

The researcher has found the information of the institutions of the seventy-six authors
through online searching.29 This researcher has also found some issues about the institutions of
the seventy-six authors as follows:
a. The favorite type of their institutions is PO (26.3%): Twenty authors are using their
own homepages or blogs as an institution to spread their church planting paradigms and
methodologies. PO is very easy method to spread one’s knowledge and theological insights to
the World. It will be increased to use this pattern in this century, and actually, the other authors
related to the five types, SS, PCPO, OO, PRO, and CO, of the institutions have also their own
homepages or blogs to connect with many Christians in the World.
b. The smallest types of their institutions are PRO (6.5%): The names of PRO are as
follows: 1) The American Church Research Project, 2) LifeWay Research, 3) Leadership
Network, and 4) LifeWay Christian Resources. Ed Stetzer and Thom S. Rainer are the exemplary
authors of PRO. These professional researchers related to church planting movement in America
are leading important trends that build strategic methodologies for a successful church planting
process.
c. The names of SS (14.5%) are as follows: 1) Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, 2)
Luther Seminary, 3) Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, 4) Liberty Baptist Theological
Seminary, 5) Fuller Theological Seminary, 6) Talbot School of Theology, 7) Knox theological
Seminary, 8) Porterbrook Seminary in the U.K., and 9) New Hope Christian College. All the
eleven authors related to this pattern are teaching at seminaries and Christian colleges as a faculty.
d. The names of PCPO (13.2%) are as follows: 1) The Malphurs Group, 2) The Launch
Network, 3) The Acts 29 Church Planting Network, 4) The International Mission Board of the

29

See all addresses of the homepages and blogs of the seventy six authors in Appendix H.
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Southern Baptist Convention, 5) The V3 Church Planting Movement, 6) Church Multiplication
Associates (CMA), 7) New Breed Church Planting, and 8) Church Planting.com. This researcher
explained that it is interesting that there are few negative references against para-churches or
non-profit Christian organizations within the one hundred books, and many influential church
leaders of the books have a moderate or positive attitude about supporting local churches through
non-profit Christian organizations.30 PCPO is a typical example of this trend.
e. Actually, the researcher thinks that most of church planting institutions in America
have their own background of their churches. Nevertheless, CO (7.9%) in the chart is small, but
it does not mean that CO is not important to spread church planting movement. The researcher
thinks that the six authors related to this pattern want to connect between their churches and their
church-affiliated organizations to grow their people and churches directly.
f. The meaning of the ratio 25% of NO: Nineteen authors have no institutional or
personal organizations for church planting movement, and it means that their inclination is less
outgoing. They are publishing books to support and spread their own church planting theories,
but their attitudes to build some institutional organizations are very introvert.
g. All online addresses of the institutional organizations of the seventy-six authors are in
Appendix H. It is very interesting that there are no authors who do not have the online
homepages, blogs, or other social network services.

7. Seminaries and Degrees of the Seventy-Six Authors
It is significant to analyze all seminaries and Christian colleges that the seventy-six
authors graduated, because it will give important information of contributions of each school for
the current church planting movements in America. Analyzing degrees of the authors will also
30

See p.56.
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show a general insight for this research. The researcher has collected the names of seminaries
and Christian colleges related to the seventy-six authors as follows:

Table 11. The Names of Seminaries and Christian Colleges of the Seventy-Six Authors
Seminaries
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Non-seminaries, but Christian Colleges

Alliance Theological Seminary
Australian College of Theology
Bethel Seminary
California Graduate School of Theology
Covenant Theological Seminary
Dallas Theological Seminary
Eastern Baptist Theological Seminary
Free Evangelical Theological Academy
Fuller Theological Seminary
Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary
Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary
Luther Rice Seminary
Lutheran Bible Institute of California
Master's Seminary
Midwestern Baptist Theological Seminary
New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary
Northwest Baptist Seminary
Oxford Centre for Mission Studies
Palmer Theological Seminary
Phoenix Seminary
Princeton Theological Seminary
Puritan Reformed Theological Seminary
Reformed Theological Seminary
Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary
Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary
Talbot School of Theology
The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
The University of Chicago Divinity School
The Whitefield Institute, Oxford
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School
Wales Evangelical School of Theology
Western Conservative Baptist Seminary
Western Theological Seminary
Westminster Theological Seminary
Wheaton College Graduate School

Total

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

52

Bakke Graduate University
Baylor University
Bethany College
Boise Bible College
Cambridge University
Duke University
Evangel University
Hardin-Simmons University
Liberty University
New Hope Christian Bible College
Oklahoma Baptist University
Ozark Christian College
Samford University
Simpson University
Southern Methodist University
Southwestern Assemblies of God University
Southwestern Christian University
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Table 12. The Seminaries, Schools, and Degrees of the Seventy-Six Authors
Authors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.

Adam S. McHugh
Alan Hirsch
Andy Stanley
Aubrey Malphurs
Bob Roberts Jr.
Brandon Hatmaker
Brandon J. O'Brien
Brian Bailey
Brian Bloye
Christine Hoover
Craig Ott
Craig Van Gelder
Daniel R. Hyde
Daniel R. Sanchez
Daniel Sinclair
Darrin Patrick
Dave Earley
Dave Ferguson
David Browning
David Garrison
David Murrow
David Platt
David T. Olson
Dennis Biker
Dino Rizzo
Ed Stetzer
Eddie Gibbs
Elmer L. Towns
Francis Chan
Frank Viola
Gary McIntosh
Geoff Surratt
Hugh Halter
J. D. Greear
J. R. Woodward
James Emery White
James MacDonald
Jervis David Payne
Jim Belcher
Jim Griffith
Jim Putman
Joel Comiskey
John Burke
Kent Carlson
Kevin DeYoung
Kevin G. Harney
Kyle Idleman
Larry Kreider
Laurie Beshore
Mark Dever
Mark DeYmaz
Mark Driscoll
Mark Fox
Matt Chandler
Mike McKinley
Neil Cole
Nelson Searcy
Peter S. Cha
Peter Scazzero
Peyton Jones
Ralph Moore
Reggie McNeal
Samuel D. Faircloth
Scott McConnell
Sean Benesh
Shannon O'Dell
Steve Gladen
Steve Sjogren
Stuart Murray
Sunday Adelaja
Thom S. Rainer
Tim Chester
Tony Dale
Will Mancini
Wayne Cordeiro
Wolfgang Simson

Seminaries, Schools, and Degrees
Th.M., Princeton Theological Seminary
M.Div., Australian College of Theology
Th.M., Dallas Theological Seminary
Th.M., Ph.D., Dallas Theological Seminary
M.Div., Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, D.Min., Fuller Theological Seminary
B.A., Oklahoma Baptist University
M.A., Wheaton College Graduate School, Ph.D., Trinity Evangelical Divinity School
None
M.Div., Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary
M.Div., Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary (Husband)
M.Div, Ph.D, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School
M.Div., Reformed Theological Seminary, Ph.D., Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary
M.Div., Westminster Theological Seminary, Th.M., Puritan Reformed Theological Seminary.
M.Div., Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, Ph.D., Oxford Centre for Mission Studies, D.Min., Fuller Seminary
Not found.
M.Div., Midwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, D. Min., Covenant Theological Seminary
B.A., M.A., D.Min., Liberty University and Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary
Not found.
M.Div., Northwest Baptist Seminary, D.Min., Northwest Graduate School
Ph.D., The University of Chicago Divinity School
B.A., Baylor University
M.Div., Th.M., and Ph.D., New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary
M.Div., Bethel Seminary
D.Min., Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary
Not found.
M.A.R., Liberty University, M.Div., Ph.D., The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, D.Min., Samford University
D.Min, Fuller Theological Seminary
M.A., Southern Methodist University, Th.M., Dallas Theological Seminary, D.Min., Fuller Theological Seminary
M.Div., Master's Seminary
None.
M.Div., Western Conservative Baptist Seminary, D.Min., Ph.D., Fuller Theological Seminary
B.A., Southwestern Assemblies of God University
Not found.
M.Div., Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary, Ph.D., Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary
M.A., Fuller Theological Seminary
M.Div., Ph.D., The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
D. Min., Phoenix Seminary
M.Div., Ph.D., The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
M.Div., Fuller Theological Seminary, Ph.D., Georgetown University
M.Div., Trinity Evangelical Divinity School
B.A., Boise Bible College
M.A., Alliance Theological Seminary, M.Div., Columbia International University, Ph.D.,Fuller Theological Seminary
Not found.
M.Div., Trinity Evangelical Divinity School
M.Div., Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary
M.Div., Fuller Theological Seminary, D.Min., Western Theological Seminary
B.A., Ozark Christian College
M.Ministry, Southwestern Christian University
Not found. (Kenton Beshore: M.A., Talbot School of Theology)
M.Div., Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary, Th.M., The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Ph.D., Cambridge University
B.A., Liberty University, M.A., Western Seminary, D.Min., Phoenix Seminary
M.A., Western Seminary
B.A., M.A., The University of North Carolina, M.Div., Luther Rice Seminary
B.A., Hardin-Simmons University
M.Div., Westminster Theological Seminary
None. (B.A., California State University Long Beach)
M.Div., Duke University (He is studying at SBTS, Fuller, etc.)
M.Div., Th.M., Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, Ph.D., Northwestern University
M.Div., Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary, D.Min., Eastern Baptist Theological Seminary
M.A., Wales Evangelical School of Theology, M.A., W.E.S.T. in the UK.
M.A., California Graduate School of Theology
M.Div., Ph.D., Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary
M.Div., Palmer Theological Seminary, D.Miss., Trinity Evangelical Divinity School
None (B.A., The Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania)
M.A., Simpson University (Church planting), D.Min., Bakke Graduate University
Not found.
B.A., Evangel University (Biblical Studies), M.Div., Fuller Theological Seminary
B.A., Lutheran Bible Institute of California and Bethany College
B.A., London University, but not graduated. Ph.D., The Whitefield Institute, Oxford.
None. (B.A., M.A., The Belarusian State University in Minsk, Byelorussian SSR)
M.Div., Ph.D., The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
Ph.D., University of Wales
None. (M.D., Barts Hospital in London)
Th.M., Dallas Theological Seminary
B.A., New Hope Christian Bible College
Th.M., Free Evangelical Theological Academy in Basel, Switzerland.
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The researcher rearranged the data of the preceding page to know the most influential
schools and the seventy-six authors’ final academic degrees as follows:

Table 13. The Top Twelve Seminaries or Christian Colleges Have Issued at Least Two Degrees

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

The Top 12 Seminaries or Christian Colleges Have Issued
at Least Two Degrees

Numbers

Ratio (%)

Fuller Theological Seminary
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School
Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary
The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
Dallas Theological Seminary
Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary
Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary (& Liberty University)
New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary
Phoenix Seminary
Reformed Theological Seminary
Westminster Theological Seminary
Western Seminary

9
6
5
5
4
3
3(3)
3
2
2
2
2

8
5.3
4.4
4.4
3.5
2.7
2.7(2.7)
2.7
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8

Total

46(3)/113

40.7(43.3)/100

Table 14. The Final Academic Degrees of the Seventy-Six Authors
The Final Academic Degrees of the Seventy Six Authors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

B.A. (In Christian College)
M.A. (In Christian College or Seminary)
M.Div.
Th.M.
Doctorate (D.Min., D.Miss., and Ph.D.)
None (Non-seminary or non-Christian College)
Not found
Total

Numbers

Ratio (%)

8
6
12
5
33
6
6

10.5
7.9
15.9
6.6
43.4
7.9
7.9

76

100

The above two tables show the results as follows:
a. Non-denominational Seminaries of the top 12 are 6: 1) Fuller Theological Seminary,
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2) Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, 3) Dallas Theological Seminary, 4) Gordon-Conwell
Theological Seminary, 5) Phoenix Seminary, and 6) Western Seminary. The six seminaries have
granted 26 degrees (23% of 113 total degree numbers).
b. The seminaries affiliated to the Southern Baptist Convention of the top 12 are 4: 1)
Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, 2) The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 3)
Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary (& Liberty University), and 4) New Orleans Baptist
Theological Seminary. The four seminaries and Liberty University have granted19 degrees (16.8%
of 113 total degree numbers).
c. Presbyterian seminaries of the top 12 are 2: 1) Reformed Theological Seminary, and 2)
Westminster Theological Seminary. The two seminaries have granted 4 degrees (3.5% of 113
total degree numbers).
d. The biggest final academic degree of the seventy-six authors is doctorate (43.4%):
Almost half of the seventy-six authors are doctors. It means that almost half of authors related to
church planting movement in America seem to do a doctorate degree.

Doctorate
60
40

Not found

M.Div.

20
0
None

B.A.

Th.M.

M.A.

Fig. 17. The Distribution Diagram of the Final Academic Degrees of the Seventy-Six Authors
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8. Ages or Generations of the Seventy-Six Authors
The researcher wanted to know a frequency by age of the seventy-six authors. It is
important to understand a contribution ratio of each generation, because it can show the current
influential ages within the current flow of church planting movement in America.

The Ratio of the Ages or Generations of the 76 Authors
35.5

40

32.9

35
27

30

25

25

23.7
18

20

Numbers

15
7.9

10
5

%

0

6

0

0
20s

30s

40s

50s

Over 60s

Ages (2013)

Fig. 18. The Analysis of the Ages or Generations of the Seventy-Six Authors

The researcher has found some important results through this data as follows:
a. The most influential ages are 40s (35.5%) and 50s (32.9%): Their energetic activities
are leading the current church planting trends, and it means that they are also leading most of
churches and educational institutions in America. It is important to know exactly about their
cultural and historic backgrounds in America for an in-depth analysis related to each movement
that they prefer.
b. The smallest age is 20s (0%): It is a tragedy that shows the bad current situation
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Table 13. The Ages or Generations of the Seventy-Six Authors

Authors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.

20s

Adam S. McHugh
Alan Hirsch
Andy Stanley
Aubrey Malphurs
Bob Roberts
Brandon Hatmaker
Brandon J. O'Brien
Brian Bailey
Brian Bloye
Christine Hoover
Craig Ott
Craig Van Gelder
Daniel R. Hyde
Daniel R. Sanchez
Daniel Sinclair
Darrin Patrick
Dave Earley
Dave Ferguson
Dave Browning
David Garrison
David Murrow
David Platt
David T. Olson
Dennis Biker
Dino Rizzo
Ed Stetzer
Eddie Gibbs
Elmer L. Towns
Francis Chan
Frank Viola
Gary McIntosh
Geoff Surratt
Hugh Halter
J. D. Greear
J. R. Woodward
James Emery White
James MacDonald
Jervis David Payne
Jim Belcher
Jim Griffith
Jim Putman
Joel Comiskey
John Burke
Kent Carlson
Kevin DeYoung
Kevin G. Harney
Kyle Idleman
Larry Kreider
Laurie Beshore
Mark Dever
Mark DeYmaz
Mark Driscoll
Mark Fox
Matt Chandler
Mike McKinley
Neil Cole
Nelson Searcy
Peter S. Cha
Peter Scazzero
Peyton Jones
Ralph Moore
Reggie McNeal
Samuel D. Faircolth
Scott McConnell
Sean Benesh
Shannon O'Dell
Steve Gladen
Steve Sjogren
Stuart Murray
Sunday Adelaja
Thom S. Rainer
Tim Chester
Tony Dale
Will Mancini
Wayne Cordeiro
Wolfgang Simson

Total
%

30s

Ages (2013)
40s

50s

Over 60s

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

0
0

6
7.9

27
35.5

25
32.9

18
23.7
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against the future church planting movement in America. It needs to encourage young
generations to study and publish with their own innovative perspectives related to church
planting.
c. The 60s, 70s, and 80s (23.7%) are still leading the trends with their impacts and
experiences: The eighteen authors are 60s, 70s, and 80s, and it needs to compare their theological
characteristics with other generations. Most of them, Aubrey Malphurs, Eddie Gibbs, Elmer L.
Towns, and Gary McIntosh, have similar theological position: church planting with growth and
effectiveness. However, Wolfgang Simson, an influential author for House Church Movement
(HOC), is a unique theologian as a European author: church planting with a radical approach
about the current traditional ecclesiology.
d. The 30s (7.9%) is small, but very important for current church leaders to know the
future church planting movement in America: Brian Bailey, David Platt, Kevin DeYoung, Matt
Chandler, Mike McKinley, and Sean Benesh have different attitudes about the ten church
planting movements as follows:

The Tendency of the Six 30s Authors

PTC
NPC
MSC
MIC
MGC
MDC
IBC

Brian Bailey

David Platt

0
0
0
0
1
0
1

0
0
1
0
1
0
0

Kevin
DeYoung
0
0
0
1
0
1
0

Matt
Chandler
1
1
1
1
1
0
0

Mike
McKinley
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

Sean Benesh
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

Fig. 19. The Tendency of the Six 30s Authors about the Ten Church Planting Movements
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It is interesting that there are no supporters for HOC, IDC, and OGC within the six 30s
authors. The young authors show their preferences as follows: MDC (2) MGC (3) MIC (3) and
MSC (2). They show the three main tendencies as follows: 1) Postmodern culture-oriented
church planting with MIC, 2) Mega-church-oriented church planting with MGC and MSC, and 3)
Traditional-conservative-oriented church planting with MDC. According to this data, the last
paradigms of the twentieth century, MGC and MDC, are still operating within them, and they are
also using the new paradigms of this century, MIC and MSC.

9. Ecclesiology of the Seventy-Six Authors
This researcher suggested the three main current ecclesiological attitudes of the
American churches in the introduction as follows: Conservative, Moderate, and Progressive
Ecclesiology.31 The researcher categorized the seventy-six authors according to the three main
ecclesiological attitudes as follows:
The Ratio of the Ecclesiological Positions of the 76 Authors
64.5
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40

23.7
11.8
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Numbers
18

9

0
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Fig. 20. The Analysis of the Ecclesiological Positions of the Seventy-Six Authors

31

See p.17-19 for an exact understanding about the three positions.
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Table 16. The Ecclesiological Positions of the Seventy-Six Authors
Authors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.

Adam S. McHugh
Alan Hirsch
Andy Stanley
Aubrey Malphurs
Bob Roberts
Brandon Hatmaker
Brandon J. O'Brien
Brian Bailey
Brian Bloye
Christine Hoover
Craig Ott
Craig Van Gelder
Daniel R. Hyde
Daniel R. Sanchez
Daniel Sinclair
Darrin Patrick
Dave Earley
Dave Ferguson
Dave Browning
David Garrison
David Murrow
David Platt
David T. Olson
Dennis Biker
Dino Rizzo
Ed Stetzer
Eddie Gibbs
Elmer L. Towns
Francis Chan
Frank Viola
Gary McIntosh
Geoff Surratt
Hugh Halter
J. D. Greear
J. R. Woodward
James Emery White
James MacDonald
Jervis David Payne
Jim Belcher
Jim Griffith
Jim Putman
Joel Comiskey
John Burke
Kent Carlson
Kevin DeYoung
Kevin G. Harney
Kyle Idleman
Larry Kreider
Laurie Beshore
Mark Dever
Mark DeYmaz
Mark Driscoll
Mark Fox
Matt Chandler
Mike McKinley
Neil Cole
Nelson Searcy
Peter S. Cha
Peter Scazzero
Peyton Jones
Ralph Moore
Reggie McNeal
Samuel D. Faircloth
Scott McConnell
Sean Benesh
Shannon O'Dell
Steve Gladen
Steve Sjogren
Stuart Murray
Sunday Adelaja
Thom S. Rainer
Tim Chester
Tony Dale
Will Mancini
Wayne Cordeiro
Wolfgang Simson

Total
%

Ecclesiology
Conservative

Moderate

Progressive

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

9
11.8

49
64.5

18
23.7
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The researcher found some interesting results as follows:
a. The authors related to the conservative Ecclesiology are nine (11.8%): Seven of the
nine support MDC. Craig Van Gelder supports NPC and MIC, because of his experience with
Navigators for ten years, but he also has a conservative Ecclesiology for his theological
background: M.Div., Reformed Theological Seminary, Ph.D., Southwestern Baptist Theological
Seminary, and a faculty experience for ten years at Calvin Theological Seminary. Mark Fox is a
bi-vocational pastor, and he supports OGC, but he has a conservative ecclesiological position.
The other seven authors strongly support MDC, and the four authors, Daniel R. Hyde, David
Murrow, Dennis Biker, and Mike McKinley, have only MDC without any other movements.

The Tendency of the Nine Conservative Authors
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0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
1

0
0
1
0
1

0
0
1
0
1

0
0
0
1
1
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0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1

Fig. 21. The Tendency of the Nine Conservative Authors

b. The authors related to the moderate Ecclesiology are forty-nine (64.5 %): It is
interesting that the thirty-nine (79.6%) of the forty-nine moderate authors support MGC. This
result shows that most of the moderate authors want to grow their church attendances, and their
ecclesiological attitudes are opened to other theological positions to accept various effective
growth strategies. It seems that the effectiveness for growth is an important value in their
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Ecclesiology. MDC supporters of the forty-nine authors are only three (6.1%): Adam S. McHugh,
Christine Hoover, and David T. Olson. This means that most of main-line leaders in America are
not opened to other progressive methodologies for church growth.
c. The authors related to the progressive Ecclesiology are eighteen (23.7%): 1) The
fourteen (77.8%) of the eighteen progressive authors support HOC. 2) The twelve (66.7%) of the
eighteen progressive authors support IDC. 3) The fourteen (77.8%) of the eighteen progressive
authors support MIC. 4) The eleven (61%) of the eighteen progressive authors support PTC. The
four main movements, HOC, IDC, MIC, and PTC, are the main characters of the progressive
authors.

10. Regions of the Seventy-Six Authors
The ratio of the regions of the Seventy-six authors is as follows:

The Ratio of the Regions of the 76 Authors
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Fig. 22. The Analysis of the Regions of the Seventy-Six Authors
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Table 17. The Regions of the Seventy-Six Authors
Authors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.

Adam S. McHugh
Alan Hirsch
Andy Stanley
Aubrey Malphurs
Bob Roberts
Brandon Hatmaker
Brandon J. O'Brien
Brian Bailey
Brian Bloye
Christine Hoover
Craig Ott
Craig Van Gelder
Daniel R. Hyde
Daniel R. Sanchez
Daniel Sinclair
Darrin Patrick
Dave Earley
Dave Ferguson
Dave Browning
David Garrison
David Murrow
David Platt
David T. Olson
Dennis Biker
Dino Rizzo
Ed Stetzer
Eddie Gibbs
Elmer L. Towns
Francis Chan
Frank Viola
Gary McIntosh
Geoff Surratt
Hugh Halter
J. D. Greear
J. R. Woodward
James Emery White
James MacDonald
Jervis David Payne
Jim Belcher
Jim Griffith
Jim Putman
Joel Comiskey
John Burke
Kent Carlson
Kevin DeYoung
Kevin G. Harney
Kyle Idleman
Larry Kreider
Laurie Beshore
Mark Dever
Mark DeYmaz
Mark Driscoll
Mark Fox
Matt Chandler
Mike McKinley
Neil Cole
Nelson Searcy
Peter S. Cha
Peter Scazzero
Peyton Jones
Ralph Moore
Reggie McNeal
Samuel D. Faircloth
Scott McConnell
Sean Benesh
Shannon O'Dell
Steve Gladen
Steve Sjogren
Stuart Murray
Sunday Adelaja
Thom S. Rainer
Tim Chester
Tony Dale
Will Mancini
Wayne Cordeiro
Wolfgang Simson

Total
%

Regions (Census Regions and Divisions of the U.S.)
International

West

Midwest

South

Northeast

AK, HI

CA
Australia
GA
TX
TX
TX
IL
TX
GA
VA
IL
MN
CA
TX
CA
MO
VA
IL
WA
India
AK
AL
MN
KY
LA
TN
CA
VA
CA
FL
CA
CO
CO
NC
CA
NC
IL
KY
CA
FL
ID
CA
TX
CA
MI
CA
KY
PA
CA
D.C.
AR
WA
NC
TX
VA
CA
CA
IL
NY
CA
HI
SC
IL
TN
OR
AR
CA
OH
U.K.
Nigeria, Ukrine
TN
U.K.
TX
TX
HI
Germany

6
7.9

22
28.9

9
11.8

32
42.1

4
5.3

3
3.9
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The researcher found some interesting results as follows:
a. The most influential region is south (42.1%): Southern states, the Bible Belt, have a
high impact for the current church planting trend in America. This means that the Bible Belt is
still leading the American churches with the current church planting movements.
b. West (28.9%) is the second: Sixteen (72.7%) of the twenty-two authors are in CA.
c. Northeast (5.3%) has a serious problem to lead the current church planting trend:
According to Pew Research, the percentage of the evangelical population in Northeast is similar
with the percentage of evangelicals in West. Nevertheless, the ratio of the authors of Northeast
(5.3%) in the one hundred books is too weak more than the Western authors (28.9%).

Fig. 23. Percentage of Each State's Population that Affiliates with Evangelical Protestant
Tradition32

32

“Percentage of U.S. Adults Who are Affiliated with Evangelical Protestant Tradition.” Pew Research
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The criteria for the classification of the seventy-six authors’ regions were as follows: 1)
Region of birth, 2) Region of planting, 3) Region of school, and 4) Region of institution. The
researcher has decided synthetically the seventy-six authors’ regions by the above four main
reasons. A few authors have a complex region for his various moving patterns in America, but
the researcher decided his or her region according to their current and influential ministry scopes
for the last ten years.

11. Attitudes of Role of Pastors of the Seventy-Six Authors
The researcher wanted to know the seventy-six authors’ thoughts about the role of
pastors in church planting process. This researcher found the next interesting result about the
issue as follows:

The Ratio of the Attitudes of Role of Pastors

80
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Fig. 24. The Analysis of the Attitudes of Role of Pastors of the Seventy-Six Authors
Religion & Public Life Project 2013: Religious Landscape Survey, accessed Jan., 10, 2014.
http://religions.pewforum.org/maps.
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Table 18. The Support Level of Role of Pastor at Starting a New Church
Authors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.

Adam S. McHugh
Alan Hirsch
Andy Stanley
Aubrey Malphurs
Bob Roberts
Brandon Hatmaker
Brandon J. O'Brien
Brian Bailey
Brian Bloye
Christine Hoover
Craig Ott
Craig Van Gelder
Daniel R. Hyde
Daniel R. Sanchez
Daniel Sinclair
Darrin Patrick
Dave Earley
Dave Ferguson
Dave Browning
David Garrison
David Murrow
David Platt
David T. Olson
Dennis Biker
Dino Rizzo
Ed Stetzer
Eddie Gibbs
Elmer L. Towns
Francis Chan
Frank Viola
Gary McIntosh
Geoff Surratt
Hugh Halter
J. D. Greear
J. R. Woodward
James Emery White
James MacDonald
Jervis David Payne
Jim Belcher
Jim Griffith
Jim Putman
Joel Comiskey
John Burke
Kent Carlson
Kevin DeYoung
Kevin G. Harney
Kyle Idleman
Larry Kreider
Laurie Beshore
Mark Dever
Mark DeYmaz
Mark Driscoll
Mark Fox
Matt Chandler
Mike McKinley
Neil Cole
Nelson Searcy
Peter S. Cha
Peter Scazzero
Peyton Jones
Ralph Moore
Reggie McNeal
Samuel D. Faircloth
Scott McConnell
Sean Benesh
Shannon O'Dell
Steve Gladen
Steve Sjogren
Stuart Murray
Sunday Adelaja
Thom S. Rainer
Tim Chester
Tony Dale
Will Mancini
Wayne Cordeiro
Wolfgang Simson

Total
%

The Support Level of Role of Pastor at Starting a New Church
Pastor-oriented
Team-oriented
Laypeople-oriented
Ambiguous
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

46
60.5

22
28.9

6
7.9

2
2.6
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The researcher can explain about the issue with the next criteria as follows:
a. Pastor-oriented authors (60.5%) have the next tendency of church planting: 1) Their
church planting plans will be started from ordained or professional ministers’ efforts. 2) Most of
the pastor-oriented authors emphasize the importance of pastoral leadership and ability in each
church planting process. 3) The authors have a strong conviction about their own theological and
pastoral position. Additionally, it seems that most of the pastor-oriented authors have the teamoriented spirit in their church planting process. However, actually most of their church planting
experiences show that they were pastor-oriented planters because of their leading authority in
each planting process: leading their own theological view, determining church plant area by
themselves, using their own strategies for church growth, and sermon-oriented worship, etc.
b. Team-oriented authors (28.9%) have the next tendency of church planting: 1) Their
church planting plans will be started from their laypeople’s recommendations and active
participations to build a new church. 2) Most of the team-oriented authors emphasize the
importance of team-work and communal life type within churches. 3) The authors have a
moderate attitude about their theological position or ordination. Additionally, it seems that most
of the team-oriented authors take a central position in some theological issues.
c. Laypeople-oriented authors (7.9%) have the next tendency of church planting: 1)
Their church planting plans will be started from non-hierarchical and non-institutional church
model. 2) Most of the laypeople-oriented authors criticize a wrong historical tradition about the
pastor-oriented hierarchy within every church. 3) The authors have a radical and progressive
attitude against the current traditional perspective about the role of church and pastor.
Additionally, it seems that most of the laypeople-oriented authors have the HOC, IDC, and OGC
models with their radical position against institutional churches, seminaries, and ordained pastors.
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12. Attitudes of Church Size of the Seventy-Six Authors
There were many discussions about a desirable church size in the last century. Academic
church growth strategies have been developed for decades, and mega-churches in America were
the most influential model and an evidence of the strategies. Nevertheless, there were also many
criticisms against the movement.
The Ratio of the Attitudes of Church Size
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Fig. 25. The Analysis of the Ratio of the Attitudes of Church Size of the Seventy-Six Authors

The researcher found the interesting result about this issue as follows:
a. Mega-oriented authors are 48.7%: It seems that most of the mega-oriented authors
want to emphasize “healthy church growth,” and they do not insist directly the name of the
movement. However, most of their churches or organizations follow rules of church growth,
mega-church trend, and its methodologies. The researcher decided the mega-oriented authors by
the next standards: 1) Authors who lead their own mega-churches. 2) Authors who show their
relationships or positive attitudes about some famous mega-church leaders, such as Rick Warren,
Bill Hybels, etc. 3) Authors who describe key thoughts or words of the mega-church trend, such
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as evangelism for church growth, multi-site, Saddleback or other mega-churches, powerful
leadership, big success stories, etc.
The researcher analyzed more about the mega-oriented authors’ ages. Thirty-seven
authors show the trend, and the researcher compared ratio of each ages. This researcher wanted
to know exactly an influence of the trend to the baby boomers.

Table 19. The Analysis of the Ages of the Mega-Oriented Authors
Ages (2013)
30s

40s

Authors

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Alan Hirsch
Andy Stanley
Aubrey Malphurs
Bob Roberts
Brian Bailey
Brian Bloye
Darrin Patrick
David Platt
Dino Rizzo
Ed Stetzer
Eddie Gibbs
Elmer L. Towns
Gary McIntosh
Geoff Surratt
J. D. Greear
James Emery White
James MacDonald
Jim Putman
John Burke
Kevin G. Harney
Kyle Idleman
Laurie Beshore
Mark Dever
Mark DeYmaz
Mark Driscoll
Matt Chandler
Nelson Searcy
Peter Scazzero
Ralph Moore
Scott McConnell
Shannon O'Dell
Steve Gladen
Steve Sjogren
Sunday Adelaja
Thom S. Rainer
Will Mancini
Wayne Cordeiro

Total Mega-Oriented (37)
Total Authors (76)
%

50s

60s-80s

They are all baby
boomers.

Baby boomers, but
Elmer L. Towns
and Aubrey
Malphurs are not.

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

4
6
66.7

11
27
40.7

16
25
64.0

6
18
33.3
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11
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16
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Fig. 26. The Distribution Diagram of the Mega-Oriented Authors’ Ages

The above diagram shows that 50s are clearly influenced by the trend (16 of 25, 64.0%).
It is interesting that 60s are influenced less by the trend (6 of 18, 33.3%). 40s are not baby
boomers, but they are influenced by the trend (11 of 27, 40.7%). The researcher thinks that 30s’
data has a problem of the smaller number, 4 of 6, and this value of statistics is small.
b. Small-oriented authors are 18.4%: It is interesting to compare the attitudes of megaoriented authors and this group. Mega-oriented authors do not insist directly the name of the
movement, but small-oriented authors strongly emphasize their own movement, such as HOC or
small and family-oriented church models. Most of the small-oriented authors describe their
negative views against MGC, and Frank Viola and Wolfgang Simson are at the zenith of the
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criticism. Joel Comiskey shows a self-reflection about his last research about mega-cell church.33
c. Medium-oriented authors are just 3.9%: Most of the seventy-six authors do not take
this central position. It seems that mega-church trend has influenced on the authors’ mind for
many years. Mid-size churches and pastors have had a few influences in America, and many
pastors have been the “one-sided” supporters: mega-oriented, or small-oriented.
d. The ambiguous or multiple attitudes are 28.9%: It seems that about one third of the
seventy-six authors take multiple attitudes about this issue. For instance, the researcher decided
that Neil Cole’s attitude is ambiguous. According to his three recent works, his attitudes about
mega-churches have been changed as follows: Negative, moderate, and cooperative.34
There are many pastors who want to know the meaning of mega-church and its health
and legitimacy. In the late part of the last century, many pastors did not oppose desperately the
trend because of its influence and evangelical contributiveness. However, now many pastors
have an ambivalent attitude about the trend. They feel that mega-church, with 2,000 + weekly
attendance, or Giga-church, with 10,000 + weekly attendance, are not correct answers for healthy
church and church members in the future. Most of the seventy-six authors use the idea of smallgroup, because they want to show their good attitudes for healthy and modest church model to
the public in America. Nevertheless, their internalities have been influenced by the powerful
trend, MGC, for several decades, and they show instinctively their preference of MGC.

33

“For many years, I promoted complicated coaching structures in mega-cell churches and wrote books
that helped people figure them out. Yet I began to realize that very few churches were large enough to understand
what I was writing about. It also dawned on me that smaller church plants had the added benefit of being far less
complicated!” Joel Comiskey, Planting Churches That Reproduce: Starting a Network of Simple Churches (Moreno
Valley, CA: CCS Pub, 2009), 47.
34

He insists “Simple Church” in Organic Church: Growing Faith Where Life Happens (2005) with OGC
model and small church-oriented ministry, but he changed his attitude in Church 3.0: Upgrades for the Future of the
Church (2010) with his support to Rick Warren and Bill Hybels (p.145-146). Finally, he emphasizes that he is not a
house church supporter in Church Transfusion: Changing Your Church Organically-- from the Inside Out (2012).
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Table 20. The Support Level of Church Size of the Seventy-Six Authors
Authors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.

Adam S. McHugh
Alan Hirsch
Andy Stanley
Aubrey Malphurs
Bob Roberts
Brandon Hatmaker
Brandon J. O'Brien
Brian Bailey
Brian Bloye
Christine Hoover
Craig Ott
Craig Van Gelder
Daniel R. Hyde
Daniel R. Sanchez
Daniel Sinclair
Darrin Patrick
Dave Earley
Dave Ferguson
Dave Browning
David Garrison
David Murrow
David Platt
David T. Olson
Dennis Biker
Dino Rizzo
Ed Stetzer
Eddie Gibbs
Elmer L. Towns
Francis Chan
Frank Viola
Gary McIntosh
Geoff Surratt
Hugh Halter
J. D. Greear
J. R. Woodward
James Emery White
James MacDonald
Jervis David Payne
Jim Belcher
Jim Griffith
Jim Putman
Joel Comiskey
John Burke
Kent Carlson
Kevin DeYoung
Kevin G. Harney
Kyle Idleman
Larry Kreider
Laurie Beshore
Mark Dever
Mark DeYmaz
Mark Driscoll
Mark Fox
Matt Chandler
Mike McKinley
Neil Cole
Nelson Searcy
Peter S. Cha
Peter Scazzero
Peyton Jones
Ralph Moore
Reggie McNeal
Samuel D. Faircolth
Scott McConnell
Sean Benesh
Shannon O'Dell
Steve Gladen
Steve Sjogren
Stuart Murray
Sunday Adelaja
Thom S. Rainer
Tim Chester
Tony Dale
Will Mancini
Wayne Cordeiro
Wolfgang Simson

Total
%

Small-oriented
(Under 100 or 200)

The Support Level of Church Size
Medium-oriented
Mega-oriented
(Over 300)
(Over 2,000)

Ambiguous or
Multiple attitudes
V

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

14
18.4

3
3.9

37
48.7

22
28.9
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Chapter Summary
The author got the following results through the analysis of the one hundred books and
seventy-six authors in this chapter as follows:
1. Main Authors of the One Hundred Books: Forty-three books (43%) were published by
nineteen authors (25%) of the seventy-six authors.
2. Main Publishers of the One Hundred Books: Eighty-two books (82%) were published by
eleven main publishers (37.9%). Baker Books and Zondervan were the most influential
publishers for church planting movement in America (34%).
3. Publication Dates of the One Hundred Books: Many evangelical church planters and
researchers had authored many works from 2008 to 2011. 53 % were published in this time.
The time was significant for current church planting movements in America.
4. The Ten Main Movements or Trends of the Seventy-Six Main Authors: It was obvious that
MIC movement (20%) receives widespread support from many authors who want to support
the other nine movements in the list: HOC, IDC, IBC, MDC, MGC, MSC, NPC, OGC, and
PTC. MGC (19.6%) was still influential trend within the authors related to this movement.
Nevertheless, there are many inner conflicts within them because of a desire for healthy
churches and dynamic small group leadings. HOC showed its influence within twenty
authors.
5. Denominations of the Seventy Six Authors: The ratio of the Southern Baptist Convention in
the seventy-six authors was 27.6 %. The ratio of non-denominational background was very
high: The ratio is 61.8 %.
6. Institutions of the Seventy-Six Authors: The favorite type of their institutions was PO
(26.3%). It will be increased to use this pattern in this century, and actually, the other authors
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related to the five types, SS, PCPO, OO, PRO, and CO, of the institutions have also their
own homepages or blogs to connect with many Christians in the World.
7. Seminaries and Degrees of the Seventy-Six Authors: The biggest final academic degree of
the seventy-six authors was doctorate (43.4%), and Non-denominational Seminaries of the
top 12 were 6. Fuller Theological Seminary was the most influential non-denominational
seminary in the seventy-six authors.
8. Ages or Generations of the Seventy-Six Authors: The most influential ages of the one
hundred books were 40s (35.5%) and 50s (32.9%). The researcher had a question of the
future of baby boomers and MGC, and 40s are leading the trend persistently.
9. Ecclesiology of the Seventy-Six Authors: The authors related to the moderate Ecclesiology
were forty-nine (64.5 %), and it was interesting that the thirty-nine (79.6%) of the forty-nine
moderate authors support MGC.
10. Regions of the Seventy-Six Authors: Southern states (42.1%), the Bible Belt, showed a high
impact for the current church planting trend in America. Northeast (5.3%) showed a serious
problem to lead the current church planting trend.
11. Attitudes of Role of Pastors of the Seventy-Six Authors: Pastor-oriented authors were the
most influential group (60.5%). The traditional role of pastor is still operating within many
church planters and authors.
12. Attitudes of Church Size of the Seventy Six Authors: Mega-oriented authors were 48.7%.
Mega-oriented authors did not insist directly the name of the movement, but small-oriented
authors strongly emphasized their own movement, such as HOC or small and familyoriented church models.
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The all results in chapter two by the researcher are not perfect. Nevertheless, this author
thinks that the classification of the one hundred books and the seventy-six core authors showed
an overall flow of the current church planting and ecclesiological trends in America. In chapter
three, the author will collect the information by survey research from the next groups: current
church planters of Liberty University and Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary with their layleaders, and several authors related to each church planting movement of the one hundred books.
All of the groups will be analyzed as the samples selected by the author to combine the study
results of the one hundred books in chapter two. The author will also get an answer to rearrange
the initial classification of chapter two from the survey with several authors related to the one
hundred books in chapters three and four.

CHAPTER Ⅲ
THE SECOND RESEARCH AND RESULTS: WHAT CHURCH PLANTERS SAY

The author described the current church planting trends and overall situations of the one
hundred books in chapter two. Chapter three will show the results of the three surveys from
church planters, authors, and lay-leaders. This researcher wanted to draw desirable results for
some good church planting manners and ecclesiological insights from both the books and the real
planters. He used an online survey tool for the three surveys, and all data related to the three
populations were collected between January 27, 2014 and February 21, 2014.1

RESULTS FROM THE CHURCH PLANTER SURVEY
An Overview of the Data Collection and Analysis Process
This researcher has chosen to limit the church planters to alumni of Liberty University
(LU) and Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary (LBTS). The Center for Ministry Training (CMT)
of LU has approved this research and given him access to the E-mail list they have accumulated.
It is his opinion that this survey will not only contribute to this thesis project, but will be a great
asset to teachers of church planting at LU, LBTS and other seminaries. Nevertheless, there was
an unexpected difficulty for the original data of the planters from CMT. 65 of the 152 church
planters participated in the online survey (42.5%) and it was a very valuable result for this

1

Survey Monkey, the selected online survey tool, had been used to collect data from the three
populations. The two E-mail surveys of the church planters and the authors had been conducted separately from
January 27, 2014 to February 11, 2014. The third E-mail survey, for lay-leaders, had been conducted from February
10, 2014 to February 21, 2014.
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research. However, 30 in the 65 planters who participated in the survey were not alumni of LU
and LBTS.

1. Survey population
65 of the 152 church planters participated in the survey, and as mentioned earlier, the
researcher got the list of names and addresses from the CMT, but not all were LU and LBTS
alumni. Nevertheless, it was a golden opportunity to know many different opinions from the
planters who have various theological backgrounds. Most of them, non-alumni of LU and LBTS,
were involved with LU and LBTS for many unknown reasons, and except for this unexpected
result, their participations for this survey were extremely valuable.
2. Survey methods
The researcher has used the online survey tool, Survey Monkey, and E-mail addresses of
the 152 church planters with a link to the online survey tool. Each planter received the online
survey link by E-mail and a consent form, and all contents of the survey were approved by the
Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Liberty University. Their participations were collected
automatically into the Survey Monkey, and they anonymously took part in this survey.

Table 21. The Rate of Response of the Church Planter Survey
Sent
1.
2.

Responded (Partial 20 / Complete 45)
Unresponded
(Opted Out)
(Bounced)
Total
Rate of Response

Numbers
65
87
(1)
(7)
152
42.5%
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3. Survey limitations
The survey was conducted with a few limitations as follows:
a. A limitation of survey population: The researcher decided to conduct this survey
within LU and LBTS alumni, and CMT has approved this and given him access to the email list
they have accumulated. The 152 church planters is the target population for this research, and as
mentioned earlier, there were as many non-alumni of LU and LBTS as alumni. The group does
not represent all church planters in the U.S., but it will show that they, 65 planters related to SBC,
Baptist, or LU, are a good example of the common Evangelical church planters in America.2
b. A limitation of the online survey method: Online survey tools are widely used in
many different fields, such as business, academic, and social research, etc. It has a great
advantage for data collection and management, and the researcher has used well its
characteristics. Nevertheless, the researcher felt overburdened for its uncertain rate of response
during the data collecting period.
c. A limitation of the researcher’s communication skill: This researcher is not a native
English speaking pastor, but there were many excellent and kind communicators who were
considerate of a stranger in Christ.
4. Survey process
The researcher sent them the E-mail survey link four times during two weeks. Three
reminders were sent them with the same link for non-respondents. The data trends collected for
two weeks show an importance of the reminders to collect information more effectively as
follows:

2

The researcher thinks that most of them (over 95%) have the Baptist theological backgrounds. However,
he could not classify clearly their denominational backgrounds for the limitation of these limited and imperfect
questionnaires.
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Fig. 27. The Data Trends Collected for Two Weeks of the Church Planter Survey

5. Survey questions
The researcher asked them 32 questions divided into three parts, and the abbreviated list
is as follows:3
A. The Basic Information
1. I got your name from the Center for Ministry Training (CMT) at Liberty University and would like to know
your relationship with Liberty.
2. If seminary graduate, what degree(s) did you earn?
3. Location of your church Plant: City and State

B. The General Questions about Your Church Planting
1. What denomination is your church plant identified with?
2. Is the denomination named in your church name?
3. How old is your current church plant?
4. What is the average attendance in the main worship service?
5. How old were you when you planted the church?
6. What percent of your membership are new Christians baptized at your church?
7. What percent of your membership have transferred membership from a local church?
8. What percent of your membership have transferred membership from a distant church?
9. What is the average monthly income of your church plant?
10. Did you have financial assistance in planting, if so from where?
10-1. Please check on the current style of your main financial assistance.
11. Please check your church’s primary meeting place(s).
12. Did you have an existing core group for your plant?
12-1. If you checked “Yes or No,” Why?
13. List three things that have helped your church plant the most.
3

this thesis.

The whole questionnaires and the original results from Survey Monkey are in the Appendix A and B of
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14. List three things that have caused your church plant the most trouble or conflict.

C. The Specific Questions on the Church Planting Trends
1. Do you agree the classification by the author are the major trends in the current church planting or not?
1-1. Why do you think so?
2. If you have any idea for a trend not given, please give the name and explanation for it.
3. Which trend best identifies your church plant? (Please check one or more related trends your church planting
process would be identified with.)
4. Who is (are) the core author(s) or leader(s) of the trend(s) that your church identifies with?
5. Why do you think so? (Please choose one or two reasons.)
6. What is your most important and core issue(s) of your church planting process? (Please number from 1 to 10
according to your priorities.)
7. How would you rate your ecclesiological perspective for your trend(s)?
8. Which are the most frequent words or expressions used within your church related to the trend(s)? (Please
check and number your top three from this list)
9. How effective has your church plant been with the trend(s)?
10. What is your opinion of the ideal size of attendance of a church every Sunday?
11. What book(s) related to Ecclesiology have you read?
12. What is your opinion about the importance of this research on church planting trends?

Survey Analysis and Findings
A. The basic information
The researcher wanted to know basic information about the church planters, and there
were three basic requests to get their information.
1. Relationships with LU and LBTS
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63 of the 65 participants (96.92%) answered. 52.38% studied at LU and LBTS, and
Alumni were 44.45%. 47.62 % were non-alumni of LU and LBTS.

2. Seminary degrees
50 of the 65 participants (76.92%) answered. The data shows that M.A.R. has the
highest percentage of the Alumni (26%), and the second highest degree is M.Div. (22%).
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Fig. 29. Seminary Degrees of the Church Planters

3. Locations
59 of the 65 participants (90.77%) answered. The data shows that 57.63% are in the
southern states. Midwest (15.25%) is the second, and northeast (13.56%) is the third highest
region.
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B. The general questions about church planting
1. What denomination is your church plant identified with?
52 of the 65 participants (80%) answered. The data shows that 67.31% are in the SBC
pastors. 30.77% are independent planters.
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2. Is the denomination named in your church name?
51 of the 65 participants (78.46%) answered. The data shows that 47 planters (92.16%)
are not using denomination name within their church name. Only 4 pastors did (7.84%).
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Fig. 32. The Ratio of Using Denomination Name

3. How old is your current church plant?
51 of the 65 participants (78.46%) answered. The data shows that 54.9% planted more
than 2 years ago. 19.6% planted within a year.
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4. What is the average attendance in the main worship service?
51 of the 65 participants (78.46%) answered. The data shows that the ratio of fewer than
100 is 45.1% and the ratio of more than 500 is 9.8%.
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5. How old were you when you planted the church?
49 of the 65 participants (75.38%) answered. The data shows that 30s have the highest
percentage of the participants (42.86%), and the second highest age is 40s (28.57%).
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6. What percent of your membership are new Christians baptized at your church?
51 of the 65 participants (78.46%) answered. The data shows that the ratio of fewer than
30% is 66% and the ratio of more than 30% is 34%.
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7. What percent of your membership have transferred membership from a local church?
50 of the 65 participants (76.92%) answered. The data shows that the ratio of fewer than
30% is 70% and the ratio of more than 30% is 30%.
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8. What percent of your membership have transferred membership from a distant church?
50 of the 65 participants (76.92%) answered. The data shows that the ratio of fewer than
30% is 84% and the ratio of more than 30% is 16%.
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9. What is the average monthly income of your church plant?
49 of the 65 participants (75.38%) answered. The data shows that the ratio of fewer than
$6,000 is 34.69% and the ratio of more than $6,000 is 65.31%.
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10. Did you have financial assistance in planting, if so from where?
50 of the 65 participants (76.92%) answered. The data shows that 41 planters (82%) got
financial assistance in planting. 9 pastors (18%) did not.
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Fig. 40. The Ratio of Financial Assistance in Planting
10-1. Please check on the current style of your main financial assistance.
48 of the 65 participants (73.85%) answered (multiple selections). The data shows that
62.5% get their financial assistance from individual supporters. Sponsor or mother church is the
second highest style (50%). The third highest type is denomination (41.67%).
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11. Please check your church’s primary meeting place(s).
50 of the 65 participants (76.92%) answered (multiple selections). The data shows that
36% have their own buildings. School is the second highest place (26%). The third highest place
is home (12%).
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12. Did you have an existing core group for your plant?
50 of the 65 participants (76.92%) answered. The data shows that 31 pastors (62%)
launched with their core groups. 19 planters (38%) did not.
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12-1. If you checked "Yes or No," Why?
43 of the 65 participants (65.15%) answered. 37 pastors (86.05%) explained about the
importance of core group for church planting. There were no negative comments against team
ministry or core group to start a new church. It can be evidence that team planting is an
important trend for the current church planting process in America. The researcher analyzed the
37 comments and classified within seven issues as follows:4

Table 22. Text Analysis about the Comments of the Core Group Oriented Planters
Statements About…

Some Examples of the 37 Comments

1.

Biblical Reason

“I believe a core group is a biblical and effective way to plant a new church.”
“Ecc 4:9-12, "we are better than me."”
“Saw planting with a team as consistent with the Pauline model.”

2.

Goal

“To provide stability of leadership from the beginning.”
“To build the base of the new church with mature Christ-followers and volunteers.”

3.

Size

“Started with 23 people.”
“We started with 4 people then built a core from there.”

4.

Mother Church

“A group from a former church helped us start our existing church.”
“30 adults from Mother Church.”
“6 families sent from sending church for support and growth.”

5.

Conviction

“We believe team planting is the best model for healthy planting.”
“It's the best way to plant.”

6.

Lay-leader Oriented

“Group began the church before I became pastor.”

7.

Just Explanation

“We brought in a core group with us.”

13. List three things that have helped your church plant the most.
47 of the 65 participants (72.31%) answered. They described 140 (47+47+46) items
related to this issue, and the researcher analyzed and classified the items. The top five items are
as follows:
4

The whole answers of the 43 survey participants are in the Appendix B and C of this thesis. The other
open-ended questions and answers related to this church planter survey were also recorded in like manner.
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Table 23. The Top Five Items Related to the Most Helpful Things in Church Plant
Items
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Teamwork / Partnership
Prayer
Financial Support
Vision Casting
Leadership
Total

Numbers

Ratio

22
12
12
9
5

15.71
8.57
8.57
6.43
3.57

60/140

42.85/100

14. List three things that have caused your church plant the most trouble or conflict.
46 of the 65 participants (70.77%) answered. They described 135 (46+46+43) items
related to this issue, and the researcher analyzed and classified the items. The top four items are
as follows:

Table 24. The Top Four Items Related to the Most Trouble Things in Church Plant

1.
2.
3.
4.

Items

Numbers

Ratio

Lack of Communication / Relationship
Lack of Finance
Lack of Leaders / Volunteers
Lack of Location / Facility

23
17
17
13

17.04
12.59
12.59
9.63

Total

70/135

51.85/100

According to the two results of Q. B-13 and 14, there are two common big issues
between the two lists: Human relationship and financial issues.

C. The Specific Questions on the Church Planting Trends
1. Do you agree the classification by the author are the major trends in the current church
planting or not?
40 of the 65 participants (61.54%) answered. The data shows that 92.5% agree with the
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classification of the ten trends of this researcher.
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Fig. 44. The Ratio of Agreement about the Ten Trends

1-1. Why do you think so?
29 of the 65 participants (44.62%) answered. 24 pastors supported the proposal of this
researcher, and 5 planters showed neutral or negative attitudes. The researcher analyzed the 29
comments and classified within seven issues as follows:

Table 25. Text Analysis about the Comments of the Planters of the Ten Trends
Statements With…
1. Overall Support
Positive

Negative

Some Examples of the 29 Comments
“Theses appear to be the existing trends of our time.”
“All models are essential.”
“It is true.”
“It is a good summary of the church planting movements.”
“This is a pretty good list to me.”
“Most were very good and articulate.”

2. Support in Part

“There is significant variety in church plants, and a few blend some of
the definitions.”
“I am in about 80% agreement. For instance, we’re at 800 in weekly
attendance, but we’re going multi-site, so I don’t agree that multi-site
is only for mega-churches.”

Rejection in Part or
Vague Attitude

“I question that younger pastors are seeking to lead a mega church.”
“The best movement in our area is to take over a closed church.”
“Trends are changing monthly and based on urban and regional
settings.”
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2. If you have any idea for a trend not given, please give the name and explanation for it.
17 of the 65 participants (26.15%) answered. 10 pastors suggested 10 additional trends
as follows:
Table 26. The Ten Trends Suggested by Ten Planters
The Ten Trends

Definitions

1.

Seeker Friendly Church Movement

No definition.

2.

Hybrid Movement

“My church is a combination of several of the trends identified
by the author.”

3.

No-Traditional Church Movement

“Reaching marginalized groups: Ethnic groups, poor, refugees,
etc.”

4.

The New Testament Model Movement

“Trying to get back to a more simple biblical relational
structure.”

5.

Multiethnic Purpose-Driven Movement

No definition.

6.

Willow Back Plants Movement

“Using Willow Creek, Saddleback or any of their descendants
for a model (Andy Stanley, Ed Young, Perry Noble, etc.)”

7.

Mother Church Planting Movement

“One (daughter/sister/baby church) which has the same DNA,
but still allows the Holy Spirit to lead. This plant also has its
own leadership team.”

8.

Mobile Church Ministry Movement

“Go set up in various locations and have church on a consistent
regular basis.”

9.

Church Planting Networks Movement

“It is playing a big role in church planting, coaching,
accountability and financial support.”

10. Cell Church Movement

No definition.

3. Which trend best identifies your church plant? (Please check one or more related trends
your church planting process would be identified with.)
40 of the 65 participants (61.54%) answered (multiple selections). The data shows that
the highest trend is MIC (31.71%). IDC is the second highest movement (24.39%). The third
highest trend is MDC (17.07%).5
5

1. House Church Movement (HOC), 2. Independent Church Movement (IDC), 3. Internet Based Church
Movement (IBC), 4. Main Line Denominations Based Movement (MDC), 5. Mega Church Movement (MGC), 6.
Missional Church Movement (MIC), 7. Multi-Site Church Movement (MSC), 8. Neo Para-Church Movement
(NPC), 9. Organic Church Movement (OGC), and 10. Pentecostal Church Movement (PTC).
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The researcher tried to combine the two graphs of the 76 authors and 40 planters related
to this issue to know their preferences as follows:7
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Fig. 46. The Combined Graphs to Compare with the Both Groups, Authors and Planters
6

The researcher used this new chart, and it is different from an original one from Survey Monkey. It was
made to compare with the chart of the 76 authors, because the percentage rule of the online tool was different from
the researcher’s rule to calculate the ratio. The original graph is in the appendix B.
7

The original graph of the 76 author is on page 55 in chapter 2.
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According to fig. 46, the two groups have the different results about MDC, MGC, and
PTC. The group of the 76 authors shows high levels about MGC (19.6%) and PTC (11.7%), but
the group of the 40 planters did not: MGC (3.8%), PTC (1.9%). It is interesting to check the
preference of MDC. The graph of the 40 planters shows high level about MDC (13.5%), but the
graph of the 76 authors shows low level about MDC (4.3%). The researcher thinks that the
planters are more conservative than the authors.

4. Who is (are) the core author(s) or leader(s) of the trend(s) that your church identifies
with?
37 of the 65 participants (56.92%) answered. They suggested 40 authors related to their
own planting trends. There are 12 authors who have been suggested at least twice by the 37
participants. The researcher sorts them as follows:
The Top 12 Authors
Authors
(Total: 12)

8

Andy Stanley
Ed Stetzer
Matt Chandler
Rick Warren
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Francis Chan
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Fig. 47. The Top Twelve Authors Who are Loved by the Planters

Fig. 47 shows the top 12 authors who are loved by the planters. Andy Stanley is the
most influential author for the participants’ church planting movement. Ed Stetzer, Matt Chandler,
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Rick Warren, Mark Driscoll, Craig Groeschel, and J.D. Greear were frequently cited. It will be
interesting to see the trends of the top 3, Stanley, Chandler, and Stetzer, by the researcher’s
classification in chapter two. Table 27 shows that many church planters have been influenced by
MGC supporters, and it is very different result against the 40 planters’ preference about MGC
(3.8%) in Q. C-3.

Table 27. The Trends of the Top Three Authors
Authors
HOC
1.
2.
3.

IDC

IBC

Andy Stanley
Matt Chandler
Ed Stetzer

MDC

Movements
MGC MIC

V

0

Total

0

1

0

MSC

NPC

V
V
V

V
V

V
V

V
V

3

2

2

2

OGC

PTC

0

TOTAL

V

2
5
4

1

11

5. Why do you think so? (Please choose one or two reasons.)
38 of the 65 participants (58.46%) answered (multiple selections). The data shows that
the highest reason is influence (47.37%). Innovation is the second highest reason (36.84%). The
third highest reasons are theological view (28.95%) and publications (28.95%).
Answered: 38 Skipped: 27
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Fig. 48. The Reasons to Support Specific Authors or Leaders

Others
Reasons
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6. What is your most important and core issue(s) of your church planting process? (Please
number from 1 to 10 according to your priorities.)
40 of the 65 participants (61.54%) answered. Leadership, relationship, and Spirituality
are the most important issues for the Planters. The average ranking of the ten issues is as follows:

Table 28. The Average Ranking of the Ten Issues
The 10
Issues
Ecclesiology
Finance
Leadership
Location
Preaching
Relationship
Rest
Spirituality
Time
Worship

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2
1
9
1
5
11
2
7
0
2

4
1
8
2
4
6
0
5
4
6

6
3
6
1
6
5
2
6
2
3

4
3
6
5
5
6
0
3
1
7

7
6
4
3
6
1
1
6
1
5

2
5
2
7
5
2
2
9
2
4

1
8
2
7
2
2
6
2
5
5

5
6
0
7
3
3
4
1
5
6

5
5
1
2
3
2
13
1
8
0

4
2
2
5
1
2
10
0
12
2

Average
Ranking
5.58 (6)
6.33 (7)
3.55 (1)
6.45 (8)
4.65 (4)
3.88 (2)
7.90 (10)
4.05 (3)
7.55 (9)
5.08 (5)

Response
Count
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

7. How would you rate your ecclesiological perspective for your trend(s)?
41 of the 65 participants (63.08%) answered. The data shows that the highest
ecclesiological perspective is conservative (60.98%). Moderate view is the second highest
position (24.39%). The third highest perspective is progressive position (9.76%).

Answered: 41 Skipped: 24
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Fig. 49. The Analysis of the Ecclesiological Positions of the Planters

Ecclesiology
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8. Which are the most frequent words or expressions used within your church related to the
trend(s)? (Please check and number your top three from this list)
42 of the 65 participants (67.74%) answered (multiple selections). The data shows that
the highest word is discipleship (73.81%). Community is the second highest expression (66.67%).
The third highest word is prayer (59.52%). Authority (4.76%) and finance (4.76%) have the
lowest percentage.

Answered: 42 Skipped: 23
80
70

%
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66.67
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Fig. 50. The Ratio of the Most Frequent Words within Churches of the Planters

9. How effective has your church plant been with the trend(s)?
41 of the 65 participants (63.08%) answered. The data shows that 32 planters (78.05%)
have positive thoughts about their church planting models. 2 planters are negative (4.88%), and 7
pastors show reservations (17.07%).
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Fig. 51. The Ratio of Effectiveness Related to Planting Trends of the Planters

10. What is your opinion of the ideal size of attendance of a church every Sunday?
39 of the 65 participants (60%) answered. The data shows that the most favorite size is
201-300 (23.08%). The ratio (38.46%) of more than 500 (20.51%) and more than 2,000 (17.95%)
show their preference of medium-large size church. Only 1 planter supports 50-100 (2.56%).
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It is interesting to compare with the result of question B-4, What is the average
attendance in the main worship service? The data related to B-4 showed that the ratio of fewer
than 100 is 45.1% and the ratio of more than 500 is 9.8%.

11. What book(s) related to Ecclesiology have you read?
25 of the 65 participants (38.46%) answered. They suggested 28 different books related
to Ecclesiology. There are 7 books that have been suggested at least twice by the 25 participants.
The researcher sorts them as follows:
The Top 7 Books
Books
(Total: 7)

Vintage Church

3

Total Church

3

Deep and Wide

3

The Purpose Driven Church

2

Simple Church

2

Organic Church

2

Forgotten Ways

2
0

1

2

3

4 Numbers

Fig. 53. The Top Seven Books that are Loved by the Planters

It will be interesting to see the trends of the authors of the top 3 books, Mark Driscoll,
Tim Chester, and Andy Stanley, by the researcher’s classification in chapter two. Table 29 shows
that many church planters have been influenced by HOC, IDC, MGC, MIC, and PTC
supporters.8

8

Interestingly, Rick Warren, Thom S. Rainer, and Alan Hirsch are also MGC supporters.
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Table 29. The Trends of the Top Three Books and Authors
Authors

1.
2.
3.

HOC

IDC

V
V

V
V

Mark Driscoll
Tim Chester
Andy Stanley
Total

IBC

MDC

V
V

2

2

Movements
MGC MIC

1

MSC

V
V

V

2

1

NPC

OGC

PTC

TOTAL

V
V

6
4
2

2

12

V
0

2

0

0

12. What is your opinion about the importance of this research on church planting trends?
32 of the 65 participants (49.23%) answered. 26 pastors (81.25%) supported this
research, and 7 planters (21.88%) showed neutral or negative attitudes. The researcher analyzed
the 32 comments and classified as follows:

Table 30. Text Analysis about the Comments of the Planters about This Research
Statements With…

Positive

Negative

Some Examples of the 32 Comments
“Very important due to culture shift.”
“It can be helpful in identifying trends and analyzing the strengths and weaknesses
of each.”
“I believe that church planting as a mandate is important. It is good to know the
trends in as much as they make us more successful and faithful to the command.”
“Could be very helpful for those wanting to plant.”
“Very important because not all of these trends are good ones! Some of them are
more like American Business models those New Testament strategies!”
“It may help future planters understand what has happened in the past, both
positive and negative and benefit from it. As well, it helps to solidify that there is no
"right" or "wrong" way to do it.”
“Very, new church will bring new innovation to the local church, and innovation
will reach new people for Jesus. The big idea of NEW, will bring fresh air to new
people.”
“I think the trend of church planted has greatly shifted in the last few years. I think
researching on the trends is great. I planted in 2007 and the landscape has greatly
changed.”
“I’d rather focus on the mission than trends.”
“I do not know what the plans are for use of the research. Diversity is needed
for diverse locations.”
“It is relevant only as one need to confirm the vision and call of God on their
personal ministry but should not solely determine a cause.”
“Not very. I believe God’s Holy Spirit calls men to plant His Church, which
should be led by men, according to His purpose. Be obedient to His call, not
your own or what the others are doing. So many are just so unbiblical, lookwarm, false teachers.”
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RESULTS FROM THE AUTHOR SURVEY
An Overview of the Data Collection and Analysis Process
This researcher has chosen to limit the authors to 36 in the 76 main authors related to
the one hundred books, because it was difficult to collect and verify each E-mail addresses for
direct contact with the other 40 authors. 19 of the 36 authors participated in the online survey
(52.78%) and it was a very valuable result for this research.

1. Survey population
As mentioned above, 19 of the 36 authors participated in the survey. The nineteen
authors are as follows:

Table 31. The Rate of Response of the Author Survey and the Names of the Participants
Sent / Name
A. Responded (Partial 0 / Complete 19)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Numbers
19

Craig Van Gelder
Daniel R. Hyde
Daniel R. Sanchez
Dave Ferguson
David T. Olson
Gary McIntosh
Larry Kreider
Mark Fox
Neil Cole
Peter S. Cha
Sean Benesh
Steve Sjogren
Anonymous Author C.
Anonymous Author F.
Anonymous Author G.
Anonymous Author J.
Anonymous Author M.
Anonymous Author N.
Anonymous Author Y.

B. Unresponded
(Opted Out)
(Bounced)

Total
Rate of Response

17
(0)
(1)

36
52.78%
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2. Survey methods
The researcher has used the online survey tool, Survey Monkey, and E-mail addresses of
the 36 authors with a link to the online survey tool. Each author received the online survey link
by E-mail and a consent form, and all contents of the survey were approved by the Institutional
Review Board (IRB) of Liberty University. Their participations were collected automatically into
the Survey Monkey, and the 12 authors took part in this survey with their names, but the other
7seven authors were anonymized by their request.
3. Survey limitations
The survey was conducted with a few limitations as follows:
a. A limitation of survey population: This researcher wanted to contact with many
authors related to the 100 books as many as possible, but he got 40 E-mail addresses to contact
with them directly, and 36 addresses worked for this survey. He planned to interview each author
for this thesis at first, but the plan was changed, and this survey was launched with the more
convenient method, the online survey tool, to contact the authors.
b. A limitation of the online survey method: As mentioned earlier, online survey tools
are widely used in many different fields, such as business, academic, and social research, etc. It
has a great advantage for data collection and management, and the researcher has used well its
characteristics. This online survey tool was very effective to contact with the 19 authors, but it
cannot replace a face-to-face meeting or interview with each author.
c. A limitation of the researcher’s communication skill: This researcher is not a native
English speaking pastor, but the 19 authors were excellent and kind communicators who are
considerate of a stranger.
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4. Survey process
The researcher sent them the E-mail survey link four times during two weeks. Three
reminders were sent them with the same link for non-respondents. The data trends collected for
two weeks show the importance of the reminders to collect information as follows:

Fig. 54. The Data Trends Collected for Two Weeks of the Author Survey

5. Survey questions
The researcher asked them 10 questions, and the abbreviated list is as follows:9

1. Do you agree these are the major trends in the current church planting or not?
1-1. Comments about your opinion for Q.1.
2. Would you suggest an additional trend that I did not perceive?
3. Which trend best identifies your theoretical church planting methodology?
4. Who is (are) the core author(s) or leader(s) of the trend(s) you identify with?
5. What is (are) your most important and core issue(s) of your study related to church planting?
6. What is your ecclesiological perspective for your position on church planting?
7. List up to five books related to Ecclesiology that you think church planters should read.
9

this thesis.

The whole questionnaires and the original results from Survey Monkey are in the Appendix C and D of
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8. Would you identify what the most important virtues or qualifications are related to a good church planter?
9. Who are the most interesting and influential current church planters and churches that you want to introduce to
other church planters?
10. What is your opinion about this research on current trends in church planting?
10-1. Comments about your opinion for Q.10.

Survey Analysis and Findings
This researcher tried to survey with 36 authors related to the one hundred books by Email, and 19 authors responded.

1. Do you agree these are the major trends in the current church planting or not?
19 of the 19 participants (100%) answered. The data shows that 14 authors (73.68%)
agree with the classification of the ten trends of this researcher.
Answered: 19 Skipped: 0
Agree

Disagree

%
26.32
73.68
About the 10 Trends

Fig. 55. The Ratio of Agreement about the Ten Trends

1-1. Comments about your opinion for Q.1.
15 of the 19 participants (78.95%) answered. 11 authors showed positive attitudes to
this research, and 4 authors had negative attitudes. The researcher analyzed the 15 comments of
them and organized it as follows:10
10

As mentioned earlier, the whole questionnaires and the original results from Survey Monkey are in the
Appendix C and D of this thesis. The other open-ended questions and answers related to this author survey were also
recorded in like manner.
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Table 32. The Reasons for Agreement or Disagree about the Ten Trends
Reactions

Authors
1. Craig Van Gelder

2. Daniel R. Hyde

3. Daniel R. Sanchez
4. Dave Ferguson
5. David T. Olson

Positive
(11)

6. Larry Kreider
7. Neil Cole
8. Sean Benesh

9. Steve Sjogren

10. Anonymous Author F.
11. Anonymous Author N
1. Mark Fox
(Moderate)

Negative
(4)
2. Anonymous Author C.

3. Anonymous Author J.
4. Anonymous Author M.

The 15 Comments
“These tend to be the major trends, but need some nuancing. The
Missional Church movement is not well defined here. It is largely about
the issue of address the "gospel and culture" rather than the "church
and culture" which many evangelicals are trying to do and the way they
also redefine "missional" from its original intent.”
“Yes, but I would add confessionally Reformed church planting—
those churches that self-consciously attempt to follow the faith of the
historic Reformed confessions in their practice of evangelism, church
planting, and missions.”
“This is a very comprehensive list of current church planting. It
should facilitate an analysis of the prevailing methodologies that are
being employed.”
“n/a.”
“In my opinion, house churches always work best in the repressive
and persecuted cultures. They really don't do that well in the United
States. Pentecostals are struggling right now. Mainline denominations
are all rather liberal - they have few conservative congregations.
Nondenominational church plants are a growth edge in the field.
However there is much statistical evidence that nondenominational
churches drive well beyond one generation. Internet-based will
always be a very very small niche. Mission old church movement
sounds much better than the actual production that it has produced.
However, is that you have listed are an important research and
development projects, that will help us find new ways to be productive
in the future. I always believed that the best church plants are very
good at the fundamentals, and are not actually that different than how
churches for the last two decades.”
“No comment.”
“Yes, these are current trends, though there is lots of overlap.”
“Those certainly summarize many of the church planting streams in
North America. It is easy to slot all new churches into those
classifications whether they fully belong or not. Also, many new
churches also can be identified in multiple classifications.”
“I agree with some of the above but only believe that some are
merely experimental and likely to produce churches that will be
small–so small that I wonder if they will be effective in reaching out to
their community with evangelism versus merely producing Fellowship
for attenders.”
“The multi-site movement generates the most new people, but it is not
done solely with technology. Often times there is a "Site" pastor who
handles lots of the duties and a live worship band.
“I teach a Launch Large by reaching the unchurched model.”
“I agree with your trends. I think the one that you are missing is the
family-integrated church movement. It is not clearly represented in
any of the ten you mention. It would be closest to #2, but there are
many FICs who are in association with others, so they are not strictly
"independent." I would also disagree that the FIC has taken its methods
from other movements. The "methods" of the family-integrated church,
I believe, are taken solely from what we see in Scripture.”
“It depends on what you mean by "major". I don't think "internet
based" is a major movement-it is a very small niche. Some overlap organic and house church are very similar. Pentecostal and "missional"
would be present in nearly all the other models.”
“You didn't mention the cell church movement.”
“House, organic, neo-para church, should not be on list.”
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2. Would you suggest an additional trend that I did not perceive?
15 of the 19 participants (78.95%) answered. 3 authors did not suggest additional trends,
and 9 authors gave some additional movements’ names. The other 3 authors said that they
answered in Q.1-1. The researcher edited their comments and suggested 10 movements with Q.11 answers as follows:
Table 33. The Suggestions for Additional Trends
Movement Names and Authors

Definitions

1. Adoption Model (Similar with Mother
Church Movement)
By Anonymous Author F.

“"Adoption" model where a healthy church comes alongside a
resource challenged church and takes on the leadership of
that congregation.”

2. Cell Church Movement
By Anonymous Author C.

“Perhaps: Cell church movements would be perhaps between
house church and traditional or megachurch models.”

3. Church Revitalization
By Anonymous Author Y.

“Creating new communities by "planting" into existing, dying
churches.”

4. Confessional Reformed Church planting
(Similar with Neo-Reformed)
By Daniel R. Hyde

“Those churches that self-consciously attempt to follow the
faith of the historic Reformed confessions in their practice of
evangelism, church planting, and missions.”

5. Family-Integrated Church Movement
By Mark Fox

“It would be closest to #2, but there are many FICs who are in
association with others, so they are not strictly
"independent." I would also disagree that the FIC has taken
its methods from other movements.”

6. Launch Large Church Planting
By Gary McIntosh

“It seeks to launch as large as possible as fast as possible,
which is the opposite of Missional church planting that seeks
to grow small and slow.”

7. Mother Church Movement
By Steve Sjogren

“The mother church/ movement of most of all of those
churches, will be committed to a specific number that they
deem to be the most effective at producing disciples that are
the most effective at accomplishing outreach as well as
producing disciples.”

8. Multi-Congregational/Multi-Cultural
By Daniel R. Sanchez

“This has some similarities with the multi-site approach, yet,
some of these new congregations are housed within the
buildings of established churches. An example of this is
"Prestonwood En Español" a Spanish congregation within
Prestonwood Church in Dallas Texas.”

9. Neo-Reformed and Neo-Anabaptist
By Sean Benesh

“Neo-Reformed: I'd say this almost urban hipster "cool"
attractional with a strong emphasis on preaching, the
ordinances, the worship gatherings, strong male leadership,
and the like. It is a revamping almost of traditional
fundamentalist churches. Certainly many (most) Acts 29
churches fit under this classification.
Neo-Anabaptist: This call also be called a "new parish"
model as it is place-based, drawing much from the historical
parish model, incarnational, and highlights the sense of
localism growing in cities. Gatherings tend to be more
organic / informal, but this is a significantly different
framework than the Organic Church Movement.”

10. Networking Church Movement
By Craig Van Gelder

“You might want to include either as a subset of #1 or as a
separate category the "networking church movement" which
uses small group/house church units that are connected into a
web. Some of these have grown to be quite large under a
central leadership.”
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3. Which trend best identifies your theoretical church planting methodology?
19 of the 19 participants (100%) answered. This researcher extracted the data of the
tendency of the ten trends of the 19 authors from the table 5 in chapter two before the analyzing
process to know their real tendency by themselves in the survey as follows:

Table 34. The Tendency of the Ten Trends of the 19 Authors by the Researcher
Movements

Authors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

HOC

Craig Van Gelder
Daniel R. Hyde
Daniel R. Sanchez
Dave Ferguson
David T. Olson
Gary McIntosh
Larry Kreider
Mark Fox
Neil Cole
Peter S. Cha
Sean Benesh
Steve Sjogren
Anonymous C.
Anonymous F.
Anonymous G.
Anonymous J.
Anonymous M.
Anonymous N.
Anonymous Y.

IDC

IBC

MDC

MGC

MIC

MSC

V

NPC

OGC

PTC

TOTAL

V

2
1
2
3
2
2
5
1
4
2
1
3
6
3
4
4
5
2
1

V
V

V
V
V
V

V
V

V

V

V

V
V
V
V

V

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

V
V
V
V

V
V

V

V
V
V

V

V
V

V

V
V
V
V
V

V
V
V

V
V

V
V

V

Total
%

6
11.3

4
7.5

1
1.9

3
5.7

9
17.0

12
22.6

5
9.4

3
5.7

4
7.5

6
11.3

53
100
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Fig. 56. The Analysis of the Ten Movements of the Nineteen Authors by the Researcher
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It will be interesting if the above table 34 will be combined with the 19 authors’ real
opinions. The researcher checked the both tendencies with the marking V (by the researcher) and
O (by themselves) in the above table 34, and suggests a new table as follows:
Table 35. The Tendency of the Ten Trends of the Nineteen Authors by Themselves
Movements

Authors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

HOC

Craig Van Gelder
Daniel R. Hyde
Daniel R. Sanchez
Dave Ferguson
David T. Olson
Gary McIntosh
Larry Kreider
Mark Fox
Neil Cole
Peter S. Cha
Sean Benesh
Steve Sjogren
Anonymous C.
Anonymous F.
Anonymous G.
Anonymous J.
Anonymous M.
Anonymous N.
Anonymous Y.

IDC

IBC

MDC

MGC

MIC

MSC

VO

NPC

OGC

PTC

TOTAL

V

1
1
1
4
0(?)
3
3
1
2
1
0(?)
1
2
2
1
0(?)
0(?)
1
0(?)

VO
VO

V
O

VO
V
VO

V
O
V
O
V

VO
V
V
VO

VO
VO
V
V

V
V

V
V

V
VO

VO

VO

V
VO

O

VO
VO
V
V
V
VO
V
V

V
V
VO

VO

V
V
O
VO

V

V
V
V
V
V

V
V

VO

Total
%

3
12.0

3
12.0

0
0

2
8.0

5
20.0

6
24.0

4
16.0

0
0

1
4.0

1
4.0

25
100

Fig. 57 shows that the similarity between the two graphs for 6 trends: HOC, IDC, MDC,
MGC, MIC, and MSC. 5 authors were noncommittal or obscure about this question.
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Fig. 57. The Comparison Analysis about the Ten Movements of the Nineteen Authors
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As the anonymous author C in table 30 mentioned earlier, IBC is a very small niche.
NPC is also very small. Some participants of this survey think that OGC is very similar with
HOC, but Neil Cole was aware of the reason why the researcher divided HOC and OGC.11
There are some delicate conflicts among various pastors and authors who want to use OGC
paradigm for their own big size ministries. Some radical HOC and small church supporters do
not want to see the modified usages.12

4. Who is (are) the core author(s) or leader(s) of the trend(s) you identify with?
19 of the 19 participants (100%) answered. They suggested 62 authors related to their
own planting trends. There are 5 authors who have been suggested at least twice by the 19
participants. The researcher sorts them as follows:
The Top 5 Authors
Authors

3

Ed Stetzer

Alan Hirsch

2

Craig Van Gelder

2

Leslie Newbigin

2

Tom A. Seffen

2
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5 Numbers

Fig. 58. The Top Five Authors Who are Loved by the Authors
11

Neil Cole said as follows: “Frank Viola is also identified with the organic church, but we are very
different in our views of mission.”
12

See the next article to understand the relationship between OGC and HOC. “Today the phrase organic
church is in vogue, but it has been converted to clay. Some mold it as a method of church to win souls and change
the world for Christ, a sentiment that harkens back to D. L. Moody and J. R. Mott. These advocates see the church as
a soul-winning station. Its chief mission is the evangelization of the world. Others mold it as a synonym for house
church. A house church is simply a group of Christians that meets in a home for their corporate worship. That can
take countless forms and expressions. House churches can range from institutional services in a living room with
pews firmly bolted to the floor, to glorified Bible studies, supper-fests, "bless-me" clubs, healthy Christian
communities, or first-rate cults.” Frank Viola, “Why Organic Church Is Not Exactly a Movement?”
ChristianityToday.com , accessed Feb. 16, 2014. http://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/2010/januarywebonly/12.31.0.html?start=1. Neil Cole emphasized that he is not a house church supporter in his book, Church
Transfusion: Changing Your Church Organically-- from the Inside Out (2012).
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5. What is (are) your most important and core issue(s) of your study related to church
planting?
18 of the 19 participants (94.74%) answered. It is interesting that 3 authors comment
about “Reproduction,” and other three authors emphasize about “Building (equipping or
developing) people.” Actually, the above words were used for some materials, organisms, or
technical science, but now many leading theologians use the concepts for church revitalization
and growth.

Table 36. The Core Issues Related to Church Planting of the Nineteen Authors
Authors
1. Craig Van Gelder

2. Daniel R. Hyde
3. Daniel R. Sanchez
4. Dave Ferguson
5. David T. Olson

6. Gary McIntosh

7. Larry Kreider
8. Mark Fox

9. Neil Cole

10. Peter S. Cha
11. Sean Benesh

12. Steve Sjogren
13. Anonymous Author C.
14. Anonymous Author F.
15. Anonymous Author G.
16. Anonymous Author J.
17. Anonymous Author M.
18. Anonymous Author N.
19. Anonymous Author Y.

Core Issues
“Shaping communities that seek to address the relationship between "gospel and culture" such
that there is a systemic and substantive critique of and engagement with the culture(s) of the
NA context.”
“Theology drives everything.”
“A solid biblical understanding of what a church should be. A strong spiritual foundation.
Effective evangelistic strategies. The employment of contextualized church planting models.”
“Reproducing.”
“I like to measure and count the fruit, by doing statistical work on how American church
attendance is doing as compared to population growth, and evaluate specific states and
metropolitan areas to ascertain the need and challenge in each area.”
“Call to church planting; Vision for church planting; Building a core planting team;
Connecting with the community; Preparing for the launch; Conserving the fruit; Stabilizing
the ministry.”
“Becoming spiritual mothers and fathers.”
“I believe the three key ingredients for a healthy church plant would be: plurality of elders
who lead; expository preaching; equipping men to be the spiritual leaders and shepherds
(primary teachers) in their homes.”
“Transformation of lives by the power of the gospel, releasing movement of multiplication
from one life to another and on and on. The DNA in the disciples will bring about health,
direction and reproduction.”
“How to reach out to the diverse people groups in today's post-Christian setting.”
“Focusing on studying the changing dynamics of the city (both urban and suburban). It is my
contention that the built environment informs and shapes the where and how of church
planting.”
He skipped.
“Reproduction. Ways in which churches are reproducing ministry at all levels: disciples, cell
groups, leaders, congregations, etc. That is the key to church reproduction.”
“Reaching New People, rather than reaching people who belong to other churches.”
“Not sure.”
“The cell is the church. Start with the cell; multiply it several times and eventually starts
celebration services.”
He suggested seeing his website.
“Fundraising, developing volunteers, rapid evangelism.”
“Preaching, missiology, ecclesiology.”
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6. What is your ecclesiological perspective for your position on church planting?
19 of the 19 participants (100%) answered. The data shows that the highest
ecclesiological perspective is conservative (57.89%). Moderate view is the second highest
position (26.32%). The third highest position is progressive (15.79%).
Answered: 19 Skipped: 0

%

57.89

Numbers

60
40

26.32
15.79

20

11

5

3

0
Conservative

Moderate

Progressive

Ecclesiology

Fig. 59. The Analysis of the Ecclesiological Positions of the Nineteen Authors
This researcher extracted the data of the ecclesiological positions of the 19 authors from
the table 16 in chapter two before the analyzing process to know their real ecclesiological
position by themselves in the survey as follows:
Table 37. The Ecclesiological Positions of the 19 Authors by the Researcher
Authors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Craig Van Gelder
Daniel R. Hyde
Daniel R. Sanchez
Dave Ferguson
David T. Olson
Gary McIntosh
Larry Kreider
Mark Fox
Neil Cole
Peter S. Cha
Sean Benesh
Steve Sjogren
Anonymous C.
Anonymous F.
Anonymous G.
Anonymous J.
Anonymous M.
Anonymous N.
Anonymous Y.
Total
%

Ecclesiology
Conservative

Moderate

Progressive

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
4
21.1

11
57.9

4
21.1
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It will be interesting if the above table 37 will be combined with the 19 authors’ real
opinions. The researcher checked the both tendencies with the marking V (by the researcher) and
O (by themselves) in the above table 37, and suggests a new table as follows:
Table 38. The Ecclesiological Positions of the 19 Authors by Themselves
Ecclesiology
Authors

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Conservative
(Before/After)

Craig Van Gelder
Daniel R. Hyde
Daniel R. Sanchez
Dave Ferguson
David T. Olson
Gary McIntosh
Larry Kreider
Mark Fox
Neil Cole
Peter S. Cha
Sean Benesh
Steve Sjogren
Anonymous C.
Anonymous F.
Anonymous G.
Anonymous J.
Anonymous M.
Anonymous N.
Anonymous Y.

Moderate
(Before/After)

V
VO
O

Progressive
(Before/After)

The Average
Concordance Rate

O

X
O
X
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
X
O
O
O
X
X
X
X
O

V
VO
VO
VO
VO

VO
VO
O

O
O
O
O
VO

Total
%

(4) 9
(21.1) 47.4

VO
V
VO
VO
VO
V
V
V
V
(11) 7
(57.9) 36.8

(4)3
(21.1) 15.8

12
63.2

Fig. 60 shows that the comparison analysis about the two data, and 7 of the 19 authors
showed the different results from the first data by the researchers’ classification in chapter two.
The Ratio of the Ecclesiological Positions
57.9
60

% by the
Researcher

47.4
36.8

40

21.1

21.1

15.8

% by the 19
Authors Own

20
0
Conservative

Moderate

Progressive

Ecclesiology

Fig. 60. The Comparison Analysis about the Ecclesiological Positions of the Nineteen Authors
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7. List up to five books related to Ecclesiology that you think church planters should read.
18 of the 19 participants (94.74%) answered. The researcher edited their initial book
lists suggested and rearranged for easy reading and using. The 56 books are as follows:13
Table 39. The 56 Recommended Books from the 18 Authors
Book Names and Authors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.

An Introduction to Ecclesiology: Ecumenical, Historical & Global Perspectives, Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen
Building a Healthy Multi-ethnic Church, Mark DeYmaz
Center Church, Tim Keller
Church 3.0, Neil Cole
Community of Kindness, Steve Sjogren
Consuming Jesus, Paul Louis Metzger
Biblical Foundations for the Cell Based Church, Joel Comiskey
Biblical Church Growth, Gary L. McIntosh
Elders in Congregational Life, Phil A. Newton
Exploring Ecclesiology, Paul Metzger
Exponential: How you and your friends can start a missional church movement, Dave Ferguson
Foolishness To The Greeks, Leslie Newbigin
Global Church Planting, Craig Ott and Gene Wilson
House Church and Mission, Roger W. Gehring
House Church, Steve Atkerson
House to House, Larry Kreider
John Wesley's Journals
Launch, Nelson Searcy
Making Disciples in the Twenty-First Century Church, Joel Comiskey
Missional Church, Darrell L. Guder
Missional: Joining God in the Neighborhood, Alan Roxburgh
Missionary Methods: St Pauls or ours, Roland Allen
Multi-Site Church Road Trip, Geoff Surratt
Multicultural Ministries, David A. Anderson
Nine Marks of a Healthy Church, Mark Dever
Organic Church, Neil Cole
Passing the Baton, Tom Steffen
Paul's Idea of Community, Robert J. Banks
Planting, Watering, Growing, Daniel R. Hyde
Primal Fire, Neil Cole
Sidewalks in the Kingdom, Eric Jacobsen
So You Plant to Plant a Church, Ralph Moore
The Biblical Role of Elders for Todays Church, multiple authors, Larry Kreider
The Body, Chuck Colson
The Celtic Way of Evangelism, George Hunter
The Church and the Surprising Offense of God's Love, Jonathan Leeman
The Church Can Change the World, Jimmy Seibert
The Church in God's Program, Robert Saucy
The Church of Christ, James Bannerman
The Church, Clowney
The Church, Edmund P. Clowney
The Essence of the Church, Craig Van Gelder
The Five-fold Ministry Made Practical, Ron Myer
The Forgotten Ways, Alan Hirsch
The Gospel in a Pluralist Society, Leslie Newbigin
The Mission of God's People, Chris Wright
The Mission of God's People, Christopher J. H. Wright
The Missional Church in Perspective, Craig Van Gelder and Dwight J. Zscheile
The Missional Leader, Alan Roxburgh
The Nature of the Church, Earl Radmacher
The Nuts and Bolts of Church Planting, Aubrey Malphurs
Urban Ministry, Harvie Conn and Manual Ortiz
Viral Churches, Ed Stetzer
When God Builds A Church, Bob Russell
Why I Love the Church, Kevin DeYoung and Kluck
Your Church Has a Fantastic Future, Robert Schuler

13

The researcher wanted to introduce all recommended books from the 18 authors. This list will be a
good resource to discuss about Ecclesiological issues in seminary classes. Some authorless or unexplained books
were deleted.
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8. Would you identify what the most important virtues or qualifications are related to a
good church planter?
19 of the 19 participants (100%) answered. This list will be compared with the layleader survey Q. 9.

Table 40. The Most Important Virtues or Qualifications Related to a Good Planter
Authors
1. Craig Van Gelder

2. Daniel R. Hyde
3. Daniel R. Sanchez
4. Dave Ferguson
5. David T. Olson

6. Gary McIntosh
7. Larry Kreider
8. Mark Fox

9. Neil Cole
10.Peter S. Cha
11.Sean Benesh
12.Steve Sjogren

13.Anonymous Author C.
14.Anonymous Author F.
15.Anonymous Author G.
16.Anonymous Author J.
17.Anonymous Author M.
18.Anonymous Author N.
19.Anonymous Author Y.

The Virtues
“1. Constructive theologian--connect scripture to context, 2. Deep practices of the faith-communally and personally, 3. Courageous and willing to take risks, 4. Strong sense of selfidentity.”
“See chap. 9 in Planting, Watering, Growing.”
“Spiritual vitality, Impeccable character, Clear sense of calling, Spirit of servant hood, Love
for the unchurched, Persistent faith.”
“Apostolic.”
“Do they have solid character, strong marriages, solid Biblical and theological integration and
relational ability? The other 9 are, how strong are they in these verbs: pray, gather,
evangelize, disciple, serve, preach, lead, grow, and follow the leading of the Holy Spirit.”
“God's call; Spouse's support Being a self-starter Being able to evangelize new people
Communication one-on-one and from the pulpit Able to build a team
“A clear call from God, a true spiritual father or mother, a clear leadership gift whom people
are drawn to and desire to follow.”
“He is committed to the Lord and to his family, and is the spiritual leader at home. He is a man
of faith, confident in the Lord, not himself. He knows the Bible and is "able to teach." He is
able to deal with disappointment. He is ready to work hard. His wife is fully on board with
the vision.”
“Ability to build authentic and redemptive relationships with those far from the church.”
“Obedience to Christ and His Lordship, Passion for the Lost, Intercultural competency.”
“Knowing who you are and how God made you and then plant a church accordingly.”
“Willingness to work in an outside job. Willingness to be taught / mentored. Very fun to be
with! Flexible. Decent communicator, but even more committed to reaching out to his
communicator. Able to communicate his / her passion for people - to see them home into the
Jesus' family. Simple approach to following Jesus. Not impressed with those who are wealthy
/ or important appearing in the business community. Walk in the Spirit more than and street
smarts much more than putting their trust in formal training.”
“Ridley's characteristics, plus the ability to reproduce him/herself by developing and
empowering other leaders.”
“Strong work ethic, self-starter, lifelong learner.”
“Person of deep conviction and prayer. Leader that people willingly follow. High energy,
innovative. Ability to work through other leaders Collaborative
“Prayer, faith, vision.”
He suggested seeing his web site.
“Calling, communication ability and leadership skills.”
“1. Meets Biblical qualifications for an elder, including being apt to teach and able to instruct
in good doctrine. 2. Good evangelist. 3. Able to work independently.”
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9. Who are the most interesting and influential current church planters and churches that
you want to introduce to other church planters?
15 of the 19 participants (78.95%) answered. The below list has a value to know some
current pastors who lead their churches well.
Table 41. The Most Interesting and Influential Planters and Churches from the 15 Authors
The 24 Planters or Churches
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

24.

Anthem Church - Thousand Oaks, CA
Brad Shedd and Generations Christian Fellowship in Chesapeake, VA.
Brian Lee, Christ Reformed Church, DC.
Clint Clifton
Curtis Sergeant
Darrin Patrick
Dave Gibbons, New Song Church.
Dave Harvey
Dayton, OH Church of the Resurrection, Kansas City, MO.
Doug Murren
Eric Burd and the Household of Faith Fellowship of Churches in Portland, OR.
Erik Fish
Fountain of Life Evangelical Covenant Church in the South Central Los Angeles.
Ginghamsburg United Methodist Church
Hesbone Odindo in Kissumu Kenya.
Jimmy Seibert from Waco Texas
Jimmy Seibert, Antioch Church, Waco, TX.
Larry Kreider
Mez McConnell
Paul Murphy, Messiah's Congregation, NYC.
Ralph Moore
Restore Christian Church - Kansas City, MO.
Steve Sjogren
Tim Keller, NYC.

10. What is your opinion about this research on current trends in church planting?
19 of the 19 participants (100%) answered. The data shows that 18 authors (94.74%)
think that this research is important.

%

Answered: 19 Skipped: 0
5.26
Important

Not very important
94.74
About this Research

Fig. 61. The Ratio of Agreement about the This Research
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10-1. Comments about your opinion for Q.10.
12 of the 19 participants (63.16%) answered. The 12 authors’ comments are an
important list to lead this research into the next valuable step. Their insightful comments will be
dealt with in chapter four and five.
Table 42. The Comments of the Authors about this Research
Authors

The 12 Comments

1.

Craig Van Gelder

“Important but underdeveloped theologically. Tends toward the pragmatic with too much
of an instrumental view of the church.”

2.

Daniel R. Sanchez

“Many church planting methodologies are being employed without sufficient analysis
regarding their long-term effect on a particular area.”

3.

David T. Olson

“Research is how you count the fruit of what God is doing.”

4.

Gary McIntosh

“I agree with C. Peter Wagner that the best means of evangelism is church planting.
Growing groups of churches, say, denominations are always church planting
denominations.”

5.

Larry Kreider

“This type of research helps future church planters learn from various sources and models
and expands their understanding to many ways to plant new churches.”

6.

Mark Fox

“It is always a good thing for the church to hear what the church at large is doing, where
we are growing, where we are struggling.”

7.

Neil Cole

“It is an important question to ask if something is a passing fad or a long lasting change in
ecclesiology. I think much of what is called multiplication or reproduction is actually
adding to an existing church rather than multiplying to several generations.”

8.

Peter S. Cha

“Today's contexts are changing rapidly ... and our church planting approaches also need to
adjust quickly and reflexively. Therefore, the church needs to always study new and
different church plant practices.”

9.

Sean Benesh

“I'm a nerd so research on current trends is always important.”

10. Steve Sjogren

“We are in "Swirl" in church planting / expansion. Many are frustrated with the current
state of their group / denomination and are desperate for change because they see that
what they've been doing "Ain't working" any longer. The answer isn't the cute stuff but
forwarding the Kingdom as it has been done over the centuries. It has to do with hard
work - not fancy stuff.”

11. Anonymous Author C.

“Results will be interesting. Might reveal some gaps.”

12. Anonymous Author F.

“The Western Church has too short of a time horizon. We must take the long, patient view
to evaluate the work of God in an area.”
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RESULTS FROM THE LAY-LEADER SURVEY
An Overview of the Data Collection and Analysis Process
This researcher got E-mail addresses of 25 lay-leaders from 14 pastors who participated
in the church planter survey. 12 of the 25 lay-leaders participated in the online survey (48%), and
it was a very valuable result for this research. Nonetheless, it is highly regrettable for the small
survey population, twenty-five persons.

1. Survey population
As mentioned above, 12 of the 25 lay-leaders participated in the survey, and as
mentioned earlier, the researcher got the list of E-mail addresses from the 14 pastors, but the
population was much smaller than the planter and author surveys. Nevertheless, it was a good
opportunity to know the 12 lay-leaders’ opinions who have various church backgrounds. Their
participations for this survey were extremely valuable like the other two surveys.

Table 43. The Rate of Response of the Lay-leader Survey
Sent
1.
2.

Responded (Partial 0 / Complete 12)
Unresponded
(Opted Out)
(Bounced)
Total
Rate of Response

Numbers
12
13
(0)
(0)
25
48%

2. Survey methods
The researcher has used the online survey tool, Survey Monkey, and E-mail addresses of
the 25 lay-leaders with a link to the online survey tool. Each lay-leader received the online
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survey link by E-mail and a consent form, and all contents of the survey were approved by the
Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Liberty University. Their participations were collected
automatically into the Survey Monkey, and they anonymously took part in this survey.
3. Survey limitations
The survey was conducted with a few limitations as follows:
a. A limitation of survey population: This researcher wanted to contact with many layleaders related to the 65 church planters as many as possible, but he got 25 E-mail addresses to
contact with them directly. The sample size (25 persons) was very small, but nearly 50% (48%)
participated in this survey.
b. A limitation of the online survey method: As mentioned earlier, online survey tools
are widely used in many different fields, such as business, academic, and social research, etc. It
has a great advantage for data collection and management, and the researcher has used well its
characteristic. This online survey tool was very effective to contact with the 25 lay-leaders, but it
is regrettable for the small survey population.
c. A limitation of the short time: This survey had a time limitation for the next research,
and this online survey was closed faster than the other two surveys.
4. Survey process
The researcher sent them the E-mail survey link three times for one week. Two
reminders were sent them with the same link for non-respondents. The data trends collected for
one week show the importance of the reminders to collect information as follows:
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Fig. 62. The Data Trends Collected for One Week of the Lay-leader Survey

5. Survey questions
The researcher asked them 10 questions, and the abbreviated list is as follows:14

1. Your personal age
2. Have you heard the meaning of church, or Ecclesiology, from your pastor?
3. Why did you decide to join your current church?
(Please check by importance the top three from the following list.)
4. What do you think is the most important purpose of church? (Please choose one.)
5. What do you consider as the ideal size of attendance of a church every Sunday?
6. Which trend best identifies you and your pastor's church plant? (Please check one or more related trends your
pastor's church planting process would be identified with.)
7. If your pastor or leaders wanted to support starting a new church with your financial support or other
participation methods in the process, what would be your attitude?
8. Who are the most interesting and influential current church planters and churches that you want to introduce to
your pastor?
9. Would you identify what the most important virtues or qualifications are related to a good church planter?
10. Do you agree the classification by the author are the major trends in the current church planting or not?
10-1. Why do you think so?

Survey Analysis and Findings
The researcher tried to survey the 25 lay-leaders related to the 19 planters by E-mail,
and he had 12 lay-leaders respond.

14

this thesis.

The whole questionnaires and the original results from Survey Monkey are in the Appendix E and F of
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1. Your personal age
12 of the 12 participants (100%) answered. The data shows that 40s has the highest
percentage of the participants (41.67%), and the second highest age is 30s (33.33%).
Answered: 12 Skipped: 0
50

%

Numbers

41.67
33.33

40
30
20

8.33

10

8.33
1

8.33

5

4

1

1

0
20-29

30-39

40-49

50-59

Ages

More than 60

Fig. 63. The Ages of the Lay-leaders

2. Have you heard the meaning of church, or Ecclesiology, from your pastor?
12 of the 12 participants (100%) answered. The data shows that 11 participants (91.67%)
have the experience to hear about the meaning of church or Ecclesiology from their pastors.

%

Answered: 19 Skipped: 0
8.33
Yes

No

91.67
Listening Experience

Fig. 64. The Ratio of Listening Experience about Ecclesiology from Pastors
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3. Why did you decide to join your current church? (Please check by importance the top
three from the following list.)
12 of the 12 participants (100%) answered (multiple selections). Worship Style,
Community Style, and Preaching were the most important reasons for joining their churches.
Answered: 12 Skipped: 0
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

41.67

41.67

%

41.67
33.33

33.33
25

5

5

5

Numbers

4

4

25

3

3

0 0

0 0

Reasons

Fig. 65. The Main Reasons for Joining Their Churches

4. What do you think is the most important purpose of church? (Please choose one.)
12 of the 12 participants (100%) answered. The researcher wanted to know their
thoughts about the purpose of church, and this question suggested checking only one item in the
examples. Worship of God, Discipleship Training, and Relationship with Others was the most
important purposes of church to 11 participants.
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Answered: 12 Skipped: 0
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Fig. 66. The Main Purposes of Church for the Lay-leaders

5. What do you consider as the ideal size of attendance of a church every Sunday?
12 of the 12 participants (100%) answered. The data shows that the most favorite size is
more than 500 (33.33%). Only 1 lay-leader supports 50-100 (8.33%).15
Answered: 12 Skipped: 0
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Fig. 67. The Ratio of Preferences of the Lay-leaders about the Ideal Size of Attendance
The researcher tried to combine the two graphs of the planters and lay-leaders related to
this issue to know their preferences as follows:
15

See Fig. 52 to compare with the ratio of the church planters’ answers.
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Fig. 68. The Combined Graphs to Compare with the Both Groups, the Planters and Lay-leaders

The above data shows that the most favorite size of the planters is 201-300 (23.08%).
However, more than 500 (33.33%) is the highest ranking to the lay-leaders.

6. Which trend best identifies you and your pastor's church plant? (Please check one or
more related trends your pastor's church planting process would be identified with.)
12 of the 12 participants (100%) answered (multiple selections). MIC (66.7%) is the
highest trend.
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Fig. 69. The Analysis of the Ten Movements of the Lay-leaders
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7. If your pastor or leaders wanted to support starting a new church with your financial
support or other participation methods in the process, what would be your attitude?
12 of the 12 participants (100%) answered. The data shows that there are many
devotional lay-leaders (100%) who want to help building a new church with their pastors.
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Fig. 70. The Attitudes about Supporting a New Church with Finances or Participations

8. Who are the most interesting and influential current church planters and churches that
you want to introduce to your pastor?
10 of the 12 participants (83.33%) answered. They recommended a few pastors as
follows: Matt Chandler, Craig Schill, Dave Early, Frances Chan, David Platt, and Mark Driscoll.

9. Would you identify what the most important virtues or qualifications are related to a
good church planter?
12 of the 12 participants (100%) answered. The each participant gave three
qualifications (total 36).
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Table 44. The Most Important Virtues related to a Good Church Planter for the Lay-leaders
1

2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Dynamic teaching style
Vision
Love Jesus
Faithfulness
Total love and devotion
to Jesus Christ
6. A man who prays
7. Work Ethic
8. Missional heart
9. In Love with Jesus
10. Christ-centered
11. Energy
12. Love for God and neighbor

3

13. Focus on doing church not being a
church
14. Leadership
15. Grow people
16. Patience
17. Overwhelming desire to share
the Gospel
18. A man who preaches
19. Prayer
20. Tenacity
21. Following God's will
22. Passionate
23. Gregariousness
24. Supportive wife/family

25. Interpersonal relationship skills
26. Biblical Foundation
27. Give Hope
28. Commitment
29. Serve by leading /
Lead by serving
30. A man who equips
31. Leadership
32. Faith
33. Heart for the lost
34. Living on mission for Jesus
35. Proactive leadership
36. Genuine call to church planting

10. Do you agree the classification by the author are the major trends in the current church
planting or not?
11 of the 12 participants (91.67%) answered. The data shows that 9 lay-leaders (81.82%)
agree with the classification of the ten trends of this researcher.

Answered: 19 Skipped: 0
Agree
18.18

Disagree

%

81.82
About the 10 Trends

Fig. 71. The Ratio of Agreement about the Ten Trends

10-1. Why do you think so?
9 of the 12 participants (75%) answered.
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Table. 45. The Comments of the Lay-leaders about this Research
The 9 Comments
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Not enough institutional knowledge to respond to this question
While all the classifications are movements in the church, they are not all directly related to the church plant movement.
They are common trends
Have noticed these same trends.
They seem to cover the various types of churches that I can think of.
Seems sufficiently aligned with my general understanding.
I'm not familiar with all the listed movements, but the majorities follow the trends I see in America.
Well classified.
Based upon my limited knowledge, mainly derived from reading blogs and listening to podcasts.

Chapter Summary

The researcher got much information from the three survey groups: church planters,
authors, and lay-leaders. He summarized the three data as follows:

A. Key Results from the Church Planter Survey
Rate of Response is 42.5%: 65 of the 152 planters participated in the survey.
1. 63 of the 65 participants (96.92%) answered. 52.38% studied at LU and LBTS, and Alumni
were 44.45%. 47.62 % were non-alumni of LU and LBTS.
2. 50 of the 65 participants (76.92%) answered. M.A.R. had the highest percentage of the
Alumni (26%), and the second highest degree was M.Div. (22%).
3. 52 of the 65 participants (80%) answered. 67.31% were the SBC pastors. 30.77% were
independent planters.
4. 49 of the 65 participants (75.38%) answered. 30s had the highest percentage of the
participants (42.86%), and the second highest age was 40s (28.57%).
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5. 50 of the 65 participants (76.92%) answered. 41 planters (82%) got financial assistance in
planting. 9 pastors (18%) did not.
6. 48 of the 65 participants (73.85%) answered (multiple selections). 62.5% got their financial
assistance from individual supporters. Sponsor or mother church was the second highest
style (50%). The third highest type was denomination (41.67%).
7. 50 of the 65 participants (76.92%) answered. 31 pastors (62%) launched with their core
groups. 19 planters (38%) did not.
8. 40 of the 65 participants (61.54%) answered. 92.5% agreed with the classification of the ten
trends of this researcher.
9. 40 of the 65 participants (61.54%) answered (multiple selections). The highest trend was
MIC (31.71%). IDC was the second highest movement (24.39%). The third highest trend
was MDC (17.07%).
10. 40 of the 65 participants (61.54%) answered. Leadership, relationship, and Spirituality were
the most important issues for the Planters.
11. 41 of the 65 participants (63.08%) answered. The highest ecclesiological perspective was
conservative (60.98%). Moderate view was the second highest position (24.39%). The third
highest perspective was progressive position (9.76%).
12. 39 of the 65 participants (60%) answered. The most favorite size is 201-300 (23.08%). The
ratio (38.46%) of more than 500 (20.51%) and more than 2,000 (17.95%) show their
preference of medium-large size church. Only 1 planter supports 50-100 (2.56%).
13. 32 of the 65 participants (49.23%) answered. 26 pastors (81.25%) supported this research,
and 7 planters (21.88%) showed neutral or negative attitudes.
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B. Key Results from the Author Survey
Rate of Response is 52.78%: 19 of the 36 authors participated in the survey.
1. 19 of the 19 participants (100%) answered. 14 authors (73.68%) agreed with the
classification of the ten trends of this researcher.
2. 19 of the 19 participants (100%) answered. MIC (24%) and MGC (20%) are the most
influential church planting methodologies to the 19 authors.
3. 19 of the 19 participants (100%) answered. They suggested 62 authors related to their own
planting trends. There are 5 authors who have been suggested at least twice by the 19
participants: Ed Stetzer, Alan Hirsch, Craig Van Gelder, Leslie Newbigin, and Tom A. Seffen.
4. 18 of the 19 participants (94.74%) answered. It was interesting that 3 authors comment
about “Reproduction,” and other 3 authors emphasize about “Building (equipping or
developing) people.”
5. 19 of the 19 participants (100%) answered. The highest ecclesiological perspective was
conservative (57.89%). Moderate view was the second highest position (26.32%). The third
highest position is progressive (15.79%).
6. 19 of the 19 participants (100%) answered. 18 authors (94.74%) think that this research is
important.

C. Key Results from the Lay-leader Survey
Rate of Response is 48%: 12 of the 25 lay-leaders participated in the survey.
1. 12 of the 12 participants (100%) answered. The data shows that 40s has the highest
percentage of the participants (41.67%), and the second highest age is 30s (33.33%).
2. 12 of the 12 participants (100%) answered. The data shows that 11 participants (91.67%)
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have the experience to hear about the meaning of church or Ecclesiology from their pastors.
3. 12 of the 12 participants (100%) answered (multiple selections). Worship Style, Community
Style, and Preaching were the most important reasons for joining their churches.
4. 12 of the 12 participants (100%) answered. The researcher wanted to know their thoughts
about the purpose of church, and this question suggested checking only one item in the
examples. Worship of God, Discipleship Training, and Relationship with Others was the
most important purposes of church to 11 participants.
5. 12 of the 12 participants (100%) answered. The data shows that the most favorite size is
more than 500 (33.33%). Only 1 lay-leader supports 50-100 (8.33%).
6. 12 of the 12 participants (100%) answered (multiple selections). MIC (66.7%) is the highest
trend.
7. 12 of the 12 participants (100%) answered. The data shows that there are many devotional
lay-leaders (100%) who want to help building a new church with their pastors.
8. 10 of the 12 participants (83.33%) answered. They recommended a few pastors as follows:
Matt Chandler, Craig Schill, Dave Early, Frances Chan, David Platt, and Mark Driscoll.
9. 11 of the 12 participants (91.67%) answered. The data shows that 9 lay-leaders (81.82%)
agree with the classification of the ten trends of this researcher.

In chapter four, this author will deal with the ten trends and compare what planters are
saying with what books say. The ten trends will be a major part since the researcher has
information from the one hundred books, church planters, authors, and lay-leaders.

CHAPTER Ⅳ
COMBINING THE TWO RESULTS TO ANALYZE THE TREND:
BOOKS AND PLANTERS

The author proposed the four fundamental research questions for the process of this
thesis in the introduction as follows: 1. Why the theoretical trends are not shared well with all
practical church planting efforts? 2. Why do not the planters use each theoretical trend within
their practical church planting? 3. Why do not the scholars get a significant solution to prevent
the declining or failures of church plants? 4. Why do not the laypersons follow each theoretical
trend with their leaders? Nevertheless, the three survey results showed that the above negative
research questions were wrong. They, most of the participants of the surveys, were very sound
and healthy, and they were very devotional Christian leaders for Christ’ churches. However, the
four acerbic questions are still in effect to revitalize many frustrated pastors and laypersons.
As the author mentioned in the introduction, a study of books related to an issue is a
qualified and fundamental methodology to get much information. That is the reason why this
author chose the methodology, the study of the books on church planting. This chapter will blend
the both parts, the theories of the books and the church planters’ thoughts revealed within the
survey. This combining and analyzing process of the two main research results will be very
useful to understand the current church planting trends and circumstances, and bridging the gap
between the theories and the practices will be a beneficial step to assist many current and future
local church planters.
Before the combining and analyzing process in earnest, the researcher selected five
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pastors who participated in the church planter survey. Each of them has over five-hundred
Sunday worship attendance, and they showed a devotional attitude to participate with the church
planter survey. Most of potential readers of this thesis may wonder how the five pastors’ church
planting processes can be wonderful.1 Coincidently, they were all LU or LBTS alumni (four
pastors) or a student who had studied a few years in the school without diploma (one pastor).

Table 46. The Five Noticeable Church Planters in the Church Planter Survey
The Five Anonymous Participants

The Survey Questions
1
1. LU or LBTS
2. SBC
3. Trends
4. Core Authors

5

Yes (LU)
Independent
MIC

Yes (LU)
Yes
Other Trend

Andy Stanley

Craig Groeschel
Bill Hybels
Andy Stanley

Andy Stanley

Andy Stanley

N/A

N/A

N/A

30s

40s

Moderate
Yes
Location
Very Effective
More than 2,000

20s
Denomination
Institution
Mother Ch.
Individuals
Conservative
Yes
N/A
Very Effective
More than 2,000

None

Undergraduate

Undergraduate

MAR

Agree

Agree

Agree

Agree

30s
Institution
Mother Ch.

14. Agree or Not

4

Attended (LU)
Yes
MGC

N/A

8. Ecclesiological Views
9. Core Group
10. Core Issues
11. Effectiveness
12. Ideal Sizes
13. Degrees

3

Yes (LBTS)
Yes
MSC

5. Ecclesiology Books

6. Ages When Planted
7. Financial Assistances

2

Conservative
Yes
Relationship
Very Effective
More than 500
MRE, MAR,
MDiv
Agree

James McDonald,
Vertical Church
Andy Stanley,
Deep and Wide
20s
Denomination
Institution
Mother Ch.
Individuals
Moderate
Yes
Preaching
Very Effective
401-500

Individuals

Yes (LBTS)
Yes
MGC
Rick Warren
Greg Surratt
Craig Groeschel
Andy Stanley
Michael Fletcher

Individuals
N/A
No
Leadership
Effective
More than 2,000

The above results are very interesting and remarkable. Four of the five pastors are
members of the SBC. MGC, MIC, and MSC were chosen for their core planting trends. All of
the pastors recommended Andy Stanley as a core author or leader for their ecclesiological church

1

This researcher does not like to regard a big attendance in a local church as an absolute standard of real
success. Nevertheless, it is also an undeniable fact that the attendance rate in each local church is a very important
method to estimate each church’s health or potentials.
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planting trends. Four of them did not suggest ecclesiological books. Two pastors planted in their
twenties, and the others were thirties (two pastors) and forties (one planter). Individuals (four)
and mother churches (three) were the main financial supporters for their plants. Their key
ecclesiological positions were conservative (two planters) and moderate (two pastors). Four of
them launched their new churches with core teams. Three of them said an ideal size of a church
is “more than 2,000.” Finally, all of them agreed with the researcher’s classification of the trends.
The researcher thinks that the above data analyzed of the five planters really reflects the current
young common Baptist planters’ minds and attitudes about the church planting trends and
ecclesiological issues in America.

Analysis of Theories and Methodologies about the Ten Trends from the Books and the Church
Planters

The author has proposed the ten church planting and ecclesiological movements in the
twenty-first century as follows: HOC, IDC, IBC, MDC, MGC, MIC, MSC, NPC, OGC, and
PTC.2 These trends have led many Christian leaders into each process to build Christ’s churches
with various pros and cons.3 This researcher will develop his comparative analysis about the ten
church planting theories and methodologies from the books and the church planters in the next
part of the ten trend analyses. He will find a possibility about a convergence of the trends for
building a desirable church planting model within sound ecclesiological bases.
2

1. House Church Movement (HOC), 2. Independent Church Movement (IDC), 3. Internet Based Church
Movement (IBC), 4. Main Line Denominations Based Movement (MDC), 5. Mega Church Movement (MGC), 6.
Missional Church Movement (MIC), 7. Multi-Site Church Movement (MSC), 8. Neo Para-Church Movement
(NPC), 9. Organic Church Movement (OGC), and 10. Pentecostal Church Movement (PTC).
3

There are many controversial issues with the ten trends, but the author wants to concentrate on positive
benefits of each movement for church planters and their churches.
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1. Analysis of HOC within the Books and the Planters
A. Overall issues and theories
As this researcher mentioned in chapter two, there are many current mega-churches
which want to use HOC concept to lead their large communities with small group or cell church
ministry model. Larry Kreider said that mega-churches will adopt house church paradigm into
their churches to help them network together.4 Ralph Moore, a Pentecostal author, has a similar
ecclesiological position as a supporter of the both HOC and MGC.5 The researcher thinks that
this blended trend for church growth or revitalization will be spread persistently in America.
Radical or fundamental HOC supporters, nonetheless, emphasize small meeting places
and small size congregations to sustain their fundamental identity and purity as the HOC
members, and they often refer to data related to the house church planting movements in Europe.
European house churches are increasing rapidly more than American house churches.6 Church
size or attendance is an important issue to HOC supporters. They do not like a popular
suggestion for starting a new church with a sizeable core group.7

4

Larry Kreider and Floyd McClung, Starting a House Church (Ventura, CA: Regal Books, 2007), 173.

5

He assimilates “mega-church” and “simple (house) church to “elephants” and “rabbits.” “If I had to
feed an army, would I raise elephants or rabbits? But I don’t think the choice is between planting elephants or rabbits.
A better answer is to plant both. We should plant churches that look like a zoo.” Ralph Moore, How to Multiply Your
Church: The Most Effective Way to Grow (Ventura, CA: Regal Books, 2009), 207. There are many supporters who
want to spread “The New Apostolic Mission or Reformation” like him, and this is a new ecclesiological movement
in this century, but the researcher disagrees with their key theological position for their radical spiritual experiences
and prophecies. Nevertheless, the researcher respects their efforts to revitalize the current westernized and depressed
churches in the world.
6

“A survey of sixty-nine churches planted in Portugal reveals that 38 percent started in homes, 28
percent began in a hall either rented or loaned, 9 percent were the result of open-air meetings, 9 percent resulted
from literature distribution, 7 percent grew out of evangelistic campaigns and another 9 percent began through
various other ways.” Samuel D. Faircloth, Church Planting for Reproduction (Maitland, FL: Xulon Press, 2012), 92.
7

“The suggestion that at least 50 people are involved is widely quoted but appears to have numerous
disadvantages. Planting a new church with fifty or more people diminishes the risk of failure, but it may also
diminish the possibility of creative rather than replicative church planting.” Stuart Murray, Church Planting: Laying
Foundation (Scottdale, PA: Herald Press, 2001), 2478 of 3623, Kindle.
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At this point, it will be an interesting thing to know differences between the house
church movement and the cell church movement. Anonymous author J who participated in the
author survey pointed out that the researcher did not mention the cell church movement.8
Generally, many mega or mid-size Pentecostal churches use “cell church” concept.9 Wolfgang
Simson, a HOC and PTC supporter, explains some key differences between the cell-church
movements and HOC as follows:

Table 47. Some Key Differences between the House-Church and Cell-Church Concepts10
Core Differences

Cell Church

House Church

1.Philosophy

Chiefdom

Acephalous, headless tribe

2. Reflective of

City culture

Village culture

3. Flourishes in

Warrior nations

Peaceful nations as well

4. Cell is

Part of a larger unit

The unit itself

5. Administration

Jethro system

Fivefold ministry

6. Program

Agenda-driven

Is the agenda

7. Structure

Pyramid

Flat

8. Leadership

Leaders’ ladder

Elders and apostles

9. Center

Headquartered

Decentralized

10. Celebration

Mandatory

Optional

11. Visibility

High

Low

12. Setup

Evangelistic

Apostolic and prophetic

13. Big wing is

Denominational church

City church

Radical or fundamental HOC supporters do not like the stereotype that they want to use
8

See this participant’s opinion in the Appendix D.

9

Most of them have been influenced from a mega-Pentecostal church leader Yongi Cho’s paradigm. The
researcher have found many comments and references related to his cell church ministry in various Pentecostal or
church growth authors’ books.
10

Wolfgang Simson, The House Church Book: Rediscover the Dynamic, Organic, Relational, Viral
Community Jesus Started (Carol Stream, IL: Barna Books, 2009), 75.
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only “house” for every church’s primary meeting site of HOC. As the researcher proposed the
definition of HOC, they concentrate on “small group meeting with non-institutional and interdenominational church concept based on the New Testament house churches.” Frank Viola
answers exactly about this issue of church site related to “house” as follows: “Paul rented a
building (the Hall of Tyrannus) when he was in Ephesus, and the church of Jerusalem used the
outer courts of the Temple for special gatherings.”11 It is clear that the basic stance of HOC is to
sustain the small-size (under one hundred members) and non-hierarchical church form with
various sites.

B. Comparative analysis and findings
In the church planter survey, there were only two HOC supporters. This researcher
supposes that HOC supporters in SBC churches are a very small niche. Nevertheless, there were
twenty authors who support HOC in the seventy-six authors. Many HOC authors are influencing
SBC church planters, and some of the participants (six pastors) of the planter survey are using
homes for their churches’ primary meeting places. This does not mean that they are absolute
supporters of HOC, but the researcher thinks that they may have been affected by the current
HOC authors in the emerging and progressive church trends.12
It will be interesting to check the HOC supporters’ classification entry and research
results from chapter two. The researcher selected the next items from chapter two as follows: 1.
Authors’ Names, 2. Denominations, 3. Seminaries, 4. Ecclesiology, and 5. Attitudes of Church
Size. These five items will be the key methods to analyze the HOC authors in the next pages.

11

Viola and Barna, Pagan Christianity, 46.

12

See table 46 and its results. The table will be an evidence for the issue related to SBC authors.
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Table 48. The Five Key Items to Analyze HOC Authors
Authors’ Names
1. Bob Roberts
2. Craig Ott
3. Daniel R. Sanchez
4. Daniel Sinclair
5. David Garrison
6. Frank Viola
7. Hugh Halter
8. J. R. Woodward
9. Jervis David Payne
10. Joel Comiskey
11. Larry Kreider
12. Neil Cole
13. Ralph Moore
14. Samuel D. Faircloth
15. Shannon O'Dell
16. Steve Sjogren
17. Stuart Murray
18. Tim Chester
19. Tony Dale
20. Wolfgang Simson
Total: 20
Key results

Denominations13
SBC
NON
SBC
NON
SBC
NON
NON
NON
SBC
NON
NON
SBC
NON
NON
SBC
NON
NON
NON
NON
NON
SBC 6
NON 14
SBC or NON

Seminaries14

Ecclesiology15

Southwestern Baptist, Fuller.
Trinity
Southwestern, Fuller.
Not found.
The University of Chicago Divinity School
None.
Not found.
Fuller
Southern
Alliance, Fuller.
Southwestern Christian University
None.
California Graduate School of Theology
Palmer Theological Seminary, Trinity.
Not found.
Lutheran Bible Institute, Bethany College.
The Whitefield Institute
None.
None.
Free Evangelical Theological Academy in
Basel, Switzerland.

M
M

Fuller 4, None 3, Not found 3.
Fuller Theological Seminary

S
A
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

M
M
M

S
A
A
S
S
S
S
S
S
A
L
S
L
L

P
P
P
P
0

Church
Size16

5
15
Progressive

A
S
S
S
12 0 3 5
Small

The above table 48 shows a few interesting results as follows: 1) 6 of the 20 HOC
authors are SBC pastors (30%). 2) Fuller Theological Seminary is a key school that is
influencing on HOC. 3) 15 of the 20 HOC authors have progressive ecclesiological perspective
(75%). 4) 8 of the 20 HOC authors have mega-oriented or ambiguous attitudes about church size
13

1. Evangelical Covenant Church (ECC)
2. Oceanside United Reformed Church (OURC)
3. Presbyterian Church in America (PCA)
4. The American Baptist Churches USA (ABCUSA)
5. The Churches of Christ in Australia (CCA)
6. The Evangelical Lutheran Church in America (ELCA)
7. The International Church of the Foursquare Gospel (ICFG)
8. The Reformed Church in America (RCA)
9. The Southern Baptist Convention (SBC)
10. Non-denominational (NON)
14

Degree names and non-seminaries were deleted in the list.

15

C: Conservative, M: Moderate, and P: Progressive.

16

S: Small-oriented, M: Medium-oriented, L: Mega-oriented, and A: Ambiguous or Multiple Attitudes.
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(40%). 5) HOC concept has influenced on many evangelical pastors, especially for SBC church
planters in their initial church planting processes.

2. Analysis of IDC within the Books and the Planters
A. Overall issues and theories
“Independent” is a good word for human life and national identity. Nevertheless, this
concept can be used negatively within many traditional main-line denomination churches. IDC
supporters have various theological backgrounds, and it can lead flexible and innovative
applications for church growth. Sometimes, many Protestant church leaders attempt to
disaffiliate from their historical denominations for their “independence” with their megacongregations and financial power. They do not like any interferences in their internal affairs,
and they also believe that their independent ministries are the most democratic and effective
method for establishing a spiritual community as a church.17
Actually, there are many independent or non-denominational churches in America, and
their churches are the fast growing Protestant churches.18 Their theological backgrounds are
17

Dr. Jerry Falwell was an important independent mega-church leader in America, and he had sustained
separately Thomas Road Baptist Church and Liberty University and Seminary from SBC for theological purity as a
conservative evangelical leader for a long time.
18

“Our study identifies a larger number of people engaged in nondenominational churches than Barry
Kosmin found in the American Religious Identification Survey in 2008 where they estimated 8 million Americans
identified as nondenominational Christians. In their studies, this count was up significantly from only 0.1% or
194,000 in 1990. According to the General Social Survey, the percent of Protestants claiming “no denomination or
non-denominational” has risen from roughly four percent in the 1970s to fifteen percent in 2006. It is absolutely
clear, as Kosmin said recently, that “The rise of non-denominational Christianity is probably one of the strongest
trends in the last two decades…. It is nearly as sharp an increase as the no-religion response.” Additionally, the
Baylor Survey of Religion report claims non-denominational churches are the fastest growing Protestant churches in
America and in 2006, as it is now, they are the second largest Protestant group just behind the Southern Baptist
Convention.” Scott Thumma, Hartford Institute for Religion Research, “A Report on the 2010 National Profile
of U.S. Nondenominational and Independent Churches,” accessed Feb. 23, 2014.
http://www.hartfordinstitute.org/cong/nondenominational-churches-national-profile-2010.html.
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very various, and most of them came from traditional denominations in America. There are no
statistical data in the Internet, but the researcher can assume that the first generation came from
traditional denominations, but the second generation came from various social backgrounds and
the first non-denominational trends own. For two decades, independent churches and
congregations have risen rapidly with many mega-churches’ influence.

Fig. 72. The Map of Location of Non-denominational Church Congregations in America19

B. Comparative analysis and findings
In the church planter survey, there were sixteen IDC supporters (30.77%). Most of them
have Baptist background. This researcher supposes that the survey result is an evidence of the
above statement about the explosive growth of independent churches in America. There were
twenty-six authors who support IDC in the seventy-six authors. Many IDC authors are
influencing on SBC or Baptist church planters, and it is interesting to see again the table 46 with
a partial version as follows:
19

Ibid.
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Table 49. The Five Noticeable Church Planters in the Church Planter Survey (Partial version)
The Five Anonymous Participants

The Survey Questions
1
1. LU or LBTS
2. SBC
3. Trends
4. Core Authors

2

3

4

Yes (LBTS)
Yes
MSC

Attended (LU)
Yes
MGC

Yes (LU)
Independent
MIC

Yes (LU)
Yes
Other Trend

Andy Stanley

Craig Groeschel
Bill Hybels
Andy Stanley

Andy Stanley

Andy Stanley

5
Yes (LBTS)
Yes
MGC
Rick Warren
Greg Surratt
Craig Groeschel
Andy Stanley
Michael Fletcher

The above table 49 revised from table 46 clearly shows that Andy Stanley, an important
non-denominational mega-church leader in America, is the most influential pastor to the five
participants. The researcher suggested the result of the denominational backgrounds of the
seventy-six authors with Fig. 15 in chapter two, and forty-eight authors (63.2%) had nondenominational backgrounds. Nevertheless, the researcher separated twenty-six nondenominational authors from the forty-eight authors again as the IDC supporters. Andy Stanley
was not included in the IDC group, because he did not show any radical anti-denominational
approach in his books and ministry.20 The one pastor of the five participants (20%) shows the
current inter-denominational flow or trend in America. The five pastors have positive attitudes
about the inter-denominational ministry, and there are many inter-denominational church
planting organizations and seminaries in America which are influencing many planters.
It will be interesting to check the IDC supporters’ classification entry and research
results from chapter two. The researcher selected the next items from chapter two as follows: 1.
Authors’ Names, 2. Denominations, 3. Seminaries, 4. Ecclesiology, and 5. Attitudes of Church
Size. These five items will be the key methods to analyze the IDC authors in the next pages.
20

The researcher proposed the meaning of IDC as follows: “They take all methods from other
movements, and they also have unique personalities against the general church forms: sometimes it looks like a
heretic for their radical approach to other traditional churches.” According to the above definition, Andy Stanley and
many other non-denominational authors in the list of the seventy-six authors are not IDC supporters.
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Table 50. The Five Key Items to Analyze IDC Authors
Authors’ Names
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Aubrey Malphurs
Brandon Hatmaker
Dave Browning
Dino Rizzo
Francis Chan
Frank Viola
Hugh Halter
J. R. Woodward
James MacDonald
Jim Putman
Joel Comiskey
John Burke
Kyle Idleman
Larry Kreider
Mark DeYmaz
Mark Driscoll
Neil Cole
Peyton Jones
Ralph Moore
Samuel D. Faircloth
Stuart Murray
Sunday Adelaja
Tim Chester
Tony Dale
Will Mancini
Wolfgang Simson
Total: 26
Key results

Denominations
NON
NON
NON
NON
NON
NON
NON
NON
NON
NON
NON
NON
NON
NON
SBC
NON
SBC
NON
NON
NON
NON
NON
NON
NON
NON
NON
SBC 2 NON 24
SBC 2?

Seminaries

Ecclesiology

Dallas
None.
Northwest Baptist Seminary
Not found.
Master’s seminary
None.
Not found.
Fuller
Phoenix Seminary
None.
Alliance, Fuller.
Not found.
None.
Southwestern Christian University
Liberty, Western Seminary, Phoenix.
Western
None.
Wales Evangelical School of Theology
California Graduate School of Theology
Palmer, Trinity.
The Whitefield Institute, Oxford.
None.
None.
None.
Dallas
Free Evangelical Theological Academy

M

Dallas, Fuller, Phoenix, Western, & None
Inter-denominational seminaries or None.

Church Size
L

P
P

M
A

M
M

L
A
P
P
P

S
S
S

M
M

L
L
P

S

M
M

L
L
P

S

M
M

L
L
P

A
A

M
P
M

L
S

P

A

M

L
P
P

S
S

P

S

0
13 13
M 50% P 50%

9

M

L

1 11 5
S vs. L

The above table 50 shows a few interesting results as follows: 1) 2 of the 26 IDC
authors are SBC pastors. 2) Inter-denominational seminaries are the key schools to lead IDC, and
they are influencing IDC planters. 3) 13 of the 26 IDC authors have progressive ecclesiological
perspective. (50%), but the other 50% are moderate. 4) 16 of the 26 IDC authors have megaoriented or ambiguous attitudes about church size (61.5%), but 9 authors have small-oriented
(34.6%). This means that MGC and HOC supporters are coexisting in the IDC. 5) IDC concept
has influenced many evangelical pastors. Especially, many inter-denominational seminaries have
produced a number of successful Christian authors, but 8 of the 26 authors (30.8%) have no
seminary degrees.
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3. Analysis of IBC within the Books and the Planters
A. Overall issues and theories
As the researcher mentioned earlier, there were no key authors who support a perfect
online church form and planting strategy in the seventy-six authors’ list. It means that IBC is still
immature, and it has no visible and influential church forms with academic researches. However,
the researcher later found an important book related to IBC, Sim Church: Being the Church in the
Virtual World, after the surveys. The author, Douglas Estes, suggests the three waves of virtual
church level as follows:
Today a new community for the people of God has begun. The church is
evolving from the real world into the virtual world. At this point, most churches have
merely stuck their little toes into the waters of the virtual world; they have a website
with limited interaction, little more than a rudimentary, first-wave billboard. Some have
caught the second wave and are a bit more advanced, offering a degree of interaction or
spiritual instruction through blogs, downloadable teaching points, or sermon podcasts.
And a number of churches have prepared for future waves by creating worship
experiences in the virtual world.21

Most of MGC and MSC supporters utilize positively the online church (or community)
concept. The author proposed positively a limited definition of IBC as follows: “Their online
networks-centered church to communicate with their members and others will be expanded in
the future.” Frank Damazio, an unchosen scholar in the seventy-six authors, explains clearly
about the Internet church as follows: “The Internet church is a community of people using the
Internet and social media to develop spiritual relationship. It attracts mostly those in the 18- to 22
year-old range who come from Protestant backgrounds.”22 The researcher does not sure his
21

Douglas Estes, SimChurch: Being the Church in the Virtual World (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan,

2009), 21.
22

Frank Damazio, The Strategic Church: A Life-Changing Church in an Ever-Changing Culture (Ventura,
CA: Regal, 2012), 37.
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opinion, “to develop spiritual relationship,” and “It attracts mostly those in the 18- to 22 year-old
range,” but it is clear that most of them came from institutional Protestant evangelical churches.
Mega-churches use the Internet for their ministry networks and integration. Likewise,
small house churches in America also utilize the online community ministry. Larry Kreider said
that it is phenomenal that there are huge home-church websites on the Internet.23 This means
that the Internet church cannot stand alone without local real church form: “the invisible
community for the visible community.” It seems that IBC is not a major trend of church planting,
but its potentials and theoretical basis will be developed more and more in the near future. No
one predicted the explosive growth of MIC in this century about twenty years ago.

B. Comparative analysis and findings
Actually, there was only one pastor in the church planter survey who supports IBC. The
participant supported IBC and MIC. It was interesting that he chose “relationship” as the most
important issue of his church planting process, and the next core issue was “spirituality.” This
result exactly matches up with a part of the above Damazio’s definition of IBC: “to develop
spiritual relationship.” The researcher did not find any evidences about a direct connection
between IBC and “spiritual relationship” in the real world, but it is clear that now many younger
generations use various social networks for spiritual and theological journey against secularism
and materialism.24

23

24

Kreider, 132.

Aubrey Malphurs emphasizes an importance of the Internet ministry for younger generations as
follows: “It is no that younger generations are more computer literate than the older generations, and thus they spend
more time on the Internet, on websites, and in chat rooms. Why would the church not use this as a viable ministry to
reach beyond its four walls?” Aubrey Malphurs, Advanced Strategic Planning: A 21st-Century Model for Church
and Ministry Leaders (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 2013), 238.
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At this point, it will be interesting to check the IBC supporters’ classification entry and
research results from chapter two. The researcher selected the next items from chapter two as
follows: 1. Authors’ Names, 2. Denominations, 3. Seminaries, 4. Ecclesiology, and 5. Attitudes
of Church Size. These five items will be the key methods to analyze the IBC authors.

Table 51. The Five Key Items to Analyze IBC Authors
Authors’ Names
1. Andy Stanley
2. Brian Bailey
3. Dino Rizzo
4. Geoff Surratt
5. James Emery White
6. James MacDonald
7. John Burke
8. Mark Driscoll
9. Scott McConnell
10. Shannon O'Dell
11. Wayne Cordeiro
Total:11
Key results

Denominations
NON
SBC
NON
NON
SBC
NON
NON
NON
NON
SBC
ICFG
SBC 3 NON 7 &1
NON 63.6%

Seminaries

Ecclesiology

Church Size

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L

Dallas
None.
Not found.
None.
Southern Baptist
Phoenix
Not found.
Western Seminary
None.
Not found.
None.
None & Not found are 7.
Lower seminary graduates.

0

11 0
M 100%

0

0 11 0
L 100%

The above table 51 shows a few interesting results as follows: 1) 3 of the 11 IBC
authors are SBC pastors (27.3%). 2) IBC supporters’ official seminary degrees identified are low
(36.4%). 3) The all IBC authors have moderate ecclesiological perspective (100%). 4) The all
IBC authors have mega-oriented attitudes about church size (100%). 5) IBC concept has
influenced on some SBC and inter-denominational pastors, but there are few professional books
related to IBC.

4. Analysis of MDC within the Books and the Planters
A. Overall issues and theories
Mark Dever is an important conservative pastor who supports Calvinism and
conservative Baptist theology in America. His Ecclesiology or definition of the church proposes
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that the most important and fundamental role of the pastor and the church is to preach the Gospel
clearly.25 David Platt also emphasizes this role in a foreword of the other Dever’s book, Nine
Marks 3rd ed.26 Conservative pastors who follow the Reformation theologies emphasize an
importance of theological teaching ministry, and Dever also insists as follows: “Teaching is
everything. What I mean is that everything that happens up front in a corporate worship
gathering is part of the teaching ministry of the church.”27 MDC supporters have these
conservative and traditional thoughts about the meaning of the church with their theological
convictions.28
As a MDC conservative pastor, Jim Belcher, points out divisions of evangelical
churches as follows: “The evangelical church is deeply divided. Although evangelism has always
been diverse, in recent years this fragmentation has threatened to pull the movement apart. Two
groups, the traditional and emerging camps, are at the heart of the impending split.”29 This
approach clearly shows that MDC pastors have wariness against some radical approach of
emerging or independent churches which are not based on conservative theological traditions
from the Reformation era. Jim Belcher shows his Ecclesiology with his conservative position
from the same book as follows: “The church as institution realizes that two aspects of the church,

25

“The most important and fundamental role of the pastor is to preach the Gospel clearly.” Mark Dever
and Paul Alexander, The Deliberate Church: Building Your Ministry on the Gospel (Wheaton, IL: Crossway Books,
2005), 89.
26

“The church is the means God has established for the defense, display, and declaration of the Gospel.”
Mark Dever, Nine Marks of a Healthy Church, 3rd ed. (Wheaton, IL: Crossway, 2013), 11.
27

Dever, The Deliberate Church, 89.

28

The researcher has no consideration for liberal main-line churches or pastors. MDC concept is for
conservative or moderate evangelicals.
29

Jim Belcher, Deep Church: A Third Way Beyond Emerging and Traditional (Downers Grove, Ill: IVP
Books, 2009), 9.
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institution and organism, at the forefront of our thinking. We recognize that we will have no
impact on the culture if the institution is not strong. This means preaching the Word and
administering the sacraments faithfully and consistently.”30 As a conservative denominational
pastor, Kevin De Young also emphasizes a difference between a church and a bunch of
Christians as follows: “the church institutional” and “the church organic.”31 MDC supporters are
wary of non-institutional church forms from “simple church” or “emerging church” concepts.
It is interesting to check a remarkable revitalizing movement of MDC, the Confessing
Movement. It is an evangelical movement against liberalism and pluralism within the main-line
denominations in America. They emphasize the importance of theological orthodoxy. Thomas C.
Oden’s book, Turning around the Mainline: How Renewal Movements are Changing the Church,
shows the important renewal trend within the main-line denominations as follows: “Evangelicals
are growing more aware of ancient ecumenical history. Ecumenists are becoming more than
before familiar with evangelical commitments, vocabulary, and values. Put simply: The orthodox
are reviving, while the revivalists are becoming more orthodox.”32
The researcher proposed the definition of MDC in the introduction of this thesis as
follows: “The traditional and historical denominations such as Baptist, Methodist, Reformed,
Lutheran, etc. Sometimes, they have a very conservative approach against some radical
evangelical methods beyond their beliefs or theological positions.” He did not want to put the
name of “Baptist” into the definition, because most of Baptist scholars and pastors do not want to
join with the category. However, he needed to emphasize a conservative or fundamental
30

Ibid., 195.

31

Kevin DeYoung and Greg Gilbert, What Is the Mission of the Church?: Making Sense of Social Justice,
Shalom, and the Great Commission (Wheaton, IL: Crossway, 2011), 231.
32

Thomas C. Oden, Turning Around the Mainline, 206.
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characteristic of historical Baptists with other historical main-line denominations in America.33

B. Comparative analysis and findings
As this researcher mentioned in chapter three, it is interesting to check the preference of
MDC in the church planter survey. Fig. 45 in chapter three showed the high level about MDC
(13.5%), and it is a very different result from the low ratio about MDC (4.3%) of the seventy-six
authors in chapter two. The researcher thinks that the current Baptist planters who participated in
the survey are conservative more than the authors. The researcher checked again the MDC
supporters’ classification entry and research results from chapter two. The researcher selected the
next items from chapter two as follows: 1. Authors’ Names, 2. Denominations, 3. Seminaries, 4.
Ecclesiology, and 5. Attitudes of Church Size. These five items will be the key methods to
analyze the MDC authors.

Table 52. The Five Key Items to Analyze MDC Authors
Authors’ Names

Denominations

1. Adam S. McHugh
2. Christine Hoover
3. Daniel R. Hyde
4. David Murrow
5. David T. Olson
6. Dennis Biker
7. Jim Belcher
8. Kevin DeYoung
9. Mark Dever
10. Mike McKinley

NON(but Presby.)
SBC
OURC
NON(but Presby.)
ECC
ABCUSA
PCA
RCA
SBC
NON

Princeton Theological Seminary
Southwestern (Husband)
Westminster & Puritan Reformed.
None.
Bethel Seminary
Liberty
Fuller
Gordon-Conwell
Gordon-Conwell & the Southern.
Westminster

SBC 2 & NON 3
Presby. Based 6

Westminster 2 & Gordon-Conwell 2
None.

Total
Key results

Seminaries

Ecclesiology

Church Size

M
M

L
M

C
C

A
A
A

M
C
C
C
C
C

S

7
3 0
C70%, M30%

1

L

34

A
A
A

1 2 6
A 60%

33

MDC in this thesis does not mean a liberal or negative denomination. The researcher wanted to use
MDC concept for many “confessional orthodoxy and evangelical churches against theological liberalism” in
America.
34

Dever, an admirable pastor to the researcher, never showed his mega-oriented thought in his books, but
the researcher decided to check his position on “mega-oriented.” Dever’s Capitol Hill Baptist Church with about a
thousand attending every Sunday is not a mega-church, but its ministry system is similar with mega-church form,
and his influence through his books surpasses many other mega-church leaders in America.
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Table 52 shows a few interesting results as follows: 1) 6 of the 10 MDC authors are
Presbyterian-based pastors (60%). 2) MDC supporters’ seminary degrees are high except for one
author: 9 authors have M.Div. or higher theological degrees (90%). 3) 7 of the 10 MDC authors
have conservative ecclesiological perspective (70%). 4) 6 authors have ambiguous or multiple
attitudes about church size (60%). The researcher supposes that most of them do not want to
expose their stances about church size. Many main-line pastors have had a negative position
against MGC, but it is true that they have also been influenced by MGC for decades. The neutral
stances show the embarrassing situation within the MDC authors. 5) MDC concept with the
Confessing Movement will be developed persistently in America.35

5. Analysis of MGC within the Books and the Planters
A. Overall issues and theories
David Murrow’s book, Why Men Hate Going to Church, clearly shows that why megachurches have been growing steadily in America as follows: “Men love the quality offered by
large churches.”36 He explains more clearly a key reason of the growth as follows: “A large
church’s greatest weakness, difficulty creating warmth and intimacy, is actually a plus for a lot of
men.”37 His explanation about a reason of MGC growth is very interesting and funny, but the
researcher has already experienced the similar situation in Walmart, Kroger, and other big
shopping malls as a “man.” MGC has had many “theological enemies” for its business or
consumer-oriented growth models for decades. Nevertheless, it is an undeniable fact that most of
35

God will raise the main-line denominations up again from the theological liberalism and pluralism
before His final judgment day.
36

David Murrow, Why Men Hate Going to Church (Nashville, TN: Nelson Books, 2005), 75.

37

Ibid., 79.
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outstanding and conservative MGC leaders and pastors never stopped giving their best efforts for
evangelical missions and sociocultural development in Christianity.
John Burke who was an Executive director of Ministries for Willow Creek Community
Church, the “men’s big church without feminine intimacy” that Murrow mentioned, explains a
mistake of seeker sensitive worship ministry as follows: “Yet all too often, leaders implement
new “seeker” services with cool music, candles, art, aesthetics, or whatever the latest conference
hypes up, but miss the most essential nutrients for healthy Body-growth.”38 The story of Willow
Creek is an important instance of negative effects from MGC.
Many theoretical church growth models and researches have been published and learned,
and many current authors and scholars related to MGC are now pouring in books for “healthy
missional leaders.” They do not emphasize “effectiveness” any more, but “true discipleship and
healthy leadership” are the new alternatives for the current MGC. This change is leading many
new mega-churches into the emerged big paradigm, MIC, and MGC supporters are moving their
ecclesiological position from the last stance, growth and consumer-oriented mind, to the new
ecclesiological model, “missional healthy church.”39

B. Comparative analysis and findings
The researcher had combined the two graphs of the 76 authors and 40 planters related to
the next question, “Which trend best identifies your church plant?” The result of Fig. 46 in
chapter three was very interesting. According to Fig. 46, the two groups had the different results
about MDC, MGC, and PTC. He proposes again the revised chart with the three trends, MDC,

38

John Burke, No Perfect People Allowed: Creating a Come-As-You-Are Culture in the Church, (Grand
Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2005), 14.
39

The author will deal with the issue deeply at the MIC section in this chapter.
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MGC, and PTC, as follows:
%

The Combined Graphs to Know the Preferences

25

Authors
Planters
11.7

20
19.6

15

13.5

10

4.3

5

3.8
1.9

0
MDC

MGC

PTC
The Three Movements

Fig. 73. The Combined Graphs to Compare with the Both Groups, Authors and Planters: With
the Three Trends
The planters are more conservative than the authors (MDC 13.5%), and they wanted to
hide their position of MGC (3.8%). Most of the planters were Baptists, and PTC was very low
(1.9%). The other seven trends had very similar patterns within the two groups. This researcher
decided to know exactly their inner minds related to MGC, and he analyzed again the church
planters’ core authors which their churches identify with. The researcher reused Fig. 47 in
chapter three, and the result was as follows:
Andy Stanley
Ed Stetzer
(Total: 12) Matt Chandler
Rick Warren
Mark Driscoll
Craig Groeschel
JD Greear
Tim Keller
Thom S. Rainer
Kevin Ezell
Jerry Falwell
Francis Chan
Authors

Numbers

2
2
2
2
2
0

2

3
3
3
3

4

4

8

5

6

8

MGC
11 MGC
MGC
MGC
MGC
MGC
MGC
MGC
MGC
MGC
MGC
MGC
Non-MGC but last MGC 1 Non-MGC

10

Fig. 74. The Top Twelve Authors Who are Loved by the Planters, and MGC trend.
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Fig. 74 clearly shows that the all twelve authors are MGC supporters.40 Therefore, the
ratio of MGC from the church planters (3.8%) is very strange. MGC has a strong influence, and
it leads many church planters into its persistent stimulation and encouraging for mega-church
dream. Nevertheless, there were many church planters who wanted to hide their inner minds in
the survey. Mathematics does not lie in most cases.

6. Analysis of MIC within the Books and the Planters
A. Overall issues and theories
Craig Van Gelder is a professor at Luther Seminary, and he was a faculty member of
Calvin Theological Seminary. Nevertheless, he shows MIC and NPC in his works without MDC
as follows: “In contrast to this DNA of denominationalism, I have proposed that the growing
missional church conversation, especially with its increased emphasis on framing a missional
theology, offers a more fundamental approach to rethinking and reframing the ecclesiology and
polity of denominations and their congregations in our context.”41 Missional church supporters
emphasize that the church is wherever followers of Jesus are. They emphasize that people are the
church.42
MIC has a problem about the traditional definition of foreign missions. Mark Driscoll
supports MIC, but he also points out a lack of awareness of foreign missions within many

40

Francis Chan was a mega-church leader, but now he leads many missional small groups and teams for
city ministry in San Francisco. He was regarded as a non-MGC supporter by the researcher.
41

Craig Van Gelder The Missional Church and Denominations: Helping Congregations Develop a
Missional Identity (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Pub, 2008), 45.
42

“A kingdom-oriented approach seeks to leverage the Gospel into people’s lives right where they live,
work, and play. The church is wherever followers of Jesus are. People don’t go to church; they are the church. They
don’t bring people to church; they bring the church to people.” Reggie McNeal, Missional Renaissance: Changing
the Scorecard for the Church (San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 2009), 44.
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missional churches as follows: “It is unfortunate that foreign missions are not a part of the vision
of many missional churches.”43 The researcher is at one with Driscoll. MIC concept can weaken
foreign missions.44
Despite such controversy, MIC has a very influential position within the other
movements. Tony and Felicity Dale show this phenomenon as follows: “An increasing number
of mega-churches are embracing simple church concepts in the form of “missional
communities.”45 According to them, MGC and OGC can be joined within MIC. This means that
MIC can lead the two kinds of church, small or big size. MIC is leading the current perspective
of the church with its influential and popular ecclesiological position. Will Mancini proposes a
flow chart related to the important role of MIC in this century as follows:

Fig. 75. Popular Perspectives of the Church, 1960-201446
43

Mark Driscoll and Gerry Breshears, Vintage Church: Timeless Truths and Timely Methods (Wheaton,
IL: Crossway Books, 2009), 310.
44

It is very important to check up this contrasting situation, growing missional churches in America and
decreasing fulltime American missionaries in the world. See the next article to speculate about this strange situation.
“It’s also interesting that the amount of North American missionaries being sent out overseas long-term has actually
decreased in the past three decades. Missionaries are increasingly being sent out from Korea, Brazil, Nigeria, and
South Africa, but the U.S. is lagging behind. One possible reason for the number of missionaries decreasing could be
due to the incredible increase in people going on short-term mission trips. The short-term mission’s trend is booming
while long-term engagement is declining.” “Go Serve among Unreached People Groups” Global Frontier Missions,
accessed Feb 20, 2014. http://globalfrontiermissions.org/go-serve-among-unreached-people-groups/.
45

Tony and Felicity Dale, and George Barna, Small Is Big!: Unleashing the Big Impact of Intentionally
Small Churches (Carol Stream, IL: Barna Books/Tyndale House Publishers, Inc, 2011), 241.
46

This figure was cited and edited from the next original book. Will Mancini, Church Unique: How
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“How are we to understand our approach to leadership as we begin to immerse
ourselves in the digital age?”47 MIC supporters emphasize that they have to consider the current
cultural situations and postmodern age. The Internet is an important communication tool to build
healthy MIC-oriented churches in this sociocultural transformation. J. R. Woodward proposes a
new kind of leader with MIC concept for this digital age as follows:

Table 53. Leadership Viewed Through the Millennium Matrix48

Kind of Leaders

Print Age
1500-1950

Broadcast Age
1950-2010

Digital Age
2010-Now

Intellectual Leaders

Motivational Leaders

Impartational Leaders

B. Comparative analysis and findings
As the author mentioned earlier, MIC concept receives widespread support from the
both trends, MGC and OGC. The researcher wanted to know exactly about the connection
among the three trends. Forty-six of seventy-six authors showed MIC preference, and thirty-two
MIC authors were associated with MGC and OGC. The two different movements are
representative of each church size: large and small congregations. Additionally, the researcher
also checked a relationship between IBC authors and MIC authors with MGC and OGC
supporters. There were no OGC authors who supported IBC, and four MGC authors supported
both MIC and IBC.

Missional Leaders Cast Vision, Capture Culture, and Create Movement (San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 2008), 29.
47

J. R. Woodward, Creating a Missional Culture: Equipping the Church for the Sake of the World
(Downers Grove, IL: IVP Books, 2012), 67.
48

Ibid.
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Table 54. The Analysis of MIC Authors Related to MGC and OGC
Authors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Alan Hirsch
Aubrey Malphurs
Bob Roberts
Brian Bloye
Craig Ott
Darrin Patrick
Dave Ferguson
Dave Browning
David Garrison
Ed Stetzer
Eddie Gibbs
Francis Chan
Frank Viola
Gary McIntosh
Hugh Halter
James MacDonald (IBC)
Jim Griffith
John Burke
Larry Kreider
Mark DeYmaz
Mark Driscoll (IBC)
Matt Chandler
Neil Cole
Peter Scazzero
Peyton Jones
Ralph Moore
Scott McConnell (IBC)
Sean Benesh
Steve Sjogren
Thom S. Rainer (IBC)
Tony Dale
Will Mancini

Total: 32 (IBC 4)
% / Numbers

MGC

MIC

OGC

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

V

V

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

25 of 45 MGC
55.6%

32 of 46 MIC
69.6%

9 of 11 OGC
81.8%

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

Numbers
3
2
2
2

V

3
2
2

V

3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

V
V
V

V

V

Supports
(MGC/NONE/OGC)
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

O
O

O
O
M
O
M
M
M
O
M
M
M
O
M
M
M
M

1
V

O

N
2
2
2
2

1 28 3
Total 32

M
M
O
M

25
1
9
71.4% 2.86% 25.7%
Total 35

Table 54 shows very interesting results as follows: 1) 32 of the 46 MIC authors were
related with MGC or OGC (69.6%), and 25 of the 45 MGC authors support MIC (55.6%). Most
of OGC authors (9 of the 11 OGC authors, 81.8%) make much importance of MIC, but MGC
authors’ likes and dislikes were clear (55.6% vs. 44.4%). Nonetheless, as the time ticked by, this
ratio will be changed to MIC. 2) 1 of the 32 authors supports only MIC (3.1%), and 3 of the 32
authors support all the three trends (9.4%). 3) James McDonald, John Burke, Mark Driscoll, and
Scott McConnell were the four MGC authors who supported both MIC and IBC. The author
previously said that MIC and MGC were the most influential two trends in the one hundred
books and seventy-six authors. Table 54 clearly supports again the last results, and MGC and
MIC will go more and more together.
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7. Analysis of MSC within the Books and the Planters
A. Overall issues and theories
In 2006, Geoff Surratt, Greg Ligon, and Warren Bird emphasized an explosive extension
of MSC as follows: “We predict that 30,000 American churches will be multi-site within the next
few years, which means one or more multi-site churches will probably be in your area.”49 Their
prediction about “30,000” was cited by a few authors’ books, such as Mark Driscoll’s book50
and Thomas White’s one.51 However, their prediction about “30,000” was wrong.52
Nevertheless, their prediction was very important and useful to foresee the future explosive
growth of multi-site churches in the U.S.

Fig. 76. Increase in Number of U.S. Multi-site Churches Outpaces Number of U.S. Megachurches53
49

Geoff Surratt, Greg Ligon, and Warren Bird, The Multi-Site Church Revolution, 11.

50

Mark Driscoll, Vintage Church, 247.

51

Thomas White, John Mark Yeats, Franchising McChurch: Feeding Our Obsession with Easy
Christianity (Colorado Springs, CO: David C. Cook, 2009), 189.
52

In 2012, Warren Bird reported the real numbers of multisite churches as follows: “The new official
statistic is that there are more than 5,000 multisite churches in North America.” Warren Bird, “Big News- Multisite
Churches now Number More than 5,000.” Leadership Network.org, accessed Feb. 24, 2014.
http://leadnet.org/big_news_multisite_churches_now_number_more_than_5000/.
53

Ibid.
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It is a big issue that how multi-site churches can construct their leadership or leaders at
each multi-site. MSC is an alternative model about MGC, but the two trends have been
connected and combined strategically. Scott McConnell shows a leadership flow in a multi-site
church as follows:

God

↘
Pastor/
Pastoral Team/
Pastor with Elders
Church Direction

→

Campus Pastor

↓

Church and Site
Direction

Ministers over
specific ministries

Core Leaders

↓

Ministry Direction

Church, Site, and
Ministry Direction

→

→

Ministry
Team

Fig. 77. Leadership Flow of Multi-Site Church54

The researcher proposed the definition of MSC in this thesis as follows: “The new
model of mega-church movement with the development of broadcasting system and technology;
“Multi-site mega-church by one core leadership or team.”” Nevertheless, there were a few
opinions from the church planter survey that small or mid-size churches are also using MSC.
Shannon O’Dell is also a supporter of MSC as a non-mega-church leader in a rural area. He is
also a supporter of HOC, but he uses the concept for spreading his multi-site churches.55 The

54

Scott McConnell, Multi-Site Churches: Guidance for the Movement's Next Generation (Nashville, TN:
B&H Publishing Group, 2009), 92.
55

“In Sandy, Utah, where we have started a satellite house church with a little different edge on it.”
Shannon O'Dell, Transforming Church in Rural America: Breaking All the Rurals (Green Forest, AR: New Leaf
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researcher predicts that the pattern of the strange mixture, MGC, MSC, and HOC, will be
increased in America.

B. Comparative analysis and findings
As the researcher mentioned earlier, it is a trend to use MSC for MGC, but mid-size
churches are also using the model. The researcher analyzed five participants who supported MSC
in the planter survey. Table 55 has a similar pattern with Table 46, but four of the five pastors are
completely different persons. The one item, average attendance rates, of the five churches was
added to Table 55.

Table 55. The Five MSC Church Planters in the Church Planter Survey
The Survey Questions
1. LU or LBTS
2. SBC
3. Trends
4. Core Authors

1

The Five Anonymous Participants
2 (same pastor)
3
4

No
Yes
MSC

Yes (LBTS)
Yes
MSC

No
Independent
MSC & IDC

No
Independent
MSC

N/A

Andy Stanley

Craig Groeschel
Seth Godin

J.D.Greear

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

20s

30s

30s

Individuals

Institution
Mother Ch.

Institution

Conservative
Yes
N/A
N/A
N/A
200-500
MA, MDiv
Agree

Conservative
Yes
Relationship
Very Effective
More than 500
More than 500
MRE,MAR,MDiv
Agree

Progressive
Yes
Rest
Effective
More than 500
50-100
N/A
Agree

40s
Institution
Mother Ch.
Individuals
Moderate
Yes
Leadership
I do not know e.y.
201-300
100-200
N/A
Agree

5. Ecclesiology Books

6. Ages When Planted
7. Financial Assistances
8. Ecclesiological Views
9. Core Group
10. Core Issues
11. Effectiveness
12. Ideal Sizes
13. Attendances
14. Degrees
15. Agree or Not

5
Yes (LBTS)
Yes
MSC & MDC, MIC
Mar Driscoll
Ed Stetzer
Kevin Ezell
Eric Mason
Strauch, Biblical
Eldership
Piper & Grudem,
Recovering Biblical
Manhood &
Womanhood
20s
Denomination
Moderate
Yes
Relationship
Effective
301-400
50-100
MAR
Agree

Table 55 shows very interesting results. Four of them did not suggest ecclesiological
Press, 2010), 179.
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books. Two pastors planted in their twenties, and the others were thirties (two pastors) and forties
(one planter). Institutions (three) were the main financial supporters for their plants. By the way,
the last five planters who have over five-hundred Sunday worship attendance answered that
individuals (four) and mother churches (three) were the main financial supporters for their plants.
All of the MSC planters launched their new churches with core teams. Only one pastor said an
ideal size of a church is “more than 500.” Only one planter said that the real average attendance
of his church is more than 500. Three of them chose their core issues related to “human
relationship,” relationship and leadership. The result shows that MSC can be successful with the
core two values. All of them agreed with the researcher’s classification of the trends. The
researcher thinks that the five MSC planters showed that MSC is not a part of MGC. Finally, the
last five participants who have over five-hundred Sunday worship attendance recommended
Andy Stanley as a core author or leader for their trends, but these MSC pastors were not: only
one planter chose Stanley.

8. Analysis of NPC within the Books and the Planters
A. Overall issues and theories
The Salvation Army was a non-profit organization, but they have been a big
denomination in the world. The author mentioned that it is interesting that some current nonprofit Christian organizations in America, like the Salvation Army, want to introduce themselves
as a “church.”56 Some conservative pastors do not like para-church organizations. David Platt, a
young and famous mega-church leader with Radical, shows his negative attitude against parachurch organizations in a foreword of Mark Dever’s book, Nine Marks 3rd ed., as follows: “Para
56

Scheitle, Beyond the Congregation: The World of Christian Nonprofits, 146.
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church organizations have arisen all over our culture focusing on various facets of ministry, yet
many of them virtually ignore the local church. Or they dilute the church in dangerous ways.
Many mission organizations boast thousands of churches planted in different countries, yet their
definitions of “church” are frankly untrue.”57
As a conservative denominational pastor, this researcher did not like para-church
organizations for their biased perspectives for missions against local traditional churches for a
long time. Nevertheless, the researcher has seen some changes within them, and he proposed a
definition of revised para-church concept in the introduction of this thesis as follows: “The
innovators associated with local churches with their own strategies for the ultimate church
growth and mission. They are different from the last Para-Church organizations for just a special
group, such as college students against local traditional churches.” As HOC supporters, Tony
Dale and George Barna insist that house church is the only acceptable model in Central Africa,
and they suggest that the Campus Crusade is a good example of NPC related to HOC for MIC. 58
Nevertheless, there are still many local church pastors who do not like para-church
organizations. Christopher P. Scheitle puts his finger on the reason why many local evangelical
churches did not like para-churches as follows: “It is for this reason that churches are particularly
threatened by those para-church organizations that local support structures, like Campus Crusade
for Christ or Young Life, which are composed of networks of many local cells or groups.”59
There are many inter-denominational or non-denominational institutions for church
57

Dever, Nine Marks, 10.

58

“In Central Africa, there are 25,000 pastors with no training except for what they receive from megachurches on the prosperity-gospel message. Northland partners with Campus Crusade and its church-led ministries
to equip these leaders with house church principles, Bible study program, and evangelism skills. House church is the
only model that makes financial sense within their context.” Tony and Felicity Dale, and George Barna, Small Is Big,
242.
59

Ibid., 55.
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planting supports, and their theological backgrounds are various: from local evangelical megachurches, Christian colleges or seminaries, and para-church institutions. Sometimes, they can
have a strong power to lead many planters by their unique and the latest ecclesiological thoughts
and methodologies. An associated activity of the two parts, local churches and para-churches,
can lead innovative results for the positive future of evangelical churches. Nevertheless, the
researcher often thinks that how many para-church or church planting organizations have a pure
purpose to support many weak and small local church leaders without expanding their influences.
Dave Browning points out the problem as follows:
I get frustrated when church planting organizations are not really looking for a
town that needs a church. They are looking for a town with the population and money to
support a church-and a large one, one that can grow and be viewed as “successful.” I am
not sure why there are not towns of under ten thousand people on the lists of church
planting organizations. There are three hundred thousand Protestant churches in
America, and most of them are relatively small.60

Dave Browning also emphasizes that the majority of the American churches are small or
medium-sized ones.

Table 56. Percentage of Churches Based on Attendance61
Weekly Attendance

Protestant Churches

1-99

177,000 (59%)

100-499

105,000 (35%)

500-999

12,000 (4%)

1,000-1,999

6,000 (2%)

2,000-9,999

1,170 (0.4%)

10,000+

40 (0.01%)

60

Dave Browning, Hybrid Church: The Fusion of Intimacy and Impact (San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass,

2010 ), 55.
61

Ibid.
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B. Comparative analysis and findings
In spite of such comments and controversies, NPC is an important trend before the final
judgment day, and church planters should use the trend and its methodological suggestions as
their effective revitalizing methods to survive on the spiritual battle fields against Satan’s
strategy: stubbornness and single-mindedness without cooperative creativity in Christ.
Regardless of the researcher’s initial classification process, he found an interesting connection
between NPC and MIC as follows:

Table 57. The Analysis of NPC Authors Related to MIC
Authors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Craig Ott
Craig Van Gelder
Ed Stetzer
Frank Viola
Matt Chandler
Peter S. Cha
Reggie McNeal
Tony Dale

Total: 8
%

MIC

NPC

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

8 of 46 MIC
17.4%

8 of 8 NPC
100%

Table 57 shows a very interesting result. The eight NPC authors support MIC (100%).
Most of all MIC authors do not support NPC, but the eight MIC authors’ degrees that support
NPC (17.4%) were very high: six of the eight NPC supporters have Ph. D, D. Min., and M.D.
This researcher assumes that most of them have relationship with each Christian college or
seminary as a faculty or advisor, and they have an open-mind about NPC as non-local pastors.
NPC showed a small niche in the church planter survey (3.8%, two planters), and this means that
they do not like NPC concept as local church pastors.
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9. Analysis of OGC within the Books and the Planters
A. Overall issues and theories
The author proposed a definition of OGC in the introduction of this thesis as follows:
“Many house churches or small churches want to be this form ultimately; as a non-hierarchical
structure and plat-spiritual community.” As the researcher mentioned before, Neil Cole
emphasizes of himself different from Frank Viola about HOC as follows: “I never set out to start
“house churches” and am always a little surprised when I am considered an authority on such.
We do not call them house churches. Instead, we call them “organic churches,” to emphasize the
healthy life and the natural means of reproducing that we longed to see.62 This was a reason why
the researcher categorized HOC and OGC into two parts.
Alan Hirsch has a similar attitude with Neil Cole. Hirsch supports MIC and OGC like
Cole, and he shows well his missional Ecclesiology with organic church model as follows: “We
work hard to embedded the following “formula” for engaging in mission in a post-Christian
culture: Christology determines missiology, and missiology determines ecclesiology.”63 The
researcher thinks that OGC supporters like MIC for this formula.

Christology

determines

Missiology

determines

Ecclesiology

Fig. 78. Alan Hirsch’s Missional Ecclesiology64
62

Neil Cole, Organic Church: Growing Faith Where Life Happens (San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass,

2005), 57.
63

Alan Hirsch, The Forgotten Ways: Reactivating the Missional Church (Grand Rapids, MI: Brazos
Press, 2006), 142.
64

Ibid., 143.
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Dave Browning, as an OGC and MGC supporter, uses well the both concepts for his
ministry. He proposes a simple (OGC) but effective way (MGC and MSC) for church growth as
a MIC supporter.65

B. Comparative analysis and findings
OGC concept is beloved among MIC authors and planters. In the MIC section, the
researcher has already proven that 32 of the 46 MIC authors were related with MGC or OGC
(69.6%), and 25 of the 45 MGC authors support MIC (55.6%). Most of OGC authors (9 of the 11
OGC authors, 81.8%) make much importance of MIC, but MGC authors’ likes and dislikes were
clear (55.6% vs. 44.4%).

Table 58. The Analysis of OGC Authors Related to MIC
Authors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Alan Hirsch
Craig Ott
Dave Browning
Francis Chan
Frank Viola
Hugh Halter
Larry Kreider
Mark Fox
Neil Cole
Tony Dale
Wolfgang Simson

Total: 8
%

MIC

OGC

V
V
V
V
V
V
V

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

V
V

9 of 46 MIC
19.6%

9 of 11 OGC
81.8%

Table 58 shows an interesting result. 9 of the 11 OGC authors support MIC (81.8%).
65

He insists OGC concept in his book, but the researcher thinks that he shows a trend of effectiveness for
church ministry. Ironically, emphasizing a “simple, plat, scattered, and horizontal church” is now a major trend in
many mega-churches. “Can the church think forward and outward instead of inward and backward?” Dave
Browning, Deliberate Simplicity: How the Church Does More by Doing Less (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2009),
148.
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Most all MIC authors do not support OGC, but the 9 MIC authors support OGC (19.6%).

10. Analysis of PTC within the Books and the Planters
A. Overall issues and theories
The author proposed a definition of PTC in the introduction of this thesis as follows:
“This model has influenced on many churches in the World, and sometimes its explosive
spiritual power to develop a church surpasses all theoretical and traditional barriers.” This
researcher wanted to propose each definition of the ten movements with a positive perspective.
Nevertheless, as a Reformed pastor, he does not support some divergent charismatic enthusiasms.
However, he believes that God has used the PTC movement within His plan, and PTC will be
used as a spiritual enforcement against rationalism without deep prayer in Christianity. The
author also does not like anti-intellectualism in Christianity. God gave His people His intellectual
authority to understand His propound plan for Humans through their spiritual awakening
processes in history. Prayer can lead them into a spiritual convergence for new great revivals.
Jim Griffith and William M. Easum emphasize the importance of spirituality in the
church as follows: “Church Planting is a spiritual enterprise that can only be effectively
accomplished by deeply spiritual people.”66 Joel Comiskey also insists that church planting
process is a spiritual battle: “Church planting is a spiritual battle. Satan and his demonic hordes
laugh at powerless, prayerless churches. I recommend that a church planter first call together a
group of intercessors to pray for God’s guidance and blessing every step of the way… Prayer is

66

Jim Griffith and William M. Easum, Ten Most Common Mistakes Made by New Church Starts (St.
Louis, MO: Chalice Press, 2008), 7.
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the key to church planting.”67
Cell church is a very influential model in the Pentecostal world for Yongi Cho and his
Pentecostal mega-church ministry, but some Pentecostal pastors, like Joel Comiskey, changed
their positive position about MGC. They emphasize a simple and small cell church with HOC.68
However, Comiskey insists radically that ordained ministers and seminary training are not
required for an effective function of house churches.69 The researcher does not agree with this
idea of the ordination and seminaries, because God has used the theological systems in history. It
is a big problem that many Chinese underground churches show some heretic or radical nontheological perspectives for their non-seminary circumstances. Peyton Jones is a very interesting
author for PTC. He emphasizes that all Denominational churches and independent churches have
ecclesiological problems, and then he insists that the charismatic movement and emerging
movement have an important role for a new breed of church.70 It is an extreme case of PTC, but
the researcher does not like to go from one extreme to another.

B. Comparative analysis and findings
The researcher wants to propose one of the most important results in this thesis. He
reorganized the nine trends with PTC as the center as follows:

67

Joel Comiskey, Planting Churches That Reproduce: Starting a Network of Simple Churches (Moreno
Valley, CA: CCS Pub, 2009), 80.
68

Ibid., 111-112.

69

Ibid., 140.

70

Peyton Jones, Church Zero: Raising 1st Century Churches Out of the Ashes of the 21st Century Church
(Colorado Springs, CO: David C. Cook, 2013), 131-132.
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Table 59. The Analysis of PTC Authors Related to the Nine Trends
Authors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Alan Hirsch
Daniel R. Sanchez
Daniel Sinclair
Dave Earley
David Garrison
Dino Rizzo
Eddie Gibbs
Elmer L. Towns
Geoff Surratt
J. R. Woodward
James MacDonald
Jim Griffith
Joel Comiskey
Larry Kreider
Laurie Beshore
Mark DeYmaz
Mark Driscoll
Matt Chandler
Peyton Jones
Ralph Moore
Reggie McNeal
Samuel D. Faircloth
Stuart Murray
Sunday Adelaja
Tim Chester
Wayne Cordeiro

Total: 26
%

Movements
HOC

IDC

IBC

MDC

V
V
V

V
V

V
V
V

V

V

V

V

V

V
V

V
V
V
V

V

MSC

V
V
V
V
V

V

V
V

MIC

NPC

OGC

PTC

V

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

V

V

V

MGC

V
V
V
V
V
V

V

V
V
V
V
V
V

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

V
V
V
V
V
V

V
V

V
V
V

V

V

TOTAL
5
2
3
2
4
5
3
3
4
4
6
3
4
5
3
5
6
5
4
5
3
3
3
3
4
4

10of20

13of26

5of11

0of10

17of45

16of46

10of26

2of8

2of11

26of26

101of230

50

50

45.5

0

37.8

34.8

38.5

25

18.2

100

43.9%

Table 59 shows some important results as follows: 1) HOC and IDC supporters’ degree
of support of PTC is 50%. This means that the 50% supporters of PTC have positive or active
attitudes to use PTC concept for their ministries. 2) IBC also shows a high supporting rate
(45.5%). 3) It will be interesting to see the results of MGC, MIC, and MSC: 37.8, 34.8 and
38.5%. 4) NPC (25%) and OGC (18.2%) show their small supporting rates. The above results
show that PTC has influenced on most of ecclesiological movements except for MDC.
This researcher, however, had found the different result from the church planter survey.
Only one participant supported PTC as his ecclesiological church planting trend (1.9%). Most of
them were SBC or non-denominational Baptist planters, and this means that PTC has an
influence in the publishing world and many evangelical churches and groups, but conservative
Baptists or MDC pastors do not still like PTC.
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Chapter Summary

This researcher dealt with the ten trends and compared what planters are saying with
what the books said. This chapter was a proposal of prerequisites for an application and
utilization process of ecclesiological church planting models in chapter five. The author
summarized key findings from this chapter as follows:
1. The researcher supposed that HOC supporters in SBC churches were very small niche.
Nevertheless, there were twenty authors who support HOC in the seventy-six authors. Fuller
Theological Seminary was a key school that has influenced on HOC. HOC concept has
influenced on many evangelical pastors, especially for SBC church planters in their initial
church planting processes.
2. In the church planter survey, there were sixteen IDC supporters (30.77%). Andy Stanley, an
important non-denominational mega-church leader in America, was the most influential
pastor to the five participants who have over five-hundred Sunday worship attendances in
each church.
3. The all IBC authors showed moderate ecclesiological perspective (100%). The IBC authors
also showed mega-oriented attitudes about church size (100%). IBC concept has influenced
on some SBC and inter-denominational pastors, but there are few professional books related
to IBC.
4. MDC supporters were wary of non-institutional church forms from “simple church” or
“emerging church” concepts. Fig. 45 in chapter three showed the high level about MDC
(13.5%), and it was a very different result from the low ratio about MDC (4.3%) of the
seventy-six authors in chapter two. The researcher thinks that the current Baptist planters
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who participated in the survey were conservative more than the authors. The researcher
supposed that most of them did not want to expose their stances about church size. Many
main-line pastors have had a negative position against MGC, but it is true that they have also
been influenced by MGC for decades. The neutral stances show the embarrassing situation
within the MDC authors. MDC concept with the Confessing Movement will be developed
persistently in America.
5. Many current authors and scholars related to MGC are now pouring in books for “healthy
missional leaders.” They do not emphasize “effectiveness” any more, but “true discipleship
and healthy leadership” are the new alternatives for the current MGC. This researcher
decided to know exactly the planters’ inner minds related to MGC, and he analyzed again
the church planters’ core authors which their churches identify with. Fig. 74 clearly showed
that the all twelve authors were MGC supporters. Therefore, the ratio of MGC from the
church planters (3.8%) was very strange. MGC has a strong influence, and it leads many
church planters into its persistent stimulation and encouraging for mega-church dream.
6. MIC is leading the current perspective of the church with its influential and popular
ecclesiological position. MIC and MGC were the most influential two trends in the one
hundred books and seventy-six authors. Table 54 clearly showed that MGC and MIC will go
more and more together.
7. The researcher predicted that the pattern of the strange mixture, MGC, MSC, and HOC, will
be increased in America. The researcher analyzed five participants who supported MSC in
the planter survey. The researcher thinks that the five MSC planters showed that MSC is not
a part of MGC.
8. The researcher found an interesting connection between NPC and MIC. The all 8 NPC
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authors support MIC (100%).
9. OGC concept was beloved among MIC authors and planters. Most of OGC authors (9 of the
11 OGC authors, 81.8%) make much importance of MIC, but MGC authors’ likes and
dislikes were clear (55.6% vs. 44.4%).
10. Most of them, the participants of the church planter survey, were SBC or nondenominational Baptist planters, and this means that PTC has an influence in the publishing
world and many evangelical churches and groups, but conservative Baptists or MDC pastors
do not still like PTC.

In chapter five, this researcher will suggest a revitalizing strategy for contemporary
church planters with desirable models projected. The theories and results from chapters two,
three, and four will be combined into a practical application process, and several figures and
additional references will help to understand these models. Further creative approaches related to
the issue will be introduced.

CHAPTER Ⅴ
ESTABLISHING A REVITALIZING STRATEGY FOR CHURCH PLANTERS

The researcher proposed the two fundamental questions for this research in the
introduction of this thesis as follows: First, “What is the church?” This fundamental and
ecclesiological topic was a starting point to solve problems of church plant failures in this
research. This author also said that answers related to the question will help to rebuild and
revitalize the current “failed churches.” Second, “What is the best current church form?” The
author explained that a successful church planting is a process based on the discovery of the true
meaning of church and understanding and use of the best form for each church.1
For suggesting a fundamental solution related to the above issue, the author has
researched the both realms, the books and the real planters, and analyzed their overall similarities
and differences within diverse ecclesiological positions through the statistical methods in
chapters two, three, and four were based on the ten main trends and other checklists which he has
proposed. There were many definitions of the church within the diverse ecclesiological and
church planting books, and the church planters who participated to the survey were following
various church planting forms and methods with basic knowledge related to their each favorite
Ecclesiology. In short, “there was no united desirable Ecclesiology for the current evangelical
Protestant groups in America.” The diversity may be a strong advantage beside the fundamental
error of the historical form of the Roman Catholic Church, but the strength has also thrown many
evangelical planters into the current ecclesiological confusions. Through the research results, the
1

See page 1-2.
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author raised a fundamental question again for the final process of this research: “How does God
will unify His churches with the scattered ecclesiological trends before the final judgment day?”

Prediction of Church Planting Trends from Now On

In spite of many conflicts among various theological divisions within evangelical
Protestant groups, God has used the diversity for His kingdom and redemption for humans for
centuries since the Reformation.1 However, now it is necessary that the current evangelical
Protestant church planters have to know exactly what the ecclesiological church planting forms
they have followed. Jesus said about the importance of practicing knowledge of God’s
foundation for redemption as follows:
Therefore everyone who hears these words of Mine and acts on them, may be
compared to a wise man who built his house on the rock. And the rain fell, and the
floods came, and the winds blew and slammed against that house; and yet it did not fall,
for it had been founded on the rock. Everyone who hears these words of Mine and does
not act on them, will be like a foolish man who built his house on the sand. The rain fell,
and the floods came, and the winds blew and slammed against that house; and it fell-and great was its fall (Matthew 7:24-27).

It is important to read the preceding verses, Matthew 7:13-23, to understand clearly the
core issue of the above verses:
Enter through the narrow gate; for the gate is wide and the way is broad that
leads to destruction, and there are many who enter through it. For the gate is small and
the way is narrow that leads to life, and there are few who find it. Beware of the false
prophets, who come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly are ravenous wolves. You
will know them by their fruits. Grapes are not gathered from thorn bushes nor figs from
thistles, are they? So every good tree bears good fruit, but the bad tree bears bad fruit. A
good tree cannot produce bad fruit, nor can a bad tree produce good fruit. Every tree
that does not bear good fruit is cut down and thrown into the fire. So then, you will
1

God has permitted many diverse innovations of Christian groups in the world related to different
theological thoughts and ecclesiological positions in history.
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know them by their fruits. Not everyone who says to Me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ will enter the
kingdom of heaven, but he who does the will of My Father who is in heaven will enter.
Many will say to Me on that day, ‘Lord, Lord, did we not prophesy in Your name, and in
Your name cast out demons, and in Your name perform many miracles?’ And then I will
declare to them, ‘I never knew you; depart from me, you who practice lawlessness’
(Matthew 7:13-23).

If some planters follow a wrong theological guidance with distorted Ecclesiology
without God’s permission and guidance, their “lawless” churches will fail.2 The author thinks
that Soteriology is closely connected with Ecclesiology. The evangelical Protestant churches
have to be “the narrow gate” that the “wise people” can enter. They must not practice
“lawlessness.” The researcher has also propounded an important biblical basis for the
discernment of the current church planting trends in the introduction as follows:
The “spiritual sensitivity” of the modern Christians within each cultural realm
and trend to meet the requirements of God is very significant, because they, the people
of God, must prevent their ultimate destructions due to their “ignorance” about God’s
trend. . . . Some trends as a progressive methodology for church planting need to be
inspected by this “spiritual sensitivity” within the Word and the particular researches of
historical theology to prevent some heretical trends.3

Based on the fundamental earlier topics and research results in this thesis, the author
will predict church planting trends from now on. The ten movements will be the basis of his
personal prediction process. On the basis of his personal predictions, the researcher will actualize
healthy church planting models for local church planters based on the studied ten evangelical
Protestant Ecclesiological trends after this section.

2

This “failure” does not mean about “success or failure for growing attendance.” It means “salvation or
destruction.”
3

See page 11.
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Based On the Ten Movements
The author proposed a desirable definition of the evangelical Protestant church in the
introduction as follows: “The church built upon the covenant of Christ’s blood is the primary
design and spiritual community to save all humans from the permanent second death, and it must
provide an opportunity to worship God, learn the Bible, and perform the biblical sacraments with
proper disciplines.” The researcher has thought persistently the definition of the church during
this thesis process, and he has also found that the ten trends have the core values as “the church.”
Some pastors or theologians do not want to agree on his view, but he asserts that the fundamental
structures of the ten trends are absolutely not heretical. Each of them has been trying to build
God’s churches by their diverse ways.
With this in mind, the author predicted church planting trends from now on based on the
ten trends (The Ten Ps) as follows: 1) Persistent proliferations and applications of MIC with
countermeasures for missions, 2) Persistent yearning for MGC with new diverse methodologies
for growth, 3) Persistent proliferations and applications of MSC forms in diverse size churches, 4)
Persistent proliferations and applications of HOC with its basic values in local churches, 5)
Persistent researches and applications for OGC within blend-type churches, 6) Persistent
renewals and revivals within MDC churches by the Confessing Movement, 7) Persistent
conservatization of IDC churches for evangelical discipleship values, 8) Persistent involvements
of NPC leaders for professional church plants and consultations, 9) Persistent convergences of
PTC and the other trends within local churches, and 10) Persistent development of IBC as a real
church planting form.
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1. Persistent proliferations and applications of MIC with countermeasures for missions
MIC will be spread further in the near future. The trend has powerful strength for multiethnic ministries in America, and it is a desirable model to lead active participations of
laypersons in every church into evangelism and discipleship trainings. Nevertheless, some MIC
supporters will feel more and more a problem of their weakened foreign missions. This problem
has already been pointed out.4 Brad Harper and Paul Louis Metzger show a negative view of the
traditional foreign mission programs to defend MIC as follows:
It is important to differentiate the missional church from a church with a
missions program. A church with a missions program may suggest that bearing witness
is one aspect of the church’s identity, purpose, and activity. This limited view
compartmentalizes missions to something the church does outside its walls, rather than
seeing missions as expressing the church’s missional being poured out through the Spirit
into the world.5

The above statement is good to emphasize an importance of MIC. Nevertheless, the
researcher thinks that contemporary Christians do not underestimate the dedications and efforts
of many missionaries and mission programs with many local churches of the world in the past to
support their own missional perspectives or new ecclesiological trends. Current new church
planters need to respect of all last devotions for missions to lead their new successful mission or
missional ministries with old generations.6

4

See page 171.

5

Brad Harper and Paul Louis Metzger, Exploring Ecclesiology: An Evangelical and Ecumenical
Introduction (Grand Rapids, MI: Brazos Press, 2009), 238.
6

In the planter survey, a few planters mentioned about the problem of communication with old
generations in their churches. If a young planter tries to change rapidly or radically his old generations’ view of
missions for MIC, some troubles will be occurred.
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2. Persistent yearning for MGC with new diverse methodologies for growth
As the researcher mentioned persistently, MGC are still influencing on many young
pastors and new planters. Especially, they do not emphasize the term, mega-church, but MGC
concept is already leading their minds into its “syndrome of successful growth stories” with
many mega-church leaders’ books and articles. Unfortunately, evangelism has been an important
method to build mega-churches of many competent pastors. Actually, “missional” is a new name
for the current “evangelism” in this postmodern age. Many evangelical mega-churches
emphasize “missional” concept as the latest model for their ministries.
They, evangelical mega-church leaders, will attempt to emphasize their good intentions
or pure purposes related to many controversial issues in America, such as homosexuality or
ambiguous soteriology, to sustain their mega or Giga-size churches with strong endorsements
from conservative laypersons.7 Independent mega-church leaders will try to find a right way to
lead their churches into cohesive communities within qualified theological attitudes. Most of
them will use HOC concept for their “healthy small group ministries.”
MGC concept with MSC will be spread more and more by many visionary church
leaders for their “networked mega-church dream.” Church planters need to decide their
ecclesiological position about MGC in their initial planting process, because their inner minds
about the trend will decide their future ministry patterns. An overconfidence or self-deceived

7

Many mega-church leaders have been involved in diverse disputes with their ambiguous attitudes about
the important social controversial issues in America. Andy Stanley was also criticized his ambiguous attitude about
homosexuality in his church. See the next article. “An illustration by North Point Senior Pastor Andy Stanley in his
April 15 sermon has been raising questions on where the mega-church pastor stands on homosexuality. “His
message was troubling,” said Dennis Burk, professor of biblical studies at Boyce College. “It was ambiguous at best.
It was a total capitulation to the spirit of the age at worst.”” Sarah Eekhoff Zylstra, “Andy Stanley Sermon
Illustration on Homosexuality Prompts Backlash: Internet abuzz over Atlanta pastor's story of a gay couple at his
church.” ChristianityToday.com, (May 3, 2012), accessed March 3. 2014.
http://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/2012/mayweb-only/andy-stanley-homosexuality.html.
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dream can lead a promising pastor into a deep frustration for looking the 0.1% successful megachurch leaders’ syndrome. They need to learn many effective operation abilities related to
teaching and ministry programs from “proven” mega-churches, but they should not take some
methodological skills based on business management theories just for increasing attendance.

3. Persistent proliferations and applications of MSC forms in diverse size churches
In contrast with the author’s initial suggestion of the definition of MSC, the trend was
not for only mega-churches, and it was corroborated by the evidence collected from the planter
survey. This concept is becoming an epidemic in the U.S., and many “uninfluential” local small
church pastors will be affected by the trend. Now mergers and acquisitions are not only for
business world, but for many local small churches through MSC. One planter who participated in
the planter survey said about this real situation as follows: “The best movement in our area is to
take over a closed church.”8 Some pastors criticize excessively MSC as “McChurch.”9
IBC concept will be used for MSC persistently, and MGC supporters will try to lead
their various and broad-communities into each united online network. However, human
relationship and leadership problems will be a big issue within many MSC churches more and
more, because the church is a living organism like human beings. Church planters who want to
use MSC concept in the future should consider two issues related to the above problems:
McChurch syndrome and human relationship or leadership problem among church members and
leaders at their “satellite campuses.”
8

9

See page 111.

See the next statement. “If the pastor (a pastor as CEO) cannot generate growth, either his methodology
needs to be changed or the CEO should be removed and replaced with a more-effective leader. As this concept
continues to morph in the latest trends of church growth – multi-site churches - issues of control become even more
apparent out of necessity.” Thomas White and John M. Yeats, Franchising McChurch: Feeding Our Obsession with
Easy Christianity (Colorado Springs, CO: David C. Cook, 2009), 79.
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4. Persistent proliferations and applications of HOC with its basic values in local churches
HOC concept will be divided into two parts more and more: pastor-oriented or nonpastor-oriented. The author thinks that non-pastor-oriented HOC is very sensational against
traditional and institutional church forms, but it will be languished for its limitation of
theological depth. HOC concept will be incorporated into institutional churches, and it can be
identified through the history of the New Testament churches. God had used the church form,
house church, for the initial church planting processes in Palestine and Europe in the Roman Era,
and He also established institutional churches and pastor with organizational system to protect
His churches against heretics in the Hellenistic cultures and the initial ecclesiological chaos.
God has also permitted public or professional education systems to sustain each secular
social structure in the world, and His church has been transformed to suit each era and diverse
national situations in history. Radical hierarchism by stuck-up pastors has been harmful to
Christianity, but systematic approaches for building church organizations and keeping
theological purity are still important with many professional evangelical theologians and pastors
who have studied many theological and biblical issues for a long time.
Daniel R. Hyde said in the author survey of this thesis as follows: “Theology drives
everything.”10 The author thinks that church planters who want to plant HOC churches need to
invest their time to study historical theology and traditional Ecclesiology with extensive reading
before their launchings.11 Spiritual community based on HOC concept is not just a small
gathering, and it has to show an authority as the church based on a basic approval process by
another churches. People who participated in HOC churches will want to confirm their churches’

10

See page 130.

11

See page 133, Table 39. “The 56 Recommended Books from the 18 Authors.”
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legitimacy within their local area. This means that they will set up a new “hierarchical organism”
within their community for their identity as a church. This is a core human instinct.

5. Persistent researches and applications for OGC within blend-type churches
Gary McIntosh says as follows: “Each size church has its strengths and weaknesses.
Smaller churches are strong on relationship but weak in program. Medium-sized churches are
strong on programs (like classes) but weak in organizational development. Larger churches are
strong in organizational structure but weak in personal relationships.”12 OGC concept can be
used for each size church more than HOC theory. The researcher has proposed the definition of
OGC as follows: “Many house churches or small churches want to be this form ultimately; as
non-hierarchical structure and plat-spiritual community.” However, it can be revised again as
follows: “Many house churches, small churches, mid-size, and mega-size churches want to be
this form ultimately; as non-hierarchical structure and plat-spiritual community by simplification
process.”
“Simplification” will be a key issue within diverse size churches more and more. This
does not mean “effectiveness.” Most of new church planters will want to build each church upon
a simple structure to concentrate on fundamental values of church: building Christ’s disciples.
Both micro and macro-oriented churches focus on this key ministry, and some theologians or
pastors have insisted on “hybrid” model. This church form is a mixture of institutional (macro)
church and HOC (micro) church. OGC supporters will be these “hybrid” pastors more and more,
and “select and concentration strategy for simplification” will be an important value within the

12

Gary McIntosh, Beyond the First Visit: The Complete Guide to Connecting Guests to Your Church
(Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 2006), 163.
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church leaders. Church planters should to know exactly a timing to use gasoline or electric power
properly within their “hybrid” churches. A successful progression of a church is up to each
planter’s judgment for setting direction of their churches during attendance growth: to full
organic community or semi-organic community.

6. Persistent renewals and revivals within MDC churches by the Confessing Movement
There are many ecumenical MDC churches in America, and many MDC churches have
been negatively affected by liberal or radical theological attitudes about the Bible and soteriology
from their so-called rationalistic seminaries and theologians. The Confessing Movement is an
important renewal from God’s grace for the dying main-line denominations in America. The
author thinks that the movement will be revitalized within many main-line denominations in the
U.S. more and more, and theological conservatism will be an effective resource for their future
revivals with conservatization of main-line theologies and members against religious pluralism
and liberalism in America.
Church planters related to MDC should prepare for the positive situation with their
consolidated theological knowledge with spiritual awakening movements within various
alliances of churches. Denominational identity will be the most important means of their church
planting process. Nevertheless, new MDC church planters should go beyond their “conventional”
traditions within their each denomination realm. Creative applications for their own current
ministries based on their historical and profound theological positions will be an important value
for success of new MDC church plantings. Many major denominations have been important
historical tools to spread the Gospel with sound theological perspectives, but sometimes they
have also made many theological faults and schisms related to their political logics or interests.
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However, MDC will be transformed and developed one of the most influential interdenominational evangelical movements in the foreseeable future in the U.S. for its accumulated
theological depths.

7. Persistent conservatization of IDC churches for evangelical discipleship values
America has undergone a startling transformation related to “religious freedom” issue.
Most of mega-church leaders do not want to poke a beehive with a stick: homosexuality,
Abortion, Islam, or other big controversial issues. The big issues put many metropolitan churches
in very embarrassing situations, and many conservative preachers will be sued for their “biblical
preaching” against sinful issues. Nevertheless, God will use and lift many prudent and
courageous evangelical preachers up before His final judgment day. Conservatization of IDC
churches will lead a new revival in America.
IDC church planters should decide their theological and ecclesiological positions before
their launchings. “Independent” does not mean “disorder.” Church size is not important under
God’s authority. They should study more the Bible and theological issues for next decades.
Moderate or ambiguous attitude about the above controversial issues can attract many “equivocal”
people in their churches, but after a few years, they will see many undisciplined Christians who
do not follow the Word of God sincerely. Non-theological community is not the church.
Discipline is the core value of all Christ’s churches in the world. Preachers must proclaim
biblical “biting” truth, and they also have to reprove many sinful situations in this country.

8. Persistent involvements of NPC leaders for professional church plants and consultations
There are many seminarians and pastors who have participated in various para-church
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organizations in South Korea. They have been involved more and more in local churches from
1980s. Now many local evangelical church pastors want to find them who have experience of
para-church organizations for youth or professional ministries. Actually, many respectable
pastors in the country had experienced as a para-church member in their colleges. Most of them
have supported “mission movements” with their local churches, and their efforts have led
incredible results for world missions.13 The researcher cannot present statistical data exactly
how many pastors came from para-church institutions in South Korea and America. However, it
is clear that many evangelical churches have embraced more and more talented people from
diverse para-church organizations in both countries.
Evangelical NPC church planters can lead their churches in a balanced perspective.
They do not want to limit their churches’ boundaries to only a building or local area. Many
discipleship training systems (mostly based on mission training) of para-church organizations
have been specialized, and NPC church planters can use diverse specialized methodologies of
para-church institutions for establishing professional discipleship training systems within each
local church. NPC church planters can get help from many inter-denominational para-church
institutions for church planting. The researcher has seen various institutions for church planting
in America, and they can assist many planters who want to get their information and know-how
related to church planting and missions.

9. Persistent convergences of PTC and the other trends within local churches
PTC has been a controversial issue within evangelical groups for a long time. There are
still many evangelical conservatives who criticize PTC as a strange and non-theological trend
13

decades.

It is clear that South Korea has been one of the most important countries for world missions for
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that occurred in the twentieth century. John MacArthur is one of the most aggressive pastors
against charismatic movement, and he strongly condemns the trend as follows:
Charismatic theology has turned the evangelical church into a cesspool of error
and a breeding ground for false teachers. It has warped genuine worship through
unbridled emotionalism, polluted prayer with private gibberish, contaminated true
spirituality with unbiblical mysticism, and corrupted faith by turning it into a creative
force for speaking worldly desires into existence.14

Nevertheless, many independent and inter-denominational churches in America have
supported this movement. Allan Anderson says, “The Pentecostal and Charismatic movements in
all their multifaceted variety probably constitute the fastest growing churches within Christianity
today.”15 Especially, increasing Hispanics in America will lead an explosive growth of PTC
more and more.16
Church planters should decide their position about PTC to set their ecclesiological
positions up in their church planting processes. There are many evangelical Christians who have
been affected by the trend for a long time in America as Pentecostals or others. Their prayer and
worship styles will effect on many church planters’ new churches, especially in metropolitan
areas. The phenomenon will be occurred persistently in many metropolitan churches with diverse
ethnic background unless persistent criticisms from famous conservative theologians and pastors.
14

John MacArthur, Strange Fire: The Danger of Offending the Holy Spirit with Counterfeit Worship
(Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson, 2013), xv-xvi.
15

Anderson added as follows: “According to often-quoted, controversial and undoubtedly inflated
estimates, there were over 600 million adherents worldwide in 2010 found in almost every country in the world.
Allan Anderson, An Introduction to Pentecostalism: Global Charismatic Christianity (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge
University Press, 2013), 1.
16

In thirty years, Hispanics will be the majority in the U.S. “Census: Whites no longer a majority in U.S.
by 2043.” CBS News, (December 12, 2012), accessed March 2, 2014. http://www.cbsnews.com/news/censuswhites-no-longer-a-majority-in-us-by-2043/. “They're coming from Catholicism. Polls by Pew Research Center
show that fewer than 60 percent of second-generation Latinos are Catholic — and the ones who leave Catholicism
head for the more boisterous evangelical churches (Pentecostal churches).” Barbara Bradley Hagerty, “U.S.
Hispanics Choose Churches outside Catholicism.” NPR.org, (October 19, 2011), accessed March 2, 2014.
http://www.npr.org/2011/10/19/141275979/u-s-hispanics-choose-churches-outside-catholicism.
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10. Persistent development of IBC as a real church planting form
Internet church form will be joined with offline community for its fundamental
limitations related to sacraments and discipline practices. Community is not church, but church is
community. Internet churches can provide incredible networks and communities with all areas
connected to the online in the world. One pastor or lay-leader can spread an idea to diverse areas
in America or the world through the Internet, and supporters who want to follow a spiritual
reader can pray and worship through the online connections. However, face to face worship and
gathering in a church building or other places is still important value for true communal churches.
Spiritual communications through the online network has also influence as a spiritual
community for Christ. Sometimes, there are many local churches which are in political or
nonessential conflicts constantly unless their “normal offline church status.” Church planters
should involve in young generations’ online world persistently. Pastors have to guide them into
spiritual and holy realms to know God and the Bible. However, they also need to know how to
use moderation for their main roles as a pastor in a local church: visiting, preaching, praying,
researching biblical and theological issues, and evangelizing local areas.

Possibility of Unification of Ecclesiology within Evangelical Protestant Churches
The author has shown many results from the book research and the surveys related to
the possibility of unification of evangelical church planting methodologies. Every trend is linked
with the whole evangelical Protestant churches, and the researcher proposes a diagram to show
the connection as follows:
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Fig. 79. The Ten Evangelical Church Planting and Ecclesiological Trends and Other Flows

The above diagram shows the five important facts related to the current evangelical
churches as follows: 1) HOC church and micro church vs. MGC and MSC church, 2) Emerging
Evangelicals vs. traditional evangelicals, 3) Pentecostal evangelicals (PTC) vs. conservative
evangelicals, 4) Independent evangelicals (IDC) vs. denominational evangelicals (MDC), and 5)
Persistent collaborations of MIC, OGC, IBC, and NPC for evangelical churches.

1. HOC church and micro church vs. MGC and MSC church
Now most of evangelical churches emphasize the importance of small group ministries.
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HOC emphasizes that “churches should be small groups.”17 Each MGC leader also uses the
concept to lead their each large community with numerous small groups under a control of one
core leadership team. As mentioned the researcher earlier, “simplification” will be a core issue of
the both different groups, and they will learn each other more and more to improve their own
churches.

2. Emerging Evangelicals vs. traditional evangelicals
Many authors use the terms “missional” and “emerging” as virtually interchangeable.18
Most of authors and church planters support “missional” concept, and the trend will be increased.
Actually, the researcher wants to recommend reading William David Henard and Adam W.
Greenway’s book, Evangelicals Engaging Emergent: A Discussion of the Emergent Church
Movement. This book shows diverse realms related to conflicts or convergences within
evangelicals related to emerging church concepts. This book was published in 2009, and D.A.
Carson’s Becoming Conversant with the Emerging Church: Understanding a Movement and Its
Implication, was published in 2005. Henard’s book clearly shows an explosive growth of
emerging missional church groups in the late 2000’s. The speed of transference of traditional
evangelicals to emerging group will be faster than before, but the trend will be also converged in
middle-of-the-road tendency.

17

Daniel L. Akin, David P. Nelson, and Peter R. Schemm, A Theology for the Church (Nashville, TN: B
& H Academic, 2007), 407.
18

William David Henard and Adam W. Greenway, Evangelicals Engaging Emergent: A Discussion of the
Emergent Church Movement (Nashville, TN: B&H Academic, 2009), 229.
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3. Pentecostal evangelicals (PTC) vs. conservative evangelicals
As mentioned earlier, many conservative evangelicals, with John MacArthur, criticize
Pentecostal or Charismatic movements, and much of the criticism is related to their enthusiastic
worship patterns and healing ministries. Hillsong styles or Pentecostal based worships are a
target of the criticism. Most of the critics do not like contemporary worship styles, and they love
to sing old hymns. The researcher already revealed a research result of the influence of PTC in
chapter three and four. Most of them, the participants of the church planter survey of this thesis,
were SBC or non-denominational Baptist planters. PTC has an influence in the publishing world
and many evangelical churches and groups in America, but conservative Baptists or MDC
pastors do not still like PTC. The researcher wonders that how many conservative pastors will
change their perspectives in the near future or not.

4. Independent evangelicals (IDC) vs. denominational evangelicals (MDC)
The researcher hopes that a great awakening will lead the two evangelical groups into
balanced revivals in the foreseeable future. A big issue between the two groups is about PTC.
One side is so practical, and the other is so orthodox. One side wants to use PTC as a method for
their church growth, and the other side wants to use PTC as a good target of attack to protect
their own traditions. Prayer can lead all Christians into diverse results, and the Bible shows many
evidences. God used frequently miraculous methods for His people, and many common-sense
historical facts were also recorded in the Scriptures.
God did not heal the Apostle Paul’s chronic disease (2 Corinthians 12:7-9), and Paul
also recommended using a little wine to heal Timothy’s stomach and frequent illness (1 Timothy
5:23). However, Paul is one of the most impressive miracle-makers in Christian history. Liberals
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or rationalists have tried to eliminate miraculous things in the Bible and Christianity, and radical
Pentecostals or mystics have also tried to put aside the Bible and theological thinking. IDC and
MDC evangelicals need to talk about PTC persistently, and the researcher hopes that proper
biblical convergences will be occurred within the both groups.

5. Persistent collaborations of MIC, OGC, IBC, and NPC for evangelical churches
The above four trends will support all evangelical groups persistently in the next several
decades. Each range of application of the four trends would depend on each evangelical group’s
openness to change. MIC will lead to establish ontological purposes of evangelical churches with
sociological considerations. OGC will lead to build communal plat church forms within diverse
size churches. IBC will support to establish spiritual networks through further progress of the
online community mechanism. NPC will provide much information to innovate local churches
through their accumulated data related to church planting and missions.
The author thinks that the ten church planting and ecclesiological movements or trends
in this century will be used persistently by God’s guidance and plan within diverse evangelical
Protestant churches in the world. He also asserts that if church planters can use the ten trends
with their own theological and ecclesiological convictions, accumulated knowledge and insights
of each trend will greatly help one’s successful planting process. The researcher will actualize
church planting models based on the studied ten evangelical Protestant ecclesiological
movements in the next section.
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Actualization of Healthy Church Planting Models Based on the Studied Ten Evangelical
Protestant Ecclesiological Trends

The researcher proposed biblical, theological and historical bases of Ecclesiology as the
important theoretical bases of this research in the introduction, and the items were as follows:

Table 60. The Three Main Bases related to Ecclesiological Church Planting by the Author19
The Ten Conflicting but
Complementing Concepts for Church
Planting in the New Testament
1. Apocalyptic but Temporal
2. Christ-centered but Humanistic
3. Cooperative but Independent
4. Diverse but Synchronized
5. Evangelistic but Communal
6. Radical but Conservative
7. Rapid but Accurate
8. Self-giving but Self-directed
9. Simple but Specific
10. Spiritual but Secular

The Classification of the Current
Ecclesiology
1. Conservative Ecclesiology

The Classification of the Protestant
Ecclesiology in the Sixteenth Century
1. Conservative and Catholic-based
Protestants

2. Moderate Ecclesiology
3. Progressive Ecclesiology

2. Moderate and Reformation-based
Protestants
3. Progressive and Beyond-Reformation
Protestants

The author will actualize healthy church planting models and successful factors based
on the ten evangelical Protestant trends with the above two main bases except the third basis.20

The Ten Elements of the New Testament Church Planting with the Ten Movements
The researcher suggested the approach of the New Testament for church planting, and
classified many biblical situations related in it by ten conflicting but complementing concepts in
the introduction of this thesis. The author rearranged the ten classifications with the ten church
planting movements as follows: 1) Apocalyptic but temporal church with MIC, 2) Christ19

See 12-22 pages to know whole definitions. The author will introduce and enumerate again each
concept in the next pages.
20

The researcher will not deal with the third basis, “The Classification of the Protestant Ecclesiology in
the Sixteenth Century,” because it will be a new and complex research related to historical theology.
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centered but humanistic church with OGC, 3) Cooperative but independent church with IDC, 4)
Diverse but synchronized church with NPC, 5) Evangelistic but communal church with MGC, 6)
Radical but conservative church with HOC, 7) Rapid but accurate church with IBC, 8) Selfgiving but self-directed church with MSC, 9) Simple but specific church with MDC, and 10)
Spiritual but secular church with PTC.

1. Apocalyptic but temporal church with MIC
The author proposed the A but T concept as follows:
Apocalyptic but Temporal: The early church prepared for the final judgment
day by the second coming, and their apocalyptic attitude about the church preserved the
purity of the church, and their life-pattern also led to dynamic evangelism. Nevertheless,
most of the statements related to the term “church” in the New Testament teach that the
church planting process was very temporal. The author has found the word “church” 75
or 76 times in the New Testament, and most of them are temporal to build the church
practically.

Fig. 80. The Diagram of Apocalyptic but Temporal Church with MIC

MIC concept can lead church planters into each temporal and cultural circumstance with
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its missional and incarnational methodology for evangelism. Some radical conservative pastors
attack MIC supporters for their culture-oriented attitudes. MIC pastors participate in diverse
social situations with polite but casual attitudes. Their “missional” methods can change their
social and cultural situations positively, and this approach is different from “seeker-sensitive.”
They emphasize the value of participation for “invisible church with visible social community,”
and this view is very temporal. However, they should also emphasize the final judgment day as
apocalyptic perspectives to preserve the purity of the church. Church planters are active
participants to innovate their real world, but they must remember that this world will be ended.

2. Christ-centered but humanistic church with OGC
The author proposed the C but H concept as follows:
Christ-centered but Humanistic: The Apostle Paul established Christ-centered
churches against legalism and secularism, but he also wanted to establish peopleoriented churches with various companions by the humanistic partnership. The Pauline
Epistles are filled with the love for humans within the church, not for laws related to
hierarchism.

Fig. 81. The Diagram of Christ-centered but Humanistic Church with OGC
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OGC concept can lead church planters into organic church against hierarchical church.
However, most of humans have class-consciousness, and they want to control others with
hierarchical systems. All sinful behaviors start from the governed desire. The Roman Catholic
Church was the worst sample of the hierarchical system in history. Christ is the only Head of the
church (Ephesian 4:15).
OGC supporters should not put their church members on a pedestal against “systematic
and orderly church” concept. “Unmethodical gathering” is not the real organic church. Discipline
has to be one of the most important values for evangelical Protestant churches. Plat and nonhierarchical community within Christ’s love is the purpose of OGC churches, but they have to
establish an official authority to control many sinful behaviors within their churches. Humanistic
approach in OGC church can make peace and love for their members, but sometimes they must
prohibited strictly any non-biblical patterns within their spiritual communities.

3. Cooperative but independent church with IDC
The researcher proposed the C but I concept as follows:
Cooperative but Independent: The Apostles led their own church in each area,
and their ministerial characteristics were different and unique. Sometimes the Apostles
and church leaders had a struggle for the management of their ministry. Acts 15:36-40
shows the exciting fact that Barnabas and Paul had a conflict about the traveling with
Mark, and their partnership was finally broken. Every church planting process has many
conflicts with members for their independent specialties and theological perspectives,
and every planter has to stay calm with their humility and helpful attitude to their
members.
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Fig. 82. The Diagram of Cooperative but Independent Church with IDC

IDC planters can be isolated if they decide to lead their churches without cooperative
partnerships in their local area. Sometimes, isolation can make a unique community with a social
cohesion. Most of independent churches have their own communal solidarity with each
differentiated worship or discipleship training pattern, and such features provide a confidence as
a member of each “unique” community. Actually, cults also use well the method to strengthen
union power. IDC planters need to considerate the above situations, and they need to cooperate
and talk with other wise leaders who can advise them. It is a big temptation that they want to
build their “own kingdom” with “their followers” within their “isolated communities.” They
have to study persistently theological issues to keep their pastoral directions rightly, and also
renounce their initiatives related to any dictatorship in any size churches.
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4. Diverse but synchronized church with NPC
The researcher proposed the D but S concept as follows:
Diverse but Synchronized: The Apostles and church leaders led their churches
by their various methodologies within their different backgrounds, ages, regions,
academic careers, and ethnicities. Nevertheless, they also showed the synchronized
purpose to establish a church controlled by the Holy Spirit. The initial synchronized Holy Catholic Church was not the unilateral Catholic Church for Roman Pope
hierarchical order.

Planters who want to use NPC concept should find useful knowledge and experiences
from diverse para-church organizations for improvement of their local churches. Local church
planters need to accept various innovations and methodologies from NPC institutions. However,
they have to recognize that the Holy Spirit can control all revivals and growth of the churches.
Humanistic methods for church growth can suggest diverse ways, but the Holy Spirit only leads
all ways into successful results.

Fig. 83. The Diagram of Diverse but Synchronized Church with NPC
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5. Evangelistic but communal church with MGC
The author proposed the E but C concept as follows:
Evangelistic but Communal: Acts 2:46-47 shows the communal living model of
the early church members in Jerusalem, but God scattered them by the severe
persecution in Acts 8:1-4, because of His great and urgent evangelistic mission for all
nations.

Fig. 84. The Diagram of Evangelistic but Communal Church with MGC

Most of MGC church members and leaders want to build a great kingdom in their local
area. Evangelism is one of the most important methods to sustain their big gatherings. Many
evangelical mega-church pastors have excellent preaching skills, incredible insights, and
personal attractions, and the virtues are good resources to build God’s churches. Nevertheless, if
they meet a mega-persecution that they have not known before, how can they manage their big
churches and members under the disaster? Most of mega-church leaders need to think about each
level of their congregations’ beliefs and maturities. God will scatter all secular authorities and
financial growths before the final judgment day. What are the real communal lives in Christ?
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MGC supporters, most of young pastors, should not concentrate on their future
successful and big churches. Evangelism is not a tool for success. Luke 14:27 is an important
passage for redemption and real discipleship, and all churches are the important sites to measure
each disciple’s real cross. “Whoever does not carry his own cross and come after Me cannot be
My disciple.” Church planters should be the most powerful evangelists and disciple-makers for
the real communal churches under any future persecutions in the world.

6. Radical but conservative church with HOC
The researcher proposed the R but C concept as follows:
Radical but Conservative: The Apostles needed to keep their sound Judaic
traditions that came from the Old Testament, and some Judaic traditions were embodied
in various areas such as preaching in synagogues, regular fasts, offering for the poor, etc.
However, the Apostle Paul criticized radically the uncertain attitude of the Apostle Peter
about circumcision and the Gentiles (Galatians 2:11-21). Paul’s radical criticism against
the old legalism led to the purity of the Gospel, and the early church planting process
went beyond the past Judaism.

Fig. 85. The Diagram of Radical but Conservative Church with HOC
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In history, there were numerous churches which did not follow Jesus’s way in both
Protestantism and Catholicism. Ignorance of Ecclesiological issues has led many poorly trained
church leaders into failures without God’s “intellectual guidance.” God has risen His radical
reformations up through His persons prepared for many lost people in history. Theological
conservatism within evangelical Protestant churches can protect their churches against
secularism and liberalism. Veneration for traditional Protestant church forms is very important
value, but sometimes the considerations can be distorted by radical traditionalism.
HOC concept has a radical opposition against traditional clerical systems, professional
seminary educations, and ordination. However, Chinese house churches have a different
background from the American or European house churches. They, the Chinese underground
church Christians, had to live in the persistent religious persecution under the control of the
communist government for half a century, and they have chosen necessarily house church form
without seminaries or institutional churches.21 Radical HOC church planters should think about
their aggressive approach against institutional and traditional churches. The Apostle Paul’s
radical criticism was not against some traditional attitudes within churches. It was against
legalism and Judaism. HOC planters need to take a well-balanced theological and ecclesiological
thinking for their small but pure community within Christ’s love.

7. Rapid but accurate church with IBC
The researcher proposed the R but A concept as follows:
Rapid but Accurate: The speed of the church planting process was very fast.
21

It needs to understand an adversarial nature of Three-Self Patriotic Movement (TSPM, the official
churches under Chinese government controls) and independent house churches in China. See the next book to know
clearly about the history of the division. Anthony E. Clark, A Voluntary Exile: Chinese Christianity and Cultural
Confluence Since 1552 (Lanham, MD: Lehigh University Press, 2013), 179-188.
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According to Neil Cole’s calculation, the Apostle Paul planted twenty churches in his
lifetime. Nevertheless, the Apostle Paul’s planted churches had an accurate theological
direction about God’s grace and punishment in spite of many heretical or Judaic attacks.

Fig. 86. The Diagram of Rapid but Accurate Church with IBC

The Internet has double-sided character: corruptibility with secularism or reformation
with freedom of information. IBC supporters can influence on many people accessed the online
rapidly and many isolated people who did not participate in local churches for many personal
reasons. However, they should also consider of some problems occurred for wrong information
through the Internet. Wrong information about the Bible, theological issues, and gossips related
to church members or leaders can be spread explosively through the Internet. Online spiritual
communities can be built rapidly, but it also can be collapsed moments. Church planters who
want to use actively the Internet for IBC church form need to be a right and accurate messenger
of God with sound theological position and good morality within the corrupted online world.
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8. Self-giving but self-directed church with MSC
The author proposed the S but SD concept as follows:
Self-giving but Self-directed: Every local church built by Paul had a unique
decision making process under each local church leader. The Seven Churches of
Revelation are shown each fruit or fault. The self-giving church leaders in the early
churches existed under the control of the Apostles and the Holy Spirit, but each church
also had a self-directed pattern like the current local churches with one of two different
results: compliment or reproach from Christ.

Most of MSC supporters and planters may want to build numerous satellite churches
with one main campus church under one core or leading authority. The author thinks that this is
another way to establish a small denomination. MSC planters have to build each strong
theological foundation for unification of their future brother churches. Leading pastors have to
give opportunities related to pastoral tasks and authority to satellite church leaders, and it is very
similar with the system of the Seven Churches of Revelation under the Apostles’ teachings.
Some satellite churches cannot make successful results in each step of their ministries with their
main campus church like the New Testament churches.
All satellite churches need to have their own decision making systems as a self-directed
community, and they also have to show their self-giving attitudes to their main campus church
for a harmonious ministry as one united MSC church. Each core reader of MSC churches has to
take time and patience to build new leaders for new satellite churches, and they also must lay
down any business administration theories. They need to be a “real leading-pastor like the
Apostle Paul.” Harmonious attitude to build many spiritual leaders is the key value of each MSC
leading pastors.
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Fig. 87. The Diagram of Self-giving but Self-directed Church with MSC

9. Simple but specific church with MDC
The researcher proposed the S but SP concept as follows:
Simple but Specific: The Apostles and church planters built each church upon
the simple foundation: a simple truth, simple structure, and simple goal. “Jesus is the
only way for the salvation, and the church has no religious and complex hierarchical
structure. Especially the Christians must live for the glory of God.” Nevertheless, the
Apostle Paul shows the very particular theological guidelines and practical disciplines
to achieve the simple values in the New Testament.

As the researcher mentioned earlier, God’s churches have developed with systematic
and organizational church forms in history. Mark Dever also points out that many evangelical
seminaries in America do not teach an importance of the organization and structure of the local
church as follows: “In most evangelical and even Baptist seminaries today, it is suggested that
there is no consistent pattern of polity in the New Testament.”22 All churches should not have
any religious and complex hierarchical structure for one’s fame or power. However, particular
22

Mark Dever, The Church: The Gospel Made Visible (Nashville, TN: B&H Academic, 2012), xxi.
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theological guidelines and practical disciplines to achieve the simple biblical values in
institutional or organizational churches are very important. MDC churches and pastors have to
develop “ecclesiological simplicity through biblical and organic community values and specific
theologies” within their proven Protestant theological traditions and church structures without
any authoritarian attitudes just for their clerical authority.

Fig. 88. The Diagram of Simple but Specific Church with MDC

10. Spiritual but secular church with PTC
The author proposed the S but SE concept as follows:
Spiritual but Secular: The records of the Apostles’ miraculous works to build
the church in Acts are very spiritual, but their mission fields were also very secular. The
early church planting process was not monastic, but socio-cultural. The spirituality of
the early church was focused on the mission fields, and the spiritual lifestyle embodied
within their Hellenistic secular world.
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Fig. 89. The Diagram of Spiritual but Secular Church with PTC

There are many Presbyterian, Baptist, and other denominational and interdenominational churches related to PTC in the world, and the unique convergence has led
explosive church growth for a long time. However, there are still many radical Pentecostals who
do not like theological depth or intellectual thinking, and some of them are very egocentric and
unilateral for their “prophetic acts.” MDC or IDC planters related to PTC need to present a
balanced perspective between conservative and charismatic attitudes. Their church members
have to learn how to control their spiritual gifts or powers for their secular societies within
proper theological perspectives. Radical abusing their spiritual experiences could produce some
negative consequences against general evangelism and theological thinking process for
establishing a universal communal and theological church in the world.
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The Three Models Related to the Current Ecclesiological Positions for Church Planters
The author suggests the three models related to the classification of the current
Ecclesiological positions in the introduction of this thesis, and he reorganized for church planters
as follows: 1) Conservative Ecclesiology Model (CEM) and church planters, 2) Moderate
Ecclesiology Model (MEM) and church planters, 3) Progressive Ecclesiology Model (PEM) and
church planters, 4) CEM, MEM, and PEM models with the four key elements for church planters.

1. Conservative Ecclesiology Model (CEM) and church planters
The author proposed “Conservative Ecclesiology” in the introduction as follows:

Conservative Ecclesiology: There are many traditional Protestant churches that
want 1) to save each traditional and denominational theological concept of the church
from the Reformation with this ecclesiological position. 2) The Word and sacraments
are the main marks of these churches. 3) They also want to keep each traditional
worship form and other historical or denominational policies to share their communal
identities within each denomination. Sometimes, 4) they are extremely defensive against
some untested theological progressive ideas related to Para-church movement,
Independent churches, or House churches. Nevertheless, these ecclesiological attitudes
within the churches are still prominent and reliable.

Church planters who want to build CEM churches with conservative Ecclesiology need
to think about the four elements as follows:
1) To save each traditional and denominational theological concept or the church from
the Reformation with this ecclesiological position: CEM church planters need to devote deep
study to historical theology related to their denominational backgrounds and theological
traditions. They must also train their church members and leaders to understand exactly what the
Ecclesiology of their church is. “Theology drives everything,” and “historical theology drives
CEM churches.”
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2) The Word and sacraments are the main marks of these churches: CEM church
planters must understand and teach exactly the meaning of “Biblical Inerrancy.” CEM planters of
Main-line denominations need to confess their theological position clearly against liberalism and
biblical criticism. The authority of the Word and historical sacraments within their own
denominations should be preserved and protected. Especially, CEM preachers need to be experts
of expository preaching with “Biblical Inerrancy.”
3) They also want to keep each traditional worship form and other historical or
denominational policies to share their communal identities within each denomination: There are
many Christians who want to believe and keep their first time in love with their old worship
patterns and hymns. There is nothing wrong with following a worship rule related to each
historical and denominational tradition. Excessive changing with no respect or regard of old
generations and historical traditions is not good.
4) They are extremely defensive against some untested theological progressive ideas
related to Para-church movement, Independent churches, or House churches: CEM supporters do
not need to change their ecclesiological positions for the latest megatrends or methodological
skills. They need to dedicate persistently their best efforts of each theological tradition. Leaders
who grasp too many hares will catch none.

2. Moderate Ecclesiology Model (MEM) and church planters
The author proposed “Moderate Ecclesiology” as follows:

Moderate Ecclesiology: There are many evangelical Protestant churches that
want 1) to keep several desirable concepts and theological basis caused from the
Reformation in the sixteenth century with this Ecclesiology, but 2) they are very flexible
to change their churches for each innovation process by various methodological skills
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related to church growth and evangelism. 3) Community churches are a good example
for this ecclesiological position, and perhaps most of mega-churches in America have
this ecclesiological position.

Church planters who want to build MEM churches with moderate Ecclesiology need to
think about the three elements as follows:
1) To keep several desirable concepts and theological basis caused from the
Reformation in the sixteenth century with this Ecclesiology: MEM church planters need to study
core theological values related to the Reformation. They also need to learn various historical
reformers in the era, and read their great works.
2) They are very flexible to change their churches for each innovation process by
various methodological skills related to church growth and evangelism: Actually, most of MEM
planters are different from CEM supporters for this element. MEM pastors need to maximize
their flexible attitudes for innovative growth of Christian population in the world. “Evangelism
drives everything,” and “practical theology drives MEM churches.”
3) Community churches are a good example for this ecclesiological position, and
perhaps most of mega-churches in America have this ecclesiological position: Most of MEM
church planters hope to see an explosive growth of Sunday worship attendances, and they will
also emphasize evangelism activity of all church members. However, if their church members
realize that they have been used just for attendance growths and their pastors’ fames, they will
not follow the distorted planters who are interested in worldly success. God will also disperse
many “mega-crowds” if they fall into mannerism or secularism. “Evangelism to establish
spiritual communities” must be the core value for sincere MEM planters, and God will send His
lost numerous lambs to them.
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3. Progressive Ecclesiology Model (PEM) and church planters
The author proposed “Progressive Ecclesiology” as follows:

Progressive Ecclesiology: There are new churches related to the different form
against the traditional church, such as 1) the house-church model, Internet-based model,
or small group-oriented and non-institutional model, etc. 2) The emerging church
movement has been issued in the American church, and 3) this trend has an innovative
or radical approach against the conventional definition of the church to promote the
effectiveness of evangelism within the Postmodern World.

Church planters who want to build PEM churches with progressive Ecclesiology need to
think about the three elements as follows:

1) The house-church model, Internet-based model, or small group-oriented and noninstitutional model, etc.: PEM church planters are not liberal or secular, but progressive. They
hope to see diverse innovations for many depressed churches, and also emphasize small size
community with “organic” or “simple” concept. Internet-based model will be also used for
establishing the progressive and simple churches.
2) The emerging church movement has been issued in the American church: Many
young CEM and MEM planters are also interested in the above trends. “Emerging church” has
been a big issue since twenty-first century, and many moderate church planters will use eclectic
methods to use many innovative views from the trend.
3) This trend has an innovative or radical approach against the conventional definition
of the church to promote the effectiveness of evangelism within the Postmodern World: Most of
PEM church planters seek organic or simple church forms based on the early Church model in
the New Testament. However, they need to learn more many traditional and theological values
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from other institutional churches for their balanced ministries.

4. CEM, MEM, and PEM models with the four key elements for church planters

Fig. 90. The CEM, MEM, and PEM Models with the Four Key Elements for Church Planters

CEM, MEM, and PEM models will be affected all by the four key elements: Spirituality,
Qualifications, People, and Reality. Planters related to each model should have the four elements
for their successful church planting process.
1) Persistent prayers for sustaining “Spirituality”: The most important duty of all church
planters related to the three models is “prayer.” They have to pray and fast for their people and
churches without “rest.”
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2) Preparing and showing good “Qualifications” as a sincere planter: Church planters
must check their own levels related to basic pastoral duties and qualifications of the Bible. First,
the nine fruits of the Holy Spirit: love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness,
gentleness, and self-control (Galatians 5:22-23). Second, the qualifications of bishop (pastor,
elder, or overseer):
It is a trustworthy statement: if any man aspires to the office of overseer, it is a
fine work he desires to do. An overseer, then, must be above reproach, the husband of
one wife, temperate, prudent, respectable, hospitable, able to teach, not addicted to wine
or pugnacious, but gentle, peaceable, free from the love of money. He must be one who
manages his own household well, keeping his children under control with all dignity
(but if a man does not know how to manage his own household, how will he take care
of the church of God?), and not a new convert, so that he will not become conceited and
fall into the condemnation incurred by the devil. And he must have a good reputation
with those outside the church, so that he will not fall into reproach and the snare of the
devil (1 Timothy 3:1-7).
3) Being a beloved pastor for his “People”: All church planters must love their people
with their sacrifices. People will follow a real pastor who loves God and people more than
laypeople. It was not to be by artificial means. Planters have to love people with all their hearts
and souls. If people do not follow a church planter, he must think deeply about the reasons why
they do not agree with his ministry pattern or sermons.
4) Recognizing real situations or “Reality” around him: Some church planters are
dreamers, but they also need to be realists. Church planters have to consider of financial
conditions, social structures, and cultural situations, etc. Their theological or ecclesiological
visions can be reached through perception of reality.
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The Ten Success Factors of Church Planting: Give Up Prejudices of Other Trends.
The author suggests the ten success factors of church planting related to the ten trends
for church planters as follows: 1) Application of the Pentecostal spirituality with PTC, 2)
Assertive relationship with Christian non-profits with NPC, 3) Be an independent creative
thinker for your own church with IDC, 4) Building your lay-leaders like sincere pastors with
HOC, 5) Extending or concentrating on your ministries like mega-church leaders with MGC, 6)
Missional approach to your local area with MIC, 7) Multiplying your church dimensions with
MSC, 8) Organizing your small groups like organism with OGC, 9) Revitalization of your real
social networks with IBC, and 10) Sustaining your conservative theology within traditions of the
Reformation with MDC. “Successful” church planting does not mean a growing attendance in
Sunday worship services. It means that God has loved their church planting process (successful)
or not (unsuccessful).

1. Application of the Pentecostal spirituality with PTC
Church planters should not concentrate on or criticize some enthusiastic worship forms,
speaking in tongues, and healing ministry of PTC. They need to think about the reason why God
has permitted the growth of them in the world for decades. There are diverse PTC churches in
the world they do not know. Church planters need to visit diverse PTC churches or see through
the Internet. The author thinks that there are many applications of the Pentecostal spirituality in
diverse denominational or inter-denominational churches in the world. Some Baptist or
Presbyterian pastors related to PTC in South Korea pray for five or six hours every day.23 It is an

23

Senior pastor Seok-Jun Yoon of Yonsei Central Baptist Church is a good example of PTC Baptist
pastor. He emphasizes speaking in tongues and other PTC styles, and his mega-church based on “spiritual ministry”
has influenced on many evangelical churches in South Korea. In every sermon, he proclaims and emphasizes the
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incredible spiritual work, but if church planters pray deeply with sacrificing their time, they will
see a new and miraculous world for expansion of their spiritual dimensions.
There are about 279 million Pentecostal Christians and 305 million charismatic
Christians in the world.24 They are about 27% of all Christians in the world.25

Table 61. The Ratio of Pentecostal Christians in the World26

279,080,000

Percentage of
Total World
Population
4.0%

Percentage of
World Christian
Population
12.8%

Charismatic

304,990,000

4.4%

14.0%

Pentecostal & Charismatic together

584,080,000

8.5%

26.7%

Movements

Estimated Number

Pentecostals

Opponents of PTC need to think about the great flow of the movement for one century.
The author does not assert that all PTC churches and their theological positions are good.
However, there were no perfect denominations or theological groups in history. Application of
the Pentecostal spirituality with proper theological guidance will be an answer for revitalizing
local dying churches without passion.

2. Assertive relationship with Christian non-profits with NPC
According to Christopher P. Scheitle’s analysis, the number of “para-church” public

name of Jesus as a powerful evangelical preacher.
24

“Global Christianity - A Report on the Size and Distribution of The World’s Christian Population:
Christian Movements and Denominations.” Pew Research Religion & Public Life Project, (December 19, 2011),
accessed March 11, 2014. http://www.pewforum.org/2011/12/19/global-christianity-movements-and-denominations/.
25

Ibid.
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Ibid.
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charities in the U.S. has grown 190% - from 20,000 to 58,000 – between 1995 and 2007.27
Interestingly, the estimated number of “church” public charities has grown 92% - from about
70,000 to 135,000 – between 1995 and 2007.28

Fig. 91. Religious, “Church,” and “Para-church” Public Charities, 1995-2007.29

The researcher guesses that there were big sociological transformations in the U.S. for
the long recession, and many religious public charities and para-church public charities have
replaced the role of local evangelical churches. The researcher thinks that many Christians and

27

Christopher P. Scheitle, Beyond the Congregation: The World of Christian Nonprofits (Oxford, UK:
Oxford University Press, 2010), 15.
28

29

Ibid.

This figure was brought without variation from Christopher P. Scheitle’s book, Beyond the
Congregation: The World of Christian Nonprofits (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2010), 15. Scheitle
calculated an original source of National Center for Charitable Statistics (IRS Business Master Files), and made the
above important figure.
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non-Christians in the U.S. have disappointed for extension strategies of many Mega-churches,
and they have hoped to be involve in the activities for the relief of the poor or other “public”
services with their great disappointments about the “church expansionism.” When they lost their
homes and jobs, many influential “Giga and mega-churches” have built or purchased persistently
new and huge church buildings or “community centers.”30 Church planters need to learn and
hear about their social roles as a pastor from diverse Christian non-profits. Pastors are not
socialists, but they have to change and improve their societies. God will give various insights for
the participations to save many people. The author had emphasized earlier about the importance
of professional NPC organizations for church planting, and he will skip that part in this section.

3. Be an independent creative thinker for your own church with IDC
As mentioned before, there are numerous influential IDC pastors in America, and they
have their own unique pastoral insights and know-hows. Actually, all Protestant denominations
have started from “independent and innovative” pastors and theologians in history. It is
ridiculous to criticize current non-denominational positions as a traditional and denominational
member. Nevertheless, it is clear that most of independent churches have pursued persistently to
make their new “denominational networks or influences.” Aristotle said as follows: “Man as a
political animal.” It was right. Galatians 5:19-21 says as follows: “Now the deeds of the flesh are
evident, which are: immorality, impurity, sensuality, idolatry, sorcery, enmities, strife, jealousy,
outbursts of anger, disputes, dissensions, factions, envying, drunkenness, carousing, and things
like these, of which I forewarn you, just as I have forewarned you, that those who practice such
things will not inherit the kingdom of God.” “Independent” does not mean “dispute, dissensions,
30

The author does not want to criticize many devotional efforts of laypeople to build and remodel their
church buildings for their diverse applicable planning. He wanted to point out distorted desires of some pastors.
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and factions.” However, if independent church leaders want to build their own “kingdom” by
using “factions or political reasons,” they will receive severe disciplinary punishment from God.
“Independent” church planters should be creative thinkers as the image of God. Their
churches need to be “think-tanks” to innovate “old-fashioned” structures of each traditional
society. They should not criticize or attack against traditional denominations or old generations
with conceit. If they decided to make a “new way” to follows Jesus with their innovations, they
do not need to close others’ “old but propound ways.” If an independent church planter shows his
“generous embraces of people who follow different traditional ways” with his preaching and
teaching based on profound biblical insights and knowledge, he will have a great support of
many people around his church. “Be an independent creative thinker within the universal validity
of Protestant Evangelicalism.”

4. Building your lay-leaders like sincere pastors with HOC
As mentioned before, house churches in America are very different from the Chinese
house or underground churches. The American HOC supporters are not Christian suffering
persecution, and they are concentrating on the importance of lay-leadership without hierarchical
and clerical systems. Therefore, the starting point for HOC in America is radically distinct from
the history of the Chinese house churches or other mission fields in the world. Nevertheless, the
American churches will experience the great tribulation predicted by Christ in the future. Small
and simple structures of each church will protect many Christians from official persecutions
under the final disaster. Mega-churches cannot sustain their structures under the persecutions.
There will be numerous nameless martyrs in the future. Jesus predicted clearly about the
great tribulation in Matthew 24:3-14 as follows:
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As He was sitting on the Mount of Olives, the disciples came to Him privately,
saying, “Tell us, when will these things happen, and what will be the sign of Your
coming, and of the end of the age?” And Jesus answered and said to them, “See to it that
no one misleads you. For many will come in My name, saying, ‘I am the Christ,’ and
will mislead many. You will be hearing of wars and rumors of wars. See that you are not
frightened, for those things must take place, but that is not yet the end. For nation will
rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom, and in various places there will be
famines and earthquakes. But all these things are merely the beginning of birth pangs.
Then they will deliver you to tribulation, and will kill you, and you will be hated by all
nations because of My name. At that time many will fall away and will betray one
another and hate one another. Many false prophets will arise and will mislead many.
Because lawlessness is increased, most people's love will grow cold. But the one who
endures to the end, he will be saved. This gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in the
whole world as a testimony to all the nations, and then the end will come.

Church planters need to think about an endurable church structure in the end of the age:
house or underground church forms. Most of young dreamers who want to build a mega-church
do not want to agree with the radical structure for this stable and peaceful situation within the
most powerful country in the world. However, many American missionaries who have
experienced diverse persecutions in their mission fields may understand clearly what the
researcher means. Sincere pastors will be revealed in a life threatening conditions with their
“Real faith,” and church planters need to learn the key value of real HOC: “Do not just imitate
house church forms as one of the latest trends, but prepare for the great persecutions in the future
with your laypeople as many sincere Christian martyrs and refugees in history.”
Underground churches and Christians in North Korea are being persecuted by
communism and the dictator Kim Jong-Un. “Being caught with a Bible is grounds for execution
or a life-long political prison sentence. An estimated 50,000 to 70,000 Christians live in
concentration camps, prisons and prison-like circumstances under the regime of leader Kim
Jong-Un.”31 Church planters must read many records of historical persecutions in Christianity
31

Joshua Rhett Miller, “Christians killed for faith nearly doubled in 2013, group finds.” Fox News.com,
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for their balanced-church growth minds.

5. Extending or concentrating on your ministries like mega-church leaders with MGC
“Like mega-church leaders” does not mean an imitation process within a successoriented culture. MGC has been an unavoidable trend within many evangelical Protestant
churches. Most of excellent mega-church leaders never stopped giving their best efforts for
Christ and churches. However, now many thoughtful Christians and non-believers wonder that
why mega-churches are necessary in their societies. Some “big pastors” were involved in various
corruption scandals, and it has influenced on the negative publicity. Nevertheless, most of megachurch pastors are good preachers, and they are very attractive with their pastoral abilities. God
has used many sincere “great preachers” to spread the Words in the world, and it has led many
explosive revivals in Christian history.
The author thinks that most of MGC supporters and church planters may have excellent
preaching abilities and communication skills. Church planters will want to extend their ministries
by elaborate structures and systems with their growing fames. However, they need to concentrate
on a few fundamental values persistently with their church members: “preaching, preaching, and
preaching.” Most of laypeople tend to decide their churches for excellent preaching abilities of
insightful and sincere preachers. “Be preparing for high preaching quality with qualified
theological depth and research.” Concentration can make natural extensions. Be a pure and
intelligent preacher of the Gospel.

(January 12, 2014), accessed March 10, 2014. http://www.foxnews.com/world/2014/01/12/christians-killed-forfaith-nearly-doubled-in-2013-group-finds/.
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6. Missional approach to your local area with MIC
Many church planters have a dream to be a pastor beyond regional barriers. MIC can be
wrongly used for extensions of this dream. However, each block or street is a fundamental area
for a local church planter. This means that they must concentrate on their own town and
neighbors. First of all, they must be recognized as a good pastor in their local area, and missional
perspective will lead church planters into a next deeper and wider evangelism process for local
residents and other regions. Jesus started His great step in Galilee and specifically in Nazareth,
the small town. He walked round in the poor and miserable Palestine, and his teachings spread
like wildfire without marketing techniques. Church planters have to use MIC concepts for pure
pastoral purpose, not for some prosperous growth models. Church planters can get much
information from many famous and proven leaders of MIC in America, but they also do not use
those just for their church growth techniques.
The researcher has revealed that MIC is the biggest trend in the ten movements, and
some church planters and authors who participated in the surveys emphasized the importance of
“multi-ethnic church.” In South Korea, there are many evangelical Protestant churches to
concentrate on the “multi-ethnic ministry” for many foreign workers and immigrants.32 The
author suggests that the American churches need to invest persistently for the multi-ethnic
ministries, and many church planters who have God’s love will use their financial and spiritual
powers for many “sojourners and strangers.” Additionally, MIC church planters must support
world missions and missionaries persistently.

32

The researcher was an associate pastor of a mega-church in South Korea, and the church had many
diverse ethnic groups, such as Pilipino, Russian, Chinese, American, and North Korean defectors. South Korea has
developed with incredible speed, and many Asian immigrants have visited explosively for their economic reasons.
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7. Multiplying your church dimensions with MSC
The author hopes that MSC can be used for only pure pastoral and missional purposes,
but it will be difficult for current social atmospheres: capitalistic and aspirational culture. Church
planters should not learn about “extension skills through the latest trend.” They need to learn
about “multiplying their church dimensions” through the trend. A church has diverse dimensions:
Spiritual or Physical, Personal or Communal, Radical or Traditional, Theological or Cultural, and
Apocalyptic or Secular. Local MSC leading pastors need to learn about the dimensions for their
multi-site churches. The complex dimensions of a church can be extended with “human
resources.” MSC supporters need to focus on a few important values: humans, humans, and
humans. Technical approach to extend new satellite churches without deep consideration about a
“human” will be failed. Church planters who want to use MSC concept have to extend and
develop their own qualifications as a “spiritual humanist in Christ.”

Fig. 92. Diverse Dimensions within a Church and the Importance of Human Resources for
Multiplying MSC Churches
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8. Organizing your small groups like organism with OGC
Church planters should not use OGC concept to keep making excuses for irrational
ways of church administrations. As mentioned before, God has developed diverse communal and
systematic structures for the church in history, and if church planters read Leviticus, they will not
say that God loves only “simple and easy ways.” “Organizing process” for each church is very
important to OGC church planters. They love “organic small churches or groups,” but they need
to think about the nature of human beings. Humans are very “political and egocentric,” and
social educations in developed countries lead their immature community members into “selfabnegating” way to change humans’ sinful and non-educated instincts. Organizations or
organizational structures in history have been used persistently within God’s will, and
governments or authorities need to be respected. Romans 13:1-7 shows the value as follows:
Every person is to be in subjection to the governing authorities For there is no
authority except from God, and those which exist are established by God. Therefore
whoever resists authority has opposed the ordinance of God; and they who have
opposed will receive condemnation upon themselves. For rulers are not a cause of fear
for good behavior, but for evil. Do you want to have no fear of authority? Do what is
good and you will have praise from the same; for it is a minister of God to you for good.
But if you do what is evil, be afraid; for it does not bear the sword for nothing; for it is a
minister of God, an avenger who brings wrath on the one who practices evil. Therefore
it is necessary to be in subjection, not only because of wrath, but also for conscience'
sake. For because of this you also pay taxes, for rulers are servants of God, devoting
themselves to this very thing. Render to all what is due them: tax to whom tax is due;
custom to whom custom; fear to whom fear; honor to whom honor.

Simple or non-institutional church concept within OGC trend is good for real communal
life and “unselfish small church.” However, OGC church planters need to think about the
importance of institutional church form to prevent various troubles for humans’ instincts. The
concepts of “Institutional” or “organizational” are not bad for all churches, and God has
permitted systematic approaches and organized leaders for His churches. A small classroom of
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elementary school has a systematic rules and operation policy for little children’s orderly
behaviors. OGC church planters need to “organize” their small groups like “organism,” but it
does not mean “abandon” or “inordinacy.” Additionally, the author thinks that OGC churches
have a fundamental limitation about “biblical discipline.” OGC Church planters need to consider
of the fundamental problem.

9. Revitalization of your real social networks with IBC
According to the survey results in this thesis, most of the authors and the planters do not
support IBC concept, but they want to use the Internet as a wonderful way to communicate to
others. Church planters should not try to use the IBC concepts as a perfect church form for their
churches, because most of people are not prepared to countenance that. Church planters need to
think that why “Vintage churches” are spreading in America. It is not everything to lead the latest
trend with new methods and glossy techniques. Young church planters should to know how to
use moderation in this “networked world.” They need to spend most time to revitalize their social
networks and relationships in their real worlds. To spend too much time using the Internet and
online social networking is time-consuming. They have to concentrate on prayer time, and they
need to prepare their sermons and worship orders.
Visitation evangelism was one of the most important and basic elements for church
planting process in history, but it has been weakened in America. Many current young and new
church planters have a phobia of the evangelism style under many “strange laws” against public
evangelism in some states of the U.S. It has been a big issue that many non-believers hate
visitation evangelism more and more in South Korea. Anti-Christians attack persistently the
evangelism method through influential web portals and social network services. Church planters
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have to visit many people as possible as, and talk with them in their local areas face to face. They
also need to separate frequently their smartphones from their daily lives. If they give up the
“digital idol,” God will give many opportunities to serve “real” people with spiritual authority.
The Internet will be an important route to spread insightful church planters’ thoughts and good
behaviors by other laypeople’s admirations.

10. Sustaining your conservative theology within traditions of the Reformation with MDC
Sermons of “conservative” church planters who follow traditions of the Reformation
can be very propound. It needs to research diverse historical church forms after the Reformation
to teach the meaning of the church to laypeople. MDC Church planters can find many resources
to establish their own ecclesiological positions through persistent researches about the history of
Christianity and theological diversities within main Protestant denominations. “Fundamentalists”
were not welcomed by liberals in main-line denominations and moderate evangelicals in
America. However, God has used many of them to protect His Word and churches. Church
planters in main-line denominations have to teach many good traditions from historical records.
Intellectual approaches to the Bible with radical rationalism will be dangerous, but
MDC church planters need to sustain their theological strengths with intellectual and theological
approaches to persuade many non-Christian racialists in their local areas. Sometimes, there were
many anti-intellectualism attitudes within evangelical groups for “effectiveness,” “enthusiastic
worship,” and “fast and easy evangelization.” Intellectualism cannot save humans from the
permanent death, but evangelical Protestant church planters who have propound intelligence and
insights from the Holy Spirit can change a huge flow of intellectual corruption in America. The
author insists that Confessional Church Movement will be one of the most influential
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ecclesiological trends of the next ten years with social conservatization in America. Church
planters need to make their firm ecclesiological attitudes with conservative theological positions
and intellectual thoughts. Finally, they also need to concentrate on “biblical and theological
preaching.”

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, the author has proposed the two core topics related to establishing a
revitalizing strategy for church planters as follows: First, prediction of church planting trends
from now on. Second, actualization of healthy church planting models based on the studied ten
evangelical Protestant ecclesiological trends.
In the first topic, the author proposed diverse predictions based on the ten movements.
The author asserted that it is necessary that the current evangelical Protestant church planters
have to know exactly what the ecclesiological church planting forms they have followed. The
author emphasized that the fundamental structures of the ten trends are absolutely not heretical.
Each of them has been trying to build God’s churches by their diverse ways.
The researcher proposed the ten predictions (The Ten Ps) related to the ten trends as
follows: 1) Persistent proliferations and applications of MIC with countermeasures for missions,
2) Persistent yearning for MGC with new diverse methodologies for growth, 3) Persistent
proliferations and applications of MSC forms in diverse size churches, 4) Persistent
proliferations and applications of HOC with its basic values in local churches, 5) Persistent
researches and applications for OGC within blend-type churches, 6) Persistent renewals and
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revivals within MDC churches by the Confessing Movement, 7) Persistent conservatization of
IDC churches for evangelical discipleship values, 8) Persistent involvements of NPC leaders for
professional church plants and consultations, 9) Persistent convergences of PTC and the other
trends within local churches, and 10) Persistent development of IBC as a real church planting
form.
The author has shown many results from the book research and the surveys related to
the possibility of unification of evangelical church planting methodologies. Every trend is linked
with the whole evangelical Protestant churches, and the researcher proposed a diagram to show
the connection as follows: 1) HOC church and micro church vs. MGC and MSC church, 2)
Emerging Evangelicals vs. traditional evangelicals, 3) Pentecostal evangelicals (PTC) vs.
conservative evangelicals, 4) Independent evangelicals (IDC) vs. denominational evangelicals
(MDC), and 5) Persistent collaborations of MIC, OGC, IBC, and NPC for evangelical churches.
In the second topic, the researcher actualized healthy church planting models based on
the studied ten evangelical protestant ecclesiological trends. He proposed biblical church
planting models based on the ten evangelical Protestant trends as follows: 1) Apocalyptic but
temporal church with MIC, 2) Christ-centered but humanistic church with OGC, 3) Cooperative
but independent church with IDC, 4) Diverse but synchronized church with NPC, 5) Evangelistic
but communal church with MGC, 6) Radical but conservative church with HOC, 7) Rapid but
accurate church with IBC, 8) Self-giving but self-directed church with MSC, 9) Simple but
specific church with MDC, and 10) Spiritual but secular church with PTC.
The author proposed the three models related to the classification of the current
Ecclesiological positions in the introduction of this thesis as follows: 1) Conservative
Ecclesiology Model (CEM) and church planters, 2) Moderate Ecclesiology Model (MEM) and
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church planters, and 3) Progressive Ecclesiology Model (PEM) and church planters. He also
suggested a diagram of CEM, MEM, and PEM models with the four key elements for church
planters.
Finally, the researcher suggested the ten success factors of church planting related to the
ten trends for church planters as follows: 1) Application of the Pentecostal spirituality with PTC,
2) Assertive relationship with Christian non-profits with NPC, 3) Be an independent creative
thinker for your own church with IDC, 4) Building your lay-leaders like sincere pastors with
HOC, 5) Extending or concentrating on your ministries like mega-church leaders with MGC, 6)
Missional approach to your local area with MIC, 7) Multiplying your church dimensions with
MSC, 8) Organizing your small groups like organism with OGC, 9) Revitalization of your real
social networks with IBC, and 10) Sustaining your conservative theology within traditions of the
Reformation with MDC.
The author wanted to show some additional suggestions for diverse financial supporters
and seminaries to help church planters in this chapter, but he decided to delete the sections for a
problem of exceeding thesis quantity. He also did not deal with technical and basic methods of
general church planting process in this chapter. Chapter six will be the conclusion and summary
for this thesis and a suggestion about more innovations after this study for other researchers
related to church planting and evangelism.

CHAPTER Ⅵ
CONCLUSION

Final Summary

It was a valuable and special experience for the author to research this important issue:
analyzing the trends related to church planting and ecclesiological positions of the American
churches in this century. The purpose of this thesis was to analyze and research about current
church planting trends within the published works during the past thirteen years in America and
to suggest a healthy church planting and growth model for local church planters. The researcher
thinks that the purpose has been to some degree achieved.
As a Korean pastor, the author has felt highly honored to study the American church
planting movements, authors, and planters. He hoped to support many new church planters who
want to know the current ecclesiological trends to lead their churches into God’s purpose. The
author focused on the American churches, because they have accumulated diverse intellectual
resources and practical models of church planting. He also hopes that this research results will
help many church planters and seminarians in South Korea, my country, and other countries.
There is no perfect answer for church planting, and the author hoped to show the current
ecclesiological trends. He did not focused on skillful or testified methods to plant a new church,
but he wanted to collect and analyze the overall flow of church planting movements in America.
The author summarized the results of each chapter for overall assessment of this research.
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Chapter One: Providing the Two Main Frameworks to Study This Project.
The introduction of this thesis showed the fundamental reasons why evangelical church
planters need to know the trend of God for His churches in this century. The researcher thought
that the exact information or data about the current church planting trends can support and
revitalize many church planters who were failed or depressed in their church planting processes.
The author believed that church planters have a spiritual ability to think and consider of their
theological and ecclesiological positions, and they can also decide each right direction within
God’s grace and guidance. The author proposed the two key frameworks to research this project
as follows: the biblical, theological, and historical classification of Protestant Ecclesiology, and
the classification of the ten current church planting trends in America.
The fundamental limitation of this research was that it cannot cover all books on church
planting in America. Nevertheless, the one hundred books selected were nearly perfect resources
for this research. The author wanted to show the combining process of the trend of the one
hundred books and the surveys from the people who are involved with church planting. After all,
the author combined the findings based on the outcome of the surveys in chapter two, three, four,
and five, not by some new outside methods.

Chapter Two: Providing Research Results about the Seventy-Six Authors and their Books.
The author provided much information about the seventy-six authors and one hundred
books related to the ten main trends and diverse backgrounds of the authors in this chapter as
follows: 1. Authors, 2. Publishers, 3. Publication Dates, 4. The Ten Main Movements or Trends,
5. Denominations, 6. Institutions, 7. Seminaries, 8. Ages or Generations, 9. Ecclesiology, 10.
Regions, 11. Attitudes of Role of Pastor, and 12. Attitudes of Church Size. There were valuable
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research results to know the current church planting and ecclesiological trends in America.
It was obvious that MIC receives widespread support from many authors who want to
support the other nine movements. MGC was still influential trend within the authors. SBC
pastors have a strong influence in the publishing world with non-denominational authors. It was
interesting that the biggest final academic degree of the seventy-six authors was doctorate
(43.4%), and inter-denominational seminaries of the top twelve were six. The authors related to
the moderate Ecclesiology were forty-nine, and it was also interesting that the thirty-nine of the
forty-nine moderate authors support MGC. The researcher also wanted to find the correlation
between the core authors and the church planters who participated to the survey, and he made
some important questions related to the issue in the survey questionnaires with other minor
questions about their church planting processes.

Chapter Three: Providing Research Results about the Three Surveys.
All of the survey groups were analyzed as the samples selected by the author to
combine the study results of the one hundred books in chapter two. Most of the church planters
were Baptists, and 52.38% studied at LU and LBTS. 67.31% were the SBC pastors. 30.77%
were independent planters. The author had planned to research LU and LBTS alumni, but
consequently, God led this survey into the wider survey population. Most of them have
conservative ecclesiological positions, and 82% got financial assistance in their planting
processes. Financial supports for initial church planting processes were essential, and supporting
human resources for making core teams from mother churches were also vital. 92.5% agreed
with the classification of the ten trends of this researcher. The highest trend was MIC. IDC was
the second highest movement. The third highest trend was MDC. The author explained the
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meaning of main-line denominations for this thesis, and many Baptist planters of this survey
thought that their positions were MDC. The highest ecclesiological perspective was conservative.
Fourteen of nineteen authors of this survey agreed with the classification of the ten
trends of this researcher. MIC and MGC were the most influential church planting methodologies
to the nineteen authors. The highest ecclesiological perspective was conservative, and this result
was very similar with the planter survey. The researcher suggested that the most influential
ecclesiological position in the seventy-six authors were moderate in chapter two, but most of the
authors in the survey supported conservative ecclesiology. The lay-leaders showed that MIC was
the highest trend for them. 81.82% agree with the classification of the ten trends of this
researcher. The researcher found that MIC is the most influential trend within the three groups.
The three surveys were very useful, because the researcher could testify the correlation
between the survey results and the findings from the one hundred books in chapter two. There
were much information to know specifically about the current situation of church planters and
real ecclesiological positions of the authors. The small size of the lay-leaders’ population was sad
to the researcher.

Chapter Four: Providing a Proposal of Prerequisites for Utilization Process of the Trends.
Chapter two and three showed numerous research results about current church planting,
and it needed to select a core issue for chapter four. This author decided to blend the both parts,
the theories of the books and the church planters’ thoughts revealed within the survey in chapter
four. The researcher developed his comparative analysis about the ten church planting theories
and methodologies from the books and the church planters in the ten trend analyses. He proposed
a possibility about a convergence of the trends for building a desirable church planting model
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within sound ecclesiological bases. There were diverse convergences among the ten trends, and
the researcher provided many findings related to the unifications of the ten trends.
It was very interesting that Andy Stanley, an important non-denominational megachurch leader in America, was the most influential pastor to the five participants who have over
five-hundred Sunday worship attendances in each church. Many main-line pastors have had a
negative position against MGC, but it was true that they have also been influenced by MGC for
decades. The researcher found a result that the current Baptist planters who participated in the
survey were conservative more than the authors. The author predicted that the pattern of the
strange mixture, MGC, MSC, and HOC, will be increased in America. The researcher analyzed
five participants who supported MSC in the planter survey. They, the five MSC planters showed
that MSC is not a part of MGC. The author reconfirmed the growth of MSC in various size
churches. Most of them, the participants of the church planter survey, were SBC or nondenominational Baptist planters, and this means that PTC has an influence in the publishing
world and many evangelical churches and groups, but conservative Baptists or MDC pastors do
not still like PTC.

Chapter Five: Providing a Revitalizing Strategy for Church Planters.
According to the research results of this thesis, there was no united desirable
Ecclesiology for the current evangelical Protestant groups in America. Nevertheless, the author
believes that every ecclesiological church group can help each other if they keep an open-mind
within the name of evangelical Protestant churches. The researcher proposed the two core topics
in this chapter as follows: First, prediction of church planting trends from now on. Second,
actualization of healthy church planting models based on the studied ten evangelical Protestant
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ecclesiological trends. The fundamental structures of the ten trends were absolutely not heretical.
However, the author emphasizes that most of church planters must study historical theology
persistently to prevent some heretical approaches for only church growth and fame. Each of the
trends has been trying to build God’s churches by their diverse ecclesiological ways. Therefore,
the researcher proposed a generous attitude for positive applications within many evangelical
new churches. The author wanted to show that every trend was linked with the whole evangelical
Protestant churches, and an important diagram about the situation was proposed.
In the second topic, the researcher actualized healthy church planting models based on
the studied ten evangelical protestant ecclesiological trends. He proposed each diagram of the ten
revised trends to help church planters’ easy understanding. The author also proposed the three
models related to the classification of the current ecclesiological positions in the introduction of
this thesis. CEM, MEM, and PEM may help to understand each church planter’s own
ecclesiological position and basic check-list as a pastor. Finally, the researcher suggested the ten
success factors of church planting related to the ten trends for church planters. The author hoped
that many church planters will check their own ecclesiological positions and basic qualifications
as a healthy church planter through this small research results and suggestions.
God loves all church planting processes through His great and sincere servants. Through
the book and the survey researches, the author has realized that a church planting process is an
unbelievably humbling experience within God’s plan. There were no perfect answers for
successful church planting process, but it is clear that God will help many church planters
through their own creativities from God and endless devotional efforts for His churches.
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Final Suggestions for Church Planters
The author proposed CEM, MEM, and PEM models with the four key elements,
spirituality, people (leadership), reality, and qualifications, for church planters in chapter five.
The author explains again four key suggestions based on the above elements, P.O.C.A., to
church planters as follows:

Pray for His Guidance: Spirituality
The author said as follows: “The most important duty of all church planters related to
the three models is prayer. They have to pray and fast for their people and churches without rest.”
Luke 5:16 describes about the exemplary pattern of Jesus’ prayer as follows: “But Jesus Himself
would often slip away to the wilderness and pray.” The author suggests some questions to check
church planters’ spirituality as follows: Where is your wilderness? Do you have a wilderness for
your deep prayer? Do you hear Him within your inner mind or not? Do you have fasting time
periodically or not? Why don’t you permit your prayer time over two or three hours every day
like Luther or great pastors? Do you have a spiritual authority to proclaim a public fasting and
prayer time to your church members like Ezra or not? Pray for His guidance persistently.

Organize His People: Leadership
The researcher said as follows: “All church planters must love their people with their
sacrifices. People will follow a real pastor who loves God and people more than laypeople. It
was not to be by artificial means. Planters have to love people with all their hearts and souls. If
people do not follow a church planter, he must think deeply about the reasons why they do not
agree with his ministry pattern or sermons.” 3 John 1:1-4 describes about the right attitude of
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pastoral leader’s love for his companion as follows: “The elder to the beloved Gaius, whom I
love in truth. Beloved, I pray that in all respects you may prosper and be in good health, just as
your soul prospers. For I was very glad when brethren came and testified to your truth, that is,
how you are walking in truth. I have no greater joy than this, to hear of my children walking in
the truth.” The author suggests some questions to check church planters’ leadership as follows:
Do you have a leadership to organize your people? Where is the source to prove your pastoral
authority, theological depths or management skills? Do you have the love like the Apostle John?
Where are your companions who can cry for your pastoral pains and failures? Do you have a
mentor who can advise your interpersonal problems? Organize His people with true leadership.

Communicate with His Words: Reality
This author said as follows: “Some church planters are dreamers, but they also need to
be realists. Church planters have to consider of financial conditions, social structures, and
cultural situations, etc. Their theological or ecclesiological visions can be reached through
perception of reality.” Many evangelical Protestant pastors have a problem adapting their
churches within the postmodernized culture. It means that they have to communicate with their
cultural situations. If they want to communicate with their cultures, they have to communicate
with the Bible firstly. 2 Timothy 3:16-17 describes the fundamental value for the communication
process as follows: “All Scripture is inspired by God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for
correction, for training in righteousness; so that the man of God may be adequate, equipped for
every good work.”
The author suggests some questions to check church planters’ reality as follows: Do you
have a reality related to discernment against secular cultures? How can you realize your
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theological positions and pastoral visions for your people in the real world? Where are your
regular sites for evangelism? Do you have regular pastoral visitations for your church members’
homes, schools, and work places? Do you have an ability to link the Bible with the real world for
your people through your insightful interpretation and application within every sermon? Ask for
His inspirations to interpret real worlds.

Ask for His Gifts: Qualifications
The author said as follows: “Church planters must check their own levels related to
basic pastoral duties and qualifications of the Bible.” The author suggests some questions to
check church planters’ qualifications as follows: Do you remember Galatians 5:22-23 and 1
Timothy 3:1-7 for your pastoral qualifications? How can you sustain your qualifications against
Satan’s attacks? Do you have a testified group to check your qualifications persistently within
your church? What is your revitalizing strategy for your depressed qualifications? Do you have
intellectual efforts to revise your prejudices about humans and churches through theological
studies? Ask for His gifts for your qualification growth.

Proposals for Additional Innovations after This Study
The author proposes some issues related to church planting and ecclesiological values
for additional innovations after this study as follows: First, it needs to research more to know
exactly the influences of MGC within all evangelical pastors in America through a wide
psychological survey. The author hopes to see a result about the future of MGC in America from
a researcher’s study. Second, Pentecostalism in Hispanic Americans needs to be studied more to
know a direction of the American evangelical churches with the explosive growth of the
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Hispanic population. This research also needs to use survey research. Third, it needs to study
about the religious freedom issue in America. The religious persecutions within the laws related
to anti-Christianity will be increased more and more, and church planters need to know that how
they prevent some bad results for their evangelism ministries in their local areas. Finally, the
author proposes to research about transformation or innovation plans of main seminaries in
America for church planters. Their curriculums, materials related to Ecclesiology, and actual
support plans need to be testified and reformed for the next decade. May God bless all church
planters and His people!

“The church built upon the covenant of Christ’s blood is the primary design and spiritual
community to save all humans from the permanent second death, and it must provide
an opportunity to worship God, learn the Bible, and perform the biblical sacraments
with proper disciplines.”

Ji Woon Choi

“Darkness to the intellect, but sunshine to the heart.”

Frederick W. Faber

APPENDIX A
THE INITIAL QUESTIONNAIRE FORM OF THE CHURCH PLANTERS

January 27, 2014
Hello pastor,
My name is Ji Woon Choi, and I am a Doctor of Ministry candidate at Liberty Baptist
Theological Seminary. As part of my Doctor of Ministry program, I am writing my thesis project
on “Establishing a Revitalizing Strategy for Church Planters: An Analysis of Church Planting
Trends of the 21st Century within the Published Works during the Past Thirteen Years (2001-2013)
in America.”
One hundred books on church planting and church growth will be studied as a part of this
thesis project, but, a survey of church planting pastors and members of recent church plants is
also a major part of this study. I have chosen to limit the church planters to alumni of Liberty
University. The Center for Ministry Training has approved this and given me access to the email
list they have accumulated. It is our opinion that this survey will not only contribute to this thesis
project, but will be a great asset to teachers of church planting at LU. It is very important to get
your input.
This online survey should take no more than 10 or 15 minutes. I would greatly appreciate
it if you will assist my research by sharing the important experiences in your church planting
ministry. Your participation will be used for only my thesis, and your information written in this
questionnaire will be protected from any commercial or incorrect purpose to use the materials.
The names of individual church planters or churches will not be revealed.
As the thesis title reveals, this thesis will examine the current trends in church planting. I
will suggest a classification of the trends with explanations before you answer the survey
questions. Read these carefully, and refer back to them during the survey if needed.
I appreciate your time and effort in responding to this survey. Your participation will
provide very important information into my research, and if you want to get my research results,
go to liberty.edu and search for Digital Commons where all theses are posted. I plan for it to be
available by May, 2014.
God bless,
Ji Woon Choi
If you have any questions about this survey or research, please let me know..
Cell. 434-534-7755

E-mail: jchoi13@liberty.edu
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The classification of the current trends or movements of church planting in the 21st century
This classification is not perfect, and the explanation of each trend is not absolute, but it
is a research methodology to analyze the current trends of church planting from the books
studied.
1. House Church Movement

Non-institutional and denominational church planting trend with
small group meeting in America; like the underground church in
China.

2. Independent Church Movement

They take all methods from other movements, and they also
have very unique personalities against the general church forms:
sometimes it looks like a heretic for their radical approach to
other traditional churches.

3. Internet Based Church Movement

Their online networks-centered church to communicate with
their members and others will be expended more in the future.

4. Main Line Denominations Based
Movement

The traditional and historical denominations such as Baptist,
Methodist, Reformed, Lutheran, etc. Sometimes, they have a
very conservative attitude against some radical evangelical
approaches beyond their beliefs or theological positions.

5. Mega Church Movement

The big trend emerged in the late 20th century from America;
with large crowd over 2,000 people in each church.
Fundamentally, there are many young followers who want to be
a mega-church leader in the future.

6. Missional Church Movement

The neo-trend of the meaning of the mission; for the near
people who need to listen to the Gospel within the same
country, America. The church wants to contact with various
different cultural and ethnic backgrounds in the country.

7. Multi-Site Church Movement

The new paradigm of mega-church movement with the
development of broadcasting system and technology; “Multisite mega-church by one core leadership or team.”

8. Neo Para-Church Movement

The innovators related with local churches with their own
strategies for the ultimate church growth and mission. They are
different from the last Para-Church institutions for just a special
group, such as college students against local traditional
churches.

9. Organic Church Movement

Many house church or small churches want to be this form
ultimately; as a non-hierarchical structure and plat-spiritual
community.

10. Pentecostal Church Movement

This paradigm has influenced on many churches in the World,
and sometimes its explosive spiritual power to grow a church
surpasses all theoretical and traditional barriers.
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A. The Basic Information

1. I got your name from the Center for Ministry Training (CMT) at Liberty University and would
like to know your relationship with Liberty.
_____ Attended, but did not graduate from the undergraduate program
____ Graduate of the undergraduate program
_____ Attended, but did not graduate from the Seminary
____ Graduate of the Seminary

2. If seminary graduate, what degree(s) did you earn? _________________________________
_____ Never attended Liberty

3. Location of your church Plant: City ____________________ and State _______

B. The General Questions about Your Church Planting

1. What denomination is your church plant identified with?
____________________________

2. Is the denomination named in your church name? ____ Yes

_____No

3. How old is your current church plant?
a.

1-3 months

d.

1-2 years

b.

4-6 months

e.

More than 2 years

c.

7-12 months
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4. What is the average attendance in the main worship service?
a.

25-50

d.

200-500

b.

50-100

e.

More than 500

c.

100-200

5. How old were you when you planted the church?
a. _____ 20-29
b. _____ 30-39
c. _____ 40-49
d. _____

50-59

e. ___

More than 60

(Please use your best estimates in Question No. 6-9.)

6. What percent of your membership are new Christians baptized at your church?
a.

1-10 %

d.

31-40%

b.

11-20%

e.

41-50%

c.

20-29

f.

More than 50%

7. What percent of your membership have transferred membership from a local church?
a.

1-10 %

d.

31-40%

b.

11-20%

e.

41-50%

c.

21-30%

f.

More than 50%
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8. What percent of your membership have transferred membership from a distant church?
a.

1-10 %

d.

31-40%

b.

11-20%

e.

41-50%

c.

21-30%

f.

More than 50%

9. What is the average monthly income of your church plant?
a.

$ 0-2,000

d.

$6,001-8,000

b.

$2,001-4,000

e.

$8,001-10,000

c.

$4,001-6,000

f.

More than $10,000

10. Did you have financial assistance in planting, from where?
a._____ yes
b.

No outside support provided

10-1. Please check on the current style of your main financial assistance.
a. ____ denomination

c. _____ Other Institution

b. ____ Sponsor or Mother church

d. _____ Individual supporters

e.

Others

11. Please check your church’s primary meeting place(s).
Home

School

Movie Theater

Own building

Restaurant

Others (Please describe)

Other church

Hotel

12. Did you have an existing core group for your plant?
Yes

No
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12-1. If you checked "Yes or No," Why?
________________________________________________________________

13. List three things that have helped your church plant the most.
1.
2.
3.

14. List three things that have caused your church plant the most trouble or conflict.

1.
2.
3.

C. The Specific Questions on the Church Planting Trends

1. Do you agree the classification by the author are the major trends in the current church
planting or not?
a.

Agree

b.

Disagree

1-1. Why do you think so?

2. If you have any idea for a trend not given, please give the name and explanation for it.
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3. Which trend best identifies your church plant? (Please check one or more related trends
your church planting process would be identified with.)

a.

House Church Movement

f.

Missional Church Movement

b.

Independent Church Movement

g.

Multi-Site Church Movement

c.

Internet Based Church Movement

h.

Neo Para-Church Movement

d.

Main Line Denominations Based
Movement

i.

Organic Church Movement

j.

Pentecostal Church Movement

e.

Mega Church Movement

k.

Others

4. Who is (are) the core author(s) or leader(s) of the trend(s) that your church identifies
with?
______
____________________________________________________________________________

5. Why do you think so? (Please choose one or two reasons.)
a.

influence

d.

qualifications

b.

publications

e.

For one’s theological view

c.

For one’s innovation

f.

Others

6. What is your most important and core issue(s) of your church planting process? (Please
number from 1 to 10 according to your priorities.)
a. Ecclesiology (

)

f. Relationship (

)

b. Finance

(

)

g. Rest

(

)

c. Leadership (

)

h. Spirituality (

)

d. Location

(

)

i. Time

)

e. Preaching

(

)

j. Worship

(
(

)
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7. How would you rate your ecclesiological perspective for your trend(s)?
a.

Conservative

c.

Progressive

b.

Moderate

d.

I do not know exactly

8. Which are the most frequent words or expressions used within your church related to the
trend(s)? (Please check and number your top three from this list)
Authority

Growth

Preaching

Community

Healing

Sacrifice

Discipleship

Hope

Team (or teamwork)

Effectiveness

Leadership

Technology

Evangelism

Love

Vision

Faith

Mission

Worship

Finance (or money)

Prayer

9. How effective has your church plant been with the trend(s)?
a.

Very effective

c.

Not effective

b.

Effective

d.

I do not know .

10. What is your opinion of the ideal size of attendance of a church every Sunday?
a.

50-100

b.

101-200

c.

201-300

d.

301-400

e.

401-500

f.

More than 500

g.

Mega size, more than 2,000
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11. What book(s) related to Ecclesiology have you read?
Book Name:
Author:
Book Name:
Author:

12. What is your opinion about the importance of this research on church planting trends?

I would like to send a brief survey to 3 leaders in your church plant if you will provide
names and email addresses. The survey is very short and simple, (a copy of it follows) and
the data are processed to be anonymous. If you would encourage them to participate it
would be appreciated.
Names

Email addresses

___________________________

_________________________________________________________

__________________________

__________________________________________________________

_________________________

____________________________________________________________

“Do not fear, for I am with you; Do not anxiously look about you, for I am your God I will
strengthen you, surely I will help you, Surely I will uphold you with My righteous right hand.”
Isaiah 41:10

APPENDIX B
THE ONLINE QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS OF THE CHURCH PLANTERS:
1. THE COPY OF THE ONLINE QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS OF THE CHURCH
PLANTERS
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2. THE OPEN ENDED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS OF THE CHURCH PLANTER
SURVEY

12-1. If you checked "Yes or No," Why?
 Answered: 43
 Skipped: 22
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

Our core group was specifically chosen because they were passionate about reaching people, and talented in
areas where I am not.
We started with 4 people then built a core from there.
Ecc 4:9-12, "we is better than me"
Moved with to start from another state
To provide stability of leadership from the beginning
We have merged the church plant with another and no longer meet
We focus on fishermen, so I used fishermen in my core group
We brought in a core group with us
Parachute Plant. My family moved and started to meet neighbors
6 families sent from sending church for support and growth
We believe team planting is the best model for healthy planting.
Saw planting with a team as consistent with the Pauline model.
Had a core group that dissolved prior to launch
A group from a former church helped us start our existing church
Group began the church before I became pastor
We built it when we felt called to plant.
Started from scratch.
Stayed true to the Vision.
Moved to an area that I did not know anyone and started to build the core team
Planted with a team. Basically two couples.
wanted to build it organically, from the ground up
Had to form planting team prior to planting
We started a brand new work.
All but one family who helped plant still remain.
A team of individuals is needed to start a church.
Felt it was essential for initial mission.
We've outgrown that stage.
I developed the group myself.
The former church closed and we reopened as LIBERTY
Remnance of an old church
We developed a core group upon arriving in the community.
I wanted to have a launch team before we open weekly services
to build the base of the new church with mature Christ-followers and volunteers
We plant in teams.
I believe a core group is a biblical and effective way to plant a new church. Ecclesiastes says that two is better
than one. To me, it’s a much smarter and wiser way.
30 adults from Mother Church
Developed a Core Group once we arrived in the area.
To launch the church.
All wanted to be a part of the vision
It's the best way to plant
Healthy leaders and churches recruit and develop teams
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42. We moved too far away from our old sending church and no one wanted to leave Oregon to come to Lancaster,
CA. So they sent $$ instead.
43. Started with 23 people.
13. List three things that have helped your church plant the most.
 Answered: 47
 Skipped: 18
1) 47 answers
1. Hard work
2. Clear Calling
3. Mission over positions & strategy
4. Mail promotion
5. Community service/servant evangelism
6. Prayer
7. Launch Network Training
8. Team work
9. Partnerships
10. Prayer
11. Prayer
12. Partners
13. Prayer
14. Praying very specific prayers
15. Quality leaders
16. Prayer strategy
17. God's direction
18. Abundance of financial support
19. Word of mouth
20. Solid Leadership
21. The support of Vision Arizona who is a church planting ministry that I am accountable to
22. Yearlong apprenticeship with a like-minded church in the same area.
23. Mission Teams from other churches
24. Prayer
25. Prayer
26. Word of GOD
27. Committed team of individuals
28. Core families sold out on mission
29. Clear Vision
30. Having an involved mother church.
31. GOD moved when we fasted and prayed
32. Willingness of people to work
33. Being a multi-site campus (training, systems and financial support)
34. People who understand the vision
35. The healthy connection and support of the mother church
36. Residency
37. Having a team
38. Core Team Members from Mother Church (tithing)
39. Prayer
40. Prayer
41. Holy Scripture
42. Core group of growing believers
43. Having a team
44. Past experience in planting (not as the senior pastor but an associate role)
45. We embraced campus ministry in our community
46. The Holy Spirit
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47. Location to meet from day one
2) 47 answers
1. Dedicated leaders
2. Vision communication
3. Staying focused on community & being a family
4. Word of mouth
5. Small group multiplication
6. Vision
7. Mentoring by pastors who have done it before
8. Small group interaction
9. Mentoring
10. Leadership
11. Partners
12. Lots of partnerships with other churches
13. Biblical vision and practical timeline
14. Strong commitment to community engagement
15. Radical conversions
16. Marketing, direct mail, seo optimization
17. Faithful people
18. Great core / launch team
19. Music
20. Vision casting
21. Having financial support
22. Past coaching relationships that i can draw on.
23. Individuals who volunteered to help short term
24. Team effort
25. Team
26. Faith in Jesus
27. Intense missional focus
28. Permanent meeting place
29. Growing location
30. My business and real world experience.
31. Taking a biblical stand on issues facing our country ... Ten commandments should not be moved from the
schools, abortion is wrong ... 2'nd amendment rights
32. Our outreach
33. The quality/uniqueness of our sunday morning service
34. Support for other institutions
35. Starting with two full time pastoral staff members and spiritaully solid core team
36. Launch team
37. Having older people outside of college that work hard and don't quit
38. Financial help of mother church
39. Financial support
40. Clear calling
41. Holy spirit
42. Core group of tithers
43. Having a solid plan
44. Our core team and now our staff
45. We intentionally engaged the lostness thru community ministry evangelism
46. Prayer
47. Excellent funding
3) 46 answers
1. Financial support
2. Well-defined mission
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

Passion & authenticity . . . Not denominationalism or "fancy" marketing
Christmas eve service
Leadership development/multiplication
Strategy and systems
Outside mission teams
Discipleship
On-going coaching
Outreach
Pioneering families
Denominational support
Committed core team who live like missionaries.
Many regular meetings aimed disciple making
Financial support
Strategic big days
Useful facilities
Having deeply rooted relationships in our area
Expository preaching
Marketing signs
Having a team.
Close friendship & relationship among the core
High contact with community
Hard work
Being one accord
SBCV support and training
Initial financial commitments
Preaching
Having another full time staff person.
Fellowship dinner
Good worship
The pre-existing relationships we had in the community
Marketing
A "non-churchy" environment
Financial support
Having a mother church with other leaders outside my church that i can talk to.
Mentoring by experienced pastors
Commitment of the core
Proper support
Volunteers
Core group who understood hard work
Having church plant experience prior to planting
Actively engaging the community with service and the gospel
We partnered with a dying church who wanted to pass the torch
A willingness to be unconventional
Highly skilled staff
14. List three things that have caused your church plant the most trouble or conflict.
 Answered: 46
 Skipped: 19

1) 46 answers
1. Money
2. Building Challenges
3. Money
4. Not many members
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

Lack of communication
Bad Leadership
People having their own agenda to be part of the church plant
Other beliefs
Cultural Christians
Hard soil
Denominations
Wolves - people trying to divide and cause problems in the young church
Disgruntled church members who want to check us out.
Being located in a very transient city, we see approx a 30% turnover annually. Not because people want to
leave the church, but because they are moving due to graduation, programs ending, moving to suburban
comfort.
Constantly relocating
Limited resources
Selfish people
Many spiritually young / immature individuals
Transplants
Change
Being in an unchurched area
Not having a secured location and having to move around.
People who want to help lead that are not able or prepared
Apathy in the community
Disunity
Luke-warm area where we planted
Individuals who came with other agendas
Traditional expectations of older Christians
High turnover due to transient community
Lack of experienced and mature leaders.
Bible study teacher upset over our Youth Pastor moving a table into the sanctuary while he was teaching... Lost
about 8 that attended regularly....
Differing Opinions
Being mobile brings challenges (especially in how it limits our ability to be creative with our environments)
Location
Set up and tear down weekly with limited help
People not knowing exactly why they came. Many times they come for selfish reasons. It can't be about selfish
motives or they will not last.
Core Team Members from Mother Church (gossiping)
Work Schedules
Managing exponential growth
Finances
Changing too much or too soon
Financial Risks
Eventual need for a more permanent facility
Consumer minded Christians who visited but not joined
Lack of financial support
Spiritual immaturity

2) 46 answers
1. Finding a location
2. Financial Support
3. Not having our own space
4. A lot of Mormons not interested
5. Lack of effective plans and evaluations
6. Lack of Vision
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

Finances
Misunderstanding
Spiritual warfare
Inexperienced leaders
Physical harms
Halfhearted membership and core team commitment after year 1
Other Christians in the community who feel threatened by an active church plant.
Facility issues have been extremely challenging in an urban context
Leaders with negative attitudes
Limited space in Denver county for church gatherings
Location
Lack of mature believers to help shepherd, make disciples , equip the saints
Lack of money
Change
Being in the school - people in our area don't like that
Lack of leaders- the need for leadership development
Financial givers who do not give on time or as promised
Lack of team members
Ego
Maybe too high of expectations
Losing focus on the vision
Lack of Sunday service volunteers (80%-20% phenomenon)
Not addressing/resolving conflict quickly
A young demographic that does not have a significant income.
When we buried our son on the church property..... The zoning permit was eventually disaproved by the
County..... We were forced to move him... But we actually gained members.
Lack of leadership
Figuring out the lines of communication/authority in our multi-site structure
Spanish church it is a minority and it can be hard to reach.
Too quickly needing to plug unqualified people into serving positions
It’s taken us a while to figure out a clear vision for our church. Were just starting to get it now.
Burn Out from Setting Up & Tearing Down Equipment
Location
Lack of 24/7 facility
People
Not listening to wise counsel of people who have done it
Not educating people on giving early enough
Wear and tear on equipment and other resources from being portable
We began with too small of a core group
Established churches in the area
Original members moving away from area

3) 43 answers
1. Leadership development
2. Lack of mature "churched" people
3. Lack of leaders
4. Takes a long time to develop relationship with prospects
5. Money
6. Being alone
7. Unforgiveness
8. Unmet expectations of parishioners
9. Adverse culture
10. Lostness
11. Financial struggles
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12. Key leaders who have not taken their responsibility as seriously as they should.
13. Breaking down pre-existing barriers to diversity. We pressed for though and would consider ourselves a
culturally diverse church.
14. Control and power seekers
15. People with conflicting vision
16. Occasional lack of funds
17. "disgruntled church attenders / Christian consumers"
18. Lack of volunteers
19. Change!
20. Having people who are new to the faith (which is good) but we have to teach them about worship, giving,
serving and outreach (which is good but is frustrating because it creates a lot of work for the staff)
21. Lack of pastoral experience
22. Taking steps of faith that are too big financially too early
23. New converts = no money and low commitment
24. Uncommunicated expectations
25. Need people to actually move into the area & do life
26. Financial struggles
27. Inconsistent giving
28. Promoting people to leadership too soon
29. I lived outside the target area for the first 2 years of the plant. We are now in year 3.
30. Helping a young man raise money to attend liberty by doing yard sales in the basement... The basement
became messy....
31. Having enough lead workers
32. Change the concept of church in our culture
33. Connecting personally with new guests (so many it's hard to make a connection)
34. Not having leaders sufficiently trained. Their caliber of leadership was not where it needed to be. (leadership)
35. Many members losing sight of the original mission
36. Having something constructive for the children to do
37. Establishing and maintaining a healthy culture, specifically with those who transfer in from another church
38. Building
39. Hiring too soon
40. Reaching tons of lost people and not being able to develop leadership quick enough
41. Fast growth and challenges that come from growth
42. Funding has been hard to come by
43. An unconventional approach
1-1. Why do you think so?
 Answered: 29
 Skipped: 36
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

These appear to be the existing trends of our time.
I would need to review in greater detail and have some discussion.
There is significant variety in church plants, and a few blend some of the definitions.
He has done his research
I think that it is wise to recognize there is more than one way to plant a church and more than one model of
successful church plants.
6. Trends are changing monthly and based on urban and regional settings
7. Experience and I see the trends and read books and blogs and go to conferences etc
8. They are a myriad of methods to use.
9. I agree for the most part on the authors classifications. I do not, however, think the lines are as strong as the
classifications assume. Our church plant would fall under at least three of these models simultaneously.
10. I question that younger pastors are seeking to lead a mega church.
11. There are a variety of church expressions that are effectively reaching people in the world. All models are
essential.
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12. I agree for the most part with the headings, but not as much with all the explanations - based on the findings i
have seen myself.
13. Seem to be those I have heard of the most
14. It is a good summary of the church planting movements
15. Most were very good and articulate. The Missional classification is a bit too broad. Missional is more of a
philosophy that spans all classes of church plants. Also, I would define Organic a bit further by saying that they
are more purists who do not like the fluff, hype, commercialism or political agenda of other kinds of church
plants. I might use the words Simple Church to help define what you classify as Organic.
16. Having researched church planting, those do seem to be the major trends
17. I’ve seen about 1/2 of them myself.
18. It was a pretty defined breakdown, I certainly agree with them, some could have been lumped together
19. Generally seems like a solid breakdown, though I think the "Willowback" style plants are still pretty dominant
among all planters. Also, there are a lot of churches that straddle the Pentecostal line.
20. Based on my reading and experience, he has the major areas have been covered.
21. The best movement in our area is to take over a closed church.
22. N/A
23. It is true..
24. It represents most if not all the current trends
25. This is a pretty good list to me.
26. I'm in about 80% agreement. For instance, we're at 800 in weekly attendance, but we're going multi-site, so I
don't agree that multi-site is only for mega-churches.
27. Agree for the most part. There are always new models and trends starting. So your list is good but not complete.
Because new styles of plants are happening yearly.
28. At least in the circle I am involved in
29. I've seen all of them in one form or another. We ourselves are a blend between two of the types.
2. If you have any idea for a trend not given, please give the name and explanation for it.
 Answered: 17
 Skipped: 48
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Seeker friendly church movement
How about those that are just purely focused on the gospel. No title or "classification", just continuing the
mission that Jesus set before his church in matt 28:18-20 & acts 1:8? People want to say we are "nondenominational", but i just say we are about Jesus, I do throw out "gospel-centered", but have backed off that
for the sake of sounding to "trendy" within "Christian-eez"!
Hybrid: my church is a combination of several of the trends identified by the author
Nothing new
Much of what is called church planting is not and resembles more of a franchise model for retail stores.
No-traditional church models, reaching marginalized groups. Ethnic groups, poor, refugees, etc.
None
See comments above. Also, one way that i often describe the multi-site kind of church plant is the franchise
model. It is similar to an American business model of restaurants, etc. You might consider one classification
needed is the New Testament model -- which tries to get back to a more simple biblical relational structure.
Multiethnic purpose-driven (maybe)
Mother church planting a daughter/sister/baby church. One which has the same DNA, but still allows the Holy
Spirit to lead. This plant also has its own leadership team.
"Willow back" plants that use willow creek, saddleback or any of their descendants for a model (Andy Stanley,
Ed Young, Perry Noble, etc.)
No.
N/a
Mobile church ministry. Go set up in various locations and have church on a consistent regular basis.
N/a
Church planting networks are playing a big role in church planting, coaching, accountability and financial
support. Also, planting on day one, with the intent to plant other churches is a trend. Also, we've been
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extremely intentional about our processes (simple church). That has set us apart from many other churches we
know.
17. Cell movement (not a great name). I see a new movement of planting where existing church members are
equipped to plant churches. To reach those they have influence with. Not a traditional plant or house church.
But average members who are trained to identify, reach, and disciple lost people who are in their sphere of
influence. Our church is a combination of a variety of trends you described. We do what works. And change
when it's not working. The focus is reaching the lost. If the type of church we are isn't getting it done, then we
will change.
4. Who is (are) the core author(s) or leader(s) of the trend(s) that your church identifies with?
 Answered: 37
 Skipped: 28
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Independent movement, southern Baptist
Senior pastor-elders
The village church (matt chandler), Mosaic (Erwin McManus), Journey Church (Jimmy Carroll), The Triangle
church planting network (Jimmy Carroll), Jack Deere
Steven Furtick, Andy Stanley, Mark Driscoll, Matt Chandler, JD Greer,
Vance pitman, Francis Chan, Paul Gotthardt
Jim Putman
Jesus and the apostles
Trinity grace church, NYC - Jon Tyson
Ed Stetzer maybe? Kevin Ezell president of NAMB
Jesus
Driscoll (a29), Stetzer (SBC), Kevin Ezell (NAMB), Eric Mason (for pursuing diversity)
None that are well known, I relate to a group of regional pastors that seek a simple new testament model
Steve Stroope
Acts 29, village church,
Don't mean to sound "super spiritual" but...Jesus & Paul
Dr. Falwell
Rick warren and matt chandler
Resurgence literature, Mark Driscoll, Matt Chandler, Tim Keller, Tim Chester, Steve Timmis
The book simple church by Thom Rainer and the organic church put out by NAMB several years ago
Ed Stetzer, Thom Rainer, Andy Stanley, Rick Warren
I have no idea. I only see it in the bible. Churches planting churches.
Summit church- Raliegh, NC
Rick Warren, Gregg Surratt, Craig Groeschel, Andy Stanley, Michael Fletcher
Ed Stetzer, Andy Stanley, David Platt, Francis Chan
Dr. Jerry Falwell... He started a church with individuals that quit the church (35)
LCPN
Lifechurch.tv - church of the highlands, Seth Godin
JD Greear, Tim Keller
Missional church - Alan Hirsch, Soma Church, Neil Cole / Pentecostal movement- more of a new thing for us.
Hillsong in Australia, arc church planting network,
Hugh halter
Acts 29, Jeff Vanderstelt, Caesar Kalinowski
Andy Stanley
Not sure. Wide variety. We pick and choose from bits & pieces of a wide variety. We don't typically agree with
any one person. We lean towards Andy Stanley’s approach. But not completely.
Missional
Perry Noble, Craig Groeshcel, Bill Hybles, Andy Stanley
Andy Stanley
Hunter, Stetzer, John Moxen, Ted Stump, Dl Moody, Latham
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11. What book(s) related to Ecclesiology have you read?
 Answered: 25
 Skipped: 40
1) Books: 25 answers
1. Building a Healthy Multi-Ethnic Church
2. x
3. the unstoppable church
4. Perspectives on Church Government
5. None
6. Purpose Driven Church
7. When Church Was Family
8. 40 Questions about Elders and Deacons
9. Recovering Biblical Manhood & Womanhood
10. Books by John Piper and those in the passion movement
11. Deep and Wide
12. Vintage church
13. Not near my library.....memory not too good
14. 1. Everyday Church 2. Total Church 3. Organic Church 4. Center Church 5. Vintage Church 6. Simple Church
7. Forgotten Ways
15. Simple Church
16. Holy Bible
17. Acts
18. Bible
19. The Upside down church
20. 9 marks
21. Forgotten Ways
22. Deep and Wide
23. Total Church
24. Deep and Wide
25. The Celtic way of Evangelism
2) Authors: 22 answers
1. Mark Deymaz
2. x
3. Erwin McManus
4. Akin, Garett, Reymond, White, Zahl
5. Rick Warren
6. ???
7. Ben Merkle
8. Piper & Grudem
9. Stanley
10. Driscol
11. 1.&2.Tim Chester & Steve Timmis 3. Neil Cole 4. Tim Keller 5. Mark Driscoll 6. Thom Rainer &
Eric Geiger 7. Alan Hirsch
12. Thom Rainer
13. GOD
14. Luke
15. GOD
16. Greg Lowery
17. Dever
18. Alan Hirsch
19. Andy Stanley
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20. Tim Chester
21. Andy Stanley
22. Hunter
3) Books: 15 answers
1. x
2. Church Planter (man, mission, message)
3. Vintage Church
4. The Church in God's Program
5. Jesus Creed
6. Elders and Leaders
7. Biblical Eldership
8. Total Church
9. Organic Church
10. Building Dynamic Faith
11. Shepherding The church
12. Biblical foundations for Baptist Churches
13. Gathered and Scattered
14. The Purpose Driven Church
15. Vertical Church
4) Authors: 15 answers
1. x
2. Darren Patrick
3. Mark Driscoll
4. Robert Saucy
5. Scott McKnight
6. Gene Getz
7. Strauch
8. Timms
9. NAMB
10. Dr. Jerry Falwell
11. Joseph Stowell
12. Hammet
13. Hugh Halter
14. Rick Warren
15. James McDonald
12. What is your opinion about the importance of this research on church planting trends?
 Answered: 32
 Skipped: 33
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

It needs to be done
High Importance
I'd rather focus on the mission than trends.
I think in the beginning a church plant is all about relationships but as you get between 50-100 people you need
to know how to structure yourself as a church and how you will govern yourself
I do not know what the plans are for use of the research. Diversity is needed for diverse locations.
Not any
Very important due to culture shift
It can be helpful in identifying trends and analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of each
I don't think it’s that important. We need to focus on Loving God and Loving our neighbors. Everything else
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creates more work and stress.
10. Helpful
11. I think it is ok. I think more of an emphasis should be looking at how Jesus started a church planting movement
and then, do it.
12. Important. Planters need to see that it model may very depending on a blend of context and ecclesiological
conviction and not solely on preference.
13. It is relevant only as one needs to confirm the vision and call of God on their personal ministry but should not
solely determine a cause,
14. Very important
15. Could be very helpful for those wanting to plant.
16. If it helps plant more biblically faithful Jesus exalting churches that make disciples, then I'm all for it.
17. Very important because not all of these trends are good ones! Some of them are more like American Business
models those New Testament strategies!
18. I believe that church planting as a mandate is important. It is good to know the trends in as much as they make
us more successful and faithful to the command.
19. Not very. I believe GODS Holy Spirit calls men to plant His Church, which should be led by men, according to
His purpose. Be obedient to His call, not your own or what the others are doing. So many are just so unbiblical,
luke-warm, false teachers.
20. It may help future planters understand what has happened in the past, both positive and negative and benefit
from it. As well, it helps to solidify that there is no "right" or "wrong" way to do it.
21. Excellent ... IT is absolutely needed..
22. I believe that different approaches/trends are needed dependent on the area/location of the church plant.
23. Very, new church will bring new innovation to the local church, and innovation will reach new people for Jesus.
The big idea of NEW, will bring fresh air to new people.
24. No opinion
25. It’s good to figure out trends, but leaders are not necessarily interested in trends. They are the people who are
setting trends. So, I think the research is beneficial, but it’s not necessarily innovative. I wish you the best with
this information and I hope it helps other pastors and ministers.
26. Trends reflect the culture. I think the research is helpful but many times easily dated. It is great for historical
reference. Ed Stetzer has to write three books a year to keep up with the trends. Trends shouldnt be used for
models only for direction. They simply provide insight as to a direction the dispersed church is going. It can
provide innovative thought and imagination.
27. I believe this research is important, however after 5 years at the church plant I trained up my associate pastor
and he is now the lead pastor. I have now been at a church "replant" for the past 5 years. So unfortunately I
would not feel comfortable giving you names and email addresses for members still at the original church plant
since I am no longer their pastor.
28. I LOVE church planting- so anything that will progress church planting as a whole, I'm onboard with. Thanks
for your work on this!
29. Very important.
30. Good
31. I think the trend of church planted has greatly shifted in the last few years. I think researching on the trends are
great. I planted in 2007 and the landscape has greatly changed.
32. Look at what others are doing. Look hard at who you've been called to reach. Talk to everyone in the
community, uncover needs then look at how you core group is wired and find a fit between the two. Then start
there.

APPENDIX C
THE INITIAL QUESTIONNAIRE FORM OF THE AUTHORS

January 27, 2014

Hello pastor.

My name is Ji Woon Choi, and I am a Doctor of Ministry candidate at Liberty Baptist
Theological Seminary. As part of my D. Min. program, I am conducting a research study on
“Establishing a Revitalizing Strategy for Church Planters: An Analysis of Church Planting
Trends of the 21st Century within the Published Works during the Past Thirteen Years (2001-2013)
in America.”
It is very important to hear from you about the current trends in church planting for the 21st
century, and I would like to invite you to participate in a survey of about 30 significant authors
that I have selected from 100 books I analyzed for this thesis project. I will suggest a
classification of the church planting trends with my explanation to you before you take the
survey. This survey should take no more than 15 minutes. I would greatly appreciate it if you are
available to join my research by sharing your important knowledge from your academic and
practical achievements. Your participation will be used for only my thesis, and your information
gathered in this survey will be protected from any commercial or incorrect purpose to use the
materials.
I appreciate your time and consideration. Your participation will provide very important
information into my research, and if you want to get my research result, go to liberty.edu and
search for Digital Commons where all theses are posted. It will be available by May, 2014
God bless,
Ji Woon Choi

If you have any questions about this survey or research, please let me know.
Cell. 434-534-7755

E-mail: jchoi13@liberty.edu
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My classification of the current trends or movements of church planting in the 21st century
by my research of the 100 books published from 2001 to 2013 is as follows:
1. House Church Movement

Non-institutional and denominational church planting trend with
small group meeting in America; like the underground church in
China.

2. Independent Church Movement

They take all methods from other movements, and they also
have very unique personalities against the general church forms:
sometimes it looks like a heretic for their radical approach to
other traditional churches.

3. Internet Based Church Movement

Their online networks-centered church to communicate with
their members and others will be expended more in the future.

4. Main Line Denominations Based
Movement

The traditional and historical denominations such as Baptist,
Methodist, Reformed, Lutheran, etc. Sometimes, they have a
very conservative attitude against some radical evangelical
approaches beyond their beliefs or theological positions.

5. Mega Church Movement

The big trend emerged in the late 20th century from America;
with large crowd over 2,000 people in each church.
Fundamentally, there are many young followers who want to be
a mega-church leader in the future.

6. Missional Church Movement

The neo-trend of the meaning of the mission; for the near
people who need to listen to the Gospel within the same
country, America. The church wants to contact with various
different cultural and ethnic backgrounds in the country.

7. Multi-Site Church Movement

The new paradigm of mega-church movement with the
development of broadcasting system and technology; “Multisite mega-church by one core leadership or team.”

8. Neo Para-Church Movement

The innovators related with local churches with their own
strategies for the ultimate church growth and mission. They are
different from the last Para-Church institutions for just a special
group, such as college students against local traditional
churches.

9. Organic Church Movement

Many house church or small churches want to be this form
ultimately; as a non-hierarchical structure and plat-spiritual
community.

10. Pentecostal Church Movement

This paradigm has influenced on many churches in the World,
and sometimes its explosive spiritual power to grow a church
surpasses all theoretical and traditional barriers.

* The classification is not perfect, and the interpretation about each movement by the
author is also not absolute, but it is a research methodology to analyze the current trends of
church planting in the books by the researcher.
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1. Do you agree these are the major trends in the current church planting or not?
_____ Yes
_____ No

Comments about your opinion

2. Would you suggest an additional trend that I did not perceive?
Trend name
Brief description of trend

3. Which trend best identifies your theoretical church planting methodology?

4. Who is (are) the core author(s) or leader(s) of the trend(s) you identify with?

5. What is (are) your most important and core issue(s) of your study related to church
planting?
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6. What is your ecclesiological perspective for your position on church planting?
_____ Conservative Ecclesiology
_____ Moderate Ecclesiology
_____ Progressive Ecclesiology

7. List up to five books related to Ecclesiology that you think church planters should read.

8. Would you identify what the most important virtues or qualifications are related to a
good church planter?

9. Who are the most interesting and influential current church planters and churches that
you want to introduce to other church planters?

10. What is your opinion about this research on current trends in church planting?
_____ Important
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_____ Not very important
Comments on your opinion

11. Would you mind if your responses to this survey were quoted and credited to your
name in the thesis?
_____ It would be OK.
_____ Material may be quoted, but anonymously.

APPENDIX D
THE ONLINE QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS OF THE AUTHORS:
1. THE COPIES OF THE INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES OF THE 19 AUTHORS
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1) Gary McIntosh
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2) Mark Fox
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3) Larry Kreider
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4) Dave Ferguson
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5) Anonymous Author C.
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6) Anonymous Author J.
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7) Daniel R. Hyde
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8) Peter S. Cha
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9) Anonymous Author N.
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10) Neil Cole
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11) Daniel R. Sanchez
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12) Craig Van Gelder
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13) Steve Sjogren
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14) Sean Benesh

338

15) Anonymous Author M.

339

16) David T. Olson

340

17) Anonymous Author G.

341

18) Anonymous Author Y.
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19) Anonymous Author F.

2. THE OPEN ENDED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS OF THE AUTHOR SURVEY
1-1. Comments about your opinion for Q.1.
 Answered: 15
 Skipped: 4
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.
15.

The multi-site movement generates the most new people, but it is not done solely with technology. Often times
there is a "Site" pastor who handles lots of the duties and a live worship band.
In my opinion, house churches always work best in the repressive and persecuted cultures. They really don't do
that well in the United States. Pentecostals are struggling right now. Mainline denominations are all rather
liberal - they have few conservative congregations. Nondenominational church plants are a growth edge in the
field. However there is much statistical evidence that nondenominational churches drive well beyond one
generation. Internet-based will always be a very very small niche. Mission old church movement sounds much
better than the actual production that it has produced. However, is that you have listed are an important
research and development projects, that will help us find new ways to be productive in the future. I always
believed that the best church plants are very good at the fundamentals, and are not actually that different than
how churches for the last two decades
House, organic, neo-para church, should not be on list.
Those certainly summarize many of the church planting streams in North America. It is easy to slot all new
churches into those classifications whether they fully belong or not. Also, many new churches also can be
identified in multiple classifications.
I agree with some of the above but only believe that some are merely experimental and likely to produce
churches that will be small–so small that I wonder if they will be effective in reaching out to their community
with evangelism versus merely producing Fellowship for attenders.
These tend to be the major trends, but need some nuancing. The Missional Church movement is not well
defined here. It is largely about the issue of address the "gospel and culture" rather than the "church and
culture" which many evangelicals are trying to do and the way they also redefine "missional" from its original
intent.
This is a very comprehensive list of current church planting. It should facilitate an analysis of the prevailing
methodologies that are being employed
Yes, these are current trends, though there is lots of overlap.
I teach a Launch Large by reaching the unchurched model.
Yes, but I would add confessionally Reformed church planting—those churches that self-consciously attempt
to follow the faith of the historic Reformed confessions in their practice of evangelism, church planting, and
missions.
You didn't mention the cell church movement.
It depends on what you mean by "major". I don't think "internet based" is a major movement-it is a very small
niche. Some overlap - organic and house church are very similar. Pentecostal and "missional" would be present
in nearly all the other models.
n/a
No comment
I agree with your trends. I think the one that you are missing is the family-integrated church movement. It is
not clearly represented in any of the ten you mention. It would be closest to #2, but there are many FICs who
are in association with others, so they are not strictly "independent." I would also disagree that the FIC has
taken its methods from other movements. The "methods" of the family-integrated church, I believe, are taken
solely from what we see in Scripture.

2. Would you suggest an additional trend that I did not perceive? (Trend name, brief description of trend)
 Answered: 15
 Skipped: 4
1.

"Adoption" model where a healthy church come alongside a resource challenged church and takes on the
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2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

leadership of that congregation and
Church revitalization. Creating new communities by "planting" into existing, dying churches.
NO
Multi-ethnic Church Movement
There are two classifications / trends that immediately come to mind that could be added. Both find their root
in a theological schema ... Neo-Reformed and Neo-Anabaptist. Neo-Reformed: I'd say this almost urban hipster
"cool" attractional with a strong emphasis on preaching, the ordinances, the worship gatherings, strong male
leadership, and the like. It is a revamping almost of traditional fundamentalist churches. Certainly many (most)
Acts 29 churches fit under this classification. Neo-Anabaptist: This call also be called a "new parish" model as
it is place-based, drawing much from the historical parish model, incarnational, and highlights the sense of
localism growing in cities. Gatherings tend to be more organic / informal, but this is a significantly different
framework than the Organic Church Movement. Check out the www.parishcollective.org for more info.
Yes. I believe that there is a growing toward planting churches that will top off at a specific number and then
attempt to spin off other churches that are about at that same number. That means, that the mother church/
movement of most of all of those churches, Will be committed to a specific number that they deem to be the
most effective at producing disciples that are the most effective at accomplishing outreach as well as producing
disciples. My observation is that those sorts of churches 10 to be the most effective at the number being right
around 500 weekend attenders.
You might want to include either as a subset of #1 or as a separate category the "networking church movement"
which uses small group/house church units that are connected into a web. Some of these have grown to be
quite large under a central leadership. See, e.g. The Rock in the northwest of the US. See answer above.
Some churches are employing a multi-congregational/multi-cultural approach. This has some similarities with
the multi-site approach, yet, some of these new congregations are housed within the buildings of established
churches. An example of this is "Prestonwood En Español" a Spanish congregation within Prestonwood
Church in Dallas Texas.
See 1-1 above
mentioned above
Perhaps: Cell church movements would be perhaps between house church and traditional or megachurch
models.
n/a
None that I am aware of
Answered in #1!
I would add Launch Large church planting based on classic church growth principles. Nelson Searcy is one
proponent of this strategic trend. It seeks to launch as large as possible as fast as possible, which is the opposite
of Missional church planting that seeks to grow small and slow.
3. Which trend best identifies your theoretical church planting methodology?
 Answered: 19
 Skipped: 0

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The "Antioch" model: Ax13, "Missional Expansion by sending strategic people from the mother church and
intentionally targeting an adjacent community."
Church revitalization.
I resonate with any movement that advances the Kingdom. I am most identified with the multisite movement.
(I would not agree that broadcasting, technology or megachurch are synonymous with multisite, however)
We try to plant multiple styles of churches. We maintain a robust system of assessment, project development,
funding, training, coaching and multiplication.
Multi-ethnic Church Movement
Living in a city like Portland, and the West / Pacific NW in general there is a growing resurgence in localism
across the city. By that (and I'm not talking about churches right now) more and more people are choosing to
not only buy locally sourced goods, but invest their time, money, and energy in their local neighborhoods /
businesses. There is a renewed civil pride in place, neighborhoods, walkability / bikeability, and so on.
Movements like the Parish Model certainly tap into this trend and attempt to plant churches / be the church in a
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7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.

way that is congruent with these urban realities.
In part, what I explained above in question number two is where I am at. As well, I see the book of asked
clearly defining the same pattern. If I had the time and space to explain it, it is clear that this same pattern is
clearly played out by Jesus in all four of the Gospels. Jesus told the Twelve to "go and do" 5 times. Like much
of what he said, they didn't understand what he said at the time. They thought it was sort of riddle until much
later. They were unaware of what he meant until the at least when the Spirit fell in the book of Acts. Perhaps
they were not even aware of this modeling process that he had been doing until far after the early part of Acts.
In any case, when they "Got it" they too began to develop disciples who do what Jesus did - develop disciples not in a sterile environment that is to common in the Western Church scene - sitting around with Bibles in hand
and merely doing a "Bible study." Rather they did a "Bible do" then had tons to talk about - and scripture to dig
into spontaneously.
Missional Church Movement, but as qualified in 1-1.
The Church Planting Movement (House Church Movement) has the potential in my estimation to make a
greater impact in a country or region. This has definitely happened in Cuba, China, etc.
Organic church and missional church are closest to me.
launch large by reaching the unchurched
Missional church movement
See 1-1
Cell church planting
I would not advocate a single model. It depends on the context. Even in large urban centers multiple models are
appropriate.
2, 5, 6 & 7
1, 6, and 10
I am a church planter who started 26 1/2 years ago with the church I still pastor. We planted it as a programdriven non-denominational church, because that's all any of us knew. But God changed our mission over time
to the family-integrated church model, which we espouse today. We have planted three other churches from
Antioch which are also family-integrated.
I teach students to Launch Large as fast as possible, so that is closer to Mega Church, independent church, and
multi-site approaches you have named.
4. Who is (are) the core author(s) or leader(s) of the trend(s) you identify with?
 Answered: 19
 Skipped: 0

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Leslie Newbigin, Bill Hybels
Mark Dever John Piper
Myself, Warren Bird, Greg Ligon, Jim Tomberlin, Leadership Network
Tend to be Biblical scholars, primarily N. T. Wright and C. S. Lewis.
Mark DeYmaz, Michael Emerson, Efrem Smith., David Anderson, Soong-Chan Rah, etc.
Most of my influences come from outside the church in urban studies academia, popular bloggers, and the like
who write about, study, and talking about localism, walkability / bikeability, the rise of the creative class who're
gentrifying urban cores, and so much more. Such books would be Brew to Bikes by Charles Heying, Pedaling
Revolution by Jeff Mapes, Walkable City by Jeff Speck, Neo-Bohemia by Richard Lloyd, Triumph of the City
by Ed Glaeser, and the writings of Richard Florida for starters
7. Ralph Moore. Doug Murren. Charles Wear, though he is not published to my knowledge. Doug grow, again, he
is not published–the pastor of the Vineyard Church in Dayton, Ohio. There are others I'm sure but these are the
ones that come to mind.
8. Roxburgh, Branson, Zscheile, Van Gelder, Guder, Husberger
9. Ed Stetzer Kurt Urbanek Tom A Steffen Aubrey Malphurs
10. Neil Cole, Alan Hirsch, Mike Frost, Tony and Felicity Dale, Hugh Halter. Frank Viola is also identified with
the organic church, but we are very different in our views of mission.
11. n/a
12. Craig Van Gelder, Darrell Guder, Lesslie Newbigin
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13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Hyde, Horton [The Gospel Commission]
Larry Kreider, Ralph Neighbour, Ben Wong
Ed Stetzer. David Garrison. Tom Steffen, Alan Hirsh
NewThing, Exponential
We draw from many leaders and resources in the body of Christ globally. In the past, persons like Peter Wagner,
Younggi Cho, and Juan Carlos Ortiz have influenced us.
18. There are many, and each would have different nuances or beliefs about what it means to be family-integrated.
But they include men like Gregg Harris, Scott Brown, Voddie Baucham, and myself (I wrote a book in 2006
entitled Family-Integrated Church; and one in 2009 entitled Planting a Family-Integrated Church)
19. Nelson Searcy, Rick Warren, Andy Stanley, and Ed Stetzer
5. What is (are) your most important and core issue(s) of your study related to church planting?
 Answered: 18
 Skipped: 1
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Reaching New People, rather than reaching people who belong to other churches
Preaching, missiology, ecclesiology.
Not sure
I like to measure and count the fruit, by doing statistical work on how American church attendance is doing as
compared to population growth, and evaluate specific states and metropolitan areas to ascertain the need and
challenge in each area.
See www.markdeymaz.com
Focusing on studying the changing dynamics of the city (both urban and suburban). It is my contention that the
built environment informs and shapes the where and how of church planting.
Shaping communities that seek to address the relationship between "gospel and culture" such that there is a
systemic and substantive critique of and engagement with the culture(s) of the NA context.
A solid biblical understanding of what a church should be. A strong spiritual foundation. Effective evangelistic
strategies. The employment of contextualized church planting models
Transformation of lives by the power of the gospel, releasing movement of multiplication from one life to
another and on and on. The DNA in the disciples will bring about health, direction and reproduction.
Fundraising, developing volunteers, rapid evangelism
How to reach out to the diverse people groups in today's post-Christian setting
Theology drives everything.
The cell is the church. Start with the cell; multiply it several times and eventually start celebration services
Reproduction. Ways in which churches are reproducing ministry at all levels: disciples, cell groups, leaders,
congregations, etc. That is the key to church reproduction.
Reproducing
Becoming spiritual mothers and fathers
I believe the three key ingredients for a healthy church plant would be: plurality of elders who lead; expository
preaching; equipping men to be the spiritual leaders and shepherds (primary teachers) in their homes
Call to church planting; Vision for church planting; Building a core planting team; Connecting with the
community; Preparing for the launch; Conserving the fruit; Stabilizing the ministry.
7. List up to five books related to Ecclesiology that you think church planters should read.
 Answered: 18
 Skipped: 1

1)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Gospel in a Pluralist Society by Leslie Newbigin
Nine Marks of a Healthy Church -- Dever
I think the strong ecclesiology comes from strong Biblical integration, and I'm not that convinced that you need
to read specific books on the subject.
Buidlng a Healthy Multi-ethnic Church
Center Church by Tim Keller
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Community of Kindness (packed with lots of practical ideas)
The Missional Leader, Roxburgh and Romaneuk
Tom Steffen, Passing the Baton
Organic Church, Neil Cole
Launch by Nelson Searcy
Van Gelder's The Essence of the Church
Bannerman, The Church of Christ
house church and missions
VanGelder, The Essence of the Church
Exponential: How you and your friends can start a missional church movment
The Church Can Change the World by Jimmy Seibert
Why I Love the Church, by DeYoung and Kluck
The Nature of the Church by Earl Radmacher

2)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Foolishness To The Greeks by Leslie Newbigin
The Surprising Offense of God's Love -- Leeman
Leading a Healthy Multi-ethnic Church
The Mission of God's People by Chris Wright
So You Plant to Plant a Church (Ralph Moore)
The Missional Church in Perspective, Van Gelder and Zscheile
Ed Stetzer, Viral Churches
Church 3.0, Neil Cole
Karkkainen's An Introduction to Ecclesiology: Ecumenical, Historical & Global Perspectives
Clowney, The Church
second reformation
Banks, Paul's Idea of Community
House to House by Larry Kreider
The Body, by Chuck Colson
The Church in God's Program by Robert Saucy

3)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

John Wesley's Journals
The Church -- Clowney
Consuming Jesus
The Forgotten Ways by Alan Hirsch
Your Church Has a Fantastic Future (Robert Schuller)
Missional: Joining God in the Neighborhood, Roxburgh
Geoff Surratt, Multi-Site Church Road Trip
Primal Fire, Neil Cole
Paul Metzger's Exploring Ecclesiology
Hyde & Lems, Planting, Watering, Growing
Biblical foundations for the cell based church
Ott & Wilson, Global Church Planting
The Five-fold Ministry Made Practical by Ron Myer
Biblical Church Growth by Gary L. McIntosh

4)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The Celtic Way of Evangelism by George Hunter
Center Church -- Keller
Many Colors
Urban Ministry by Harvie Conn and Manual Ortiz
(Don't recall name - first book on planting by Pete Wagner though don't agree with all he said
The Essence of the Church, Van Gelder
Steve Atkerson, House Church
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8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

The Forgotten Ways, Alan Hirsch
making disciples in the twenty-first century church
Wright, The Mission of God's People
The Biblical Role of Elders for Todays Church - multiple authors
When All Else Fails, Read the Directions by Bob Smith

5)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Elders in Congregational Life -- Newton
Multicultural Ministries
Sidewalks in the Kingdom by Eric Jacobsen
Missional Church, Guder ed.
Aubrey Malphurs, The Nuts and Bolts of Church Planitng
Missionary Methods: St Pauls or ours, Roland Allen
planting house churches
Hirsh, Forgotten Ways
When God Builds A Church by Bob Russell

8. Would you identify what the most important virtues or qualifications are related to a good church planter?
 Answered: 19
 Skipped: 0
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.

Strong work ethic, self-starter, lifelong learner
Meets Biblical qualifications for an elder, including being apt to teach and able to instruct in good doctrine. 2.
Good evangelist. 3. Able to work independently.
Person of deep conviction and prayer Leader that people willingly follow High energy, innovative Ability to
work through other leaders Collaborative
Do they have solid character, strong marriages, solid Biblical and theological integration and relational ability?
The other 9 are, how strong they are in these verbs: pray, gather, evangelize, disciple, serve, preach, lead, grow,
and follow the leading of the Holy Spirit.
www.markdeymaz.com
knowing who you are and how God made you and then plant a church accordingly
Willingness to work in an outside job. Willingness to be taught / mentored. Very fun to be with! Flexible.
Decent communicator, but even more committed to reaching out to his communicator. Able to communicate
his / her passion for people - to see them home into the Jesus' family. Simple approach to following Jesus. Not
impressed with those who are wealthy / or important appearing in the business community. Walk in the Spirit
more than and street smarts much more than putting their trust in formal training.
Constructive theologian--connect scripture to context 2. Deep practices of the faith--communally and
personally 3. Courageous and willing to take risks 4. Strong sense of self-identity
Spiritual vitality Impeccable character Clear sense of calling Spirit of servanthood Love for the unchurched
Persistent faith
Ability to build authentic and redemptive relationships with those far from the church.
Calling, communication ability and leadership skills.
Obedience to Christ and His Lordship, Passion for the Lost, Intercultural competency
See chap. 9 in Planting, Watering, Growoing
Prayer faith vision
Ridley's characteristics, plus the ability to reproduce him/herself by developing and empowering other leaders.
Apostolic
A clear call from God, a true spiritual father or mother, a clear leadership gift whom people are drawn to and
desire to follow
He is committed to the Lord and to his family, and is the spiritual leader at home. He is a man of faith,
confident in the Lord, not himself. He knows the Bible and is "able to teach." He is able to deal with
disappointment. He is ready to work hard. His wife is fully on board with the vision.
God's call; Spouse's support Being a self-starter Being able to evnagelize new people Communication one-onone and from the pulpit Able to build a team
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9. Who are the most interesting and influential current church planters and churches that you want to
introduce to other church planters?
 Answered: 15
 Skipped: 4
25. Ginghamsburg United Methodist Church, Dayton, OH Church of the Resurrection, Kansas City, MO
26. Clint Clifton 2. Mez McConnell 3. Darrin Patrick 4. Dave Harvey
27. There are a lot of very significant mega church plants. Unfortunately, very few church planters can replicate
anything on this scale. I think the most important church planters to watch are innovative, solid and strong
church planters that are planting midsize churches, or are those who working in a challenging cultural
environment. These will show us the most reproducible models.
28. www.mosaixresources.com
29. I'm not a big fan of models. All work in different contexts for different reasons. We should learn from one
another. I don't really follow church planters / influential churches.
30. Ralph Moore - Some of the guys in the Vineyard movement or who have been in the Vineyard movement Doug Murren - Steve Sjogren
31. I'll pass on this one
32. Erik Fish, Curtis Sergeant, Jimmy Seibert (antioch Church, Waco, TX), Dave Gibbons (New Song Church)
33. Fountain of Life Evangelical Covenant Church in the South Central Los Angeles, reaching out to a diverse
racial and socio-economic population.
34. Keller, NYC Paul Murphy, Messiah's Congregation, NYC Brian Lee, Christ Reformed Church, DC
35. Larry Kreider
36. None
37. Restore Christian Church - Kansas City, MO Anthem Church - Thousand Oaks, CA
38. Jimmy Seibert from Waco Texas, Hesbone Odindo in Kissumu Kenya
39. I believe in the family-integrated church! So, I would point them to our church in NC, to Eric Burd and the
Household of Faith Fellowship of Churches in Portland, OR, to Brad Shedd and Generations Christian
Fellowship in Chesapeake, VA, and a few others.
10-1. Comments about your opinion for Q.10.
 Answered: 13
 Skipped: 6
1.

The Western Church has too short of a time horizon. We must take the long, patient view to evaluate the work
of God in an area.
2. Research is how you count the fruit of what God is doing.
3. I'm a nerd so research on current trends is always important.
4. We are in "Swirl" in church planting / expansion. Many are frustrated with the current state of their group /
denomination and are desperate for change because they see that what they've been doing "Ain't working" any
longer. The answer isn't the cute stuff but forwarding the Kingdom as it has been done over the centuries. It has
to do with hard work - not fancy stuff.
5. Important, but underdeveloped theologically. Tends toward the pragmatic with too much of an instrumental
view of the church.
6. Many church planting methodologies are being employed without sufficient analysis regarding their long-term
effect on a particular area.
7. It is an important question to ask if something is a passing fad or a long lasting change in ecclesiology. I think
much of what is called multiplication or reproduction is actually adding to an existing church rather than
multiplying to several generations.
8. Today's contexts are changing rapidly ... and our church planting approaches also need to adjust quickly and
reflexively. Therefore, the church needs to always study new and different church plant practices.
9. Results will be interesting. Might reveal some gaps.
10. n/a
11. This type of research helps future church planters learn from various sources and models and expands their
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understanding to many ways to plant new churches
12. It is always a good thing for the church to hear what the church at large is doing, where we are growing, where
we are struggling.
13. I agree with C. Peter Wagner that the best means of evangelism is church planting. Growing groups of churches,
say, denominations, are always church planting denominations.

APPENDIX E
THE INITIAL QUESTIONNAIRE FORM OF THE LAY-LEADERS
February 10, 2014

Hello,

My name is Ji Woon Choi, and I am a Doctor of Ministry candidate at Liberty Baptist
Theological Seminary. As part of my Doctor of Ministry program, I am writing my thesis project
on “Establishing a Revitalizing Strategy for Church Planters: An Analysis of Church Planting
Trends of the 21st Century within the Published Works during the Past Thirteen Years (2001-2013)
in America.”
One hundred books on church planting and church growth will be studied as a part of this
thesis project, but, a survey of church planting pastors and members of recent church plants is
also a major part of this study. I have chosen to limit the church planters to alumni of Liberty
University. The Center for Ministry Training has approved this and given me access to the email
list they have accumulated. Your pastor is one of the participants, and suggested you as a lay
leader in your church that could make a contribution to this study. It is our opinion that this
survey will not only contribute to this thesis project, but will be a great asset to teachers of
church planting at LU. It is very important to get your input. It is very important to listen to you
about your thoughts related with your church, and I would like to invite you to participate in my
study. I want to know about the attitude of church planting from many laypersons related to new
local churches.
It will be very easy to participate in this survey because of its simple structures; mostly
multiple choice questions and a place to check your response. This survey should take no more
than 10 minutes. Your participation will be used for only my thesis, and all your answers written
in this survey will be protected from any commercial or incorrect purpose to use the materials.
The names of individuals or churches will not be revealed.
I appreciate your time and effort in responding to this survey. Your participation will
provide very important information for my research, and if you want to get the research results,
go to liberty.edu and search for Digital Commons where all theses are posted. I plan for it to be
available by May, 2014.
God bless,
Ji Woon Choi
If you have any questions about this survey or research, please let me know.
Cell. 434-534-7755

E-mail: jchoi13@liberty.edu
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My classification of the current trends or movements of church planting in the 21st century
by my research of the 100 books published from 2001 to 2013 is as follows:
1. House Church Movement

Non-institutional and denominational church planting trend with
small group meeting in America; like the underground church in
China.

2. Independent Church Movement

They take all methods from other movements, and they also
have very unique personalities against the general church forms:
sometimes it looks like a heretic for their radical approach to
other traditional churches.

3. Internet Based Church Movement

Their online networks-centered church to communicate with
their members and others will be expended more in the future.

4. Main Line Denominations Based
Movement

The traditional and historical denominations such as Baptist,
Methodist, Reformed, Lutheran, etc. Sometimes, they have a
very conservative attitude against some radical evangelical
approaches beyond their beliefs or theological positions.

5. Mega Church Movement

The big trend emerged in the late 20th century from America;
with large crowd over 2,000 people in each church.
Fundamentally, there are many young followers who want to be
a mega-church leader in the future.

6. Missional Church Movement

The neo-trend of the meaning of the mission; for the near
people who need to listen to the Gospel within the same
country, America. The church wants to contact with various
different cultural and ethnic backgrounds in the country.

7. Multi-Site Church Movement

The new paradigm of mega-church movement with the
development of broadcasting system and technology; “Multisite mega-church by one core leadership or team.”

8. Neo Para-Church Movement

The innovators related with local churches with their own
strategies for the ultimate church growth and mission. They are
different from the last Para-Church institutions for just a special
group, such as college students against local traditional
churches.

9. Organic Church Movement

Many house church or small churches want to be this form
ultimately; as a non-hierarchical structure and plat-spiritual
community.

10. Pentecostal Church Movement

This paradigm has influenced on many churches in the World,
and sometimes its explosive spiritual power to grow a church
surpasses all theoretical and traditional barriers.

* The classification is not perfect, and the interpretation about each movement by the
author is also not absolute, but it is a research methodology to analyze the current trends of
church planting in the books by the researcher.
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Location of your church: City ______________________________ and State __________

1. Your personal age
a.

10-19

d.

40-49

b.

20-29

e.

50-59

c.

30-39

f.

More than 60

2. Have you heard the meaning of church, or Ecclesiology, from your pastor?
a.

Yes

b.

No

3. Why did you decide to join your current church?
(Please check by importance the top three from the following list.)
a.

For worship style

b.

For community style

c.

For location

d.

For preaching

e.

For denomination or theological
position

f.

For discipleship training
methodology

g.

For the pastor’s leadership

h.

For my family or friend’s
recommendation

i.

I do not know exactly.
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4. What do you think is the most important purpose of church? (Please choose one.)
a.

Worship of God

e.

Studying the Bible

b.

Evangelism and missions

f. _____ Discipleship training

c.

The relief of the poor

g.

Other _______________

d.

Relationships with others

h.

I do not know exactly.

5. What do you consider as the ideal size of attendance of a church every Sunday?
a.

50-100

e.

401-500

b.

101-200

f.

More than 500

c.

201-300

g.

Mega size, more than 2,000

d.

301-400

6. Which trend best identifies you and your pastor's church plant? (Please check one or
more related trends your pastor's church planting process would be identified with.)
a.

House Church Movement

b.

Independent Church Movement

c.

Internet Based Church Movement

d.

Main Line Denominations Based Movement

e.

Mega Church Movement

f.

Missional Church Movement

g.

Multi-Site Church Movement

h.

Neo Para-Church Movement

i.

Organic Church Movement

j.

Pentecostal Church Movement
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7. If your pastor or leaders wanted to support starting a new church with your financial
support or other participation methods in the process, what would be your attitude?
a.

Positive

b.

Moderate

c.

Negative

d.

I do not know exactly.

8. Who are the most interesting and influential current church planters and churches that
you want to introduce to your pastor?

9. Would you identify what the most important virtues or qualifications are related to a
good church planter?
1.
2.
3.

10. Do you agree the classification by the author are the major trends in the current church
planting or not?
a.

Yes

b.

No

10-1. Why do you think so?

APPENDIX F
THE ONLINE QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS OF THE LAY-LEADERS:
THE COPY OF THE ONLINE QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS OF THE LAY-LEADERS
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APPENDIX G
THE CONSENT FORMS FOR THE THREE SURVEYS

CONSENT FORM 1:
FOR THE CHURCH PLANTERS

Establishing a Revitalizing Strategy for Church Planters: An Analysis of Church Planting Trends
of the 21st Century within the Published Works during the Past Thirteen Years (2001-2013) in
America.
Principal investigator’s name: Ji Woon Choi
Liberty University
Academic department: Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary
You are invited to be in a research study of “Establishing a Revitalizing Strategy for Church Planters: An
Analysis of Church Planting Trends of the 21st Century within the Published Works during the Past
Thirteen Years (2001-2013) in America.” The Center for Ministry Training gave me your name and
contact information because you are an alumnus of LU and a church planter, along with 152 others, and
this invitation is being sent to all. Not only with this assist me in writing my thesis project for my Doctor
of Ministry, but it will also provide valuable information for faculty teaching and students studying
church planting.
I ask that you read this form and ask any questions you may have before agreeing to be in the study.
This study is being conducted by Ji Woon Choi in Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary.
Background Information:
The purpose of this study is as follows: Church planting is the most valuable method to spread the Gospel,
and God wants to see His churches everywhere. Nevertheless, many church planters have produced
strikingly different results; depression or growth. The purpose of this thesis is to analyze and research
about current church planting trends within the published works during the past thirteen years (2001-2013)
in the United States and to suggest a healthy church planting and growth model for local church planters
in America and the World. After the analysis of the current trends in the 21st century, the specific
statistical evidences and theological views about this study will lead a suitable guidance for church
planters who want to build and spread new churches. The questionnaires and interviews from current
church planters, members, and scholars will be also reflected in this significant process for reconciling
theory and practice of church planting.
Procedures:
If you agree to be in this study, I would ask you to do the following things: I will suggest the
classification of the trends with my explanation to you before your answers about the survey questions,
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and it will be very simple process to participate with this survey because of its simple structures; mostly
multiple choice questions and a place to check correct response. This online survey should take no more
than 10 or 15 minutes. I would greatly appreciate it if you are available to join my research with your
sharing the important experiences in your pastoral ministry.
Risks and Benefits of being in the Study:
The study has a minimum risk for this online survey pattern, and maybe you will have some hesitation of
the participation, but your participation will be used for only my thesis, and your information written in
this questionnaire will be protected from any commercial or incorrect purpose to use the materials.
Compensation:
You will not receive any payments, but I hope to see your voluntary participation for the growth of our
seminary and new churches.
Confidentiality:
The records of this study will be kept private. In any sort of report I might publish, I will not include any
information that will make it possible to identify a subject. Research records will be stored securely and
only the researcher will have access to the records.
Voluntary Nature of the Study:
Participation in this study is voluntary. Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect your
current or future relations with Liberty University and Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary. If you
decide to participate, you are free to not answer any question or withdraw at any time without affecting
those relationships.
Contacts and Questions:
The researcher conducting this study is Ji Woon Choi. You may ask any questions you have now. If you
have questions later, you are encouraged to contact him or his mentor.
Ji Woon Choi: 434-534-7755 or jchoi13@liberty.edu.
Dr. Frank Schmitt (Mentor): 434-592-4143 or fschmitt@liberty.edu.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study and would like to talk to someone other than
the researcher, you are encouraged to contact the Institutional Review Board, 1971 University Blvd,
Suite 1837, Lynchburg, VA 24515 or email at irb@liberty.edu.
You will be given a copy of this information to keep for your records.
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CONSENT FORM 2:
FOR THE AUTHORS
Establishing a Revitalizing Strategy for Church Planters: An Analysis of Church Planting Trends
of the 21st Century within the Published Works during the Past Thirteen Years (2001-2013) in
America.
Principal investigator’s name: Ji Woon Choi
Liberty University
Academic department: Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary
You are invited to be in a research study of “Establishing a Revitalizing Strategy for Church Planters: An
Analysis of Church Planting Trends of the 21st Century within the Published Works during the Past
Thirteen Years (2001-2013) in America.” You were selected as a possible participant, because you are a
significant author related to the current church planting movements in America, and I and my mentor, Dr.
Frank Schmitt, hope to meet you to make a methodology for a healthy church planting. It is very
important to listen to you about the current trends in church planting for the 21st century, and I would like
to invite you to participate in my online survey.
I ask that you read this form and ask any questions you may have before agreeing to be in the study.
This study is being conducted by Ji Woon Choi in Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary.
Background Information:
The purpose of this study is as follows: Church planting is the most valuable method to spread the Gospel,
and God wants to see His churches everywhere. Nevertheless, many church planters have produced
strikingly different results; depression or growth. The purpose of this thesis is to analyze and research
about current church planting trends within the published works during the past thirteen years (2001-2013)
in the United States and to suggest a healthy church planting and growth model for local church planters
in America and the World. After the analysis of the current trends in the 21st century, the specific
statistical evidences and theological views about this study will lead a suitable guidance for church
planters who want to build and spread new churches. The questionnaires and interviews from current
church planters, members, and scholars will be also reflected in this significant process for reconciling
theory and practice of church planting.
Procedures:
If you agree to be in this study, I would ask you to do the following things: I will suggest the
classification of the trends with my explanation to you before your answers about the interview questions,
and it will be very easy process to participate with this online survey because of its simple questions. This
survey should take no more than 15 or 20 minutes, and with your permission, I would like to include your
name in the study, if not, I will use a pseudonym. I would greatly appreciate it if you are available to join
my research with your sharing the important knowledge in your academic and practical achievements.
Risks and Benefits of being in the Study:
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The study has a minimum risk for this online survey pattern, and maybe you will have some hesitation of
the participation, but your participation will be used for only my thesis, and your information written in
this questionnaire will be protected from any commercial or incorrect purpose to use the materials.
Compensation:
You will not receive any payments, but I hope to see your voluntary participation for the growth of our
seminary and new churches.
Confidentiality:
The records of this study will be kept private. In any sort of report I might publish, I will not include any
information that will make it possible to identify a subject. Research records will be stored securely and
only the researcher will have access to the records.
Voluntary Nature of the Study:
Participation in this study is voluntary. Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect your
current or future relations with Liberty University and Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary. If you
decide to participate, you are free to not answer any question or withdraw at any time without affecting
those relationships.
Contacts and Questions:
The researcher conducting this study is Ji Woon Choi. You may ask any questions you have now. If you
have questions later, you are encouraged to contact him or his mentor.
Ji Woon Choi: 434-534-7755 or jchoi13@liberty.edu.
Dr. Frank Schmitt (Mentor): 434-592-4143 or fschmitt@liberty.edu.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study and would like to talk to someone other than
the researcher, you are encouraged to contact the Institutional Review Board, 1971 University Blvd,
Suite 1837, Lynchburg, VA 24515 or email at irb@liberty.edu.
You will be given a copy of this information to keep for your records.
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CONSENT FORM 3:
FOR THE LAYPERSONS

Establishing a Revitalizing Strategy for Church Planters: An Analysis of Church Planting Trends
of the 21st Century within the Published Works during the Past Thirteen Years (2001-2013) in
America.
Principal investigator’s name: Ji Woon Choi
Liberty University
Academic department: Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary
You are invited to be in a research study of “Establishing a Revitalizing Strategy for Church Planters: An
Analysis of Church Planting Trends of the 21st Century within the Published Works during the Past
Thirteen Years (2001-2013) in America.” You were selected as a possible participant, because you are an
important member of your pastor and church as a church planter. I and my mentor, Dr. Frank Schmitt,
hope to meet you to make a methodology for a healthy church planting. Your pastor gave your E-mail
address, and I got the permission to send you this survey form.
I ask that you read this form and ask any questions you may have before agreeing to be in the study.
This study is being conducted by Ji Woon Choi in Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary.
Background Information:
The purpose of this study is as follows: Church planting is the most valuable method to spread the Gospel,
and God wants to see His churches everywhere. Nevertheless, many church planters have produced
strikingly different results; depression or growth. The purpose of this thesis is to analyze and research
about current church planting trends within the published works during the past thirteen years (2001-2013)
in the United States and to suggest a healthy church planting and growth model for local church planters
in America and the World. After the analysis of the current trends in the 21st century, the specific
statistical evidences and theological views about this study will lead a suitable guidance for church
planters who want to build and spread new churches. The questionnaires and interviews from current
church planters, members, and scholars will be also reflected in this significant process for reconciling
theory and practice of church planting.
Procedures:
If you agree to be in this study, I would ask you to do the following things: I want to know about the
attitude of church planting from many laypersons related to new local churches, and it will be very easy
process to participate with this survey because of its simple structures; mostly multiple choice questions
and a place to check correct response. Your participation would involve filling out an anonymous online
survey. This survey should take no more than 5 or 10 minutes. I would greatly appreciate it if you are
available to join my research with your sharing the important experiences in your church and life.
Risks and Benefits of being in the Study:
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The study has a minimum risk for this online survey pattern, and maybe you will have some hesitation of
the participation, but your participation will be used for only my thesis, and your information written in
this questionnaire will be protected from any commercial or incorrect purpose to use the materials.
Compensation:
You will not receive any payments, but I hope to see your voluntary participation for the growth of our
seminary and your church.
Confidentiality:
The records of this study will be kept private. In any sort of report I might publish, I will not include any
information that will make it possible to identify a subject. Research records will be stored securely and
only the researcher will have access to the records.
Voluntary Nature of the Study:
Participation in this study is voluntary. Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect your
current or future relations with Liberty University and Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary. If you
decide to participate, you are free to not answer any question or withdraw at any time without affecting
those relationships.
Contacts and Questions:
The researcher conducting this study is Ji Woon Choi. You may ask any questions you have now. If you
have questions later, you are encouraged to contact him or his mentor.
Ji Woon Choi: 434-534-7755 or jchoi13@liberty.edu.
Dr. Frank Schmitt (Mentor): 434-592-4143 or fschmitt@liberty.edu.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study and would like to talk to someone other than
the researcher, you are encouraged to contact the Institutional Review Board, 1971 University Blvd,
Suite 1837, Lynchburg, VA 24515 or email at irb@liberty.edu.
You will be given a copy of this information to keep for your records

APPENDIX H
THE WEB SITES OF THE SEVENTY-SIX MAIN AUTHORS
Authors
1.

Adam S. McHugh

2.

Alan Hirsch

3.

Andy Stanley

4.

Aubrey Malphurs

5.

Bob Roberts

6.

Brandon Hatmaker

7.

Brandon J. O'Brien

8.

Brian Bailey

9.

Brian Bloye

10. Christine Hoover
11. Craig Ott
12. Craig Van Gelder
13. Daniel R. Hyde
14. Daniel R. Sanchez

15. Daniel Sinclair
16. Darrin Patrick

17. Dave Earley

Web Sites
Adam S. McHugh
http://www.adamsmchugh.com/
The Forgotten Ways
http://www.theforgottenways.org/alan-hirsch.aspx
North Point Community Church
http://northpoint.org/
Andy Stanley.com
http://andystanley.com/
The Malphurs Group
http://www.malphursgroup.com/index.html
Northwood Church
http://northwoodchurch.org/index.php
Brandon Hatmaker.com
http://brandonhatmaker.com/
Brandon J. O'Brien.com
http://brandonjobrien.com/?page_id=2
Fellowship Church (Ed Young)
http://www.fellowshipchurch.com/edyoung
West Ridge Church
http://www.westridge.com/
Charlottesville Community Church
http://cvillechurch.org/about/what-we-believe/
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School
http://divinity.tiu.edu/academics/faculty/craig-ott-phd/
Luther Seminary
http://www.luthersem.edu/faculty/fac_bio.aspx?contact_id=cvangeld
Oceanside URC
http://www.oceansideurc.org/
Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary
http://www.swbts.edu/academics/faculty/evangelism-missions/daniel-sanchez/
Church Starting Network
http://www.churchstarting.net/
The Church Planting Phases
http://www.churchplantingphases.com/
The Acts 29 Church Planting Network
http://www.acts29network.org/about/leadership/
The Journey (Church)
http://thejourney.org/
Grace City Church
http://www.gracecityvegas.com/
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18. Dave Ferguson

19. Dave Browning
20. David Garrison

21. David Murrow
22. David Platt

23. David T. Olson
24. Dennis Biker
25. Dino Rizzo

26. Ed Stetzer

27. Eddie Gibbs
28. Elmer L. Towns

29. Francis Chan
30. Frank Viola
31. Gary McIntosh

Dave Earley.net
http://www.daveearley.net/
The New Thing Network
http://www.newthing.org/
Community Christian Church
http://communitychristian.org/
Christ the King Community Church
http://www.ctkonline.com/
The International Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Convention
http://www.imb.org/main/default.asp
Church Planting Movements
http://www.churchplantingmovements.com/
Church for Men
http://churchformen.com/
the Church at Brook Hills
http://www.brookhills.org/new/pastor.html
Radical
http://www.radical.net/
The American Church Research Project
http://www.theamericanchurch.org/TACIC.htm
Bivocational Ministries
http://www.bivocationalministries.com/
Healing Place Church (He resigned for his private problem in 2012.)
http://healingplacechurch.org/
Church of the Highlands (He joined with this church as an associate pastor.)
http://churchofthehighlands.com/media/message/how-to-come-back-to-thefather
EdStetzer.com
http://www.edstetzer.com/
Grace Church
http://gogracechurch.com/
LifeWay Research
http://www.lifewayresearch.com/
The School of Intercultural Studies at Fuller Theological Seminary
http://www.fuller.edu/sis/
Elmer Towns.com
http://elmertowns.com/
Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary
http://www.liberty.edu/seminary/?PID=12834
Francis.org
http://www.francischan.org/
Beyond Evangelical: The Blog of Frank Viola
http://www.frankviola.org
Talbot School of Theology
http://www.talbot.edu/faculty/profile/gary_mcintosh/
The Church Growth Network
http://churchgrowthnetwork.com/
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32. Geoff Surratt
33. Hugh Halter

34. J. D. Greear

35. J. R. Woodward

36. James Emery White

37. James MacDonald

38. Jervis David Payne
39. Jim Belcher
40. Jim Griffith
41. Jim Putman
42. Joel Comiskey
43. John Burke

44. Kent Carlson
45. Kevin DeYoung
46. Kevin G. Harney

47. Kyle Idleman

Geoff Surratt.com
http://geoffsurratt.com/
Adullam
http://www.adullamdenver.com/
Hugh Halter
http://hughhalter.com/home.htm
J.D.Greear.com
http://www.jdgreear.com/
The Summit Church
http://www.summitrdu.com/
J.R.Woodward.net
http://jrwoodward.net/
The V3 Church Planting Movement
http://thev3movement.org/
Mecklenburg Community Church
http://www.mecklenburg.org/
Church and Culture
http://www.churchandculture.org/
Harvest Bible Chapel
http://www.harvestbiblechapel.org/
James MacDonalds.com
http://jamesmacdonald.com/
Missiologically Thinking
http://www.jdpayne.org/
Knox theological Seminary
http://www.knoxseminary.edu/knox-faculty/jim-belcher/
Griffith Coaching
http://www.griffithcoaching.com/
Real Life Ministries
http://www.reallifeministries.com/
Joel Comiskey Group
http://www.joelcomiskeygroup.com/
John Burke
http://www.johnburkeonline.com/
Gateway Church
http://www.gatewaychurch.com/
Oak Hills Church
http://oakhills.org/
University Reformed Church
http://www.universityreformedchurch.org/
Shoreline Community Church
http://www.shorelinechurch.org/
Kevin G. Harney.com
http://www.kevingharney.com/
Southeast Christian Church
http://www.southeastchristian.org/?page=4977
Kyle Idleman.com
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48. Larry Kreider
49. Laurie Beshore

50. Mark Dever

51. Mark DeYmaz

52. Mark Driscoll

53. Mark Fox

54. Matt Chandler

55. Mike McKinley
56. Neil Cole
57. Nelson Searcy

58. Peter S. Cha
59. Peter Scazzero

60. Peyton Jones
61. Ralph Moore

http://kyleidleman.com/
DOVE Christian Fellowship International (DCFI)
http://www.dcfi.org/
Mariners Church
http://www.marinerschurch.org/
Kenton.org
http://kenton.org/
Capitol Hill Baptist Church
http://www.capitolhillbaptist.org/
9 Marks
http://www.9marks.org/
Mosaic Church
http://www.mosaicchurch.net/
Mark DeYmaz.com
http://www.markdeymaz.com/
Mars Hill Church
http://marshill.com/
Pastor Mark Driscoll
http://pastormark.tv/
Antioch Community Church
http://www.antiochchurch.cc/index.php
J. Mark Fox.com
http://jmarkfox.com/
The Village Church
http://www.thevillagechurch.net/flower-mound/
The Acts 29 Network
http://www.acts29network.org/
Sterling Park Baptist Church
http://www.sterlingparkbc.org/
CMA Resources.Org
http://www.cmaresources.org/
The Journey Church – Boca Raton, FL
http://www.bocajourney.com/
Church Leader Insights
http://www.churchleaderinsights.com/
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School
http://divinity.tiu.edu/academics/faculty/peter-t-cha-phd/
Emotionally Healthy Spirituality
http://www.emotionallyhealthy.org/
New Life Fellowship Church
http://newlifefellowship.org/
New Breed Church Planting
http://newbreedcp.org/
Hope Chapel Honolulu
http://www.hopehonolulu.com/
Church Planting.com
http://www.churchplanting.com/#axzz2pHCjExzw
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62. Reggie McNeal
63. Samuel D. Faircloth
64. Scott McConnell
65. Sean Benesh
66. Shannon O'Dell
67. Steve Gladen
68. Steve Sjogren
69. Stuart Murray
70. Sunday Adelaja
71. Thom S. Rainer
72. Tim Chester

73. Tony Dale
74. Will Mancini
75. Wayne Cordeiro

76. Wolfgang Simson

Leadership Network
http://leadnet.org/
Not found.
LifeWay Research
http://www.lifeway.com/Article/LifeWay-Research-about-us
The Epoch Centre for Urban Renewal
http://epochcenter.org/leadership
Brand New Church
http://www.brandnewchurch.com/index.php
Small Group Network
http://www.smallgroupnetwork.com/
Steve Sjogren.com
http://www.stevesjogren.com/
The Anabaptist Network
http://www.anabaptistnetwork.com/
The Embassy of God
http://www.godembassy.com/
Thom S. Rainer.com
http://thomrainer.com/
The Crowded House
http://www.thecrowdedhouse.org/
Tim Chester
http://timchester.wordpress.com/
House 2 house magazine
http://house2housemagazine.com/
Will Mancini.com
http://www.willmancini.com/
New Hope Fellowship in Honolulu, Hawaii
http://www.enewhope.org/
New Hope Christian College
http://www.newhope.edu/
Wolfgang Simson
http://www.simsonwolfgang.de/html/welcome.html

APPENDIX I
THE CONTACT INFORMATION OF THE SEVENTY-SIX MAIN AUTHORS
Authors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

Adam S. McHugh
Alan Hirsch
Andy Stanley
Aubrey Malphurs
Bob Roberts
Brandon Hatmaker
Brandon J. O'Brien
Brian Bailey
Brian Bloye
Christine Hoover
Craig Ott
Craig Van Gelder
Daniel R. Hyde
Daniel R. Sanchez
Daniel Sinclair
Darrin Patrick
Dave Earley
Dave Ferguson
Dave Browning
David Garrison V.
David Murrow
David Platt
David T. Olson
Dennis Biker
Dino Rizzo
Ed Stetzer
Eddie Gibbs
Elmer L. Towns
Francis Chan
Frank Viola
Gary McIntosh
Geoff Surratt
Hugh Halter
J. D. Greear
J. R. Woodward
James Emery White
James MacDonald
Jervis David Payne
Jim Belcher
Jim Griffith
Jim Putman

Contact Information
E-Mail or Social Networks
adamsmchugh@gmail.com
http://www.theforgottenways.org/contact-alan.aspx
info@andystanley.com
http://www.malphursgroup.com/ContactUs/index.html
BobRoberts@NorthWoodChurch.org
http://brandonhatmaker.com/contact-calendar.htm
http://brandonjobrien.com/?page_id=116
Not found
pastorbrian@westridge.com
christinehoover98@gmail.com
cott@tiu.edu
cvangeld@luthersem.edu
pastor@oceansideurc.org
dsanchez@swbts.edu
http://www.churchplantingphases.com/page.php/id/106
https://www.facebook.com/DarrinPatrick
dbearley@gracecityvegas.com
daveferguson@communitychristian.org
https://www.facebook.com/davebro
http://www.missionexus.org/david-garrison/
admin@churchformen.com
pastorsoffice@brookhills.org
DaveTOlson@aol.com
dbickers@roadrunner.com
Not found
info@goGraceChurch.com
Not found
eltowns@liberty.edu
http://churchgrowthnetwork.com/contact/
PTMIN@aol.com
cgnet@earthlink.net.
geoffsur@gmail.com
hughhalter@gmail.com
http://www.jdgreear.com/contact
http://jrwoodward.net/email-subscriptions/
http://www.churchandculture.org/forms.asp?fid=2
jamesmacdonald@harvestbiblechapel.org
jpayne@brookhills.org
jbelcher@knoxseminary.edu
jim@griffithcoaching.com
Not found
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42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
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